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ABSTRACT

This study concerns the central portion of the West wing at Knossos Evans’ Central Palace Sanctuary Area. The aim is to present a full account
of the finds, and by their consideration, along with an appreciation of the
architecture and stratigraphy, to assess the character and function of the area,
in its several phases.
The initial chapter largely sets the scene, outlining the course of
events of the early excavations, and detailing the primary sources drawn upon
here. In each of the following chapters, a separate group of material is
presented - a chronological order is maintained in this. In the case of the final
phase, the extant architecture is discussed separately from the finds - purely
for ease of presentation.

A full Catalogue of the Vat Room, Temple

Repositories and Final phase finds is then presented; followed by some
appendices. The plans, line drawings and plates are in the second volume.
The earliest group (late First Palace - MM II essentially) is the Vat
Room Deposit: vases and largely fragmentary objects of faience, shell and
metals. Recovered from a pit below the gypsum floor, the nature of the finds
can reasonably be associated with some cult/ritual activity, but of uncertain
nature and position.

The abundant material yielded by the Temple

Repositories (MM lllb - ?LM 1a) was stowed away deliberately after some
destruction: it includes vases, many faience items, bone and ivory, stone,
metal and natural objects. Individually and taken together, their character is
incontrovertibly to do with a shrine - the location again being uncertain. Much
of the finer details of the architecture is ambiguous, though the overall
succession of phases is established. The finds associated with the last are
mundane - vases; but there is still some hint of ritual interest there.
Thus, a thread of continuity may be observed - though the nature of
the overall pattern remains debateable. More excavation will be required to
proceed further.
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GLOSSARY

Obsidian
blade

a piece of obsidian whose length is at least twice Its width; prismatic
blades have parallel sides.

flake

a piece of obsidian which does not have the proportions of a blade;
they tend to be irregular in the industries in Bronze Age Greece.

core

parent body from which the blades are removed.

cortex

the external, natural surface of the mined obsidian, before working.

proximal

the end of blade, flake or core which received the blow from the
knapper.

bulb of
force

a low swelling at the proximal end.

waves of
passage force

rippling effect at right angles to direction of blow, caused by the
passage of the force.

distal

that end opposite to the proximal.

ridge

the scar left by the removal of a previous blade.

plunging blade

one whose removal has caused the distal end to curve under.

crested blade

a stage of preparation of the core where this ridge is created by
opposed flaking; it guides the removal of the first blades proper.

platform

a prepared surface of the core which receives the blows in detaching
the blade, a section of it is carried with the blade.

dorsal surface

the upper surface of blade, carrying the ridge scars.

ventral surface

the under surface of blade, as K leaves core.

percussion

a method of working that involves the direct or indirect application of
force to the obsidian by a blow.

pressure

a method of working that involves the application of pressure to the
obsidian by an applied tool.

Faience
core

the mixture of materials that forms the body of the object.

glaze

the external layer, usually with a degree of glass in It; apart from
carrying the colour, K has a protective function to the core.
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Clay seal impressions
these are small lumps of clay, used to seal objects and carrying
impressions of seals and traces of the objects sealed,
nodulus

clay object in pyramidal, elongated or tablet form, carrying
impressions of seals.

roundel

a small, circular clay object, with one or more impressions on its
edge.

Shells
ambu

the hinge of a bivalve mollusc, usually contained in a slight projection
of the shell.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses the history of excavations in the Central Palace Sanctuary at
the Palace of Knossos; the major written sources, eg. the notebooks and the diaries kept
during the excavations, and the later publications drawn from them; and finally the major
problems associated with Evans’ published and unpublished material.

A Brief Account of the Early History of the site
The Kephala hill, to be later known as Knossos, attracted the attention of Minos
Kalokairinos, a native antiquarian. Kalokairinos in fact opened twelve trenches (PLATE 1) in
what was later recognized as the West Wing of the Palace.1 The work was soon stopped by
the authorities. Most of the finds from Kalokairinos’ excavation were published by the French
archaeologist Haussoullier2 and the German scholar Fabricius.3
Some of these finds were sent to a few major European museums4 while the rest
were destroyed when Kalokairinos’ house, where they were kept, was bombed and burnt in
one of the periodic disturbances.
Although many scholars who visited the site and saw the objects recovered tried to
gain permission to excavate, among them Stillman5 and Schliemann,6 it was destined that
Arthur Evans would become the explorer of Knossos. Evans in fact purchased part of the site

1 Hood, 1981,1; Kopaka, 1990 5-41.
2 Hassoullier, 1880,124-27.
3 Fabricius, 1886,139, Taf. III.
4 Hood, 1981,1 ’Kalokairinos presented three of the pithoi to foreign museums, in London,
Paris and Rome, and one, now in the National Museum in Athens .. Three more went to the
Archaeological Collection .. the embryo of the present Museum in Heraklion.’
5 Evans, 1900, 4; Hood, 1981,1.
6 Evans, 1900, 4; Hood, 1981,1-2.
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as early as 1894, but it was only in the beginning of 1900 that he managed to buy the whole
hill - a condition necessary to excavate the site.7

Excavation began on 23rd. March 1900 (PLATE 2).8 Duncan Mackenzie acted as his
assistant, keeping the Day Books of the excavation; Theodore Fyfe was the architect with
responsibility for preparing plans, sections and drawings. A great part of the Palace was
uncovered in the first season, although it lasted for only two months.
Among the first parts to be investigated was what is now known as the West Wing of
the Palace (comprising the SW Propylaeum, the Rooms of the Chariot Tablets and of the
Stone Vases, the Magazines, the two Pillar Crypts, and the rooms to their north, the Lobby
of the Stone Seat (or Column Bases Room), the Great Pithos Room and much of the Throne
Room complex (PLATE 3).
In 1901 the excavation season lasted for about four months, starting at the end of
February. The "Room of the Two Cists"8 - later to be termed the Temple Repositories Room
- was now opened together with a space just to its east where a small niche is created
between the lines of the earlier East Facade wall and the later East line of orthostats, both
running along the west side of the Central Court. A second door (the northern one) leading
from the Lobby of the Stone Seat into the East Pillar Crypt was now recognised;10 the EW
corridor south of the two Pillar Crypts, previously believed to have been a blind alley,11 was
found to lead into the House Tablets corridor. The Lobby of the Stone Seat is thus directly
connected with the Magazines at the west (PLATE 4).12
In the 1903 campaign the gypsum floors of the magazines were lifted and the contents
in the cists below the gypsum floor came to light.13 In the same season gypsum floors in
other rooms were lifted among which were the Vat Room and the Temple Repositories. In
the preliminary report of this year the area of the Palace occupied by the two Pillar Crypts and
the Rooms north of them, the Great Pithos Room and the Temple Repositories as well as the
Lobby of the Stone Seat and the small niche north of it was called the ’Central Palace

7 Evans, 1900, 4-5.
8 Evans, 1900, 5.
9 Evans, 1900, 27.
10 Evans, 1901, 27-8.
11 Evans, 1900, 26.
12 Evans, 1901, 27 and 49 The supposed isolation on this side does not exist’.
13 Evans, 1903, 28-35.
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Sanctuary’.14 The idea need cause no surprise now, since even in 1900 Evans had spoken
of the importance of the Pillar Crypts with their central pillars carved with double axes.15 He
had in fact pointed to the West Pillar Crypt as the "actual shrine, since the double-axe symbol
appears in this case on all lour sides of the pillar instead of only three. It is observable that
while the West room was otherwise clear, the adjoining chamber to the East had been partly
used as a store such as might well have existed in connexion with a sanctuary”.16
On 28th May 1903,17 "the Great Stone Repositories of the Central Palace
Sanctuary"18 were opened and the excavators were faced with what they immediately
referred to as the "fittings of a small shrine".19

Successes and Limitations
No prehistorian can remain untouched reading the accounts of the excavation of this
area - be it in the diaries or the publications. Considering myself a prehistorian and having
just completed an MA thesis (University of Wales) on Minoan Domestic and Palace Shrines,
the Central Palace Sanctuary area was not just a matter of interest to me, but an object of
compelling attraction.

As my studies progressed, I became very concerned for the objects

themselves, particularly those relegated to museum storage areas, because of their less
glamorous appeal - being fragmentary usually and unpublished. Accordingly I determined to
rectify the situation.
To this end, I was very fortunate to have become connected to the museum at
Heraklion in 1984, assisting in various projects.

It was then that I decided to compile a

catalogue of the Temple Repositories material housed in Heraklion. Naturally my initial guide
were the photographs Evans published.

I soon became aware, however, of two major

problems: one concerned the coverage actually in print. Evans, it is true, had published the
most important pieces in this medium, where they could be recognized. Others, however,
were photographed in groups, often not to scale - as such they were far more difficult to
recognize. All too often Evans would refer to objects, but not illustrate them; occasionally
worse he would but imply their existence, but offer no account of their numbers or

14 Evans, 1903, 32-4.
15 Evans, 1900, 32-4.
16 Evans, 1900, 34.
17 Mackenzie, DM/DB 1903, 86.
18 Evans, 1903,38. The East one on 28th. May, the West on 30th, according to DM/DB
1903, 86 and 90.
19 Evans, 1903, 62.
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descriptions. These would, I feared, be almost impossible to identify. The second problem
concerned their present location. Although the majority of the published objects were recorded
in the HM catalogues, they could not be located in the museum today owing to their having
been moved to a place of safety for the duration of the Second World War. They had never
returned to their original positions. In addition, a proportion of the material once catalogued
had with time and such disturbances slipped into the uncatalogued and unprovenanced
material. Recourse to the Catalogues themselves did not offer much illumination: the year of
the delivery of the piece to the museum was noted, as was the name of the she of its origin,
but the actual findspot within a she was never recorded. A related, though to a slightly lesser
extent, shuation applies to the inventories of the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.
To approach the question of recognition, I set about collecting copies of the published
and unpublished photographs from the Ashmolean archives relevant to my search: a request
most kindly granted. Often, but not as an infallible rule, Evans photographed as a group
pieces from the same findspot. Thus whh the aid of some of the unpublished photographs a
few specimens were proposed, later confirmed in their identity. One group of material that
was particularly resistant, most regretably, to this line of attack has been the ceramic vessels:
of those shown in a general photograph by Evans20 in the course of the excavation of the
Temple Repositories, few other than those also shown individually can be identified. Similar
vases are quite common from other places, such as the West Magazines 21 Concerning the
latter problem, there was no way of avoiding a prolonged and arduous search of every comer
of the museum.
This relentless pursuit did bring rewards, some quite unexpected. In 1989, when I had
given up hope of recovering anything else, I came upon a tiny paper box in HM, bearing the
legend (in a small and neat hand - probably Prof. Platon’s), of "Wat Room".

Clearly a

mispelling of Vat Room. Within were the long sought after ’cobalt blue beads'22 together with
some larger ones, a crystal core, two seal impressions, fragments of copper and shell - all
published by Evans, but uncatalogued in the HM. Through this find it was possible to identify
the same kind of beads housed in the Ashmolean together with more of the copper pieces.
From the Stratigraphical Museum, Knossos I recovered the material from deposits
from the CPS area, which had never been published at all, or even directly referred to in the
notebooks. The material is mostly Neolithic, and is presented in Chapter II, on the Vat Room,

20 Evans, 1903, 26; PM I, figs. 404, 405d, PI. VII (opp. 596).
21 Evans, 1903,49. The Temple Repositories’ type of vases is a common term used by
both Mackenzie and Evans in their notebooks concerned with the Magazines of the West
Wing, the SSE House, the House of the Fallen Blocks and so on.
22 Evans, 1903, 98.
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as being closer in date to that and found in similar archaeological circumstances. A few
faience items in the same museum were identified on stylistic grounds as potentially or more
certainly coming from the Temple Repositories.
In the Ashmolean, again, a small pill-box with carbonized corn was identified by its
label of "Porcelain Deposit, burnt corn".23 The Temple Repositories were once termed the
’Porcelain Deposit’; and Evans noted burnt corn to have been recovered from there 24 Four
gold leaf fragments were identified by their general resemblance to others from this area
housed in Heraklion: they resemble plant leaves, are thin and much creased.
The culmination, perhaps, of all the many years of searching and my greatest reward
came about early in 1990, when V. Fotou drew my attention to a few loose pages with some
sketches of Evans on them. She had uncovered them in an envelope with others such in the
Ashmolean archives. On recognizing them as unpublished sketches of Evans of material from
the Temple Repositories, as their headings of "Porcelain Deposit', ’Snake Goddess’, and
’Sealings from Porcelain Deposit’ all verify, I was extremely pleased that an otherwise
inexplicable gap in Evans’ process of recording was at least partly closed. Though on loose
pages, there is yet a sequence to them.

Almost all the seal impressions, I believe, are

present, minutely and beautifully sketched - some in ink, others in pencil. Together with them
are drawings of the figurines, their attire, the flowers and buds of faience and bone. Evans
has also added short, but exact and precise, notes outlining the numbers involved and giving
short descriptions. A few objects, previously in doubt, can now be confirmed, C App. I l l ).
Though Evans had published the majority of the seal impressions,25 and Gill had
identified them later,26 a few remained undetected. These are now retrievable. From these
sketches, seven items of the class of clay documents were identified in the Heraklion
collections: one roundel and six seal impressions.
Of course, there remain a few objects not located, these are commented on in the
appropriate chapters, but quite a large number are now appearing for the first time.

23 Both Evans and Mackenzie refer to the Temple Repositories deposit as ’Porcelain
Deposit’: DM/DB 1903 90, 30 May and Evans, 1902-03, 62.
24 Evans, 1903, 41.
25 Evans, 1903, figs. 28-38; PM I, figs. 363a&b, 372, 374, 411a&b, 456a-c, 509, 514,
518a-l, 519, 520, 522a, and 524; PM IV.ii, figs. 423,451, 531, 541a, 544a, 597a.e, 604a&b,
921.
26 Gill, 1965, 69-71,73-4.
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The Nature of the Written Sources and Scholarly Research
The original excavators have left two classes of evidence: first are the writings
produced on site - the Note Books of Evans (AE/NB),27 the Day Books kept by Mackenzie
(DM/DB),28 together with his pottery notes from the apotheke, and the plans produced by
Fyfe.20 With these must go the photographs, now housed in the Archives of the Ashmolean
Museum in both negative and print form. From all this were worked up in ever-increasing
detail a series of annual excavation reports (BSA1900-1903), specialized articles, lectures and
books (such as JHS 1903-06, Scripta Minoa 1,1909 and The Tree and Pillar Cult', 1901) and
finally the magisterial publication of the Palace of Minos (four volumes and an index, between
1921-36).
Since then publications have appeared from later scholars without cease - usually on
an aspect of or a group of items from this area (see further below).

Mackenzie was primarily concerned with writing the details of the excavation each day,
a task of the utmost importance, but in reality impossible for a single person to accomplish,
given the number of trenches open at any number of locations across the site. Inevitably he
will have missed details; and sadly some of his books are mislaid. Despite these drawbacks,
Mackenzie offers a general picture of events as the excavation unfolded; finds were recorded,
often with an accompanying sketch to give their position on plan, and whether they belonged
to the floor or in the fill. Only the depth tended not to be mentioned - a practice adopted later.
After objects had been cleaned, Mackenzie might add a written check or extra comment on
them.
Evans made short and precise notes, often reproducing what Mackenzie had written.
His main concern seems rather to have been in the sketching (with annotations) of the more
interesting finds; he had a very good eye for detail and a considerable artistic skill to
reproduce what he saw on paper. He was particularly good on very small objects. His notes
also may give details of numbers and nature - most providently.
To a degree, then, this pair of extremely capable people complemented each others'
strengths.

Fyfe’s plans, together with the contemporary photographs, are invaluable in

assessing the exact nature of the site as it was revealed.

27 Evans, AE/NBs concerned with the CPS: 1900 (1 vol); 1901 (1 vol); 1902 (1 vol); 1903
(2 vols); 1913 (1 vol); 1913,1930 (1 vol); 1925 (1 vol); 1929.
28 Mackenzie, DM/DB 1900 (3 vols., two in pencil and one in ink); 1901 (2 vols); 1903 (2
vols); 1925 (1 vol). Also a series of pottery notebooks (PN) 1900-1904.
29 Fyfe, Plans 1900,1901, 1902, 1903,1921; F/NB 1901, 1902, 1903.
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The initial yearly Reports, presented best in the BSA, are the nearest Evans got to
what would be recognized as an Excavation report today. The monumental Palace of Minos
is in many respects an encyclopedia of sources and ideas commemorating the Aegean Bronze
Age, and the Cretan in particular as represented by Knossos. Evans’ skill at synthesizing and
presenting an interwoven account of the many strands that he uses to create his ’history’ of
this period is consummate, often delicate in its control and given free rein. He also took the
opportunity to establish his chronology of the period, dividing it up into Early Minoan (EM),
Middle (MM) and Late (LM), usually with finer and finer subdivisions (I, II, III at first and then
A, B, C). Of course, he produced en route some quite extended articles and monographs on
aspects first broached in the early Reports: thus the Tree and Pillar Cult’ (1901) grew from
an seed expressed in BSA 1900 and is centred upon the two Pillar Crypts of the CPS. In
1909 he produced Scripta Minoa I, which was concerned with the inscribed clay Tablets and
other annotated objects of clay.
The passage of time did introduce some problems.

As concerns the CPS - in

particular the Temple Repositories, a discrepancy has arisen between the details of the
findspot of a few faience objects and the seal impressions etc. In the original notes, they are
assigned to the East Repository; by the time the Palace of Minos was brought out, these have
moved to the West one. Lapses of memory such as this are to be expected after so long a
gap of time; Evans also misread his notes on occasion. Generally, it is safer to follow an
account written at the time, the more so when Evans and Mackenzie are in agreement. Any
such discrepancies will be discussed in greater detail in the appropriate place in the text.

So central are the Temple Repositories and this region to matters connected with
Knossos and the Minoan world, that most scholars make reference to them sooner or later.
The emphasis usually is on the Repositories and to a lesser extent the Vat Room and the
Tripartite Shrine. For this reason, it is feasible to ennumerate here only those major studies
that have had some relevance to this thesis; the review is brief and not intended to be an
exhaustive one.

The Vat Room deposit was considered by Evans as one containing pottery
characteristic of MMIa.30 This line was maintained by Pendlebury31 and Walberg,32 though
Hood put it later. At first he was inclined to give it a MM lb date by analogy with a deposit from

30 Evans, PM 1,165-75.
31 Pendlebury, 1939,104.
32 Walberg, 1976,104,121-2.
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’the east end of Magazine A’;33 but later extended this to MMIIa.34 Andreou assigned to
MMIb/MMIIa those vases Evans once termed MMIa.36

MacGillivray,36 followed by

Momigliano,37 confirmed an MMIIa date for some of the pieces.
The remainder of the material has never been studied.

The Temple Repositories have always been considered as containing the most
characteristic vases in vogue in MMIII or LMIa. Originally, Evans termed them as typical
LMI.38 In later work, wherever he found similar vases to these, he would refer to them as
Temple Repository vases’ - such a habit can be seen in his excavation notebooks, and in
Mackenzie’s daybooks too, in connection with the House of the Fallen Blocks or the SSE
House.30 The single exception, originally given to LMIa, was later returned to MMIIIb.40
The only vases to receive scrutiny in recent years are the so-called Cycladic or Bird
vases.

MacGillivray41 and Jones42 have confirmed their Cycladic origins - the one on

stylistic grounds, the other on the analysis of the clay.
Analogous vessels to those from the Repositories are recorded from LMIa deposits
at Akrotiri, Thera.43
Another group of objects to have been well studied are the clay documents, ie. seal
impressions, noduli and roundels. Evans published the majority of these, although he never
distinguished a seal impression from what is today called a nodulus.44 Gill identified

33 Hood, 1974, 34.
34 Hood, 1988, 110-11.
35 Andreou, 1978,180 n.6.
36 MacGillivray, 1986, 47 (unpublished thesis).
37 Momigliano, 1989, 248 (unpublished thesis).
38 Evans, 1903, 49.
30 Evans, AE/NB 1922, no page number; Mackenzie, DM/DB, 1922, 58.
40 Evans, PM I, 550.
41 MacGillivray, 1984,153-4.
42 Jones, 1986, 430-31.
43 Marthari, oral communication; Warren and Hankey, 1989, 73-4.
44 Weingarten, 1989, 42, 44.
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most

of the clay documents that are stored in HM,45 while Kenna did the same for those in the
Ashmolean.46 Younger gave dates to a few according to the themes and glyptic techniques
of the seals that had produced them;47 Pini recently came to much the same conclusion as
Younger - namely that they belong down to LMIa,46 ’subjects, composition and stylistic
features .. are generally .. closer to the glyptic art and relief of LMI than to that from the end
of the MM period’. Weingarten interprets them from the point of view of their role in the
beaurocratic administration;48 with Pini,50 her work is based on interpreting from their
undersides the kind of task they were performing, the nature of the packet they were attached
to.
The roundels and their position in the administrative procedures have been studied
by Hallager,51 who also examined the signs inscribed on them and compared them to known
scripts.
The faience was presented by Foster,62 in her general study of such material from
the Bronze Age Aegean. With Kaczmarczyk she published the results of analyses of the
Minoan faience housed in the Ashmolean.53
No other finds from the Repositories have been studied since Evans.

The material associated with the final architectural phase of the CPS is scanty. Of
them, only some of the clay documents have proved relevant to recent work.

Seal

impressions from the Room of the Niche were handled by Gill;54 Linear B tablets from the
Lobby of the Stone Seat and elsewhere were generally studied by Chadwick and Olivier.55

45 Gill, 1965, 69-70.
46 Kenna, 1960,41-44.
47 Younger, 1989, 58-9.
46 Pini, 1990, 53.
48 Weingarten, 1989, 39-52.
60 Pini, 1983, 560-62.
61 Hallager, 1987, 55-70.
52 Foster, 1979, 56-93.
63 Foster and Kacmarczyk, 1982,143-57.
54 Gill, 1965, 73.
55 Chadwick, Killen & Olivier, 1971,168-81.
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On the function of the CPS area, Hallager considered it to be ’one of the main sacred
areas in the Later Minoan period’, but completely rejected cult continuity stating that 'in this
area at Knossos the ’religious’ element had ceased to exist by the time of the final
destruction’.56 Begg, in contrast, argues for continuity on the evidence of the finds.67 Other
scholars, such as Nilsson,58 Platon,58 Rutkowski,60 and Gesell61 have also written on the
function of the area, basing their arguments mainly on Evans' published accounts.

The Presentation of the Material
The term coined by Evans for this area - The Central Palace Sanctuary Area’ - has
been retained, to anticipate my findings a little, in my study for the simple reason that no
evidence for any other such major focus of religious activity has been recognized anywhere
in the Palace.
A broadly chronological order in presenting the evidence is followed here.

The

second chapter is concerned with material recovered from under the gypsum floors of the
CPS area, and which can be attributed to a period starting with the Neolithic and ending in
MMIIa or slightly later. Some of this may be connected with the First Palace.
The first deposit to be studied is what has become known as the Vat Room Deposit,
from its location - a small chamber north of the East Pillar Crypt and fitted out with a series
of shallow stone receptacles along the east and north walls. This group of objects was found
most probably in a small pit; it consists of many perfectly preserved clay vases as well as
broken pieces; much obsidian, some shell, stone and faience items and gold foil make up the
numbers. In addition to this, other groups of material were retrieved from tests below the later
stone and earth floors - from both Crypts, the Lobby of the Stone Seat and the Great Pithos
Room. All are unpublished apart from one created by Hutchinson62 and Platon.63 They are
presented here for two reasons; first because they widen the factual base on which my

66 Hallager, 1987, 173, 176.
67 Begg, 1987,183-4.
58 Nilsson, 1950, 165ff.
58 Platon, Krit.Chron. 1954, 428-85.
60 Rutkowski, 1986, 21-45,119-154.
61 Gesell, 1985, 9ff.
82 Hutchinson, 1962, 165 and 171.
63 Platon, 1955, 508.
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understanding of the CPS in all its phases must rest; and second because they permit a
contrast to be made with the Vat Room material more clearly, from which hopefully a better
appreciation of the last may emerge.
None of these deposits can be safely associated with the walls of the CPS area as
they now stand.
The third chapter will be concerned with the objects taken from the two large cists
known as the Temple Repositories. Though this material too was retrieved from below the
later stone floors, it has been presented in a separate chapter first because it belongs to a
different chronological period than the material discussed before; second because the cists
were deliberately sealed; and thirdly because of the religious associations and high quality of
the objects recovered. All these were created within the Second Palace period, to judge from
their style and the accompanying pottery, but again it is difficult to be sure with what
architectural structures, if any, the cists went. The question of context, ie. from which cist an
item was taken, is dealt with at the beginning of the chapter, but no such distinction is
observed in the catalogue or the discussion of the object classes - these cover faience, ivory
and bone, shell, stone, bronze or copper, gold .ceramic vases and other clay items.
In the fourth chapter the architecture and stratigraphy of the CPS as it now is and as
it was first revealed by Evans is presented. The majority of what is now visible could belong
to the final phase of the Palace’s proper life, though not too many assumptions should be
made. Evidence for earlier phases does exist, but it is scattered and often open to discussion.
Without new excavation it will be difficult to proceed further; comments remain limited in
scope. Appropriate plans have been prepared at 1:25 scale and are to be found in Volume
II of the thesis. Plans made by Fyfe are included, eg. one in 1900 (Kn Dr.A/WW1), another
in 1901 (Kn. Dr.A/WW4) as well as smaller sketch plans

Chapter five is concerned with the finds retrieved from the fill of the rooms of the CPS
in the course of Evans’ excavations down to the stone floor levels. They are naturally in a
simple physical relationship with the standing architecture, which is why they are reserved for
discussion until this point.

In the sixth chapter, this chronological framework and the clearer presentation it has
permitted is used to attempt a functional interpretation of the CPS throughout the Palace’s
existence. It is assumed here that the material concealed in the Vat Room Deposit and in the
later Temple Repositories was first of all collected locally, not brought in from elsewhere, after
some disturbance had affected the fabric of the Palace, and second had been disposed of in
this deliberate fashion .. more of a burial than a dumping, as is most obvious in the case of
the Repositories. The items were not rubbish to be summarily disposed of, indeed why in that
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case bury them in the Palace and not take them away? Rather they were offerings or shrine
furniture charged with importance; precious and respected by their contact with the divine.
Such attitudes are common at all periods and places, not least in modern Cretan churches.

An inspection of a plan (PLATE 168 Foldout) will show that there are other rooms and
areas that are in direct communication with the CPS as presented here, but which have not
been considered by me.

Such are the Room of the Chariot Tablets to the south, and

accessed through a polythyron; the House Tablets Corridor and ultimately the West
Magazines. The last are reached through the EW Corridor south of the Crypts, and perhaps
by a door (now blocked) in the small room south of the Northern Room; another possible
doorway would have given access to the Room of the Jewel Fresco to the north.64 It should
be stressed that clarification of these blocked doors would require greater study than was
possible (owing to the storage there of crates of pithoi fragnments) and excavation even. The
failure to pursue these is regretted, in particular the Room of the Chariot Tablets, with its stone
and clay lamps as well as the archive material65 - but the complexity of the room, and the
fact that it is part of another larger, not well defined, complex have deterred me. In this I do
but follow Evans’ judgement, for he too, in his tripartite division of the West Wing into insulae,
excluded this region from the ’West Central Insula, Middle’ - my starting point.66 In addition,
it is worth while pointing out that the Room of the Chariot Tablets has formed the subject of
a complete thesis in itself, that of Driessen. I also considered that the southern position of the
tablets in the Corridor of the House tablets put them outside my brief.
The Catalogue that follows the several chapters of discussion has been mainly
compiled from my own observations; Evans never produced anything remotely resembling the
modern excavation report in this respect. For materials such as animal bone, sea shells,
stone and metallurgical points I have had to rely on specialist help. The material is presented
in the same chronological order as in the chapters. Within each section, the entries are
ordered by material and then object type. Each retains its museum accession number as a
further means of identification; where pieces remain uncatalogued this is indicated by (No
number). Details on state of preservation, material, size and general features are listed; a
simple reference to the most useful published source is appended. A few pieces were not
studied adequately, owing to their fragile state or the impossibility of moving them from their
display cases: in Heraklion they number the three faience figurines, two plaques of cow and

64 See Chapter IV.
65 Presented in a photograph in the Ashmolean Museum Archives; published by Palmer,
1963, pi. Illb.
66 Evans, PM I, fig. 152 (PLATE 163).
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goat suckling their young, the two dresses, the lily; the marble cross and some gold leaf
fragments in the Ashmolean.

Appendices contain the reports presented to me by the specialists, as well as copies
of the note books and daybooks relevant to the CPS.

Photographic plates, plans and figure drawings are all presented in Volume II.

CHAPTER

II

DEPOSITS UNDER THE LATEST FLOORS OF THE
’CENTRAL PALACE SANCTUARY’ AREA

SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, deposits found under the latest preserved gypsum paving of the
’Central Palace Sanctuary’ Area (’CPS’ Area) will be discussed with the hope of shedding light
on the function of this area.
The discovery of cists under the gypsum paving in the West Magazines and the Long
Gallery prompted the investigation underneath the similar floor in the ’CPS’ Area in 1903
(PLATE 168 - foldout).1 In this way the Vat Room Deposit and the Temple Repositories came
to light.2 Such investigations continued in the subsequent years, but as most of them were
not published, neither the number of the test pits dug nor the method followed are known.
However, from the published accounts of the Vat Room Deposit,3taken in conjunction
with brief legends on boxes containing the objects (now stored in the Stratigraphical Museum,
Knossos), it can be safely suggested that floor slabs were lifted at random in each room,
corners being definitely favoured, and that trenches were dug down to about one metre. The
exact dimensions of these trenches cannot be estimated since only the depth has been
recorded.
Apart from the Vat Room Deposit, material from six more deposits from the ’CPS’ Area
exists; one of them was excavated by Hutchinson and Platon,4 and has not been located.
The following deposits from the ’CPS’ Area are housed in the Strat. Museum:

1 Mackenzie, DM/DB 1903, 86 ’Having fairly well exhausted the possibilities of finds in
the cists of the great store-room region we turned our attention elsewhere. As a working rule
we adhered to the principle that throughout the palace where ever there was pavement, there
might be a cist beneath the pavement’.
2 Both the Vat Room Deposit and the Temple Repositories yielded material from beneath
the gypsum paving; the Vat Room material had been placed in a pit (it is here argued), whilst
the Temple Repositories was in two stone cists. See Chapter III.
3 For the Vat Room; AE/NB 1903, 2-6; 1903, 94-98; PM I, 165-71.
4 Hutchinson, 1962,165,171; Platon, 1947,635, & 1954, 508; Cook, 1946 117-18, fig.7.
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i)

From "below threshold of door between Room of the Great Pithos and Temple

Repositories, down to earlier pavement”;
ii)
iii)-v)

From the West Pillar Crypt "in SE corner of, down to 1 m";
From the East Pillar Crypt, one "N of W Cist", and another from "N of E cist

and to 1 m"; Hutchinson & Platon - unlocated;
vi)

From the Column Bases Room "NE corner of, down to 1 m".

The material from all these deposits will be considered in turn and compared to the
material from the Vat Room in order to highlight any differences and thereby provide
conclusions as to relative importances or functions. Their approximate positions are indicated
on PLATE 2.

SECTION 2

THE VAT ROOM DEPOSIT

Though this region was investigated and the deposit recovered in 1903, no record of
the work or finds is to be found in Mackenzie’s two notebooks of that season. One may
conjecture whether he was too busy elsewhere to make the relevant entries, or that the
account was lost. Evans, however, in his 1903 notebook did produce sketches of many of the
objects found, together with the brief comment ’Early Minoan Deposit N of E Pillar room.
Immediately under pavement within space of about 1 mtr., going down into Neolithic III out of
which hole had been cut’. In the later PM publication, Evans was equally terse with regard
to the findspot of the deposit;5 he observes only that the objects were located ’beneath the
pavement at the entrance of the early Magazine that opens North of the East Pillar Room (see
plan, fig. 121) known as the "Room of the Stone Vats"’.
Investigation of the Vat Room floor today (PLATE 5) may help in confirming the
location of Evans’ test. The north part is covered by dark blue to green schist slabs, the south
in ones of gypsum of perhaps two calibres - one that has decayed to a powdery condition and
another harder one with larger crystals. The threshold is reduced to a partly rotted condition
(even vanishing at the centre), but this is too small an area to provide a location for the trial
of Evans. Elsewhere in the area where Evans seems to be suggesting that the pit was dug,6
it is scarcely better preserved. It is very doubtful whether these slabs could have withstood
lifting, unless their state of preservation was much better in 1903 and has deteriorated during
the subsequent years when the room was open to the weather conditions and to the foot
steps of visitors.

5 Evans, PM I, 165.
6 Evans, PM I, 165, fig. 152; and 171, fig. 121.
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However, in the middle of the room, and still near to the entrance, modem concrete
has replaced the slabs in a rectangular area of 1.22 x 0.68 m. It seems feasible to suggest
that this is probably the spot where the pit was dug. If the slabs were in poor condition at the
time of investigation, then it would be natural to replace them should they have disintegrated
in lifting.
The only secure information on the dimensions of the pit is its depth, that is 1 m. I
assume that it must have been at least a cubic metre to judge from the amount of material
recovered.
Although Evans7 was quite clear in his publication that the material came from a pit
and on one occasion he further stated that the pit had a plaster facing,8 MacGillivray9 has
developed the hypothesis that the material belonged to a series of First Palace floors running
under the stone paving of the entire area. His theory was prompted by Evans’ statement10
that the finds were ’superposed, however, on these earlier remains..’. Momigliano,11 on the
other hand, supports Evans: largely since a trial trench opened in the RN12 proved that
Neolithic layers existed directly under the stone floor level, but also because of the perfect
preservation of the vases.
The evidence of this chapter, which also covers material from a wider range of
trenches opened in the area by Evans, is held to vindicate his observation that "the floor levels
of the ’Later Palace’ thus rest directly on the Neolithic clay, very little belonging to the earlier,
intervening Minoan Age being traceable, except where such remains were found in pits or
cists .."13 This same situation is also supported by trenches opened by Hood in the West
Wing in 1974 "Almost everywhere in the West Wing later palace floors seem to rest
immediately on top of Neolithic or EM Ml deposits."14

7 Evans, AE/NB 1903, 2; 1903, 94; PM I, 165.
8 Evans PM I, 236 'In some cases, as that of the deposit beneath the Vat Room floor at
Knossos, and that of the Third Magazine, mere pits, excavated in the Neolithic clay, with at
most a plaster facing, were used as receptacles’.
9 MacGillivray (from Momigliano, 1989, 98 - unpublished thesis) 1986, 49 - unpublished
thesis.
10 Evans, 1903, 94.
11 Momigliano, 1989, 98.
12 Hood directed an excavation in the Palace area in 1987; Momigliano, 1989, 100;
Catling, 1988, 69.
13 Evans, 1903, 94.
14 Hood, 1974, 34.
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In his publications, Evans concentrated15 on certain of the categories of finds (such
as the ceramic vases), restricting himself to mentions and allusions to others - thus ’among
the stone vases’. In this manner, he did cover the substantial amount of the material. Though
I have paid great attention to the relatively poorly reported areas, even so I have been unable
to locate some of those pieces illustrated (PLATE 6, which is PM I, fig. 120): the pedestalled
cup with ’polychrome red and white bands’ (PM 1,167, fig. 118a,7); the arm of a figurine (PM
1,169, fig. 120, at middle, just above scale); the marble vase fragment (PM I, fig. 120 bottom
right); the knob-like object below the block of obsidian (PM I, fig. 120); the gold fragment (PM
I, fig. 120); and the bowl (PM I, fig. 118a,16; PLATE 8a). As if in compensation, however,
there may be some new pieces to be included. Such have turned up in boxes that clearly do
contain published pieces from the Vat Room Deposit.

In the Stratigraphical Museum at

Knossos (Strat. Museum), a great amount of obsidian fragments, pieces of copper and rock
crystal are included in the boxes with the published vases.16 In Heraklion there is rather
more: obsidian pieces, one of flint or chert, a miniature lid of chlorite, and various stone
pieces. Amongst the uncatalogued material there was a small container with the label "Wat
Room". This held a large number of those objects that Evans described as ’deep cobalt blue
beads’,17 together with larger specimens; a cylindrical rock crystal core;18 some faience, two
more fragments of ’white shell’,19 some of ivory, copper fragments, a piece of ’ostrich’ egg
and two seal impressions.20 Some possible pieces (beads, copper fragments and stone
objects) have also been identified in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.

The following account will open with the clay vases (internally divided by shape PLATES 7-8); and then pass to obsidian, stone objects, shell and ivory, metals, clay sealings
and finally faience. Full descriptions of the individual pieces, including their present location,
can be found in the Catalogue section, illustrations are presented in the second volume.

16 Evans, PM 1,170.
16 The published vases are in boxes K.03 FII3 750/751; with them were 60 obsidian
fragments.
17 Evans,

1903,98;

PM

1,170, fig.

120 - middle in small bowl.

18 Evans,

1903,98;

PM

1,170, fig.

119b.

19 Evans,

1903,95;

PM

1,170, fig.

120.

20

PM I,fig.119c.

Evans,
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I Pottery
The clay vases will be discussed individually with attention being paid to potential
function. They include: a) amphorae, b) necked jars, c) four-handled jars, d) beaked jugs, e)
miniature spouted jug, f) miniature jugs, g) miniature spouted jar, h) cups, i) footed goblets,
j) bowls, k) storage vessels, I) lids, m) pedestalled lamp, n) egg-shell ware, o) pyxides.

a) AMPHORAE (PLATES 9 a,b; 10 I,m)
Two of globular-cylindrical type were found (1, 2). An unusual decorative motif is
placed on their shoulder: an incised rectangle with its diagonals cut in. Two fragments (3, 4)
in the Ashmolean probably belong to such, they carry incised decoration - two triangles joined
at the apices to make a ’bow-tie’ like effect.
Amphorae can be used equally well for the transportation or storage of liquids.
Pouring is easily accomplished.
Such vessels are met with today in the village: drawing and carrying water from a
source, keeping it cool by evaporation; storing wine and olive-oil. In addition to these practical
purposes, they may take on a magical role during a midsummer festival connected with water,
fruit and future-telling.21 Could a similar secondary purpose to do with cult be indicated for
the Vat Room examples? The design on the Ashmolean piece can be argued to be a sign
with symbolic values in this respect.. if it is seen as a double-axe.
Evans has considered the amphorae to be EM in his first report, though MMIa in a
later one.22 Andreou, using Walberg’s terminology (in which Early Kamares corresponds to
Evans’ MMIb/lla) placed them in the Early Kamares range of products.23 Walberg terms
them Pre-Kamares (MMIa);24 and Momigliano agrees with Andreou in giving them an MM lla
date (EK), with some reservations.25

21 On the eve of St. John’s (21st July) water is carried from a spring in an amphora, called
’klidonas'. People gather in the house the klidonas belongs to. Each person places either a
personal object or a flower or fruit (which will be easy to identify when taken out again) in the
amphora. The next day the objects are taken out one by one. Before they are identified, a
short rhyme is sung. What the rhyme portends is believed to hold true for the person the
object belongs to.
22 Evans, 1903, 96, fig. 66.C, o. I; PM I, 168, fig. 118a.4, 15,19.
23 Andreou, 1978, 180 n.6, 187 n.23.
24 Walberg, 1976, 122.
25 Momigliano, 1989,102-3 and 108.
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b) NECKED JARS (PLATES 10 a; 11 a,b, ; 12 a,b,c)
Four whole or almost whole necked jars (5-8) and fragments of one more (9) were
found. Such vessels can be used for storing liquids or dry foods. Their neck is tall enough
to receive a lid, or to have a leather or cloth cover tied around it. The way in which their
handles tilt upwards means that they could be suspended to further protect their contents. 5
contained c. 500 grs. of soil of a buff-grey colour. The question is how this was deposited in
the vessel: either Evans deliberately introduced it as an example of the surrounding deposit,
or - more likely - the vase had not been emptied or washed fully. In either hypothesis the soil
must have come from the Vat Room test-pit.26 One other vase (6) contained a few grs. of
the same soil, but too little to be properly studied.
When sifted, the soil from jar 5 yielded some charcoal, ashes, fragments of whitish
plaster with vegetation impressions on them, tiny sherds from ceramics akin to those in the
Vat Room, a few animal and fish bones, pieces of sea shell, two angular fragments of rock
crystal,27 and a scrap of gold leaf. About 100 grs. was flotated: it produced three pollen-like
objects, which specialists suggest are from plants associated with aquatic conditions.28
The combination of ashes, charred wood and plaster may imply the destruction by fire,
or one accompanied by a fire, of a building that existed on this site or nearby. Could this
building be the First Palace? Evans argued that the First Palace was destroyed in MMIIb.29
It would be important to see if the date of the Vat Room deposit destruction is the same as
the date of the First Palace destruction.

26 The soil was well packed in the vase and difficult to remove.
27 The fragments are triangular in shape - parts of bigger objects; but it is not clear,
because of their size, whether they have been given their shape deliberately or acquired it by
chance. Analogous rock crystal fragments, although much larger, were found in the Throne
Room (PM IV, fig. 900), and are seen in the Draughtboard (PM I, 472, pl.V).
28 The objects were photographed at the University of Crete (Biology Dept.) by Mrs U.
Potter-Damioulaki using a Scanning Electron Microscope. The results were studied by R.
Sea ife; he suggests that they could be the following - foraminifera or an ostracoal.
29 Destruction of the First Palace in MMII: Evans, PM I, 299 ’it is clear that this stage of
Minoan culture was cut short by a catastrophe’; and 300 ’we have in fact abundant evidence
of a contemporary disaster which befell both the great palatial centres of Minoan Crete at the
close of the Second Middle Minoan Period’. Also PM ll.i, 287.
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On the date of the vases, Evans assigns the vases to MMI.90 Momigliano suggests
that they ’find close comparisons with MM la deposits but they are also very similar to a
specimen ... found in a MM lla-llla context’.31

c) FOUR-HANDLED JARS (PLATES 10 b; 13 a,b,c)
One whole specimen (10) and two fragments (11,12) were found. They have a tiny
collar rim which could accept a lid, whose securing would be further aided by being tied to the
smaller pair of handles. The cross-hatched ’butterflies’ may be taken as a form of a double
axe, which as is known often carries ritual implications in Minoan society.
Evans gives them an EM context at first and MMIa later,32 while Andreou dates them
to the Early Kamares phase of MMIb/lla,33 as does Momigliano with some reservations
again.34

d) BEAKED JUGS (PLATES 10 c,d; 14 a,b,c; 15 a,b,c,d)
Nine of these with their cut-away spouts have been found (13-22). They all have a
conical or conical-globular body. Their decoration too is in common: brown to black bands
round the neck and a cross-hatched ’butterfly’ motif pendent below the spout.35 One vessel
(22) has two arched bands running the height of the whole body, from base to shoulder to
base again.
Beaked jugs are best suited for pouring liquids. They could have an every-day use
as water or wine receptacles, but equally could serve to pour libations or drinks in a ritual or
festival context. The existence here of a set of nine more or less identical specimens ought
to have some implications of significance: it is not the only occurence of such sets as the
Temple Repositories will make clear. The ’butterfly’ motif, with its resemblance to the double
axe, will once again prompt suggestions of cult or ritual activities.

30 Evans, PM 1,168, fig. 118a.6,11.
31 Momigliano, 1989,104-05 and 108. Parallels after Momigliano - one necked jar found
in a MMIa deposit in House B, one from the NW Pit which is of MMIIa-llla context.
32 Evans, 1903, 96-7, fig. 65.q, fig. 66.a; PM 1,166, fig. 118a.2, 1.
33 Andreou, 1978,180 n.6; 187 n. 23.
34 Momigliano, 1989,102 and 108.
35 Beaked jugs with cutaway spouts and a butterfly pendant were also found: one in the
Monolithic Pillars room, one from House A, or from N of Kouloura II, as suggested by
Momigliano (105); also from the MMIa oikia.
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Evans dated them to EM at the start, then MM la;36 Momigliano, who has traced
three more of this class around Knossos, states that they all come from 'uncertain contexts'.
She dates the Vat Room ones to MMIIa.37

e) MINIATURE SPOUTED JUG (PLATE 16 a,b)
This jug (23) has decoration similar to that of the beaked jugs - a triangular
arrangement of small discs below the spout here suggesting a pendant. The size of the vase
and the nature of its manufacture point to a content of some value, such as perfume or a
special oil.
Evans dates K to EM in his early report.36 Momigliano mentions MMIIa and even
MMIIla parallels from Knossos, and from Goumes.30 See the following section.

f) MINIATURE JUGS (PLATES 16 c,d; 17 a-f)
A series of these of globular-conical or cylindrical body was recovered (24-28): all very
badly made. Their form, with its spout, make the pouring of liquids a likelihood. Their poor
quality may indicate that they were mass-produced, or made by non-professionals.40
Evans dates them to EM at first, MMIa later.41 Momigliano suggests that they find
close parallels to specimens found in the tombs at Gournes. Zois felt that this material from
Goumes was MMIa,42 but Momigliano offers comparisons rather with MMIIa or even MMIIIa
pieces at Knossos.43

g) MINIATURE SPOUTED JAR (PLATE 18 a,b)
A single specimen (29) was retrieved, of slightly better quality than the miniature jugs.
Its pinched out spout makes the pouring of liquids a possibility.

36 Evans, 1903, 97, fig. 65.p, fig. 66.b, d, f, g, k; PM I, 166, fig. 118a.3, 5. 9 ,1 4 , 21 and
fig. 117.a, b.
37 Momigliano, 1989,105 and 108; and footnote 34.
36 Evans, 1903, 97, fig. 65 (x).
39 Momigliano, 1989,103 and 108.
40 They could have been made by individuals to be brought to a shrine and used just once
.. be it to bring something in, or to be used there in the activities.
41 Evans, 1903, 97, fig. 65.u, w, y; PM I, 166, fig. 118a.13.
42 Zois, 1969, 4 and 24.
43 Momigliano, 1989,103 and 108.
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Evans dates it to MMIa.44 Momigliano, from similar examples from Knossos (from
Kouloura III; and one from a MM Ilia context), places it later.45

h) CUPS (PLATES

19 a,b,c )

Two, probably wheel-made, cups were found (30,31): one with almost straight sides,
the other with slightly curved ones. A handleless one (conical) was unearthed too (32).
Cups are suited equally to cult or domestic use; conical ones have a tendency towards
the former.46
Evans dates the pieces to EM at first, preferring MMIa later.47 Momigliano dates the
straight-sided version (30) to Early Kamares, MMIIa.48 The rounded cup (31) Momigliano
sees as very close to MM la types,48 though such were still being produced in MM lla. The
conical cup, according to Momigliano, ’resembles more closely MM lla - Ilia types’,-50 she
assigns it an MMIIa date with reservations.

i) FOOTED GOBLETS (PLATES 6 a; 20 a,b,c,d)
A series of these were found (33-36): those located now are so badly made that they
too may be mass-produced, with the exception of 33 which has white and red alternating lines
around its body. Their function could be similar to the cups.
Evans follows his customary EM and then MMIa dates.51 Momigliano assigns them
to her Early Kamares phase, MMIIa.52

44 Evans, PM I, fig. 118a.17.
45 Momigliano, 1989,103-04 and 108.
46 Gypsades House B had more than 200 conical cups arranged in front of the pillar:
Hogarth, 1899-1900, 74ff.; Evans, PM ll.ii, 548. They probably had some cult function in this
case. In the Unexplored Mansion (Popham, 1984,163) cups were found to contain pigment,
while others were used as lamps.
47 Evans, 1903, 95, fig. 65.n; PM 1,168.
48 Momigliano, 1989, 102 and 108 (after MacGillivray, 1986,151 ft. - straight-sided cup
type 1).
40 Momigliano, 1989,102 and 108 (after MacGillivray, 1986,165-7 - rounded cup type 1).
50 Momigliano, 1989,104 and 108.
51 Evans, 1903, 97; PM 1,168, fig. 118a.7,10.
52 Momigliano, 1989, 102 and 108 (after MacGillivray, 1986,145 - rounded goblet type

1).
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j) BOWLS (PLATE 21 a,b)
Two bowls (37, 38) are known, with a flaring rim. Like cups, bowls can equally well
be utilized in a domestic or cult context.63
Handled bowls are placed by Evans in his MMIa phase;54 the shallow specimen
Momigliano says is close to MM la types but continued in production into MM lla.66

k) STORAGE VESSELS (PLATE 21 c.d)
There are fragments of three such: a pithos rim fragment (39), the base and part of
body of a coarse vase (40), and the base of another (41). Storage vessels belong to both
domestic and cult contexts.56
The pithos rim, according to Momigliano, ’looks similar to MM ll-lll examples but also
LM profiles’. She further suggests that it ’may well be a later intrusion’.67

I) LIDS (PLATES 10 e; 22 a,b)
Two lids were found: one with two perforated lugs (42), the other one perforated on
the top (43). A black-reddish wash with superimposed sets of white lines acts as decoration.
They most probably covered jars or tall-sided bowls.
Evans places them in MM.68 Momigliano found no comparison for them.60

m) LAMP (PLATE 22 c,d)
A well made, burnished lamp was found (44). Lamps can have both domestic and cult
roles.60

53 Bowls like cups turn up in many deposits.
54 Evans, 1903, 95, fig. 66.m, n; PM 1,168, fig. 118a.16,18.
65 Momigliano, 1989,102 and 108 (after MacGillivray, 1986,143-4 - shallow bowl type 1).
56 Storage vessels were found in the Magazines of the West Wing and considered to be
associated with cult (Platon, 1971, 82) as well as in residential areas in the East Wing at
Knossos (PM I, 581).
67 Momigliano, 1989,104 and 108.
58 Evans, 1903, 95, fig. 65.m, r..
60 According to Momigliano (104 and 108) 'no useful comparisons were found as to the
lids’.
60 A lamp stand in stone was found in the Great Pithos Room (340), while another was
found in the "Inner Shrine" (room 44) west of the Throne Room (Evans, PM IV.ii, 920). But,
as Momigliano says, a similar example was found (in stone) in the Royal Road by Warren see footnote 62.
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Evans gives it an MMIa date.61 Momigliano assigns it to MM lla.62

n) EGG-SHELL WARE

(PLATE 23, 24)

A series of vessels (45-50) of this type are known from fragmentary finds. They
comprise a tumbler with extremely thin walls and a mottled surface (45), and parts of four
carinated cups with strap-handles (47-50). Their shape points to drinking, while the extremely
thin walls, fine polychrome decoration and lustre indicate luxury goods.
These vase-types have been considered as amongst the most characteristic of the
Early Kamares phase, MMIIa; they are dated to MM la by Evans.63 Momigliano, though
concerned that they may be intrusive because some of the fragments joined with material from
another box labelled as unprovenanced, considers the type as undoubtedly Early Kamares,
MMIIa.64 The fragments were found and mended by MacGillivray.65

o) PYXIDES (PLATES 10 f,g,h,i; 25 a,b)
Of great importance are a series of pyxides (51-55): one (51) is repaired whole from
many fragments, and there are parts of at least four lids (52-55).
The basic form is cylindrical with three small feet. They are burnished, and carry
incised decoration infilled with a white substance that contrasts with the dark fabric.66
Evans first saw similarities between these and Cycladic specimens.67 Later, he
envisaged them as ’.. actual imports from the central Aegean’.68 A little later again, however,
he recognized that the incised patterns on these pyxides were quite different from those on

61 Evans, PM 1,168, fig. 118a.12.
62 Momigliano, 1989,102 and 108 n.4. She refers to a similar lamp in stone found in an
MMIa deposit in the Royal Road excavation (Warren, 1969, 52, P.292). She also states that
’no clay specimens have been found in MMIa or earlier deposits’.
63 Evans, 1903, 94-5, fig. 65.e, g, h, k; PM 1,168, figs. 118a.8,119a, and 120 - lefthand
corner, just below two obsidian blades.
64 Momigliano, 1989,101 and 108.
65 MacGillivray, 1986,162-63.
66 Similar pyxides have been found at Myrtos (Warren, 1972, 642-3, fig. 84) and
Sphoungaras (Hall, 1912,47, fig. 21): they have flanged bases and tripod feet, but not incised
decoration. Three more pyxides from Koumasa, incised, are similar (Xanthoudides, 1924, pi.
xviii.4195,4196, 5035). Another example was found near Palaikastro, at Patena (Bosanquet
& Dawkins, 1923, 5, fig. 2).
67 Evans, 1903, 97.
68 Evans, PM 1,166.
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Cycladic wares, arguing now that the technique was Neolithic and had survived into the MM
la period.®9
Platon70 and Andreou71 suggest that the pyxides were simply Neolithic and had
been retrieved from the Neolithic portion of the test-pit.
In 1986, archaeometry was called in to assist in determining the origin of the pyxides.
Samples were submitted to physico-chemical analysis, the results of which point to Central
Crete as the area of production.72
Momigliano is of the opinion that they may have been produced locally,73 but in
imitation of Cycladic prototypes. Mantelli believes that they are unique in the sense that they
combine several Neolithic features with later ones.74 Although, she says, cylindrical pyxides
with three small feet are typical of cemetery assemblages of the EC I Grotta-Pelos culture,75
yet this shape is totally unknown in the Cretan Neolithic range. On the other hand, its fabric
and surface treatment (fine burnishing) are typical of Neolithic products in Crete and are
absent from EC I pottery. Consequently it is the decorative patterns and their syntax which
provide clues on their dating and probably their origin. A Neolithic date is ruled out not only
because of the alien shape, but also because of the different manner of handling the
decoration on the pot. Further, the patterns that here appear on a single vessel are in fact
associated with quite different periods of the Neolithic.
In conclusion, these pyxides are locally made and represent the introduction of
Cycladic elements (ie. shape, syntax of decoration) alongside the survival of Knossian
Neolithic traditions (ie. finely burnished ware, pointitle decoration and motifs) - interacting to
form this class of vessel. They should, then, be dated to just after the end of the Neolithic

99 Evans, PM IV.i, 89-91.
70 Platon, 1968, 10.
71 Andreou, 1978,180 n.6.
72 MacGillivray, Day and Jones, 1988, 91-3 - where three methods were applied: thinsectioning, Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometry and Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis
.. ’it is suggested that the area of production of Dark-Faced Incised Ware analysed is central
Crete; this is put forward primarily on petrological and micropalaeontological grounds’.
73 Momigliano, 1989,106.
74 I am most grateful to Katia Mantelli for her comments on the pyxides as well as on
some EBA fragments.
75 Renfrew, 1972, 152 - for the shape; Ekschmitt, 1986 I, taf. 2a.
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proper to early EM. Such an event is all the more feasible when it is remembered that EC I
started a little before EM had replaced LN in Crete.76
Pyxides, as observed above, are commonly associated with cemeteries and very few
have been recovered from residential areas. They most probably contained perishables to
accompany the dead. The concentration here of four at least in a single non-funerary deposit
may point to the singular nature of that deposit. They may, for example, have been used in
a shrine as containers of perfumes or oils.

Conclusion on vases
The ceramics from the Vat Room may be seen to cover a broad range, at least in
potential: most belong within the millenium from the transitional phase between the
Neolithic/EM I down to MM lla.

There are probably a few later pieces that have been

interpreted as intrusions.77
Evans eventually viewed the deposit as characteristically MM la78 - and in this has
been followed by later scholars.79 Hood made a few soundings in 1974 in the West Wing,
one of which ’at the east end of Magazine A came on a deposit with evidence of fire
destruction in MMIb and corresponding, it seems, to the upper level of the Vat Room
deposit’.80 He was therefore the first to pronounce a later date for some of the Vat Room
vases. Andreou went even further, suggesting that the Vat Room deposit is a mixed one
containing Neolithic, MMIa, and MMIb/lla (the last being those vases dated as MMIa by
Evans)81 Hood later stated that The Vat Room deposit ... is assigned to MMIb because
wheelmade vases occur in it. In fact it is probably MMIIa ..*2 Momigliano sees some of the

78 Hood, 1984, 28.
77 Momigliano, 1989,101,104 and 108.
78 Evans, PM 1,165-175.
79 Pendlebury & Pendlebury, 1930, 59; Walberg, 1976,104.
80 Hood, 1974, 34.
81 Andreou, 1978,180 n.6.
82 Hood, 1988, 110-11.
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vases as clearly MMIIa.83 Whether they are MMIIa and correspond to a destruction then or
to a MMIIb one as suggested by Evans84 has to remain open.
The completeness of the vases makes it unlikely that they have been moved any
distance in or after the destruction, and thus are conceivably part of the furniture of this area
of the West Wing.
Concerning the character of the deposit, it is difficult to reach any significant
deductions as to its purpose. Though some shapes occur in multiples, or in matching sets,
this does not necessarily imply any cult aspect. After all, domestic cupboards contain more
than a cup or a jug. Indeed considering their shapes alone, all could equally well serve in a
house or a shrine - though in so early a period there is no evidence that vases solely used
for cult had been developed (e.g. rhytons of later periods).85 Only in certain aspects of their
decoration may even an oblique reference to religious symbolism be espied (ie. the ’butterfly’
= double-axe equation).
The apparent manner of their deposition in a pit dug into Neolithic soil,88 combined
with a possibility that the vases were involved in a fire-accompanied destruction of the area
(be it in MMIb, lla, or lib) could well be significant. It could be argued that the occasion and
purpose of their deliberate burial was not because they were unwanted rubbish, but on the
contrary were honoured and treasured pieces. Such behaviour is often associated with the
disposal of ’superfluous’ goods from shrines.87 Whether or not there was any suggestion of
a foundation deposit also involved remains uncertain.88 The nature of the remainder of the
finds may help to elucidate these points.

83 Momigliano, 1989, 96-7.
84 Evans, PM I, 299. Also MacGillivray (1986, 51) speaks of a destruction by fire which
is evident in Magazines A and 2, the Vat Room Deposit, the Hieroglyphic Deposit, the Royal
Pottery Stores etc.
85 Koehl, 1984,179-187, although he suggests that rhytons were used to empty bigger
vessels.
86 Evans, PM 1,165 the deposit itself occurred in a small pit going down about a metre
deeper into the Neolithic layer’.
87 The disposal of ’superfluous’ objects, or the deliberately burnt remnants of the same,
in pits is a common practice in Cretan churches and monasteries today. The fact that these
vases cover a broad period of time may point to their being kept as heirlooms or to religious
conservatism, so obvious in modem churches.
88 Foundation deposits usually involve complete objects. Here there were quite a few
fragmentary and incomplete ones.
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2

Obsidian
The Vat Room deposit yielded numerous pieces of obsidian (123 in total), comprising

a small chunk, cores, flakes and blades.
The chunk is of a rather irregular shape (57) and contains what Evans called ’nests
of crystals’.89 These have formed around gas cavities in the block, and present an angular,
polygonal appearance: they are white-grey in colour. The colour of the basic obsidian lump
is shiny black, but definitely not transparent. Renfrew suggests that it probably came from
’South Anatolia’.90 However, it does not have the qualities of lustre and transparency that
such material is said to have. On two sides, the cortex remains, whilst the two larger surfaces
contain the ’nests’. There is no evidence for the removal of blades; some rounded scars show
waves of force, but this could have resulted from accidental damage.CPI-ATE. 2.6 cO
A great number of blades (70 in all; 58-60) were found. Many of them have long,
parallel sides, with small bulbs of force: both features pointing to removal by pressure-flaking,
and probably to Bronze Age rather than Neolithic production91
Evans presents four blades (58.1-4; PLATE 26k),92 of which three are identifiable in
Heraklion Museum. These are different from most of the other blades as they are effectively
translucent, a dark grey matrix being shot through with black streaks so as to give an overall
impression that they are in fact black. Two have plunging distal ends.93
58.1-3 are of the same shiny and streaky obsidian, as are further pieces in the Strat.
Museum. 58.1-2 contain the occasional white speck (spherulites) like those that appear in
obsidian from Giali, though not so densely represented as there. 58.3 has a rounded, rather
blunt distal end and slightly chipped sides: though whether this is sufficient evidence for use
as a tool is uncertain. The rounded and blunt end could perhaps have served to avoid cutting
the fingers of someone using it.
The majority of blades are matt, in different shades of grey, black or even with a
greenish tinge. Most have very small bulbs of force.
Renfrew analysed one blade from this context and described it as transparent and
glass-like’ and reports that it falls ’within group 2b, which refutes any suggestion of a Giali

89 Evans, PM 1,170, fig. 120 - top middle. These ’nests’ were most probably formed by
gas entrapped in the obsidian during its solidification, p i . 2 6 a ,
90 Renfrew, 1965, 239 n.63.
91 Evely, 1984, 230; Hartman, 1978, 36-7.
92 Evans, PM 1,169, fig. 120 - left, just below the lid and obsidian chunk.
93 Moss, 1983, fig. 15.
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origin. The only source for this variety is in South Anatolia’.04 Such may be the case here,
but there are other potential sources surmisable for the other material-types present: the ones
with the white specks may have come from Giali, the matt ones from Melos (PLATE 27 b,c).
The only evidence that I can adduce for these suggested identifications is first the fact that we
have two definite fragments of Giali, and second because of the physical proximity of Giali and
Melos to Crete.
The presence here of three different sources for the obsidian is important in itself. It
shows that connections amongst the peoples of at least the southern Mediterranean was well
established, and indeed study of futher classes of material will extend these contacts.96
Cores are plentiful (12 in number, 61, 62; PLATE 27 a,b) and of at least two kinds:
they are cbsely comparable in height, at around 5 cms., though naturally the degree to which
they have been reduced varies. Most have one side or surface left unworked, though such
may have had preparation of the core itself conducted. The method of reduction (pressureflaking) tends to lead to a core of ellipsoidal-oval to tabular in section. Distal ends may take
on a tapered profile, especially if some plunging blades have happened. No evidence for later
use has been detected. One (62) has a peculiar natural deformity: one large and one smaller
near cylindrical hole. They must be a natural phenomenon as they show no signs of working
scars and are too irregular inside as well. The core production is of the regular kind seen in
Crete of this date: flakes are removed (by percussion as well as pressure) to prepare the
profile, a crested ridge made; the platform made ready by one major and several minor
transverse flakes. The removal of the prismatic blades has left regular enough blade scars,
though at times they overlap and merge; a few stepped fractures show where problems in
blade removal had not been overcome.

Working seems conducted from one end only.

Rejuvenation flakes from redesigning the platform are but rarely encountered. Removal of
platform overhang is not recorded - though this may simply be because the cores were set
aside after their last serviceable blades had been taken off.
The flakes and smaller lumps (PLATE 28 a,b) were also recovered in some numbers
(35 in total, 63, 64). Their irregular form and general lack of any clear signs of deliberate
working argues that they are by-products of some other process. Core preparation is the
obvious one. Where surviving, the size of the bulb of force and strength of the waves of force
(ripples) argue for their removal by some percussive method. The evidence of the cores
themselves supports this, but also shows that some pressure method is to be considered.

94 Renfrew, 1965, Table I no. 135, 243.
95 Branigan, 1987, 245ff.; Wiener, 1987, 261 ff; Kopcke, 1987, 255ff.
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Crested blades 60 (26,30,31,36) mark the start of the core reduction; First series
blades the removal of the external layer of the prepared core.96 The vast majority of blades
are of the Second series kind - and have been discussed above.
Two irregular fragments (65.2) show no signs of use or preparation (PLATE 28 c): the
transparency they exhibit as well as the white speckles are characteristic of Giali obsidian, of
which these two pieces must be.
Because of the lack of suitable experience and equipment (high-powered microscope)
no attempt has been made to search for microwear in the form of edge damage, surface
scratching or polish.97 The naked eye and low-powered glass (x 10) certainly show that
micro-flakes have been lost from the edges of the blades - mostly intermittent or singly and
of no great size; use or accident remains undetermined.
One fragment (65.4; PLATE 28 d) of flint is catalogued here."

It has a shape

roughly recalling that of an axe-head, and shows traces of weathering at its pointed end,
probably the result of use.

What may be concluded from this material? Blades are obviously the main desired
end product, as their numbers alone indicate. Present too are the cores from which they were
extracted and some of the discards produced in the shaping and reduction of the same. Does
this constitute a working area? Certainly the micro-debitage of such is totally lacking - but that
would probably be the case anyway, given the retrieval methods of Evans’ day. It is quite
normal to find collections of blades, flakes and cores on Neolithic and Bronze Age sites, right
down into the LM period;99 they do not all argue for manufacture at the place or time of their
final deposition. Like ceramic sherds, obsidian travels easily within the soil. Interestingly,
though, there are other cases in the West Wing of concentrations of obsidian; Rooms 46 a
and b, west of the Throne Room, yielded large numbers of blades (though not in situ);100

96 For the terms Crested, 1st. and 2nd. series blades - see Evely. 1984, 230.
97 Evely, Minoan Crafts I (forthcoming).
90 Flint or chert fragment.
99 Obsidian has turned up on many sites; Unexplored Mansion - Evely, 1984,230; Mallia Seferiades, 1975,24,109, pis. vi-vii, and van Effenterre, 1969,17 ff., pis. xxv.3 and 4, xxvii.3
and xxix; Knossos - Warren, 1972,392 ff.; Phylakopi - Bosanquet, 1904, 232. Working area
at the last three have been identified; only Phylakopi has produced a large amount of debitage
and is therefore considered by Torrence (1979, 77) to be either working area or dump. The
Royal Road South workshop produced only 540 gms. waste and Torrence (77) suggests that
a degree of clearing had already taken place.
100 Evely, oral communication.
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the cists north of the Temple Repositories contained very sizable blocks of obsidian;101 and
the Room of the Great Pithos south of the same Repositories had so many blades that Evans
suggested it was used as a barber’s shop!102 There may be a case to be made therefore
for the West Wing in the Neo-Palatial era as acting as a store for raw material, and thence the
production - somewhere - of blades. Did the same situation apply earlier to the Vat Room?
Was there continuity? It is doubtful that this can now be answered: the Vat Room material
is not of itself sufficiently numerous to be so very significant.
All the evidence from the core types and blades argue for a method of manufacture
based on pressure flaking: the normal process in the Bronze Age, though beginning hesitantly
in the Late Neolithic. This procedure can be witnessed more fully with reference to material
from Mallia and Knossos.103 The block with the ’nest of crystals’ may well have been kept
as a curiosity, since the presence of the ’nests’ rendered it useless for actual blade production.

3

Stone Fragments (Vases and other pieces)
Fragments of more than four stone vases were found. They have been published by

Evans (66-69).104 Another (73), described by Evans as ’part of thin ostrich shell-like vase
of marble (whitish)’,105 has not been located, but it is evident that its walls are extremely thin
and its degree of curvature unique at so early a period.
66 (PLATE 29 a,b,c) is probably what Evans records as ’among stone vessels were
remains of a cup and a "bridge-spouted" bowl of coarse alabaster ..’,106 As a matter of fact
there are three fragments (66 a,b,c) of exactly the same stone, banded tufa,107 recorded
under the same HM number. One (66 a) of them has had its spout, which is set very close
to the body, altered after its conception. Whether it was so done in the course of manufacture
or later to counter a natural breakage is unclear. Another piece (66 b) has a raised zone that

101 These blocks of obsidian are now in the Strat. Museum at Knossos - in boxes of which
the legends refer to the ’Cists North of the Temple Repositories’ as the spot of their discovery.
They remain unpublished.
102 Evans, PM IV.ii, 635 n.2.
103 Seferiades, 1968, 24, 109 at Mallia, v '
Crafts I (forthcoming).
104 Evans, PM 1,169, fig. 120 - righthand comer and below.
105 Evans, PM 1,169, fig. 120 - bottom right.
106 Evans, PM 1,170, fig. 120 - righthand side,just below marble bowl.
107 Warren, 1969, 99.

; Evely, Minoan

effectively defines the rim area: it carries a lug-handle.109 The third fragment (66 c) comes
from the body of a vase and has no distinctive characteristics. All three have honey-brown
bands naturally present in the tufa. The first impression is that they all comprise one vessel.
A little uncertainty remains as it is not usual for tea-pots to have lug handles (at least on the
evidence of their clay counterparts),109 and since only a vague hint of the raised zone
(reduced to slight incisions at the appropriate position, albeit giving a larger zone) exists on
the piece with the spout. Even if more than one vase is involved, it would yet appear that they
made a set.
The spouted fragment belongs to a Type D tea-pot, on Warren’s system of division,
and is dated to EM lll-MM I.110
67 is a marble bowl fragment (PLATE 30a), with flat base set off, and a slightly
inverted rim.111 The stone has pairs of dark grey horizontal bands on a whitish-grey ground.
The type is dated by Warren to MM la.112 A fragment (68; PLATE 30b) of body and rim in
the Ashmolean most probably belonged to this bowl. The rim is inverted in the same way and
the stone displays the same arrangement of banding characteristics.
Finally, Evans publishes a lid (69; PLATE 31 a,b,c), sketching it in his diary and
recording ’another smaller with a handle' (70; PLATE 32 a,b,c).113 Both lids are published
by Warren, who dated them to MM I,114 pointing out, however, that they are the sole
specimens of their type earlier than LM Il-llla1. Eventually he has come to feel that they are
later than the rest of the Vat Room objects and thus intrusive.115

108 Evans, PM 1,170, fig. 120 - righthand side, just below the frag, with spout. This may
be the cup fragment that Evans refers to, although it could equally be part of the teapot itself.
109 A teapot from Mochlos (Seager, 1912, fig. 18.VI and pi. 4) carries three lugs on its
body.
110 Warren, 1969, 99, where he assigns the teapot to his Type D, and presents parallels
from Mochlos (see above) and Mallia (Chapouthier & Joly, 1936, 39, pis. xxd and xxivc).
111 Evans, PM 1,170, fig. 120 - top right.
112 Warren, 1969, 79, where he assigns H to Group A in his 'Plain bowls with moulded
base’ section. Similar examples were found in the Mesara tombs dated to EMIII-MMI.
113 AE/NB 1903, 6; one lid appears in PM I, fig. 120 - top left.
114 Warren, 1969, 68.
115 Warren, 1967, 200 n.35 and n.50.
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Another lid of uncertain provenance (71; PLATE 33 a,b,c) is grouped and recorded
in the HM catalogue together with the known material from this deposit.

It is tiny and of

chlorite, from a miniature vase; it is reminiscent of the EM Mochlos examples.116
Two additional fragments of serpentine or steatite vases belong here: one (72; PLATE
34 a) is a rim piece with a crisp, V-shaped incision; the other (73; PLATE 34 b) is also a rim
and body piece. Both fragments may have come from small vases judging from the thinness
of their walls.

One ’Neolithic axe-head’ (75; PLATE 34 c) is known,117 fragmentary and with the
working edge and part of body surviving: it carries the slight scratching from being worked to
shape with an abrasive. Undoubted tools are detectable in a whetstone (76; PLATE 35 a,b)
of slate, and a facetted tool (77; PLATE 35 c) of haematite.118
Finally are two very small steatite fragments (65.1), stored with the obsidian: they
exhibit no traces of working.

One may argue that similar stone vase fragments are quite common on many sites
of different characters (eg. Unexplored Mansion, partly domestic, partly industrial; South
House)119 and that therefore the Vat Room examples are of no particular significance.
However, we should keep in mind, faint though it be, the possibility that these objects were
in some way connected with the workings of a shrine, and thus came to be deliberately buried
alongside more valuable objects.

4

Rock crystal and other translucent materials
Four broken pieces and a spherical bead make up the items of these substances from

the Vat Room Deposit. They are of two different degrees of translucency and colouring, and
thus materials.

116 No exact parallels have been identified; as regards size and shape they exist, but they
usually have a knob-handle and not a cord-like one.
117 Evely, 1984, 237.
118 A similar whetstone was found in the Unexplored Mansion: Evely, 1984, 226-7,
pl.208.9. I am grateful to Evely for this identification, and for comments on others too,
including some obsidian.
119 For the Unexplored Mansion: Evely, 1984,224ff; for the South House: Evans, PM ll.i,
380ff.
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A cylinder-like object (78; PLATE 36 a) of rock crystal is published by Evans,120 who
says that it ’was apparently a core produced by boring, and as in similar cases broken off by
the lapidary in the process of hollowing out a vessel of that material’. Evans is most probably
correct as the cylinder exhibits the typical slight taper of such pieces and the tiny abrasion
scratches and pitting (like ’frosted glass’) all over its surface.

The top also is in such a

condition, though the lower end displays the typical fracturing scars of the material.
In addition there is one piece broken off a natural rock crystal (79; PLATE 36 b), as
is shown by the angle of the planes and its physical appearance.
Two more fragments (81; PLATE 36 c), both of a tabular nature and regularly squared,
are relatively cloudy in comparison. They are also softer. Though they are unworked and
natural crystals too, they would seem to be of calcite, or aragonite.121
The spherical bead (80; PLATE 37 a) is of rock crystal;122 it was located amongst
the faience beads (see below). It is slightly battered, and still carries traces of the process of
chipping by which its basic shape was created prior to final polishing.123 The string-hole has
been drilled from either side, creating a wide entrance on both sides and a very narrow centre.
The worked crystal pieces exhibit practices that involve both chipping by applied force
and scratching by the agitation of some abrasive (which will have to be emery124 to be
effective on such a substance). Plain though they be, these items are of value as they extend
the short list of objects of such material from the First-Palace period.125 As will be seen
later, rock crystal was extensively used in the succeeding period,126 when such pieces would
be used for inlay in conjunction with several other materials, or as elements of personal
jewellery.

120 Evans, PM 1,170, fig. 119b.
121 Probably a substitute for rock-crystal.
122 Beads of crystal were found in the tholoi of Porti and Platanos (MMI-II) - see too
Unexplored Mansion: Evely, 1984, 224 n.116.
123 Evely, Minoan Crafts I (forthcoming).
124 Evely, 1984, 239.
125 Examples of rock-crystal objects from First Palace date: beads from the tholoi of Porti
and Platanos (see footnote 123); a sealstone (Evans, PM 1,274-5, fig. 204.a, b, c); and a seal
workshop, including some pieces, at Mallia Qu. Mu (Poursat, CMS Beiheft 1,11 Iff.).
128 As found at Knossos in the Temple Repositories (308), the Throne Room (PM IV.ii, fig.
900), the Draughtsboard (PM I, opp. 472, pi. V); and at Zakro Palace (Platon, 1969, 217-8).
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Other than for its early date, and the kind of objects being produced, the relevance
of these pieces to the Vat Room is debateable. Like the obsidian, they may fairly be said to
be either incomplete or wasters from a craft activity, but equally they cannot be held to argue
strongly for manufacture at this spot of the palace.

5

Ivory, shell and related substances
Evans does not mention any items of ivory in his publication. However, six items of

a whitish substance (PLATE 37 b.c) were found in the same box as the faience beads, the
source too of the rock crystal core and bead.127 For that reason they are included in this
account: identification is but provisional. Six rectangular plaques (82-87) survive in a rather
fragmentary condition.

In comparison with the Temple Repositories’ examples, they are

extremely thin and fine: it is hard to see them as free-standing and so they too are considered
as essentially inlays, even though they are worked on both main surfaces to quite a high
degree of polish. Two of them (85-87), the thinnest, exhibit three fine parallel incisions at one
end and a pegging hole that penetrates the plaque completely. There is no indication what
any of these were attached to.
Another fragment is a strip (82), one end broken away diagonally. The upper surface
has a row of holes drilled in an irregular pattern and to varying depths (about half the depth
of the piece). One assumes that these were intended to act as sockets for some further
ornamental device or inlay. The lower side is a pattern of random scratches, containing the
remains of a couple of mortises, as seen in examples from Mycenae and Knossos.126
These are made to assist the fixing of the inlay to its backing substance.
The final piece (84) shows but slight traces of working; it probably belonged to an
object which was curved in shape, though the poor state of preservation does not permit even
a guess as to what it was originally. One of the surfaces is heavily weathered, while the other
curves slightly. On this last is what looks to be a drop of some dark brown substance. If this
was glue,129 it probably marks an accidental spill as there is more of it on the other side.

127 Heraklion Museum Uncatalogued material: a box labelled ’Wat Room’.
126 For Knossos (Unexplored Mansion): Evely, 1984, 242; for Mycenae: Sakellarakis,
1979, 49ff.
129 Sakellarakis suggests (oral communication) that it may have been glue - chemical
analysis needs to be done for certainty.
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No accurate assessment can be made of the source of this ivory, it could have come
from Egypt or the Near East.

The overall character of the objects being produced is

appropriate to the objects seen at the end of the First Palaces.130

Seventeen pieces of ?shell have been located (90-92): 16 in Heraklion (two - PLATE
38 a - amongst the uncatalogued material, in box with beads; PLATE 38 b)131 and one in
the Ashmolean (PLATE 39 a). Evans refers to them as ’..most of the plaques... were of white
shell..’132 Once again their identification is still provisional: they have been ruled out as from
bone, ivory and bird egg-shell.133 Equally, however, shell specialists are not certain. Two
shapes are represented: 11 triangular (90.1a) and 5 crescentic (90.1b) - one of the former
seems incompletely worked, others left rough where it did not matter. Generally the upper
surface is so identified by its high polish, whilst the sides and beneath carry some signs of
slight scratching from the abrasives used to fashion them. Often there is a slight bow to the
piece (the thickness is variable), when viewed in section, which can be seen to be partly the
result of the method of working, partly the result from the natural form of the raw material.
Evans has arranged134 these pieces, along with the faience, to form medallions,
suggesting that they might be derived from a draughtsboard.135

His design and the

elements from which it could have been composed are not unbelievable, but his assignment
of them cannot be proven. They could, for example, have equally well decorated the lid of a
box.

In PM I, fig. 120 (PLATE 6) - next to the shells on the right, there are two tear-drop
shaped objects (88.1,2; PLATE 38 h).136 One more is housed in the Ashmolean137 (89;

130 Mallia provides many examples of general and specific parallels: Detoumay, 1975,
132, pi. 40; 1 9 8 0 ,143ff.; Demargne, 1953, 18, pi. 46; 1945, 57, pi. 68.1.
131 As footnote 127.
132 Evans, PM 1,170, fig. 120 - centre.
133 Attempts at identification have been made by Drs. Robertson (University Museum) and
Krzyszkowska - shell and ivory respectively. My grateful thanks to them and to the Ashmolean
Museum (Ann Brown) for permitting this.
134 Evans, PM I, fig. 120.
135 Evans, PM 1,170. Objects of similar shape were found at Pylos (Tomb E.6 - LMIIIa-b
: Blegen, 1973, fig. 242) but they are of ivory. Blegen believed that they were 'probably inlaid
in wood’ (pages 185,188).
136 Evans, PM I, fig. 120 - just to right of ’shell’ inlays.
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PLATE 39 b): this has been tentatively identified as from ostrich shell, but without absolute
security.

All three are polished on either side, but more so on the upper - the relative

positions of the surfaces are determined by the curvature of the pieces. The concave, also
the duller, is seen as the underside. They are likely to be inlays.138 With these goes a
triangular piece (93; PLATE 39 d), its edges typically left a little rough; it has received no
polish and carries the characteristic brown spots of the ostrich egg on its upper surface.
Sakellarakis is of the opinion that this material is to be associated with cult uses.139 Oddly
a connection that is still found today in Cretan churches, where ostrich eggs are hung from
bronze or silver chains in the same way oil lamps do. Were they once used as such?

6

Metals: Gold and copper slag
Evans records ’pieces of gold plating, thicker than the mere foil found with later

remains, and of copper (much oxidized) on which the gold had probably, in part at least, been
overlaid’.140 These pieces of gold (94) have not been located and in PM I, fig. 120 (PLATE
6) only one piece is shown. Two additional tiny scraps of leaf (95-96; PLATE 40 a.b) were
recovered recently: the first in the soil contained in vase 5, and the other amongst the faience
beads.141 They are both so fragmentary and creased that nothing can be said about them.
However their presence again suggests contacts overseas, probably Egypt or the East, as well
as hinting at the richness of the original objects before deposition.
Evans’ idea of gold foil or leaf plating cannot be correct, if the copper/bronze (97-99)
fragments he found have been correctly identified with a series of corroded pieces in the Strat.
Museum (PLATE 40 c) and with the uncatalogued material in the Heraklion (PLATE 40 d) and
Ashmolean museums (PLATE 40 e) alike. A piece from the last source (see Appendix 1) has
been analyzed142: it is arsenical copper, and possibly waste from an industrial process -

137 Evans (PM 1,170) refers to them, I believe, when he writes there were also curving
pieces from some foliate design’. And see footnote 133.
138 It is very probable that they are inlays since there is a distinct difference in the degree
of polish given to the two main surfaces - the greater becomes the visible upper side. They
may well have decorated furniture, in combination with faience. For such furniture:
Sakellarakis, Archaeology 20,278; Demargne, EC VII, 57-8 for Mallia; and Sakellarakis, 1979,
61, figs. 74 and 75.
139 Sakellarakis, Thera Congress III, Abstracts 61.
140 Evans, PM 1,170.
141 As footnote 127.
142 Zevantonakis visually studied the fragments and believed they were copper slag.
Analysis of a piece from the Ashmolean Museum by Dr. P. Northover has essentially
confirmed this - see Appendix I . . Thanks are due to the authorities of the Ashmolean
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almost certainly, given the period involved, from a crucible (s)melt. This material reminds one
again of the possibility of a working area, for which the one at Quartier Mu, Mallia is of an
appropriate date.143

7

Seal impressions
Evans published two sealing fragments of clay (102, 100).144 One (102) of them

shows an arrow: Evans took it to be a 'Hieroglyphic A’ sign,145 but Olivier doubts this.146
Two fragments were found in the same box containing the faience beads.147 One (100) has
probable marks of the cord onto which it was pressed, whilst on its upper surface are traces
of a rope-like design; the other (101) also carries probable marks of a cord below, with what
looks like half a daisy-like design above. The first might be the one published by Evans, the
latter was only sketched in his diary.148
The existence of the light-calibre cord impressions demonstrates that the sealings
were attached to something which had been secured by means of tying it up in some way:
whether a small package or something larger is not clear because of the fragmentary state
of the sealings.149 Nothing can really be said about the seal shape or designs, because of
the fragmentary nature of the evidence.

Museum (Ann Brown) for permission to carry this work out.
143 Peton, 1987, 269-71.
144 Evans, PM 1,168, fig. 119c, d.
145 Evans, PM 1,171.
146 Olivier (oral communication).
147 As footnote 127.
146 Evans, PM I, fig. 119c; Gill, 1965, 74.
149 Weingarten, 1988, 280 ff., see too Chapter III on the Temple Repositories.
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8

Faience and related materials - frit
Evans reports the recovery of ’inlays o f... faience and of a very fine texture’ as well

as ’a great variety of beads in the native faience, some very minute, some bugles, and others
globular with a large perforation’.150 He did not ennumerate them.
Only a single half-crescent example (103; PLATE 39 c) of the inlays was recognizable
- from an illustration by Evans, and is now housed in the Ashmolean.151 Five others (104-9;
PLATE 41 a.b) of the same kind were located in the box that contained the beads, as well as
a segmented plaque (109; PLATE 41 c): seven in all.152 There are simple triangles (104OS): one rather larger, with bevelled edges; one half-crescent (108) with two concave edges,
also bevelled; another (105) more irregular and larger is hard to determine in respect of form one side is arched, the whole slightly concave in profile. All have a core of a white colour,
friable and often decaying into a granular powder. Traces of the glaze remain (except for the
irregular piece); this is best seen on a small triangle (104) and a half-crescent (108), it tends
to a matt green, perhaps the weathered remains of a blue-green lustrous glaze? All the
triangles and a half-crescent had the glaze restricted to the upper parts, the base was left
quite free - either worn away, or perhaps more likely never developed there. The irregular
fragment (105) has an incised Z mark on the reverse, put on by a point of some kind: it may
be a guide-mark to permit the exact positioning of the inlay within its scheme.153 The final
object (109) of this class is the segmented plaque: the top is divided into 11 more or less
equal sections. The core is as before; the glaze here a purplish-black and lustrous in quality.
Parallels are known in the Temple Repositories.154
Because of their poor state of preservation it is difficult to know whether the above
items were modelled or formed in an open-face mould,155 most probably the last.

150 Evans, PM 1 ,170. These objects are among the earliest faience pieces known in
Crete - with EM beads from tombs at Mochlos and the Mesara, and a bowl from Mochlos
(Foster, 1979, 56).
151 Evans, PM 1,169, fig. 120 - top medallion, first left in inner circle.
152 As footnote 127.
153 Such marks are common on ivory and bone inlays (Sakellarakis, 1979, 62ff., fig. 87;
Evans, PM III, 405-7). The Throne Room pieces (PM IV. ii, 941, fig. 912.a) have marks of a
different sort on their undersides - dashes and dots.
154 Segmented plaques were found in the Temple Repositories (207-09) and as part of
the Draughtsboard (PM I, opp. 472, pi. V). Analogous objects, in ivory, are used as a frame
at the Artemision, Delos: Poursat, 1977, pi. xiii. 1-4.
155 Modelled is formed by hand, moulded by using a mould. See Vandiver for definitions
(1982,176) and also for the use of open-faced moulds in Egypt.
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Three different bead types were found.

There are two complete big, ring-like

specimens (110-111), probably what Evans termed ’bugles’, as well as seven fragments (112-

3.a-f; PLATE 42 a,b) of a probably smaller version; of these a whole and a fragment have
been recently identified in the Ashmolean (111,112; PLATE 42 c).156 The whole ones have
a perforation of considerable size, which preserves slight traces of the device around which
they were formed - longitudinal lines or shallow v-shaped incisions, probably indicating a
wooden rod. The core is white and disintegrates to powder easily. The glaze is of matt green
and does not coat the inside of the hole, which ought to have implications for the method of
manufacture. It would suggest that the glaze was applied as a thick slurry onto the surface
of the bead - a method used in Middle and New Kingdom Egypt.157 The same Is true of the
smaller versions. Evans158 refers to these beads as having ’a pale bluish or greenish hue
resembling the Egyptian faience o f... the Sixth Dynasty’.
The second type is a long narrow bead (114; PLATE 43 a) similar to one found in the
Temple Repositories.159 The core is white and the glaze is of the same green type as
above.

It has a small and very smooth perforation, slightly enlarged at one end. It was

probably formed by coating a plant stem in the faience mix as described by Foster.160
The third type comprises 1639 tiny beads (115-116; PLATE 43 b) in the box labelled
’Wat Room'161 of a ’deep cobalt blue’,162 and roughly spherical in shape; two of these were
stuck to the copper fragment.163

To these are added from the Ashmolean, amongst

156 Evans, PM 1,170. One with a fragment of another was identified in the Ashmolean
recently; the others in the box labelled 'Wat Room'. The Ashmolean beads have been
analyzed (Foster & Kaczmarczyk, 1982,157) as ; Si 88.5%, Ca 1.63, Fe 0.51, Cu 2.63 -quite
rich in calcium and copper; Si 89.6%, Ca 2.20, Fe 0.31, Cu 2.28 - ditto.
157 This observation ought to imply that neither efflorescence nor cementation was the
method used, as both provide an overall glaze (unless perhaps the hole was blocked?, cf.
Vandiver, 1989, 169). A possible method is the application of a thick slurry (fritted glaze
material in ground condition in a water vehicle) to the exterior: this method does not appear
in Egypt until the Middle Kingdom (« MM).
156 Evans, 1903, 98; PM 1,170. Andrews told me that such beads do not remind her of
any Egyptian ones.
159 See Temple Repositories (203).
160 Foster, 1979, 2; Lucas & Harris, 1962, 44-46.
181 As footnote 127.
162 Evans, 1903, 98; PM 1,170.
163 As footnote 127.
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uncatalogued material (PLATE 43 c), 81 whole and 1 fragmentary.164 They are in fact of
varying dimensions: some thicker, most probably formed around a plant stem and then cut off
individually from the resultant cylinder.165 The material is not glazed faience, but the porous
substance known as frit:166 a mixture of calcium-copper tetrasilicate crystals and quartz
cemented together with glass. The majority are of the blue colour described by Evans,167
but there are also three white and one green. These last are extremely fragile, the blue ones
harder: does this imply that the white and green ones contained ’insufficient copper or calcium
to produce the calcium-copper tetrasilicate crystals’166 or is it due to a difference in the
circumstances of their preservation?.
These frit beads are unique in the palace of Knossos and probably the Minoan world
at this period, first because of their material, second from their colour (Egyptian Blue) and third
their small size. The fact that so many were retrieved at the time of excavation is surprising,
considering their small size. Perhaps they were stored in one of the whole vessels? Their
origin is a puzzle: were they produced in Crete to a foreign recipe or are they imports from the
East or Egypt?169
Two bead-like objects (117 a,b; PLATE 44 a) were amongst the beads. They lack the
central perforation and are of a spherical, slightly depressed shape. One (117a) is pure white,
the other (117b) greyish: both are disintegrating to a powder.

No differentiation between

surface glaze and core can be seen, rather they look uniform, finer in texture than faience and
with a more glaze-like appearence.

Could they be simply burnt balls of stone or what

164 Foster & Kacmarczyk, 1982,147 and 157 provide further analyses: Si 70.2%, Ca 7.59,
Fe 0.56, Cu 5.90; and Si 70.7%, Ca 8.25, Fe 0.68, Cu 6.45.
165 Foster, 1979, 2; Lucas & Harris, 1962, 44-6.
166 Tite, 1986, 39 ’Frit is distinguished from faience in being coloured throughout and
having no glaze layer. The most common blue frit, which is referred to as Egyptian Blue,
consists of an intimate mixture of calcium-copper tetrasilicate crystals (CaCuSi4O10) which
produce the blue colour, and unreacted quartz (Fig. 11), the two phases being typically
cemented together with a thin layer of glass'. The identification of frit was here done using
a low powered (X10) magnifying glass. Further investigation has been scheduled using a
SEM. It is significant that frit was used this early - further research ought to show whether it
or faience had primacy, or were contemporaries.
167 Evans, 1903, 98; PM 1,170.
168 Tite, 1986, 39.
169 A picture from the tomb of Menkheperresenb (c. 1450 BC) depicts Aegeans carrying
strings of beads as gifts. Was the traffic the other way about a few centuries before? Faience
as well as frit and Egyptian Blue ’were produced in the Near East and Eastern Mediterranean
from about the fourth millenium BC onwards’ .. Tite, 1986, 39.
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Vandiver describes as balls of glaze, prepared and kept to be used?170 As such, or even
as unpierced beads, they imply the existence of a workshop - though whether with any direct
association with the shrine is open to question. They might merely be offerings brought to it
from anywhere.

Finally, Evans records the existence of the fore arm of a small figurine’ (118; PLATE
6).171 He says that it was of 'moulded material which seems to have been some kind of
vitreous paste with a pale surface’. In his diary, however, he calls it 'arm-like fossil-ivory’.172
Whether it is of ivory or faience is not of primary importance here; the fact that it is an arm is.
Might it argue a cult figurine, perhaps a protectress of the shrine? A predecessor of the
faience figurines from the Temple Repositories?173

Overall Conclusions to Vat Room deposit
As will have been observed, two themes have been mentioned in the various
concluding remarks made to the individual sections above: they are working areas and cult
location.
For connections with manufacturing processes might be taken: 1) obsidian cores,
flakes and blades; 2) rock crystal and other minerals partly worked, and 3) ivory and ’shell’
inlays likewise; 4) the

copper fragments; and 5) the ?'glaze-balls’.

Clearly none by

themselves represent more than the merest fraction of what a working area would be expected
to contain: they do not proclaim that any work in these crafts was carried out at the shrine.
Indeed, their status as working debris, as opposed to general rubbish, is in several cases open
to question, even if one accepts the fact that one is not dealing with the actual working area,
but with a selection of materials from it. Accordingly it would be quite inappropriate to ask
such questions as to whether the shrine might have controlled the craftsmen directly or
whether they were prompted of their own motivation to make offerings. A close parallel to this
kind of situation - in a known shrine area, but not otherwise much better comprehended exists in the much later LH lllb context of the Citadel House area at Mycenae.174

170 Vandiver, 1982, 178. The alternative is a phenomenon found in European caves,
produced in the same manner as a stalactite - they will be X-rayed later to assist identification.
171 Evans, PM 1,170; AE/NB 1903, opp. page 6.
172 AE/NB 1903, opp. page 6.
173 Three figurines of faience (as well as arms of others) were retrieved from the Temple
Repositories although they did not have the kind of articulation described by Evans.
174 Lord Taylour, 1969, 93-4; 1970, 270-9.
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For the existence of some kind of shrine or religious centre here, the evidence is
equally slight and partial: the arm of a statuette; the vases, sometimes in sets, with arguably
religious motifs on them (connected with the double-axe); probably the ostrich-egg and the
method of disposal. Figurines of faience or ivory always tend to have religious overtones, if
not actually representing priest-figures or deities.
The combination of shrine and craft need cause no surprise. Examples of varying
nature are known or argued for Quartier Mu, Mallia (MM ll/lll);17S the West Wing at Zakro
(LM lb);176 the Unexplored Mansion (LM II)177 and, for the Mainland, Citadel House,
Mycenae (LH lllb).178 It would be gratifying to point to another early example of such, and
one within a palace.

However, a degree of caution must be urged against uncritical

acceptance. The evidence is slender, even allowing for the fact that what was recovered may
well have been a token. There is also one considerable assumption that has to be made too and this cannot in any way be checked now; namely that the Vat Room Deposit was a
coherent group within a pit, dug down into Neolithic strata.

Other opinions have been

expressed to the effect that perhaps Evans cut down through MM II and EM/MM floor levels
without realizing that they were in fact separate.179 In this hypothesis many of the finds
might be given domestic interpretations rather than anything more exotic. If, on the other
hand, the pit theory is followed, then - even allowing for the introduction of some pieces as
rubbish included with the soil element of the fill - one must assume that some deliberate
impulse was being acted upon both in the opening of the pit itself, its argued for plaster lining
and the nature of the finds that went into it. The disposal of unwanted but still ’active’ religious
items or the creation of a foundation deposit are the two most likely candidates. The choice
of material seems a little odd for the latter, but suitable enough for the former.
As to the question of the degree and nature of the interaction of shrine with some craft
activities, it is all best left as shadowy possibilities than as proven facts. Nonetheless, the
material as material is of great value in showing that even in the First Palaces the artisans had
reached considerable levels of skill, as exemplified in the faience and ivory and shell work.
Trade connections or at least contact (direct or indirect?) are also witnessed - with Egypt,

175 Poursat, 1987, 75-6; Pelon, 1987, 269-71.
176 Platon, 1971, 86ff.
177 Popham, 1984, 7ff. - for the Unexplored Mansion.
178 As footnote 174.
179 MacGillivray, 1986,46 ff.; Momigliano (1989,101) thinks that we should respect Evans’
idea that it was a pit dug into the Neolithic soil. To this points the preservation of the vases.
Evans (PM I, 236) also speaks of the pit as having a 'plaster lining’.
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North Africa and the Near East; the ivory and shell, gold, ostrich egg, Anatolian obsidian and
the faience craft all owe their presence in Crete to such eastern sources.
Social implications are also a difficult topic to tackle. Probably nothing can be here
observed other than the obvious thoughts that jf the material was presented from several
worshippers then some kind of central role is being played by the shrine.
The date of the Vat Room Deposit should, I think, remain open, although the balance
of evidence would suggest that it lies within the First Palace Period. Some of the vases may
belong to MMIIa, but at the same time there are two marble lids, the sole specimens of their
type earlier than LM IM IIal. If they are of this date, surely they would be intrusive? Could the
same apply to the egg-shell ware? Only time will show whether the Vat Room Deposit was
a First Palace one (as suggested by the luxury goods in it, ie. ivory, shell, gold and faience)
and whether it was destroyed in MMIb as originally suggested by Hood180 or MMIIa (if there
was a destruction then) or caught up in MM Ilb, at the destruction of the First Palaces as
suggested by Evans.181 As Evans pointed out it may not be a coincidence that this deposit
is only two metres or so away from the later Temple Repositories.182 In this manner,
continuity of purpose of the area could be proposed from First into Neo-Palatial times. The
matter will be picked up again in a later chapter.

SECTION 3

A

THE OTHER AREAS IN THE ’CPS’ AREA

Below the threshold of door between ROOM OF THE GREAT PITHOS and the

TEMPLE REPOSITORIES, down to earlier paving

In this test a series of obsidian cores

were found together with Neolithic sherds, a very few MM sherds, one conical cup and two
further stone items.

180 Hood, 1974, 34.
181 Evans, PM I, 299.
182 Evans, PM 1,171.
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1

Pottery
A conical cup (120; PLATE 44 b,c), exactly like that one retrieved from the Vat Room

Deposit, is the only whole vase from this area. There were also two further fragments (121,
122) of similar vessels - all badly made. They will date roughly to MMIIa.183
A handful of sherds comprise the decorated MM material. Part of the body of a large
vase (124; PLATE 45a) has three parallel bands in brown paint run across it, with part of a
circle preserved below.184 From smaller vessels given an all over reddish wash comes a
sherd (125): a portion of a rim and strap handle it has slanting white bars on the last.185 An
MM II or slightly earlier date is suggested.188 As early too is a piece probably from a bridgespouted jar (126), with a brownish-red wash on the wall.187 A further fourteen pieces are
recorded (body, base and handles -1 2 7 ): they date broadly to MM Mil, perhaps even LM
I.188 A pithos sherd (123; PLATE 46 a) is the sole representative of the coarser and heavier
wares. With this MM material are the usual Neolithic pieces (up to a dozen in total - 216-131;
PLATE 46 b), including part of a cooking vessel, and a lug-handle.

2

Stone objects
Ten obsidian cores are known (132; PLATE 47 a.b): all, with the exception of 132.9

(PLATE 48 a), have small platforms and many parallel-sided, straight and regular scars, left
by the removal of the prismatic blades. These morphological features point to pressure-flaking
being the method of reduction (see earlier). 132.2 (PLATE 48 a) is more accurately described
as a blade, being the distal end of a plunging blade that has severed the tip of the core.
132.3 is tabular in form, with its distal end much reduced: greater care than usual has been
expended in preparing the core, as a large number of smaller (pressure) flakes on its surface
declare. One (132.5) still carries a crested blade in position.
The colour and degree of translucency vary. 132.1 and 132.2 are nearly transparent,
shiny and black. The rest are matt grey, grey-green and may have darker streaks inside.

183 Momigliano, 1989,102 and 108, dates it to MM7IIA.
184 Momigliano (oral communication) dates this to MMIII-LMI.
185 Both fragments may belong to small cups, the one with the strap-handle to a near
straight-sided form.
186 Momigliano, oral communication.
187 Warren (oral communication) suggests that this fragment may have come from a
bridge-spouted jar.
188 The fragment with the circle may date to LMI.
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The latter probably come from Melos, whilst the others are similar to those pieces analyzed
by Renfrew and said to come from South Anatolia.
One fragment (132.12; PLATE 48 b) of the other stone pieces turned out to be a
species of obsidian, it lacked all signs of having been worked. The other object (132.11;
PLATE 48 b) was of serpentine, with flat prepared surfaces, of which one carries scratches
from some tool. It probably belonged to a table or lamp.180

Conclusions
The depth or stratigraphy of this test are not known: the work is reported merely to
have been carried ’down to earlier floor’.190 It may imply that more than one floor were
encountered, but tells one nothing of their dates - LM, MM, or Neolithic.191 Was it earth
contained between the postulated plaster floor and the presently visible gypsum paving?
Evans reported this much later as being somehow connected with the Great Pithos.192 It
is tempting to make more of the obsidian here than anything else, because of the amount
reported in this region: Vat Room, here and in the Room of the Great Pithos. By itself, this
portion of the body of evidence does not reveal whether all the obsidian belongs to one
horizon (ie. MM II) or to a wider set (MM II to lll/LM I), so it does not help to determine the
point or the length of time obsidian manufacture might have been the concern of this part of
the Palace.

B WEST PILLAR CRYPT - Test Pit In SE comer
About five kilos of Neolithic sherds, 375 animal bones and two stone fragments were
recovered.

189 Being fragmentary, it is difficult to identify with certainty. Warren (oral communication)
suggested that this fragment may have come from a table or a lamp.
190 Written on the box that contains this material.
191 Evans, PM IV.ii, 633-4.
192 It might have been thought that the pithos which sits on this floor could have assisted
in dating it. However, the vessel in question itself exhibits characteristics that can be related
to both MM and LM. Neither does the fact that it sits on a floor necessarily indicate that it is
contemporary with the floor.
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1

Pottery
The Neolithic fragments (PLATE 49 a) come mainly from the body of vases (about 218

sherds -1 3 5 ), from the rim (55 - 135.b) and very few (8 -1 3 5 .a) from their handles. Three
whole horizontal handles and fragments from five vertical ones were recovered. In addition,
one fragment from the foot of a cooking pot and four from the bases of various vases were
retrieved.

A few rims have incised decoration near the rim: horizontal lines or dots and

herring-bone designs. A very few have knob-like decorations.
There is also a fragment from a roughly made straight-sided cup (136) with thin walls
and orange clay and wash. It is hand made and can be dated to MMIb-lla.193

2

Stone Objects

(PLATE 49 b)

A round stone (134), with a flat surface on one side, is of quartz-veined limestone; it
shows no trace of use. A fragment from a serpentine pounder (133) was also found.194

3

Bone
Some 375 bone fragments (137) were studied (for details see Appendix 2). The

majority are from domesticated animals - sheep, goat, pig and cattle. Something midway
between the domesticated and the wild was recognized in a bull.

Conclusions
Quite clearly the bulk of this excavation was through Neolithic strata, though
presumably there will have been some Minoan level between the latest floor surface and the
Neolithic to account for the MM Ib/lla cup. Though there is no similarity in the nature or
amount of material between this and the Vat Room Deposit, yet their relative chronologies
would appear to be directly comparable.

C

EAST PILLAR CRYPT - Test Pit N of W cist.
About one kilo of Neolithic sherds were recovered, together with the tooth of an animal

and two fragments of bone.

193 A straight-sided cup was also found in the Vat Room Deposit, 31.
194 Pounders of the same generic kind are common - see the Unexplored Mansion: Evely,
1984, 225.

1

Pottery
The Neolithic sherds (PLATE 50 a,b) comprise fragments (41 - 138) from the bodies

of vases: 11 of these are ornamented with incised zig-zags, sets of parallel lines and
elongated dots. Rim fragments (10 - 138.b), straight or everted, exist, two of which have
incised decoration; also two horizontal handles and pieces of another two (138.e,f).

D

EAST PILLAR CRYPT - Test Pit N of E cist, and to 1 mtr.
About a kilo of Neolithic sherds were recovered, together with an LMIIIa2 sherd. A

fragment of painted plaster and a stone tool were also retrieved.

1

Pottery
The Neolithic comprises body and base sherds (26 - 139), two of which have incised

decoration - elongated dots. Rims (7 -139.a), both straight and everted, one with incision in
the form of a horizontal line below the rim proper; and two pieces of rounded handles (139.C).
Most surprising is the inclusion of a sherd (140; PLATE 51 a) of an orange fabric, with
a decoration in a darker orange-brown paint: probably from an LM Illa2 kylix.195

2

Others
Perhaps of LM date too is a fresco fragment (141; PLATE 51 b): on a white (lime)

backing plaster a dark blue paint with a red band has been applied. A rounded ?natural stone
(NC - ?dolomite) makes up the total.

Conclusions
Both C and D were executed by Evans within the same room: not surprisingly their
finds are close in character.

It would seem as if, yet again, the Trials penetrated almost

immediately the Neolithic strata. The LM Illa2 sherd is disturbing because it immediately
raises the spectre of the Palmer-Boardman controversy as to the date of the destruction of the
Palace.196 However, there has to be taken into account the fact that it is a single sherd: as
such it could be intrusive, or have found its way into this box at any time since its excavation,
when the various conditions of the storage are remembered.

195 I am grateful to Warren and Mountjoy for their help in identifying this sherd.
196 Palmer and Boardman, 1963 passim. Hood, 1965, 16-44; Popham, 1964, 5ff., and
1970, 9ff.; Hallager, 1977, 51 ff. and 1987, 169-77.
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E

EAST PILLAR CRYPT - deposit found by Hutchinson and Platon
The material they found has not been located. From the short account published it

is evident that this consisted of a stone lamp (141a.1); a few handleless cups (141a.2), a jug

(141a.3) with a cut-away spout and a spiral rising from the base;107 and various animal
bones. The whole was recovered from a burnt layer.
Platon dates this to the First-Palace period,198 while Hutchinson - most probably with
the Vat Room material in mind - places it more precisely to MM la.199 Momigliano, however,
suggests that this burnt ?fk>or, whilst belonging to the First Palace, is to be dated rather to MM
Ila, observing that 'a burnt level of destruction is typical of the MM Ila phase’.200

Conclusions
Interestingly, this later trial reveals a picture more akin to that of the Vat Room than
the earlier two tests of Evans. Such disparity within a room is archaeologically quite feasible,
but its interpretation remains enigmatic without better information from further, larger scale
excavation. Is one, for example, dealing with another pit used to dispose of material of a more
than secular nature? Or is this but a pocket of scattered debris from the MM II destruction
material and quite devoid of any significant treatment?

F

LOBBY OF THE STONE SEATS - Test Pit NE corner, down to 1 mtr.
About a kilo of Neolithic sherds, together with four animal bones (143), two pebbles

and two other stone fragments, make up the finds of this deposit.

1 Pottery
The Neolithic material is made up from body sherds mostly (88 -142); rim fragments
(11 - 142.a); one base (142.C) and one round handle (142.b).

Conclusions
It is evident, once more, that the deposit was derived from Neolithic strata.

197 Momigliano (1989, 98) is of the opinion that both the handleless cups and the spiral
decoration of the jug indicate a date later than MM la.
198 Platon, 1954,433.
199 Hutchinson, 1962, 165; Cook, 1946,117, fig. 7.
200 Momigliano, 1989, 98.
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OVERALL CONCLUSIONS
It is at once starkly apparent that the material obtained from the Vat Room deposit is
different in quality, quantity and therefore arguably intent from all the other tests above. The
observations made on Test E’s contents do not radically alter this impression.
The Vat Room yielded items manufactured by what may be termed luxury crafts (ivory
and shell, rock crystal, faience and gold); it had whole pots, some in sets; and few Neolithic
sherds. In contrast, in the other trials, sherds of Neolithic date dominate, and animal bones
are commoner: fairly normal signs of domestic rubbish.

About the only feature shared

between the Vat Room and some of the others are remains from obsidian blade production.
In terms of quantity, the disparity is enormous and its implications demand serious
consideration. Everywhere outside the Vat Room, the presence of Neolithic below the stone
floors seems to support Evans’ remark that this portion of the palace is built ’direct on the
Neolithic’.201 Recent work in the room immediately west of the Vat Room reinforces this
conclusion.202 However, Trial E may indicate that though the finds recovered are hardly
numerous they do yet show that earlier Minoan material might be trapped between stone
pavings and Neolithic strata. Whether these are undisturbed deposits sealed off by the stone
paving, or rubbish spread about to provide a suitable support for the paving (cf. the area
around the Throne Room)203 remains unknowable. Just what is to be made of the supposed
LM Illa2 piece from Trial D and the material of MM lll/LM I of Trial A is a further worrying, but
essentially unsolvable, point.

Whatever the exact nature, then, of the Minoan material below the paving for much
of the ’CPS’ Area, it does not encourage one to envisage more than a relatively shalbw,
perhaps intermittent, presence. Certainly nothing of the depth to allow of whole vases in it
(the conical cup of Trial A notwithstanding). Of itself, this observation lends strength to the
argument that the Vat Room Deposit then must be somehow contained in a hollow or pit
within the general high level of Neolithic strata in the region.

It does not prove a pit was

deliberately dug (nothing but re-excavation could do that), but the hypothesis is quite tenable especially if the plaster-lining mentioned by Evans pertains to this.

MacGillivray has

201 Evans, 1903, 95.
202 From work undertaken under the direction of Hood in 1974 and 1987.
203 Evely, oral communication on 1987 work.
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suggested, indeed, that the Vat Room Deposit represents a series of floors through which
Evans ploughed regardless, or at least without proper recording.204 However, it does seem
a little strange that of all the ’CPS’ Area so far tested, only the Vat Room should have a series
of well preserved earlier floors down to a depth of 1 mtr. A pit would make good sense.
Evans himself seems to have been a little unclear as to the exact nature of what he had
found: once he writes that the Vat Room ’goes back to the earliest period of the existing
palace and was laid directly over the Neolithic clay ..’,206 and again that the objects had
been collected and placed in a pit ’going down ... into the Neolithic layer’.206
If one accepts the deposit as basically coherent and in a pit, one returns to the matter
of foundation deposit or disposal of ritual material.

It has been argued above that the

fragmentary nature of its finds make a foundation deposit a little unlikely. A combination of
events and motivations is always possible whereby ritual material is laid down as a foundation
deposit. Either way the ritual or cult element is constant and it is on this aspect that this
interpretation concentrates.

The date of the destroyed ’shrine’ would be within MMI-II

(depending on which line of argument is accepted), and it is assumed both to have been in
this general area and that the Vat Room finds are derived from it and not carried in from
elsewhere. The destruction, to judge from the soil in a vase (5), was accompanied by a fire
and it could be connected with a First Palace destruction. Further excavation may give a
clearer notion on this point. The ’unfinished’ state of some of the finds here remains slightly
open: it would almost certainly be stretching the point too much to see the shrine as that of
those craftsmen dependent on the palace for raw materials or work. Because of this, the
question proposed above concerning the obsidian being a) the remnants of production in or
connected with the Vat Room and b) tied directly into a control of the material from this part
of the First and Neo-Palatial periods must yet remain firmly in the area of hypothesis rather
than proven fact.

204 MacGillivray, 1986, 46ff.
205 Evans, PM 1,165.
206 Evans, PM 1,165.

CHAPTER m

THE TEMPLE REPOSITORIES

SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter is concerned with the finds recovered from the Temple Repositories
(PLATE 52).1 The locations in question are two cists of considerable size - much bigger
than the ones slightly to the north2 or those in the West Magazines. Hiey lie in a small
room to the north of the Great Pithos Room, are sunk into the floor and lined with stone.
From the study of the material they contain, it is hoped to understand the function and
character of the area in this architectural phase.
The Repositories were discovered in 1903;3 their presence detected from ’a slight
depression in the pavement in the East section of the room’.4
The East Repository, slightly larger than the other, is built up of slabs of ’hard grey
limestone’.5 These are arranged in two tiers, their ends interlocked by a kind of dovetailing

1 This name was given to the two big cists sunk in the room north of the Great Pithos
Room by Evans in his first publication, 1903, 49.
2 North of the Temple Repositories and just south of the Antechamber to the Throne
Room lie three cists on a NS axis.
3 Mackenzie has produced a rather detailed list of the objects recorded from each cist
and a description of the cists themselves: DM/DB 1903 28 to 30 May. Evans made sketches
of many of the objects, especially the seal impressions, with short descriptions. They are
contained in an envelope, as loose pages, with the label ’Porcelain Deposit’ and are here
referred to as AE/lp 1903. The material recorded was published in 1903,38-94; PM 1,463523 for the most part.
4 Evans, 1903, 39; also Mackenzie, DM/DB 1903 28 May - "E of these (the two oil
vats) a sinking was noticed in the rough gypsum paving. This kind of sinking in other areas
usually meant fill-in deposit which had set with time".
5 Evans, 1903,44; Mackenzie, DM/DB 1903 29 May - "It was constructed of huge slabs
of hard limestone of grey colour in two courses. Each slab took up the whole of the side
to which it belonged so that the minimum length of a slab for the N and S sides was 1.57
and for the E and W sides 1.42".
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(PLATE 52); the floor is composed of a single thicker slab, slightly hollowed.6 Evans and
Mackenzie both record that all the joints of the slabs were ’filled with cement and there were
traces of a cement lining’.7
The West Repository differs in its construction: blocks of limestone replace the
slabs.8 They are arranged in three courses, each side made up of one piece, except for the
southern upper one which has two. A ll are resting on ’a lower course in a single piece with
the bottom of the cist’ (PLATE 52).9 Sets of dowel holes, worked in both side and floor,
are placed at varying, if regular, intervals on those courses that have them.10 The
inconsistency of their arrangement makes interpretation difficult - might they be holding up
shelves or cladding in wood or a metal?11

6 Mackenzie, DM/DB 1903 29 May - "The lower course of slabs was 60 cm reckoning
from the floor up, the upper course was 90-95. The floor consisted of one large thick slab
being the same dimension as the cist. It was grooved out on its upper surface, and the wall
slabs of the cist were fitted onto the sides of the floor slab. The slabs were joined into each
other at the comers in a manner calculated to prevent the sides falling in or out provided
they were securely backed behind", with Sketch no. 3.
7 Evans, 1903,44; Mackenzie, DM/DB 1903 29 May - "All joinings were filled up with
cement and traces of cement were also observable".
8 Evans, 1903, 47; Mackenzie, DM/DB 1903 30 May - "The walls of the cist this time
are not of slabs but of solid limestone block masonry. Also a single block goes the whole
length of a side in every case, except the uppermost course of the south wall which has two
blocks of fairly equal length. This masonry is in three courses which rests on a lower course
all round in one piece with the bottom of the cist. This bottom of one huge block of soft
limestone has its sides 28 cm deep. At the angles the blocks are keyed alternately as in
good angle masonry, generally the joinings are carefully closed with very hard cement", with
Sketch 4.
9 Evans, 1903, 47.
10 They are all rather large and of varying dimensions : 4.5x5 cms, 5.5 deep up to 6x7,
11 deep.
11 Mackenzie, DM/DB 1903 30 May - "The arrangement of dowel holes is a curious
feature in the walls of the c is t.. they possibly may have served to fix a lead lining to the
walls, but if that was so the lead was plundered before the cist was closed". Evans, 1903,
47 - "They seem to point to a wooden framework"; PM I, 468 - "such dowel-holes in the
masonry point in other cases to a wooden framework, but it is possible that there was here
also a metal casing". I feel that the large size of the dowels argues that at least the pegs that
fitted them were of wood rather than metal.
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Both Mackenzie and Evans describe a certain and comparable stratification in their
fills.12 Under the covering of the later stone paving was a clay layer ’of a reddish terracotta
colour’.13 Deeper the soil is described as being ’darker with an admixture of rubble and
charred wood’.14 The ceramic vases retrieved came from this deposit, in which they are
said to have been ’closely packed’15 to a depth of 1.10 or 1.20 mtrs. Fragments of gold
foil were also recovered. At this point the fill grew ’fatter and more compact’: it was here
in about 30-40 cms. depth of earth that all the other finds were located.16 In the East,
according to the early report17 and Mackenzie’s diary,18 these consisted of faience, of

12 Mackenzie, DM/DB 1903 29 May - "It looked almost as if there was a distinct
stratification and as if the deposit with the porcelain figures in whatever way it was to be
connected with the ordinary use of the cist, had been already there sometime in the deposit
before the vases and the other debris came to be thrown in on the covering up of the cists
with the pavement". Evans, 1903,40 - "The contents showed a distinct s tra tific a tio n P M
I, 466 - "The stratification of both Repositories was practically identical.."
13 Mackenzie, DM/DB 1903 28 May - "The surface earth of the deposit was of a
reddish terracotta colour - produced by the action of fire through the floor"; 30 May - "then
successively reddish loose terracotta-like earth gave .." for the West Repository. Evans,
1903, 40 - "The surface earth of the deposit was of a reddish terracotta colour due to the
action of fire through the f l o o r P M 1,466 - "Immediately beneath the later pavement was
a clay layer on which it had been set, in this case of a reddish terracotta hue".
14 Evans, 1903,40; PM I, 466 - "Below this the earth was darker, with an intermixture
of debris and charred wood, together with some fragments of gold foil". Mackenzie,
DM/DB 1903 28 May - "Deeper down the earth was darker and had more intermixture of
charred wood".
15 Evans, 1903,40; PM 1,467. Mackenzie, DM/DB 1903, 28 May - "From the surface
of the deposit downwards to about a depth of 1.10-1.20 existed closely packed together a
large quantity of vases the two prevailing types being the amphora and the pitcher".
16 Evans, 1903, 40; PM I, 467. Mackenzie, DM/DB 1903 28 May - "At about 1.20
down an alteration took place in the character of the deposit. The pottery ceased and the
deposit which looked fatter in character was no longer so loose as above .."; 29 May - "Of
the deposit it was very noticeable that its appearance was richest where the finds were most
plentifril and that this appearance of ’fatness’ culminated with the floor".
17 Evans in his publication (1903,44) assigns these objects to the East Repository - "In
contrast to the corresponding layer of the other cist, faience objects were here wanting, with
one notable exception - a missing part namely of the figure of a Snake Goddess just below
her waist and showing a triple interlacement of snakes forming her zone”. In the same
publication, however, (62) - "The most characteristic element among the contents of this
Temple Treasury - except for a few scattered pieces found in the other cist, confined to the
Eastern Repository - are the abundant series of objects made of a kind of faience or native
’porcelain’". In PM I, 469, 486 and 495ff, he assigns not only the faience objects - upper
part of Snake Goddess, parts of the so-called Gaming Board and beads, but also the marble
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ivory and bone; a clay tablet, roundels and seal impressions; the marble cross, and stone
libation tables; the antlers, carbonized com and the seashells.
In the West, where the same kind of vases were found in the same type of soil, the
finds at the base of the Repository were initially described in the annual report19 as to
comprise the ’missing part, namely of the figure of a snake goddess just below her waist’
of faience; a great quantity of gold foil in conjunction with carbonized matter, crystal
plaques and a disc; objects of bronze and a ’mallet of limestone’. The superficial cist was
of course sacrificed: details are not forthcoming as to whether it rested on or had interfered

cross (495), the clay tablet (496), three discs with Linear A countermarks, the 150 sealings,
various relics of bone and ivory, including the 'knife handle’ and a series of steatite Libation
tables .. to the WESTERN Repository.
18 Mackenzie, DM/DB 1903 28-30 May - "The pottery ceased and the deposit which
looked fatter in character was no longer so loose as above. In the deposit fragments of
porcelain began to come out along with various kinds of sea-shells predominant among
which was the variety called in modem Greek petalida. It was further noticed that some of
the shells were painted in different colours : red, green, black. Then a great discovery was
made among the porcelain fragments. Firstly appeared the fragments of two small porcelain
cups with branch decoration in black, sepia? on the pale green ground of the porcelain.
Then the bust of a statuette of a woman appeared with low bodice showing the bosom laced
tightly in front by a sort of corsage arrangement. Then the bust of a second similar figure
of slighter proportions was discovered together with other fragments apparently belonging
to one or other of the figures. Further parts of the skirts of at least 3 figures were
discovered there being 3 different varieties of ornamentation and pattern. Lastly after some
parts of arms were taken out, the head of one of the figures was discovered. There were
a good many other fragments whose meaning we could not make out for the moment.
Various kinds of sea-shells in porcelain came out with the natural shells, among these were
several nautiluses of different sizes. Fragments of bulls4* (*when put together afterwards it
turned out that these were cows suckling calves) in low relief formed part apparently of the
same design ...". And 29 May " .. in the deposit and in the sieve a good many clay seals
and other inscribed fragments were discovered". It is, I think, reasonable to rely on the
earlier accounts of Evans and Mackenzie .. indeed the former seems to use phrases drawn
from the latter’s work - see above quotations for the stratigraphy of the cists. The confusion
arose in the succeeding two decades before the PM came out.. easy enough to occur.
19 See too Footnote 17. Evans, 1903, 44-7 and fig. 24. Mackenzie, DM/DB 1903 30
May - ".. successively reddish loose terracotta-like earth gave place to a deposit of large
amphorae and pitchers like those of the other, then came the stratum at the bottom
corresponding to the porcelain stratum of the other cist. O f porcelain, however, only one
solitary fragment occurred but that of great importance, namely a part below the waist with
entwined snakes of one of the figures from the other cist. O f gold leaf there was found a
larger quantity than in any other single spot on the site and with these crystal petals
apparently of some rosette design. There was also a large disk of crystal in two fragments
with silver adhering to one side of it which may have been a mirror".
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with the lower material.20 Such details would have determined whether the smaller cist was
positioned at the time of closing the Repository or inserted later.21
Such are the objects and their distribution as described in the diaries and the annual
reports of the excavation. In the PM,22 however, Evans ascribes more faience objects to
the West Repository, despite his original stress on the fact that only a single piece had turned
up there. Further discrepancies arising in Evans’ various stages of report and his and
Mackenzie’s publication w ill be discussed in the text and footnotes.

Most of the pieces he published with illustrations have been retrieved and have been
here studied. A few he talked of, but did not illustrate, have also been located, eg. the third
and fragmentary dress, the third girdle.23 Some still remain elusive: an object described and
shown in a photograph (PLATE 110 b) as ’clay partly covered with gold leaf is one
such,24 as are too the ’limestone mallet’, a gold button, and what looks like a crystal
pendant at theri^lt of the crystal disc.25 In a photo in BSA for 1903,26 the pieces *c, f, g,

20 Evans, 1903, 44; PM I, 466.
21 The small cist which is placed between the two Repositories fits exactly into the
space left between the two Repositories and although it is much smaller and shallower than
them nevertheless the lower parts of its side slabs touch and lean onto the upper parts of the
sides of the Repositories. Consequently it is reasonable to suggest that the smaller cists were
placed in position at the very moment the Repositories were sealed and then the floor slabs
were laid. In any other case the stratification of the two Repositories, eg. terracotta earth
containing vases on upper layers and precious objects in the last 30-40 cms. at the bottom,
would have been upset.
22 See Footnote 17.
23 For the third dress: Evans, 1903, 83 - "There was also found part of a larger votive
dress of the same character which when complete must have been about 30.5 cms. in
height". For the third girdle: Evans, 1903, 83 - "A third of which only a fragment is
preserved, shows a vandyke pattern". This third girdle is sketched in AEyip 1903.
24 Evans, 1903, 46 - "A piece of clay partly covered with gold leaf also showed traces
of an elaborate design in relief apparently of circular form and recalling some of the thin
gold disks found in the Akropolis tombs at Mycenae", and fig. 24.
25 For the mallet: Evans, 1903, 47 - "In the same deposit, partly broken, lay a finely
wrought perforated mallet of limestone". And fig. 24 where the gold button and ?pendant
also appear.
26 Evans, 1903, fig. 20.
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h of stone are missing (PLATE 112). Even of the 40 or so ceramic vases, over half of
which are shown in a group shot (PLATE 121) of the area,2* only about 21 have been
successfully identified.
Finally, there are a handful of faience pieces recovered in the collections of a few
museums and apothekes which have material from this source.29 These are here included
on grounds of close stylistic affinities. Quantities of unrecorded sea shells also arguably
belong here.30

SECTION 2

THE FINDS

Each different material-class w ill be treated under a separate heading.

At the

beginning of this the unlocated objects w ill be briefly mentioned, though the bulk of the
discussion w ill obviously be concerned with the recovered and known material.

The

majority of the finds are housed in the Heraklion Museum, though the Ashmolean and the
British Museums have some too; a few objects were identified in the Stratigraphical Museum
at Knossos.

1

Faience
In view of the amount of faience recovered from the TR and because of the technical

vocabulary used in the text, I w ill open this section with a review of the nature of the
material and the methods of its manufacture.

27 Evans, AE/lp, 1903, writes ’about 40 more or less perfect vessels’.
28 Evans, 1903, fig. 25; PM I, fig. 333.
29 Heraklion Museum, The Stratigraphical Museum at Knossos, and the Ashmolean
Museum at Oxford.
30 These sea-shells are housed in the Museum in Heraklion and I have included them
here first because Evans recorded "bushels" of them as found in the East Repository (1903,
43), while very few (only those photographed by Evans) are on display in HM and secondly
because among them were a great number of painted sea-shells in the same way as well as
in the same colour as the Temple Repository sea-shells. Among them were also found a
number of faience beads like the ones from the Temple Repository, as well as fragments of
plaster painted red and having a whitish ground.
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Faience is a word derived from the medieval tin-glazed maiolica produced in Faenza
in Italy.31 During the late sixteenth century AD, the technique spread to Lyon in France:
since then the French term faience has been applied to glazed pottery and during the
nineteenth century it was extended to ancient glazed objects.

Another word used is

PORCELAIN, which was at first used by both Evans and Mackenzie.32 Neither term,
however, is precise as both faience and porcelain contain mainly clay which is absent from
Minoan ’faience* at least.
Ancient faience is composed of different constituents with silicates predominating;
Minoan faience has not received the in-depth study applied to Egyptian.33 The analysis of
50 objects mainly from Knossos (now in the Ashmolean) is probably the only published
comprehensible account of the nature of Minoan faience.34 According to this last source,
the main constituents of Minoan faience are silica, alkali and lime: the silicon dioxide varies
from 84.3-96.7%, the calcium oxide from 0.32-5.39%, the copper oxide from 0.01-1.86% and
the manganese oxide from 0.03-2.33%.

Present too at between 0.01-0.58% are such

elements (in oxide form) as iron, barium, zinc, lead, nickel, chromium, vanadium, titanium,
potassium, sodium, magnesium, sulphur, and aluminium (Table 1, 146).
Silica can be obtained from sand or crushed quartz, the alkali from natron or plant
ash and the lime from limestone.

The alkali, natron, is a mixture of the carbonate,

bicarbonate, chloride and sulphate of sodium - 'The mixture of these raw materials with
water is thixotropic - stiff at first, and then soft and flowing when it begins to be deformed.
If deformed too rapidly, it cracks. Because of these flow properties faience bodies are
difficult to shape by throwing on a wheel. Moulding, modelling and construction of complex
forms from preformed elements are the chief methods of manufacture. During drying the
soluble salts migrate to the surface. As the water evaporates, a layer of effloresced salts is
deposited ... During firing these salts react with the quartz body to form the glaze layer’.35

31 Peltenburg, 1987, 5.
32 Mackenzie, DM/DB 1903, 28 May; Evans, AE/lp, 1903.
33 Lucas and Harris, 1962, 178-92; Kaczmarczyk and Hedges, 1983, 6ff.; Vandiver in
the proceeding, App. A 1-143,1982,167-79 and 1987, 79-90; Tite, Freestone and Bimson,
1983, 17-27.
34 Foster and Kaczmarczyk, 1982, 143-57.
35 Vandiver, 1987, 81.
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This method produces self-glazed objects and was the 'prime method of manufacture during
the third millenium’BC in Egypt.
The core of each object was studied with a magnifying glass and often a microscope:
my description of it is based on the typology of Foster and Kaczmaizcyk.36 They have in
fact divided the CORES from the 50 objects in the Ashmolean into 3 types: Type I cores
are white, fine-grained and soft. They were probably made from 'powdered quartz (or
washed sand), limestone and natron'. The fact that natron was used is evident first by the
'lop-sided Na:K ratios and by the presence of sulphur, since natron deposits tend to contain
high concentrations of sulphates'. Type I I cores are creamy and less friable. These cores
have 'comparable levels of NAjO and KjO which suggests the use of sand and limestone (or
calcareous sand) with plant ash as the main alkali. The latter may have been supplemented
by natron’. Type m cores are harder, and come in several shades of grey. These cores
'must have been produced by deliberately mixing the sand with manganese dioxide, since
the latter can amount to as much as 3% of the total mass. Psilomelane is indicated as the
original ore because of the larger amounts of barium that accompany the manganese'.
The glaze is similar to the Type I core except for higher alkali and calcium levels
.. 'powdered quartz, natron and somewhat more limestone are again the indicated
ingredients’. Copper has been used to produce the different shades of green, the dark olivegreen being copper (9% CuO) mixed with manganese (1.5% MnO); the grey-green from
reduced iron oxide (c.1%); and the blue-green, almost turquoise 'contained considerably less
calcium .. and slightly more iron and manganese’.
Three different methods of glazing have been demonstrated in the studies of
Egyptian faience:37 a) the application of a glaze as a liquid slurry or powder which is
followed by firing to melt and form the glaze; b) the firing of a layer of soluble salts which
are effloresced or deposited on the surface from the fabric of the body during drying; and
c) the cementation method which involves the slow roasting of a body of cmshed quartz
buried in a container of a glazing powder. There is no evidence whether all these methods
so widely used in Egypt were used in Crete too.

36 Foster and Kaczmarczyk, 1982, 145-7.
37 Vandiver, 1982, 168, 174; Peltenburg, 1987, 10.
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The only analysis done38 on a Mycenaean rhyton demonstrated the absence of
interstitial glass which ’suggests the direct application of the glazing mixture as the glazing
method’. Such analyses are now in progress for Minoan faience from Knossos (stored at the
museum in Heraklion and in the Stratigraphical at Knossos) and w ill appear in a following
publication. In this study, with the aid of a low-powered microscope, I have tried to
determine when possible the method of the glazing of several objects, basing my arguments
on the criteria set forth by Vandiver and Peltenburg.39
The faience objects are being treated first for the following reasons. First they were
retrieved in great abundance: in fact in no other spot in the palace, or in any other palace in
Crete, has so much been found together. Second they comprise the most artistic and
elaborate pieces in the Temple Repositories.

Thirdly, they are the objects most

representative of cult activity there, since they incorporate figures taken to represent deities
or priestesses.
A ll the faience pieces photographed by Evans have been examined. A number of
others have been added: they are attributed on stylistic and thematic grounds. These last
have received closer study because their often fragmentary condition has allowed their
examination in cross-section and so has produced some evidence on the techniques used in
their manufacture.
The objects are divided into different categories: a) plants and flowers; b) marine
objects; c) land animal plaques; d) other plaques; e) shields and rings; f) vessels; g) beads;
and h) ’human’ figures and articles of attire.

a)

PLANTS AND FLOWERS

One of the best executed flowers here is a kind of lily (144; PLATE 53 a,b,c), made
in the round. Evans presents it as part of a group with a trunk, stem and two pointed
leaves.40 It is not clear, however, whether the trunk and stem belong to the lily proper,
since the manners of their execution are not comparable.

38 Tite, 1987, 18.
39 Vandiver, 1982, 168; 1987, 89; Peltenburg, 1987, 10.
40 Evans, 1903, 68, figs, 45 and 63; PM I, 500, figs. 358, 377; AE/lp 1903 has two
drawings of the lily, and one of the leaves and two fragments of the trunk.
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The trunk, made with a white core (soft and disintegrating to powder - Type 1
core)41 and matt dark brown to black glaze on the upper surface (none below), is mostly
designed to lie flat, as its plano-convex section and distribution of glaze show;42 a third
piece has a curved profile. It is also rather too wide and stumpy for the lily, the overall
effect being ill-proportioned and unbalanced. Two depressions on a piece of the stem’s
lower side look to have been left by the fingertips of the artist, and show how the material
was manipulated in a plastic condition. Whether it was modelled or moulded is open to
debate.43
The leaves are executed in a limited polychrome, again over a white core. The
decoration of a chevron-like arrangement of lines is distributed so as to correspond on either
side:44 picked out in a dark brown to black, they stand slightly proud as a result, no doubt,
of having been applied as a thickish slurry directly onto the core fabric. The whole leaf was
then coated in a blue-green glaze (now visible only in patches), which gives the gloss to the
whole. This habit of applying details in the brown slurry before the overall cover w ill be
seen on other pieces: perhaps it was dictated by the fragility or lack of gloss of the black
slurry mix? Traces of brush marks demonstrate how the brown/black material was put on.
The lily bloom (probably pancratium) consists of five pointed petals in the round,
joined at their base. The technique and manner of decoration is the same as for the leaves:
they must surely have been by the same artist. At the centre of the lily ’s interior is a
depression: all around are finger-nail impressions obviously left when the faience was
pressed to form and smooth it. The hollow is not glazed and this may indicate first that the
’application’ method of glazing was used, and second that something was once placed over
it. A small disc or button of faience or gold suggests itself, intended both to carry the
stamens above and perhaps to permit the joining of the separate stem at the other end.

41 Type I cores in Foster and Kaczmarczyk, 1982, 145-6.
42 Inlays usually have glaze on the upper surface as this was the only one visible, unless
they were produced by the efflorescent method, where the glaze was not so controllable.
Here the glaze may have been applied on the upper surface only.
43 Moulding: the faience mixture is pressed or packed into a mould to acquire the
desired shape. Modelled: shaped by hand/tools. In Egypt, open-faced moulds (New
Kingdom) replaced modelling (Middle Kingdom): Vandiver, 1982, 176.
44 Analogous decoration is seen in an incense burner from the Temple tomb at Knossos
as well as on a spray ; Evans, PM IV .ii Plate xxv.
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As both the leaves and the lily are made in the round, perhaps the supporting stem
too ought to be similar:45 this would allow the flower to be placed free-standing somehow.
If the piece had been meant to be fully embedded in something, it would not so obviously
have been manufactured in the round, unless we accept the possibility that only the stem was
inlaid and the top part projected beyond the composition. But I stress again the apparent
disparity in size and quality of manufacture between the stem and the other parts.
The technique of putting the brown to black slurry on first before the overall cover
may indicate the practice of a certain artist or school in that the process is not found in all
objects ornamented in these two colours. This procedure may have been adopted to protect
the darker details and also to make them appear softer in tone, and more mysterious.
The lily is a favourite flower with the Minoans, and comes in many species and in
many media.46

145 consists of a lotus flower and two buds (PLATE 54 a,b), all under one catalogue
number47 Although all are represented in a most naturalistic way, they are left flat
underneath.

Three more buds (146.a,b,c) were identified in the uncatalogued and

45 The stem could have been made from some other substance, probably metal, which
went through the lily to be attached to the stamens. If the faience trunk was meant as the
stem, then the lily would not need the perforation.
46 The faience pendant (149); lily group from a fresco at Aghia Triadha (Evans, PM I,
fig. 444; Cameron, 1989, fig. 100) and at Amnissos (Evans, PM IV .ii, Plate LXVIIb); the
lily vases (Evans, PM I, fig. 443) and on other ceramics (PM n .ii, figs. 266c, 276, 278b,
283); fresco with sprays (Evans, PM I, Plate IV ; a bronze plaque with repousse work at
Zakro (Platon, 1969, 125). The lily seems to have been very important to the people at
Akrotiri on Thera : a fresco in Room Delta" of the West House (Doumas, 1987, fig. 24); the
Adyton altar and the dress patterns of the women in Xeste 3, Room 3 (Marinatos, 1984, figs.
52-3).
47 Evans, 1903, 68, fig. 45; PM I, 500, fig. 358 : in this figure the two buds appear in
combination with the two saffron flowers (147). THe earlier 1903 report shows the buds
either side of the lotus flower. In glaze colour they match the lotus. On an ivory tusk
fragment from Mycenae (Poursat, 1977, 301/2916, Plate xxxi) the lotus flower is depicted
with a bud on either side. I should, however, point out that the lower petal on the left (there
may have been another to balance it on the other side) is more reminiscent of a papyrus
plant which carries similar lower petals or leaves on either side of the flower.
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unprovenanced material in the Stratigraphical Museum (PLATE 54 c). They may belong to
this deposit, as Evans’ drawings would indicate.4*
The glaze over the near pure white core is of a blue-green colour, very shiny and at
places is crazed (this last condition is probably the result of overfiring or a poor state of
preservation). On the left side there is a trace of a puiple colour, perhaps the result of some
oxidized metal that had been in contact. Probably all were modelled, although the possibility
of their being formed in an open face mould must not be excluded; this may be more likely
for the flower. The petals show in low relief; below and on the edges they are, though
glazed, of rougher finish and contain small gas-pores.49
The fact that a lotus plant is depicted shows that Egyptian influence is at work on
Minoan tastes, though the motif is well enough known in several media.50

147.a,b represents two saffron flowers (PLATE 54 d,e).51 Such are known from
various frescoes and in other media.52 This and more explicit scenes as in Xeste 3 at
Thera53 demonstrate that they were held in high esteem by the Minoans, and may have had

48 Evans, AE/lp, 1903 where he notes ’bud 2 + parts of several’ next to a sketch of a
bud.
49 The spherical pores are air bubbles caused by incomplete mixing, analagous to
entrapped air pockets in clay : Vandiver, 1982, 173-4.
50 In Egypt, the lotus flower is probably associated with the goddess Hathor and is
symbolic of rebirth (Vandiver, 1987,81). In ivory, Poursat, 1977, PI. xxxi.301/2916. Evans
in his early publication (1903, 67-8, fig. 45) depicts the lotus flower together with the two
buds. IN PM I, 500, fig. 358, he shows the buds in combination with the two saffron
flowers, neither mentioning nor illustrating the flower bloom.
51 The saffron is a species of crocus. Evans, 1903, 68, fig. 45; PM I, 500, fig. 358;
IV .ii, 1013, fig. 963; AIVlp 1903 has a drawing of one of these saffron blooms.
52 From the House of the Frescoes comes a sample with clumps of crocuses (Evans, PM

n.ii, fig. 27J);a scene of the gathering takes place (PM I, 266- 6, Plate IV ); a Lady in Blue
has a necklace of them (PM I, fig. 398). On ceramics it exists as a motif (Evans, PM 1 ,264,
fig. 197, from Kamares) and as a garland element (PM I, figs. 220-222) with spherical beads.
It appears too as a motif on the two votive robes and a girdle of faience from the
Repositories (217, 218, 221).
53 N. Marinatos, 1984, figs. 40,44 : the crocus gatherers on a fresco in Room 3, Xeste
3 at Thera. They also appear on a ’ritual vase’ and an altar from the same building (Figs.
48 and 60 repectively).
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some connection with the divine.54 These pieces have a white core and two different
glazes, one placed over the other in a solid coat .. a rather unusual phenomenon. The
underside and the edges show that a blue-green, lustrous glaze was created all over first,
probably by cementation or efflorescence, and then that a brown or black was painted on
(brush marks visible) the upper portions and edges. In this case the artist has not used the
brown to pick out the details of a pattern, as with the lily, but has totally obscured the other,
a situation also met with on the fruit (148) and in a shell.55 Two explanations suggest
themselves to account for this approach. One is that the artist changed his mind; the other
is that the blue glaze was the stronger and was applied first to consolidate the piece. A third
possibility would be that the blue glaze was produced automatically in the manufacturing
process - self-glazing.56 The brown glaze is today never shiny: whether this is due to the
effects of weathering or because its constituents did not produce one is unknown. Once
again, the technique of applying the glazes in this order may reflea a particular person or
school.
The flat underside of the flower, unglazed with the second coat, may show together
that the object was destined for an inlaid work. The details of line most probably could only
have been achieved by the faience having been pressed into a mould.

148 is a fruit (PLATE 55 a,b), termed by Evans a plum.57 It is modelled, as is
argued by the small depressions visible at the edges and underside from the fingers of the

54 Evans, PM IV .ii, 718, stated that "throughout the whole of the Palace period one of
the sources of wealth to the Lords of Knossos was to be found in the culture of saffron",..
"In the ancient world, saffron was a favourite hue for the robes of Goddesses .." In PM
IV .ii, 720, Evans says "Crocus culture was indeed specially connected with the sacred
precincts of the Korykian cave (Strabo, lxiv C.5, 5). It has been suggested with some
probability that the name Krokos itself, which as the old Hebrew karkom shows was of
Eastern derivation, was derived from some intermediate Anatolian form that gave its name
to korykos ind its cave.”
55 This shell belongs to the uncatalogued material in the HM , from the Palace of
Knossos, and w ill appear in "Knossian Faience".
56 Or the Efflorescent method as explained at the start of the section.
57 Evans, 1903, 68 and fig 45 and AE/lp 1903; PM I, 500 and fig.358; PM IV .ii, 1013
and fig. 963.
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artist.58 Indeed at the reverse the piece has been distorted to such a degree as to have
become slightly hollowed. Two layers of glaze have been applied to the whitish core: first
an all over blue-green lustrous coat and then a honey-brown one to the upper surface only.
This procedure is particularly evident near the stem. Traces of the passage of a brush are
detectable in the final layer. Perhaps the application of the dark colour here was meant to
show that the fruit was ripe?

149 w ill be included here because, although it is a pendant, it represents (PLATE 55
c,d) a somewhat stylized Waz lily with tufts of papyrus.59 It is all very well delineated in
low relief, and should have been moulded.

A pierced cylindrical loop was placed

horizontally at the end of the kalyx for suspension: it seems to have been formed around a
large stem or wire (acting as a core), like a long bead. It is likely to have been fixed to the
relief element by the application of a more liquid form of the core material in the form of
a slurry.60 Along the edges tiny pieces of the core material project, as if the condition of
that part did not matter, such might imply that the pendant was framed or inlaid, or that it
was intended for a statue rather than a human. Either way what mattered must have been
the upper surface. The state of the underside strengthens this conviction, being flat with
pieces of the core again projecting through the glaze layer. This is especially evident at the
point where the cylinder joins the pendant. The glaze is applied to all surfaces, survivng
best on the underside, whilst above its sheen has faded.
Analogous pendants are seen in a fresco in Thera61 framing garlands and they
appear also in other media.62

58 One could argue that the artist’s finger impressions have been created when the object
was taken out of the mould and was still soft - in other words, it was rather roughly handled.
59 Evans, 1903, 68, fig. 45; PM I, 499, fig. 356; A ^lp 1903. Morgan, 1988, 23, calls
it ’triple papyrus heads’.
60 Or as Vandiver says (1987, 82) ”a small amount of quartz-alkali paste”.
61 N. Marinatos, 1984, fig. 16: concerning the Cabin-Screen fresco - analogous lily
pendants are hung in garlands alternating with spherical beads. The same lily-design forms
the upper part of the posts from which the garlands arc suspended.
62 A seal impression from the Temple Repositories has the same lily design in outline.
Analogous lilies, though stiffer and more stylized, were found in ivory at Mycenae (Poursat,
1977, Pl.ix. 106/7424, and Pl.xv 166/7533, 167/7565. PLxxxi 301/2916 has a more
naturalistic portrayal). The same lily adorns the crown of the Priest-king, as well as his neck
in a necklace: Evans, PM IL ii, figs. 504 and 508.
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Foster stated that all these objects probably composed 'another panel'.63 But it is,
of course, impossible to be certain now about this. The lily, with its leaves, being threedimensional, cannot have been intended for inlay; all the others could have been. It is
difficult to be sure whether the fact that only the lily 'stem and trunk* pieces are not coated
on the reverse with glaze is of significance. Even though the others are evenly coated,
nonetheless an emphasis on the upper surface is discemable in the relief details and the
second layer of glaze there. The existence of an all-over first coat may simply be due to the
method of manufacture,64 rather than any more deliberate intent concerning its eventual use.

b)

MARINE OBJECTS

Evans published the marine objects together as one panel.63
The fragments representing rocks w ill be examined first In fig. 46 (PLATE 57),
there are nine pieces shown. In HM catalogue seven are recorded, but only four are on
display (150.a,b,c; PLATE 56 a,b); three more (151.a,b,c; PLATE 56 c) were found amongst
the uncatalogued material - all in better condition.

Another piece is housed in the

Ashmolean Museum (152; PLATE 56 d), whilst a small fragment (153; PLATE 56 e) was
located in the uncatalogued and unprovenanced material at the Stratigraphical Museum.
Thus, although candidates for all are known, most have escaped proper recognition. A ll are
well made and tolerably realistic.
150.a is in the bottom right comer of Fig. 46 (PLATE 57), representing a comer of
a design itself. It is reconstructed from ten smaller fragments, but must be whole as
everywhere the coat of glaze may be traced unbroken. On its underside, which is flat, there
are at least two elongated depressions, made by the artist probably as guidemarks, to help
in the location of the piece in the overall composition. Analogous marks are seen on the
underside of the faience roundels from the Throne Room, as well as on many ivory and bone
fragments from different parts of the Palace.66 150.b is to the left of the above in Fig. 46
(PLATE 57 -as are all further references here). This also has all its edges glazed, suggesting

63 Foster, 1979, 81.
64 See footnote 56.
65 Evans, 1903, 69, figs. 46 and 63; PM I, figs. 377, and 379; AEflp 1903. In his
notebook, Evans has drawn the three bigger fragments of the rock.
66 For the Throne Room roundels, Evans, PM IV .ii, 941; for the bone pieces in the
'Drain Shaft Deposit’, PM ID , 406.
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that it too is complete. 150.C is the vertical piece on the right in Fig. 46: one of its narrow
sides is broken and thus the h ill length is lost. 151.a was retrieved in the uncatalogued
material (HM ) and looks to be the fragment placed horizontally at the bottom left comer of
Fig. 46, in between a tiny piece in the comer and another one with two projections. The
tiny one may be that identified in the Stratigraphical Museum (153), whilst the larger with
the projections is surely that in the Ashmolean (152), albeit with a part of a projection
removed. This last has some five dashes or impressions on the underside.*7 151*a is the
vertical piece, positioned above the small bit in the bottom left comer of Fig. 46. The one
above that again has not been identified exactly, though it could be 150.d in a broken
condition. Further, 151.C could be the next piece in the Fig. 46, partly hidden by the
argonaut.
A ll these have very shallow round depressions on the upper surface indicating that
the artist was attempting to portray the irregular contours of rocks.68 The core is brown,
rather soft and disintegrates to tiny granules quite easily. The glaze is dark brown to golden,
shiny at places. On their upper surface many have a salt-like encrustation - from their
exposure to ground waters?
Whether these objects belonged to a panel as that reconstructed by Evans is not
known. The fact that they are glazed back and front does not necessarily imply that they
were free-standing; rather the restriction of the depressions to one surface may indicate that
they were intended as inlays. There is no trace of any discolouration on the reverse that
might be interpreted as the remains of glue. Most probably they were modelled and the
shallow hollows were ground in or impressed when the material was still pliable.

67 This fragment (Ashmolean Museum) was analysed by Foster and Kaczmarczyk, 1982,
146 the core belongs visually to Type H I (146); its main constituents are (in %): Si 82.1; K
0.36; Ca 3.37; Mn 1.40; Fe 0.17; Cu 0.38; Zn 0.08; Ba 0.06.
68 The portrayal of rocks is a rather common theme in Minoan art, not surprisingly
given the terrain. Roughly contemporary examples are : on frescoes, in the Dolphin fresco,
Queen’s quarters in the Palace (Evans, PM I, fig. 395) and the House of Frescoes (PM H ii,
fig. 305); on ceramics, (PM I, figs. 213, 215); seal impression, from the Heiroglyphic
Deposit (PM D .ii, fig. 306). The depressions in the surface of the rocks as an attempt to
catch their rugged form, is well paralleled : see stone vases such as the ’Octopus in ambush’
(PM D .ii, fig. 307) and the ’Dolphin* (PM H ii, fig. 308).
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154^-1 consists of 12 shells now in Heraklion Museum (PLATE 58 a,b; also 57);
15 appeared in the original publication,69 of which 13 are in the HM Catalogue. The shells
represented are cockles - highly stylized: they have about nine vertical ribs and a projection
on either side of the ambu. A real cockle has far more and finer ribs and does not have such
pronounced projections. However, the spiky effect of the real ribs has been neatly achieved.
The core is white, disintegrating to powder very easily.70 The glazes come in two colours:
a basic blue and lustrous one (fading to off white), the other a brown to black reserved for
ornamental details. The group is one of the rarer cases where the brown to black was
applied on the top of the blue. A ll the shells have glaze on the upper and lower flat surface,
and the edges.
On six of the shells, the decoration is a pair of bands along the periphery of the
body, a rounded or rectangular dot at the ambu with another band near it on the highest point
of the shell. Others have more parallel banding, not only along the periphery but in the
space between it and the ambu. The number, as well as the width of these bands vary, some
have even run into each other. The work is not very carefully executed, although the spiky
ribs must have hindered the application of the slurry considerably. Splashing and brush
marks are visible along the periphery and on the underside.
A few are deformed: 54.c* has a completely misshapen ambu and a scratch in the
core fabric (still visible through the glaze) running across the shell - presumably the result
of an accident. Similar unintentional incisions and cuts are seen on the undersides; tiny
pieces of core project through the glaze. A ll these defects are coated in the basic blue glaze:
perhaps the shells were formed in a mould, and the accidental cuts and incisions were
acquired when the shells were taken out. Their size varies in some cases by a little, which
may indicate more than one mould was available.
The shells could have been part of a panel, stood on their own, or even have been
counters in some game. Cockles are represented in other media.71

69 Evans, 1903, fig. 46; PM I, fig. 379; AE/lp 1903 has a single shell drawn.
70 Type I core in Foster and Kaczmarczyk, 1982, 145.
71 A larger cockle was found in the walled ’rubbish pit’ of the West Court at Knossos
made of terracotta. Another cockle of faience from Knossos, but without the decoration and
spiky effect is in the uncatalogued material of Heraklion Museum (to appear in the
forthcoming Knossian Faience article). Similar, but more stylized, representations were
found in the workshop of the shrine at Zakro (Platon, 1969, 219) as well as others of blue
glass (necklace parts) from Archanes (Sakellarakis, 1967, 281, fig. 14). Ones of ivory are
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Six argonauts (156-166) are depicted in Evans Fig. 46 (PLATE 57).

Five are in

Heraklion (PLATES 58 c,d; 59 a-d), one in the Ashmolean (PLATE 60 a,b). They are
executed in the round, with external ribbing and small lateral projections on either side of
the ’head’; inside, some are slightly hollowed. The real creature, however, has finer ribs
between the larger (here lacking) and the projections are hardly to be distinguished: thus,
these models are a little stylized. H ie bigger examples have the partial hollow opening out
from their ’head’, their spines are somewhat flatter and marked with vertical cuts, and they
are highlighted in brown glaze. The smaller specimens have a spine made up from peaks
and no brown glaze. A ll of them have received a preliminary coating all over in the regular
blue-green, lustrous glaze, which has faded in many cases and looks whitish as a result. The
glaze of the smallest ones tends to be much better preserved. Either moulding or modelling
could be involved in their manufacture: traces of fingermarks on the interior of the larger
show the manipulation of the raw material. The argonaut in Oxford (161 - one of the
smallest) presents kiln-marks on the underside, as may do the smallest example in
Heraklion.73
How were they employed? Their size is much greater (proportionally and actually)
than the other marine objects and they are clearly three dimensional. On both accounts their
presence in a panel is surely unlikely: some kind of free-standing arrangement seems
indicated.
The lack of the brown glaze on the smaller ones may mark differences in species or
age: if they were juveniles, then they would fit the adult-&-young theme seen in some of the
land animal groups. In appearence they recall the Argonauta Argo L., which is a native of

known at Mycenae (Poursat, 1977, PL xiii).
72 Evans, 1903, fig. 46; PM 1 ,377,379; AE/lp 1903 has two drawn, with references and
short descriptions of all five.
73 Kiln setter marks are defects in the glaze caused by contact with a stand on which
the pieces were rested during the firing to permit of as great an exposure to the heat as
possible. According to Vandiver (1982,168-9) and Peltenburg (1987,10), such marks ought
to indicate the Application or Efflorescence methods of glazing.
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the Mediterranean.74 As with the other species here, the argonaut is well represented in
Minoan art.75

162-3 are the two flying fish seen in Fig. 46 (PLATE 57).76 Only fragments of
them survive and they are heavily restored today (PLATE 61 ax-). Because of this, the core
is not clearly visible, but is probably a creamy-beige. Two colours of glaze are discemable a golden brown and a black, also traces of bluish-green. Both are flat on the underside, and
are believed to be modelled to form, with the mouth and eye in slight relief. They are
naturalistic, though the wing tips are more rounded than in nature, and a vertical tail fin is
missing: overall, they resemble a species called Exonautes Rondeleti.77

164 is a head of a fish formed in the round (PLATE 61 c). The core is pure white,
soft and disintegrates easily to tiny grains, almost powder.78 The glaze covers only the
upper surface and the edges, it is a matt light brown, with the eye, in low relief, picked out
in a darker hue. The underside is slightly concave; and if, as it seems, it was not glazed
originally there, then presumably the object was intended as an inlay.
165 is the naturalistic-looking fin of a flying fish (PLATE 61 d). It is not extended
straight as in the above two specimens (162-3), but curves as if the artist wanted to depict
movement. It is executed in the round, probably modelled. The core is beige, while the allover glaze is orange-brown, very shiny on the concave side; the other surface has lost its
gloss, and bears traces of green (?from copper oxidation).

Other remnants of a black

material may derive from a lost design, or merely be encrusted dirt. Visible in the glaze are

74 Prof. Eleftheriou - personal communication.
75 An argonaut similar to the larger kind from the Repositories appears on a fresco from
the House of Frescoes: Evans, PM D .ii, fig. 305. The device is more frequent on ceramics
: Evans, PM IV .i, figs. 210,212-4. It is also quite common in jewellery, where beads of this
form come in gold or glass (PM IV .ii, fig. 845). A larger example in faience has come from
the Shrine area at Zakro (Platon, 1969, 142) : though larger, it is more natural in the
rendition of the ridges on the shell. In ivory they are common at Mycenae (Poursat, 1977,
Pis. x, xii, xiv, xxviii, xl).
76 Evans, 1903, figs. 45 ,47; PM I, figs. 377,379; A ^lp 1903 one flying fish is drawn,
and part of a wing.
77 As Footnote 74.
78 As Footnote 70.
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tiny bubbles, which may indicate that this was applied in a ninny condition (as slurry,
perhaps).
Both 164 and 165 , though unpublished by Evans, have been included here: first
because Evans recorded ’of these sufficient remains were found to restore two specimens*,79
implying that more fish fragments were recovered beyond those used to make up 162 and
163; and second because they are grouped together in the HM Catalogue with objects known
to have come from the Temple Repositories.

167.a-e are the five ribbed objects Evans published in his marine panel (PLATE
57),80 as their ribbing was reminiscent of that of a cockle’s shell (PLATE 62 a,b).
However, they are quite flat on both surfaces, unlike a cockle in real life. In fact, if a
marine creature they are not of any recognizable species, and could equally well be floral
in intent. Their core is white and disintegrates to powder easily; the glaze is very light blue,
glossy and well preserved, albeit if crazed in parts (from overfiring). It covers both surfaces
and edges. They were either modelled or most probably formed in an open-face mould,
although several of the last would have been required as they are not all of the same size.
One has a small hollow on its underside which looks like a finger-tip impression. Tiny
pieces of core material protrude through their glaze at the edges.
An object (167) seen in the panel, which looks to be between a ribbed item and an
argonaut, has been neither identified or located.81

Whether all these objects were placed in a panel as suggested by Evans or were in
part free-standing cannot be determined. Evans reconstructed the marine panel with the
dolphin fresco from the Queen’s Megaron in mind,82 as well as the fresco of like topic from
Phylakopi, Melos83 and related scenes on gemstones.84

However, the Temple

79 Evans, 1903, 71.
80 Evans, 1903, fig. 46; PM I, fig. 379 .. on the upper border of the panel. AE/lp 1903
draws one.
81 Evans, 1903, fig. 46; PM I, fig. 379.
82 Evans, PM I, fig. 394.
83 Evans, PM I, fig. 393.
84 Evans, PM I, figs 495, 499.
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Repositories' pieces could equally as well have stood by themselves - particularly those
modelled in the round. The only indication of the existence of a probable panel is the
fragment of rockwork designed to fit in a comer and equipped with a potential guidemark.
The argonauts, on the other hand, are too large to have stood in the same panel, and the fin
(165) curves so as to give the impression of being part of a free-standing object

c) LAND ANIMALS PLAQUES
A series of plaques in relief representing animals were found along with the other
objects. Three of them were published by Evans,*5 while fragments of others w ill appear
here for the first time. A characteristic of them all is that the line of the body of the animal
forms the upper margin of the plaque; Evans took this to be an indication that they 'were
applied to a backing of coloured plaster'*6 as a medium which would be pliable enough to
adapt itself to the irregular lines of the plaque as the latter was pressed home into it. We
cannot be certain whether this was the case, and it should be pointed out that the fragments
which have not been restored on the back with an obscuring layer of plaster have traces of
glaze. Though this habit may at times be taken as an indication that the plaques etc. could
be free-standing, yet it is equally clear that by itself it does not rule out the employment of
a piece so treated as part of an inlaid design.
The evidence available is too little to ensure that conclusions may be safely drawn.
A further characteristic of most of these pieces is a base, on which the animals stand
and which may carry indications of the animals’ habitat. For example, the plaque depicting
a goat or agrimi has a base reminiscent of rocks (ie. a natural setting), while the cows stand
on something recalling isodomic masonry (ie. indicating that they were domesticated and
lived near, or in, buildings). Lastly all the animals are shown in profile.
Evans records 'although no perfect example of any single plaque was preserved, the
fact that there were remains of several from the same mould has made it possible to
complete practically the whole relief with absolute certainty'.*7 There are, however,
indications that each plaque was modelled separately. Grinding then followed to create the

85 Evans, 1903,71 and PI. H I, where only the Goat relief plaque is shown; PM I, figs.
366-7, 369; AE/lp 1903 has drawn parts of the different animals depicted on the plaques, eg.
the head of a young animal suckling.
86 Evans, 1903, 71.
87 Evans, 1903, 72.
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details; in spots where there is no glaze, usually in parts of the surface which are lower,
traces of the grinding tools are visible, together with accidental cuts.

168 represents a goat with two youngsters (PLATE 63), one suckles, the other
’stands before her, bleating for her turn’.*8 This plaque is partly restored and consists of
many fragments; its condition shows how badly faience can react to local conditions in the
soil or to other materials surrounding it. Most of the fragments are of the beige or brown
colour of the core material, some retain the green that ought to have been the original colour
of the glaze. Only on one hom is any lustre preserved: if indeed it belongs to the plaque.89
Black was placed over the green to pick out the shape of the head and neck, the eye, the
long legs, partly the rocks and generally the line of the body. There are, however, problems
with the details of the plaque as it stands: first, a second tail in black and terminating in a
tassel is shown reaching down to the thigh of the parent, in addition to a stumpy one - unless
this is merely an outlining to the leg; and second, the legs of the bleating kid are
iconographically incorrect in that the fore-legs have their knees bent and stressed very much
as if they are the back ones, whilst in contrast the back ones, which should be bent, are quite
straight. Was the artist clumsy when forming this kid, or has the animal been put together
by Evans’ restorer incorrectly from the available fragments? The short stumpy tail of the
mother goat demonstrates another problem, this one related to the manner in which faience
reacts as a material: it shows cracks where it was either pulled out from the bulk of the
fabric or stuck on, having been modelled separately.

169 depicts a cow with its tongue out to lick at the calf that is suckling at her
(PLATE 64 a,b); much is restored in plaster.90 In addition to the basic plaque are some
elements that extend well beyond its edge, namely the hom. This is in the round and was
most probably modelled separately and stuck onto the body. The hom which Evans has
restored does not have a true fit, a crucial piece is missing still. Its colour is the basic bluegreen, once probably the colour of the whole plaque. Now no traces of such are preserved,
and the beige-brown of the core material is everywhere apparent. Round black spots in low

88 Evans, 1903, 71-2, PL HI; PM I, 510-11, fig. 366.
89 The hom is bluish, though the surviving glaze of the plaque proper is dark green :
perhaps due to varying reactions with the surrounding deposit.
90 Evans, 1903, 71; PM I, 511-12, fig. 367.
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relief cover the body to denote the patterning of the hide, created most probably from a
slurry.
A small unpublished fragment (174; PLATE 64 c), amongst the uncatalogued
material in the HM, showing the head of a suckling calf may well go with this plaque - the
area concerned being there restored.
170 is an unpublished plaque (PLATE 65 a), depicting the same isodomic structure
on which the cow and calf of the previous plaque are standing. It also depicts bovine
animals. It is included here because of the strong similarities that it has with the Temple
Repositories’ plaques and because it is catalogued along with them in HM. Here the animals
cannot be made out so well, but the lines of the body, the black spots and the legs and hoofs
point to one cow or bull, and probably another animal too, as is indicated by the position and
direction of some of the legs. There are very slight traces of green glaze along the edge of
the long projecting part of the left side, but it is not clear that this was the original colour
of the whole. No glaze appears on the reverse here, and elsewhere the plaster of the
restoration work obscures the surface. A black slurry was used to create not only the spots
on the hide, but also the architectonic structure where black squares of masonry contrast with
ones of a lighter colour, now the pale brown-beige of the core fabric.
171 is another unpublished fragment (PLATE 65 b): it represents the head of an
animal in profile, most probably a cow according to details of the size, the lines of the head
and neck and the eye. The upper surface has the beige-brown colour of this set. However,
the reverse and the edges carry very clear traces of the green, lustrous glaze, exhibiting small
holes in it.91 Where the hom should be is a scar, indicating its existence: one of the broken
pieces discussed later is a good candidate. The eye is delineated clearly, triangular with
rounded comers, the pupil in relief.
172 is another similar fragment. It shows the head of a goat-like animal and the
foreparts of the body (PLATE 65 c). The mouth is open and the eye in relief looks out
calmly. Again a broken projection, broader than usual, marks the position of the horns,
perhaps both were shown here. The reverse is very even, showing clear traces of shiny
green glaze, with tiny holes from gas bubbles. The brown-beige core fabric shows cracks,
particularly along the curving details of the edge.
173 depicts the back part of the slender body of a young animal with its forelegs
obviously bent as if to suckle from a kneeling position (PLATE 66 a). Evans presents three

91 See Footnote 49.
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fragments from this composition, only one of which now exists.92 The line of the body
does not follow the upper margin of the plaque: this indicates that the animal was part of a
larger synthesis. Its position is reminiscent of the young kid in the goat plaque and a long
element under the belly of the creature could be seen as the leg of its parent

Four more fragments (174-7) in HM depicting animals are uncatalogued. 174 shows
the mouth of an animal suckling (PLATE 64 b); it is most probably that of a calf, from the
size and shape of it: it recalls 169 above. 175 has what looks like part of the leg of a big
animal like a cow (PLATE 64 b l): all the power and slow movement is captured here. 176
indicates part of a rectangular structure (PLATE 66 b), probably with alternating dark and
light squares. Arguably two slender legs and feet are depicted, perhaps those of a kid.
Traces of green glaze are visible on the edge, better on the underside; cracks and
imperfections in the white core too. 177 is another fragment (PLATE 66 c), most probably
from the same plaque as the previous one. A long leg-like element in relief probably
indicates the presence of a slender animal. The glaze looks almost black as if burnt.
A final piece (178; PLATE 66 d) is considered here - part of a curved hom like
those restored in the plaques by Evans. It was modelled in the round: the fingers of the
artist have left tiny marks to indicate their passage. A ll over it displays a blue-green glaze,
which has retained its gloss.
Five further fragments (179.1-5; PLATE 66 e) of the same generic class were
identified in the uncatalogued and unprovenanced material in the Stratigraphical Museum.
They all exhibit the same characteristics as the Temple Repository horns, which is why they
have been included here.

A ll these fragments seem to have been made either indeed by a single artist or, more
probably, a school A ll show certain shared characteristics in the way the lines of the body,
the flesh and bones are portrayed. In the goat-plaques, the lines of the body are stressed by
black bands.

The eye is always triangular with the central pupil giving it a benign

expression. In fact, the common theme of these is designed to bring out the tender side of
such creatures. Could this shared atmosphere in fact hold a clue as to the character of the
deity in whose shrine they are presumed to have once stood? If so, it is more likely to be

92 Evans, PM I, 512, fig. 369.
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a deity concerned with the softer and maternal aspects of life than the more violent: a
Mother figure kourotrophos?93

d) OTHER PLAQUES
Evans initially mentions the existence of various plaques and inlays,94 but does not
illustrate any: 'of the minor objects such as the mosaic plaques and parts of borders of
inlays, it is impossible to speak here in detail'. Later, he did describe the crystal disc and
'petals’ as being found in the West Repository and referred to plaques of faience there
too.95 Most probably Evans was unduly influenced in his assignations and associations by
the discoveries at the second city of Hissarlik and at Mycenae,96 where rock crystal plaques
had turned up with similar in faience. Mackenzie recorded in his diary for 29th May 1903
that amongst the fmds of the West Repository 'of porcelain... one solitary fragment occurred
.. of great importance, namely a part below the waist with entwined snakes of one of the
figures from the other cist’.97 Mackenzie was in the habit of writing his diary after he had
checked the finds98 or of adding points afterwards, consequently it is difficult to believe that
he failed to report several objects of major significance from this source. In addition,
moreover, Evans records first that ’in contrast to the corresponding layer of the other cist,
faience objects were here wanting, with one notable exception - a missing part namely of
the figure of a snake Goddess just below her w a i s t w h i l s t only a few pages on in the
same report he comments in contradiction that 'the most characteristic element among the
contents of this Temple Treasury - except for a few scattered pieces found in the other cist,
confined to the East Repository - are the abundant series of objects made of a kind of

93 Evans saw a Huntress goddess in the series of the plaques, completely ignoring the
maternal aspects so well depicted in them (PM 1 ,511 - 'The W ild Goat and young naturally
associate themselves with the Cretan Goddess in her capacity of divine Huntress ..”)
94 Evans, 1903, 67.
95 Evans, PM I, 471.
96 As above.
97 Mackenzie, DM/DB 1903 29 May.
98 Mackenzie, DM/DB 1903 28 May.
99 Evans, 1903, 44.
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faience or native porcelain’.100 I therefore think it feasible that these pieces probably
largely are derived from the Eastern Repository.
Evans did eventually publish a few of the plaques;101 but in an unpublished
photograph in the Ashmolean (PLATE 67 a), more are clearly present alongside many
objects from the Temple Repositories. As Evans used to photograph as a group pieces from
a common source, it is most probable that these all came from the Repositories.102 The
recovery of some unpublished sketches (AE/lp 1903) of Evans has helped to confirm some
identifications. The published objects w ill be presented first.
180 consists of three fragments, to be seen in the photograph (PLATE 67 a); a
fourth may be added from the Ashmolean (180.a; PLATE 67 b).

In fig. 344b,103 the

plaque is drawn as a whole: consequently it is impossible to make out how many fragments
it is made up from. These pieces are of great interest for the information they contain on
the manufacture of Minoan faience. They are definitely modelled and further inlaid. The
core consists of two different fabrics: the centre is of a white material, while the flanking
pieces (near circular in section) are of a brown:104 the latter looks harder and less friable
than the former (Type IE ). Probably the white element was formed first, being left slightly
convex on top, and abruptly bevelled below. Into the surface of this were then pressed at
regular intervals thin (and of varying widths) strips or cords of the brown to form an
alternating pattern of bands. This approach is not an easy one: the additional strips have to
be placed in prepared channels at just the correct moment, when the core is still wet and

100 Evans, 1903, 62.
101 Evans, PM I, 481, fig. 344.
102 This is not always true.
103 Evans, PM I, fig. 344.b3; AE/lp 1903 has a single fragment.
104 Type H I core in Foster and Kaczmarczyk. The Ashmolean fragment analysed by
Foster and Kaczmarczyk (1982, 155) showed that the dark STRIPE contained (by %) : Si
87.4; K 0.42; Ca 2.42; Mn 0.96; Fe 0.38; Cu 2.11; Pb 0.22; Ba 0.53, where (151) reduced
iron is responsible for the Dark pigment The core contains higher Si (92.5%) and Ca
(3.16%), while Mn and Cu are lower (0.1. and 0.09% each); the Fe at 0.60 is much higher.
The green edging (155) is presumably that element of the basic glaze where surviving at the
edges; it seems closer to the brown core elements than to the white: Si 88.4; Ca 2.35: Cu
2.52; Pb 0.23; Fe 0.31.
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soft. Otherwise the inlay, as it dried, would contract more and work loose.105 Here the
process has been very successful, and it is difficult to realize that it is an inlay and not
merely painted lines. To the sides of the ornamented central segment were attached the
flanking cords: these were separately modelled and probably positioned with the aid of a
quartz slurry. These two pieces are shorter in height, and thereby permit the undersides of
the central element to protrude.
Traces of green glaze are visible on the central portion - top and base, but it is not
clear whether this covered only the striped part or the whole. On one of the flanking cords
was a hint of gold-brown glaze. Thus, it seems likely that the centre was coloured green,
the side elements a yellow-brown. As the underside of this was bevelled, the object type
cannot have been free-standing, but rather inlaid. One of the fragments has a narrow edge
rounded, suggesting that it would fit into another, and that composite patterns were intended.
181

was published (PLATE 68 a), but not to scale.106 Here, it looks to be

composed of two fragments: only one was found in HM and only one can be seen in the
/

Ashmolean photograph (PLATE 67 a). Another plaque (182; PLATE 68 b) has now been
composed from very small fragments identified in the uncatalogued and unprovenanced
material in the Stratigraphical Museum. These plaques too are themselves inlaid: a white
band of quartz slurry (very fine-grained in comparison to the plaque's core) was set into a
rectangular incision, hollowed out along the axis of the piece. The inlay fits so perfectly that
hardly any difference in level can be detected by touch. One of the long sides is bevelled.
183.a-f consists of six rectangular plaques with mitred ends (PLATEs 67 a; 68 b):
though photographed by Evans,107 they are not published anywhere. In the photograph
there are six plaques, but another (184; PLATE 68 c) was located in the uncatalogued and
unprovenanced material in the Stratigraphical Museum and has been included here. These
pieces were arguably produced by a method comparable to one outlined by Vandiver108
with reference to that used at Saqqara for tiles '.. the body was pressed out between sticks,
thus insuring the one constant dimension .. and a similar thickness*. However, production

105 The separation of the inlay from body occasionally occurs in M K Egypt, but is used
regularly and in a controlled manner in decorationin NK : Vandiver, 1982, 176.
106 Evans, PM I, 481, fig. 344.b2.
107 Photograph 171A from the Ashmolean Museum Archive.
108 Vandiver, 1982, 174.
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by an open-face mould cannot be ruled out The plaques are genetically similar and exist
in specific pairs: two have a white core with green glaze on all sides (traces of black could
be the result of exposure to a fire); two others have a beige core and an all-over green glaze;
two more have a brown core and black or purplish glaze. O f them, two have one or two
edges left unglazed. The green is matt and close in colour to the young leaves of almond
trees: the colour is seen in patches on a few of the beads. The seventh (Strat. Museum one)
is as the first pair, except that one edge lacks any glaze.
185.1-5

is made up of five plaques (PLATE 68 e), published by Evans109 in

combination with the crystal disc, who argues that they were all part of a draught-board. A
small fragment (186} in the uncatalogued and unprovenanced material in the Stratigraphical
Museum may also belong here as it is of identical manufacture. A ll seem to have been
modelled, with some of their edges bevelled. The core is brown, but each displays a
different shade. This variation could be due to either difference in the faience constituents,
to firing temperature or even firing time. One might moreover expect plaques belonging to
the same board to have been made of the same core; however, one should also take into
account the fact that the surroundings can alter colouring.
The plaques are inlaid: a white quartz slurry was placed into channels worked into
the brown core so as to produce a banded effect. As all the plaques are fragmentary, it is
easy to study them in cross section and thus examine the inlaying material (often as thin as
a mm.). The core is stronger than the inlay and in some cases the crushed quartz or sand
grains are distinguishable to the naked eye, although to the touch they feel like a powder.
The core has a surface sheen to it, which at times looks metallic. Over the white bands,
there are traces of a glossy green glaze, but it is not clear whether the brown bands were
also so covered. 185.1,3, 4 have one curved side, while 185.2 has two (one more marked)
(PLATEs 67 a; 68 f). If indeed the plaques were designed to encircle discs, then such w ill
have been of different sizes. 185.5 is somewhat different: much thicker, one of its narrow
sides has been fashioned into a point that would permit association with another inlay but
not a circular one. Here the white bands are set deeper (to 2 mms.) into the core. The point
is cracked, perhaps implying that the core material (less flexible than clay) could not stand
such a degree of deformation required to form the point. Overfiring could also have been
responsible.

109 Evans, PM I, 481, fig. 344a.
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187 is a similar plaque to the above, though larger and not necessarily intended for
the same design (PLATES 67 a; 68 g). Alternating bands of white and brown were created
in the same manner as before; a film of bright glossy green was applied on the upper
surface, partly to the edges (one has it more thickly survivng). Below no glaze survives, but
a salt-like substance is attached.
188 is another plaque (PLATES 67 a; 68 h), with inlaid white quartz slurry again
fashioning white bands against the grey of the core. The widest side is cracked, probably
due to the degree of curvature the piece suffered. Whilst no trace of glaze exists, a whitish
substance covers the subject. An interesting detail of manufacturing technique can be
observed in that a tiny piece of faience has been pushed into a small depression on the
underside to fill it. This plug, however, has not been properly incorporated, remaining
distinct and with a slight gap around it that implies that the core was rather drier than the
plug itself when inserted.

189 is a plaque (PLATES 67 a; 69 a,b) reminiscent of the feathers in the crown of
the priest-king fresco at Knossos.110 It has been included here because first it was
photographed with the above objects (PLATE 67 a) as well as with known ones from the
Temple Repositories, and second since there is a sketch of it (AE/lp, 1903) alongside many
faience objects from this area. It is flat underneath and on the upper surface is divided into
three parts at different levels. On the underside, the green, lustrous glaze survives well,
elsewhere the worn glaze has lost its gloss; Evans identified 'darker bands' on its 'bright
green’ body,111 but they are not now detectable. The object seems to have been modelled:
irregularities of thickness and proportion are detectable; the variable planes on the upper part
were probably created by grinding.
On the same page as the above, Evans sketches what looks like a semicircular
plaque; it has not been located, but might belong here as the word 'brown' is written next
to its section.

The exactly parallel effects (and presumably therefore the techniques followed?) seen
in these Minoan pieces and in OK Egypt may hold implications as to the source of Minoan

110 Evans, PM n .ii, fig. 504; AE/lp has a drawing of the plaque, and a description as
with darker bands on a light green ground. It cannot now be traced.
111 Evans, AE/lp, 1903.
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techniques. Craftsmen of both countries were able to achieve inlays so exactly compatible
with the body of the material that nothing betrays this fact. By contrast in the NK material
some deliberate shrinkage is encouraged - the consequent channel was infilled with another
colour the technique does not seem to exist in M M Crete.112

e) ’RINGS’, ’BRACKET’ AND SHIELDS
The three final groups of plaques discussed next, together with the shields, were not
published by Evans: they are, however, photographed by him with other Repository material
(Ashmolean Photo. PLATE 67 a ) and are catalogued alongside such in the HM. A shield
has been sketched by Evans (AE/loose pages 1903) with other known objects from the
Repositories. Consequently they are taken here as genuine Temple Repository pieces.
190 is a ’ring-like’ object: plano-convex or hemispherical in section (PLATE 69 c);
it was modelled round a smooth cylinder. The resultant central hole is extremely regular.
Both the external surface as well as the interior show slight traces of green glaze. It is
difficult to think of a use, but maybe it was meant as part of the hiltng arrangement of a
sword, perhaps combined with rock crystal or gold leaf covering.113 It is also reminiscent
of the circlets placed round the neck of ostrich egg rhyta, though too small to have served
as such.114
191 is another ring-like object PLATE 69 d). This one was modelled too, but not
round a cylinder. Its thickness varies and the point where the two ends of the faience strip
were joined to make the circle is clearly distinguishable. Coated all-over with a shiny, dark
purplish to brown glaze, it retains its gloss but is worn in places. Its purpose is a puzzle,
but being made in the round it could stand on its own: similar to circlets placed at the
bottom of ostrich egg rhyta, it is again too small to have served as such. It also bears a
resemblance to an item from Mycenae, possibly part of a sacral knot.115

112 Vandiver, 1982, 176.
113 Analogous objects but in other materials and unperforated can be seen in Evans, PM
IV .ii, figs. 841, 848, 849 and 851.
114 Marinatos, Thera V, pi. 36b, shows a rhyton of faience with a bigger circlet round
the neck. A similar object in ivory comes from Mycenae : Poursat, 1977, PI. xxxvii (345).
115 Foster, 1979, pi. 46.
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192

was termed by Evans ’bracket or console’.116 As it is fragmentary, it is

difficult to be certain of its complete form (PLATES 67 a; 70 a,b), but it looks like a
miniature stepped altar, or a stepped capital as suggested by Karageorghis.117 Technically,
it is of considerable interest. Being hollowed, and showing folds and projections, it would
seem to have been modelled around a core or rod.

Its own core is pure white and

disintegrates to powder. Along the two surviving comers run stripes and patches of a dark
brown to black slurry. Over it lies a layer of matt, creamy white glaze. This combination
permits an illusion of shadow at the comer a unique effect, is it yet deliberate? Elsewhere
black patches look to be derived from the same substance and similarly applied, but the lack
of any breaks in the surface prevent this from being substantiated.

193.1-5 is a group of shield-like objects (PLATES 67 a; 70 c,d). They too present
points of technical value. They seem to have been modelled as two separate discs, and then
joined at an angle. Below they are plain and smooth, though one has had a strip of the core
material placed across the join as a security measure. Since this strip did not stick properly
and is distinctly visible now should probably mean that it was applied to discs already drier
than itself. A similar measure was made on part of the design on the upper surface, though
this strap is not of the core material but from a slurry. Each strap is fashioned from a white
element flanked by others in a dark brown. Their size varies, though the central part is
always thicker. The centre of the discs was somewhat ground down to form an inner
circular hollow.

The whole was glazed blue-green, rather patchily preserved on the

underside; the inner circle was then treated to a second layer in dark brown. It has faded
in many, and on two is hardly visible. There are cracks all round the circumference; these
probably occured when the discs were being formed owing to a lack of suitable plasticity
in the raw material, though firing may have worsened them.
The use of such could have been protective - as a religious symbol the ’figure-ofeight’ shield is well attested.118 As inlays their angled form would cause difficulties.

116 Evans, PM I, 512, fig. 368.
117 Karageorghis, 1971,106-7.
118 Shields have appeared in many media ; on sealings at Zakro (Evans, PM IV .ii, fig.
855), on ivories (Evans, PM IV .i, 237; Sakellarakis, 1979, figs. 73, 75; Poursat, 1977, Pis.
v, ix, xxii, xxxiii, 1); also Morgan, 1988, 107-9 and n.44.
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f) VESSELS
Some faience vessels were found in the Temple Repositories. Evans presents a jug
with spirals, two chalices, two baskets and two bowls.119 The skill of the faience
craftsman has already been demonstrated in inlays and small objects, but it is best witnessed
amongst such bigger objects as these, not least in that the relatively non-flexible faience is
difficult to use for such.

In NK Egypt vessels were often thrown, despite the

difficulties.120 The vessels from the Temple Repositories, though, seem to have been
modelled in pieces and then joined together.
194 is a jug with a spherical body, a slightly conical ring-like base, a neck with a
somewhat cut-away spout and a round-sectioned handle (PLATE 71 a):121 its shape argues
a metal proto-type. It seems to have made in pieces (neck, main body and base) and then
joined together, though its heavily restored nature makes certainty impossible.122 The
evidence is really only drawn from its profile: the spherical body is joined to the base with
a double ring in relief, which may have covered any seam; and again to the neck and
shoulder zone, so that the shoulder sits on and slightly overlaps the body. The handle was
produced separately, the points of attachment being rather heavier than they would have
needed to be if they were of clay. After some drying, the artist probably put on the relief
spirals by grinding. Outside it has received a golden-brown glaze, inside it is probably
unglazed. The part of the core where the glaze has vanished looks very porous, which may
indicate that the object was ground. The interior is not very regular.
Clearly as a luxury object, its position in a palace is unremarkable. As a jug, it
could serve in many milieux.

Even more exquisite are the pair of chalices (195-196), which are almost identical
in shape and could have most probably been produced by the same artist. They too seem
to have been modelled in sections. The base and the cylindrical body could have been made

119 Evans, 1903, figs. 48-53 a/b; PM I, 498, fig. 356, 499, fig. 357; AE/lp 1903 has
drawn one of the chalices and the bowl with the ’shields*.
120 Vandiver, 1982, 177.
121 Evans, 1903, fig. 48; PM I, fig. 356 far right.
122 The vessel w ill be x-rayed by Dr Muller and myself to establish the manner of its
construction; similar attempts w ill be made on a number of other pieces from the
Repositories.
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as one piece, opening towards the top to receive a wide, separately fashioned rim. A strap
handle joins rim and upper body.
195, (PLATE 71 c), has a single spray of a three-branched plant, springing from a
pyramidal base at the bottom of the vase, whence it spreads upwards on its cylindrical body.
A spray of ?rose leaves starts from the handle and trails across the wide part of the rim ’s
interior:123 all are stuck on, one being adjusted to fit its position on the rim. 196 has three
separate plants from three slighter pyramidal bases (PLATE 72 a-d). The plants have been
formed using a thick layer of what looks like black quartz slurry.
195 is glazed a yellow-brown outside, on the interior of the spreading rim and partly
on the interior of the cylindrical body. A few drops can be seen inside, and show the liquid
condition of the glaze when it was applied.124 Around the rim and base, additional black
was positioned. Basically the same is true for 196. The apparent lack of glaze on the
interior w ill tell against their being used as liquid containers, unprotected faience being too
vulnerable. A less elegant version has been found at Mycenae.125

197 is a miniature bowl: it seems to have been modelled (PLATE 73 a,b). Its
hemispherical body has a rounded rim; below a cord was stuck on separately, thereby
forming a double rim, from which emerge four projections at regular intervals. On each a
’figure-of-eight’ shield was stuck with buttons at the waist; they were probably pinched up
from a rectangular slab, and their edges modelled to become circular. The side buttons were
formed by lightly pressing a small ball of faience, whence their slightly flattened appearence.
A ll joining w ill have been accomplished with a quartz slurry. The walls are irregular in
thickness; the inside has been scraped and ground to become very smooth, while the less
visible outside has been left with many imperfections and traces of tool marks. The interior
has been given a golden brown coat of glaze.
The ’figure-of-eight’ shield is a symbol much connected with ritual and this vase is
arguably intended for such a milieu. The fact that the execution and finish is markedly

123 Evans, PM I, fig. 357a. Foster mistakenly read this as a pilgrim’s flask - 1979, 63,
fig. 7.
124 The chalices were most probably dipped into the liquid glaze and half the narrow
cylindrical body inside has not been covered, though drips of the material are visible trailed
over this area.
125 Foster, 1979, pl.32.
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superior on the rim and inside may suggest that the vase was embedded in some substance,
but there is no direct evidence for this idea.
198 is another miniature bowl - of the same method of manufacture and perhaps by
the same hand (PLATE 73 c,d). Here the double rim is not so obviously stated, and the
projections carry pointed leaf-like applications with a flattened disc-button either side. These
designs recall items found in the East Wing Treasury,126 and may also be identified with
shields. The vase interior is smooth and given a golden-brown glaze; the outside is not so
treated and rather carries deep incisions, cuts and traces of some scraping tooL Drops of
dark green to black glaze can be seen inside the vase, and may be derived from a now lost
coating for the applications.

Two more vessels (199-200; PLATE 67 a) of equally high standard were restored
by Evans from one small fragment each.127 What has survived looks to be of a rather finer
calibre than the other vases: the walls are thinner and the vases, being bigger, must have
been correspondingly more difficult to form.
199 and 200 are basket-vases with two handles, both heavily restored; each has
decoration on its lip or rim. 199 has parallel incisions while in the inner margin of the rim
there is a small ridge (PLATE 74 a,b). 200 carries sea-shells, possibly cockles (PLATE 74
c,d). The appearence of such a marine motif here is not surprising when the considerable
numbers of the real things have been recovered from the Repositories, let alone the inlay and
other pieces discussed earlier. Such a theme would surely be a natural one for a people
living so intimately with the sea.

g) BEADS
Evans recorded simply ’the beads here of which whole heaps were found..' (PLATE
67 a).12* In fact a little more than two thousand exist in HM , with a number in the
uncatalogued material in the Stratigraphical Museum and a few more in the Ashmolean, but
it is not quite certain whether all of them came from the Temple Repositories. The majority

126 Now amongst the unpublished material at HM.
127 Evans, 1903, figs. 51, 52; PM I, 356.
128 Evans, 1903, 62-3; PM I, 490494.
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are nonetheless felt to have come from there. Most of them are ’globular*, some spherical
(many deformed), others are elongated, grain-shaped, cylindrical or lozenge-shaped. Plain
and segmented versions both exist. Some hints as to their manufacture are retrievable.
The segmented ones (220-1; PLATE 75 a) were most probably formed round a plant
stem or a wire, by rolling when the faience was soft and malleable. The hole is in most
cases rather large, smooth-sided and sometimes off-centre. During firing the stem was burnt
away, leaving the hole free; any remnants could have been later removed, if deemed
necessary. The divisions were perhaps created by a pointed or blade-like instrument, making
regular individual incisions, or there could have been developed a tool with comb-like teeth
by which to make a series of incisions simultaneously.
A single cylindrical bead (203; PLATE 75 b) was found, with a large hole of the
kind that would most probably result from the method described above. A similar bead was
recovered in the Vat Room Deposit; that one was glazed green, this has no trace of glaze.
The grain-like beads (204.a, 205; PLATE 75 c) were probably formed as were the
segmented and cylindrical ones. One has cracks all round its stringhole, perhaps from the
degree of deformation it suffered in shaping, or in firing. On two there are traces of a bright
blue glaze, while two others have a white almost shiny surface. The colour of their core
varies from white to beige and brown.
The majority of the beads, however, are globular (204.b, 206; PLATE 76 a,b) - very
few are exactly spherical. They tend to the pear-shaped, depressed, angular or even barrel
like.

Many are even more deformed, and this is surely indicative of the method of

manufacture. Very often the stringhole was created when the bead was still soft and in these
cases one of its sides is flatter because of the pressure exercised on it. Vandiver describes
what happens in the manufacture of MK Egyptian faience beads: ’the melon beads were
formed by modelling and piercing the bead to form the hole when still wet from the left or
more bulbous end. The lack of plasticity of faience is demonstrated by such deformation
from spherical shape as is shown by various types of beads ..’129 As most of the Temple
Repository examples are deformed in their shape, their holes were also probably pierced
when the faience was still relatively wet and soft; most are placed off-centre. In many cases

129 Vandiver, 1982, 175.
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there are cracks around the hole created by the pressure being brought to bear (PLATE 76
c).130
An easy way to prepare these beads would be to model a spherical ball and then to
press the ball onto a slender point, perhaps fixed firm in a thin base-board. In some
instances, however, the hole was probably worked from both sides. A single bead is of such
extra dimension as to recall ones from the Vat Room.
The colour of the glaze varies: most have no glaze at all, but on others are seen
various shades of green, blue, dark blue, purple and purplish/black. Often the interior of the
hole is glazed too. A spherical one has a blue base glaze with a spiral band of varying
width in badly-applied black (PLATE 76 d): a poor attempt to produce a polychrome bead.
In a few cases a single bead w ill exhibit two shades of colour usually a shiny blue and a
matt green. This phenomenon could be explained in two ways: either the shiny blue was
produced where the layer of applied glaze was thicker and the green where thinner, or the
two result from different reactions occurring in the firing.
Foster and Kaczmarczyk make the same observation for the beads in the Ashmolean:
’some of the beads recovered from the Western cist of the Temple Repositories exhibited
more than one shade of green on the same bead .. The latter glazes (eg. 1938.529b) contain
considerably less calcium than the former (c. 0.2% vs. 8-9% in 1938.529a or c), and slightly
more iron and manganese’.131 They go on to say that these colour variations may not have
been intentional
Foster and Kaczmarczyk based their study on faience on the account given in the
Palace of Minos, assigning some objects to the W and others to the E Repository. Their
analyses are held to show that the pieces in each Repository were manufactured differently,
possibly therefore in different craft areas.132 In AE/lp 1903, Evans refers to ’zone of
Goddess and some other porcelain and bits belonging to this hoard found their way into the
other kasella’ - meaning the W one. Mackenzie, on the other hand, is very positive that only

130 As above - "as the left side was pierced by the exiting tool, the faience surface
developed a tensile crack consisting of a two-, three-, or four-point rip .." from Vandiver,
1982, 175.
131 Foster and Kaczmarczyk, 1982,148.
132 Foster and Kaczmarczyk, 1982,148 - "Compositional variations, some of which w ill
be discussed below, also suggest that the two cists contained material made in different,
though presumably contemporaneous workshops".
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the middle part of the Goddess was found in the West Repository.133 It was in PM I that
Evans for the first time referred to beads as well as other faience objects and sealings as
coming from the West Repository - he seems to have been confusing the West with the East
Repository.134 Thus, the claim made by Foster and Kaczmarczyk that the two cists
contained material from discrete workshops as suggested by their compositional variation
needs careful consideration, because of the fact that the provenance of some pieces,
themselves unknown, cannot be absolutely assumed. The point about compositions and
workshops may yet hold true and would be a significant one.

The use of beads in Minoan times w ill have been manifold. In this context they
were probably the property of the shrine, either of the functionaries or of the deities
themselves. Such could be equally well offered to the shrine or produced for it on order.
As shown in some frescoes, garlands of either flowers, beads or sea shells were hung
between columns.135 This is one way to explain their numbers here, another would be to
presume that they had accumulated as the result of repeated offerings from worshippers
under all manner of circumstances.

207-9

are rod-shaped objects (24 in HM , 16 more uncatalogued in the

Stratigraphical; PLATES 67 a -bottom right; 77 a), with one flat and three segmented
surfaces.

They are all unpublished, but are included here because they appear in an

Ashmolean photograph (PLATE 67a) with objects that have certainly come from the TR and
because a rod appears in AE/lp, 1903 sketches. They are of different dimensions and most
of them are broken. Their core colour varies from whitish to beige or dark brown. In some

133 Mackenzie, DM/DB 1903, 30 May
134 In PM I, 469 Evans refers to beads and inlays associated with a gaming board as
coming from the Western Repository. Later (495ff), he seems to refer to the upper part of
the Snake Goddess as well as to seal impressions, the inscribed clay tablet, pieces of ivory
and bone, and stone libation tables as coming from the West Repository. On balance, and
in conjunction with the original reports of both Evans and Mackenzie, it is likely that Evans
has with the passage of time transferred these pieces (with the exception of the Snake
Goddess fragment) from the East to the West in error.
135 Evans, PM 1,494, fig. 353 and 444, fig. 320 - for strings of beads and pendants hung
between window-openings. On a vase from Tylissos (Evans, PM n.ii, fig. 248), strings of
beads alternate with crocus flowers. Thera, West House - Marinatos and Hirmer, 1973, fig.
153.
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cases the result of mixing two colours of faience (white and brown) is a distinct marbling.
Such a technique is described by Vandiver as being used in both OK and M K Egypt (mostly
the latter).136 It is of interest that the same appears in Crete, and perhaps is indicative of
possible influences at work in this craft. On four there are traces of a black glaze, mostly
there is none left; networks of fine cracks are common enough, the result of firing. These
rods are reminiscent of rods made of faience or ivory and covered in gold leaf as seen in the
Gaming Board.137

h)

’HUMAN’ FIGURES AND ARTICLES OF ATTIRE

After reviewing all the floral and faunal groups, I turn now to those pieces (210,211,
212) which may represent the powers with which the shrine was concerned, or at least their
earthly representatives.
According to Evans, one of these figurines is to be identified as a snake goddess, the
other two as attendants or votaries.138 There are other views too: that they are snakehandlers participating in a ritual.139 Whoever they might be intended to be, they exemplify
to the full the skill of the Minoan artisan and are amongst his most elaborate creations in this
material. Every detail, not only of their physique, but even the designs of the material of
their dresses has been brought out in the most exquisite way.
They were found in fragments, mostly in the East Repository: first the bust and then
the rest of the bodies, a head and the arms. The part below the waist of the main figure was
found in the West Repository. Their restoration may be accepted as generally correct
(PLATE 78 a), though as a result it is no longer possible to retrieve details on their

136 Vandiver, 1982, 175.
137 Evans, PM I, Plate V.
138 Evans, 1903, 76; PM I, 500, 501.
139 Foster, 1979, 72; Evans, PM I, 506-7.

manufacture from investigating the interiors.140 The choices of manufacturing techniques
lie between a closed, multi-piece mould or a series of open-face ones. Some modelling is
also possible. Probably wire and pins of metal were used to give internal support and to fix
them together both on the evidence of other incomplete examples, where holes have been
located in the appropriate positions and by reference to similar pieces in other media, most
notably ivory.141
210 is the figure held usually to represent a goddess (PLATE 78 b), as she is
wearing a tiara and encircled by snakes.142 Most of the skirt, however, has been restored
according to the pattern of 212. There is every indication that the work was pieced together
- from many elements. As the rear view makes clear the tiara, wound up in a spiral form
with a white border (trailed on by a cord of white slurry?), sits on the hair in such a way as
to indicate that it was fashioned separately (PLATES 79 a; 80 a). Concerning the locks of
hair that tumble onto the shoulders, it is difficult to tell whether they were stuck on or
formed from a combination of moulding and grinding. The neck region may be another
separate entity, though part of it is restored. The torso likewise was made apart and
probably affixed to the lower body (PLATE 80 ft); the arms were manufactured individually,
a hole indicating how they were joined to the upper arms with the aid of a pin. Analysis
around one such (215) in the Ashmolean showed a high presence of lead suggesting that the
pin was made of that metal.143
The face is given a glaze which has a lustrous, pale blueish-white tone (as do the
bare breasts and arms) in keeping with the normal conventions for portraying the female skin
(PLATE 81 a). The expression is taken from the mouth, slightly pursed in a fixed manner
and from the eyes (all in low relief) that appear to stare. The effect is abstracted, which in

140 Most of their interior is filled with plaster and consequently one cannot trace their
manufacture by mere visual inspection. They w ill be X-rayed by Dr. Muller and myself.
The person who originally restored them was a M r. Halvor Bagge, according to Evans,
AE/lp, 1903.
141 Evely, 1984, 242; Sakellarakis, 1979, 56-8.
142 Nilsson, 1950, 354-61.
143 Foster and Kaczmarczyk, 1982, 149 - "It appears that a lead pin must have beem
used, since the area in the vicinity of the hole showed 0.2% PbO, whereas other parts of the
arm only contained c. 0.06% PbO, a value quite close to the 0.05% detected in an almost
identical glaze of the argonaut shell, which did come from the same Temple Repository cist
as the arm".
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keeping with the rigid and demonstrative pose of the body as a whole suggests that a trance
like state is being portrayed.144
The snakes that encircle the body and head were modelled apart and then stuck in
place. Those just below the waist are sizeable and form their bodies into a kind of knot; the
ones around the arms are smaller and spotted. Either they are of different species or of
different age (mother and young is a tempting thought in view of the earlier discussed land
animal plaques). The embroidered bodice/jacket is cross-laced with the low-relief thongs put
on in black - most probably in cord formed from a black quartz slurry. The designs on the
bodice and apron were also so worked. The bracelets, as well as the border round the bodice
and its sleeves were fashioned from cords stuck on.
211 is one of Evans' attendants, votaries, priestesses or 'doubles of the Goddess*
(PLATES 78; 81 b; 82 a-c).145 But if the previous was termed a deity by virtue of her
headwear and encircling snakes, then on the same grounds this figure can be too. The hat
in question is low, with rosettes round it (only front three original) and a small ?feline is
held to surmount it. This animal is catalogued in the HM under a separate number (211 .a)
because it was not at first identified as belonging to this figure.146 As the head was never
found, and the present is a complete restoration, this hat could belong to another figurine.
The hair hangs down behind to the buttocks, and must have been made by itself (PLATE
83 a); probably the same is true of the locks either side of the breasts. Parts of the skirt are
original: at least some of the flounced layers are likely to have been ground on to judge by
the irregularities in dimensions. Seven layers are shown from waist to hem: each is divided
into squares by the application of glaze - light and dark alternating patterns were made. The
light ones were enlivened with a pair of vertical stripes in slurry - dark on one layer, pale
on the next. The apron's border was made from a cord, as was that of the bodice and its

144 This trance-like state may suggest supernatural powers which are exercised on the
snakes. Foster (1979,73, note 68) writes that a "contemporary Tennessee sect handle snakes
as part of their service of worship, believing that snake handling proves divine annointing".
A trance-like state possesses the modem Greek participants in the fire-walking done by
Macedonian celebrants on the name-day of St Eleni. Makrakis, 1985, passim.
145 Evans, 1903, 78; PM I, 501, 503.
146 This figure was originally presented without her head (1903, figs. 56, 57).
Mackenzie also records (DM/DB 1903 29 May) that no head could be found. No findspot
was ever recorded, though the recovery of the headwear was (PM I, 504-5).
Ill

thong lacings - all are given patterns put on by a black quartz slurry. Bracelet and snakes
are essentially cords fixed in differing places.
Clearly the arms were made separately, so too the animal on the hat (where a pin
hole is known) (PLATE 82 c); the same is likely for the hair.147
The glaze used for the flesh is as on the other figure and so is that employed to put
on the patterns of the clothes. In addition is a golden-brown for the body colour of the
animal (?leopard), with black spots.14*
I feel that there is a different aspect being presented here from the calmer pose
adopted by the first figure. The figure with the tiara seems to smile and there is no apparent
aggression in the way she controls her snakes - hence my suspicion that she embodies the
kourotrophos aspect of a divinity; this does not seem to be the case with the second as she
flourishes her snakes. Nonetheless, there can surely be no doubt that these figures were both
from the same hand or school - the details of modelling, the glazes used show this.
212 is made up of only the lower portion (PLATES 83 b; 84 a,b): the skirt, even
so, is much restored.149 Much of its design is painted on rather than modelled. The apron
has its usual cord border, and a pattern of applied or moulded buttons; the bodice carries its
normal lacings represented by a cord. It is impossible to know what this figure was holding
- perhaps one of the arms to be discussed next belonged, but which?

Three arms (213-215) are preserved, two in Heraklion (PLATE 85 a,b), the other in
the Ashmolean (PLATE 85 c):150 each is different and from a different figure. With them
goes part of a hand (216; PLATE 85 d). Thus, once there may have been as many as three
figures more, making a total of 5 or 6. The arms retain the bluish-white, glossy glaze.
Sockets of small size at their sections argue metal pins or wire to have been used to attach
the arms to the torso of the figures (PLATE 85 b). Lead is felt to have been a likely
candidate.151

147 An arm is restored : Evans, PM I, 501, fig. 360b.
148 Evans (PM I, 504) calls it "a miniature lioness or spotted pard".
149 Evans, 1903 78, fig. 63; PM I, 505-6, figs. 377, 382 a/b.
150 Evans, 1903, 79-80. No photo was published, or exists in the Ashmolean archive,
of the three arms other than fig. 63 in 1903. However, they were all sketched by Evans in
A iyip 1903.
151 Foster and Kaczmarczyk, 1982, 149 : see Footnote 132.
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213, though from the lower left arm, is yet longer than the other two, which suggests
a figurine of considerable size. A snake of the spotted kind has been added to curl along
the arm’s length. An end to the sleeve of a bodice and a bracelet at the wrist arc also made
apart and added as cords. The snake’s head passes into the oddly truncated hand of the
figure: partly closed, only the thumb can be properly distinguished.
214 is of better workmanship. Another lower arm, its hand is clenched, though the
fingers are well formed here, if rather longer than would be natural A wavy bracelet is set
around the wrist, modelled separately.
215 is an arm divided off at just above the elbow. It has lost the hand entirely,
though part of an added bracelet survives.
216 is a hand, but not of the correct proportion to match any of the arm above - the
fingers are well formed, a wavy bracelet curves down across the palm. Unlike the others
the hand is open, perhaps to accomodate a perforated, conical object on the back at the base
of the fingers: vaguely reminiscent of a seal, might it have been intended to be pendant from
the bracelet?

Three robes (217-219) and three girdles (220-222) were found in this group (PLATE
86 a).152 Unlike the pieces considered hitherto, they are not intended as part of the dress
of a figurine, but are more two dimensional and plaque-like. They are surely from the same
artist as their comparable techniques and decorative designs show, though in size they differ.
They are probably modelled: the skirt in one piece, the upper body covering in
another. Imperfections in the modelling exist, usually at the edges. Basically, a short
sleeved bodice is connected at the waist by a double girdle to a full length skirt below: in
low relief, its reverse flat and the design painted in variously coloured slurries. Evans
describes briefly: ’the larger.. is, like the other, in two pieces superposed on one another at
the junction of the two curves of the double girdle. Both halves show a small perforation
going right down the centre, evidently for the wire or string by which the garment was
suspended’.153

152 Evans, Bsa 1903, 81-3, figs. 58, 63; PM I, 506, figs. 364 a/b, 377: AE/lp 1903 has
a whole robe, the lower part of another and the three girdles drawn and a written reference
to another robe in "part of a larger one similar". In the publications only two of each
appear.
153 Evans, 1903, 81.
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In 219 , the largest and unrestored example, also unpublished, one can see the hole
that Evans talks of. It penetrates the skirt vertically. Another depression on part of the
girdle may be an abandoned second one such or intended to take a small locating pin for
further local security. I do not agree with Evans that this hole was to permit suspension.
Rather, I would prefer to see it as taking a wire - partly, indeed, to join the parts together,
but more to support the overall weight of the faience. I believe the same approach can be
seen in other items - wherever the material was thick a supporting pin was inserted. From
this, one might think that the wire projecting from below would provide a suitable anchoring
device to attach the whole to a base so that it might stand upright However, the diameter
of the wire involved might be too slight to be able to support it all by itself.
The decoration is the same on all the skirts, a double ’canopy containing a clump
of flowers, apparently crocuses’.154 Later Evans writes ’on the front of the two skirts
appears a kind of ’Watteau’ panel with a group of the sacred saffron-flowers, in which the
influence of Egyptian lotus clumps is clearly traceable’.155 In fact the third skirt too
depicts the same basic arrangement, though the flower type cannot be made out so clearly.
The pair published by Evans have the designs put on in a purplish-brown and over
it a golden-brown glaze was applied. 219 has the same brown on a white ground, but no
trace of any overlying one (PLATES 87 a,b; 88 a.b). On the contrary, there are remains of
a green one on both surfaces. It is important to note, for the techniques of manufacture, that
the part of the girdle that survives on this fragment was modelled separately in a pure white
quartz and then was stuck onto the skirt. Its upper portion rises above the top of the skirt,
thus first concealing the wire that holds the pieces together, and secondly giving a more
three dimensional aspect to the girdle. On this last is a black wavy line recalling the
contours of a writhing snake. Perhaps this could be taken as some evidence that Evans was
correct in associating the girdles with snakes around the hips of the goddess, when he
suggested that they represented ’mummified snakes’.156
219 is of value by virtue of not being restored (PLATE 89 a-b). A lot can be learnt
on the details of faience production from it. The core here is made of a rather coarse

154 Evans, 1903, 81.
155 Evans, PM I, 506.
156 Evans, 1903, 83.
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faience, with pieces of sand within the overall grey-white fabric.157 Around the core, but
mainly on the upper surface was applied a thin layer of fine pure white faience or rather pure
quartz (PLATE 90 a) .. this technique was also employed in Egypt and is described by
Vandiver ’the number of methods of body manufacture increases from modelling and surface
grinding to include application of a layer of fine particled white quartz on a body
surface’.158 She enumerates suggestions as to why this layer was added *1) to increase a
limited resource of ground quartz, 2) to reduce labor time required to crush quartz, and 3)
to increase reflectivity of the translucent glaze. From laboratory replications, the blue-green
color becomes greenish-brown if an effloresced salt coating is fired onto a ferruginous brown
clay body or an iron-containing quartz body. In order to maintain the blue-green color, a
white quartz layer covering the brown interior is necessary*.159 In the case of 219 the
white quartz layer is thicker on the upper surface arguably suggesting that this was the
surface that mattered and the colour of which had to be maintained.
220 and 221 are the two girdles published by Evans (PLATE 87 b):160 220 shows
well-executed asterisks and crosses in consecutive circles, while 221 has crocuses, the stems
of which curve to create spirals; all are delineated in black, probably standing in low relief
above the golden-brown glaze. The designs are much faded today, though an unusual goldbrown sheen remains (PLATE 90 b).
222 is what Evans called a fragment of a third girdle which shows a ’Vandyke
pattern’ (PLATE 91 a,b).161 It is hardly recognizable as a girdle and no design is visible
except for three black bands created by a rather thick black slurry on top of a golden-brown
glaze, traces of which exist. On the underside there is no glaze.
A ll three pieces were probably modelled. Two cords of the basic faience mix, but
of differing sizes, were fashioned, then bent into a curve, and finally joined along the side.
The cracks in the fabric indicate the pressure that was exerted as the cores were deformed

157 This is rather unusual, since all the other objects in the Museum in Heraklion whose
cross-sections were able to be studied exhibited cores of a fine powdery nature.
158 Vandiver, 1982, 171.
159 Vandiver, 1982, 174.
160 Evans, 1903, 83, figs. 58, 63; PM I, 506, figs. 364 c/d, 377.
161 Evans, 1903, 83.
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almost into semi-circles. The surface appearence of the glaze, somewhat pitted and as if in
a part-molten state, is puzzling.

These robes and girdles point to a religious aspect in the material recovered from the
Repositories, and by association the general area. They may have been offered to the deity
or deities in a manner akin to the dedication of items of dress (real or in representation)
witnessed in contemporary Thera (fresco) 1 6 2 or in classical Greece (the peplos offered
annually to Athena in the Paithenon at Athens) . 163 The crocus or saffron flower is clearly
a flower of symbolic importance to the Minoans: it turns up here on all the dresses and one
girdle.

The fact that the crocus is amply represented in LM Ia pottery cannot be

overlooked; 164 it may be used as evidence to date these objects.

Conclusions
Two broad thematic groupings can be isolated in this material: the one embraces all
the objects drawn from the natural world (flora and fauna), the other concerns the figurines
and the associated articles of clothing (and by extension perhaps the beads). One way of
approaching this is to consider the figurines as representing the deity (female)/priestesses in
whose honour some shrine had been established, and secondly the subjects drawn from
nature as symbolizing the sphere(s) of influence of the divinities concerned. A degree of
confirmation for this interconnection may be sought in the clear association of snakes, felines
and crocuses with the figurines.
Amongst the figurines (about half of which are hypothesized as missing now), it is
difficult to signal out any central one: two carry headgear (tiara and hat), whilst the third
lacks the relevant portion; snakes are present wherever the relevant parts of the figurines
survive; their dress is broadly comparable. In terms of sheer size, that one (212) without the
upper torso would have been the largest, though it receives the least attention because of its
fragmentary condition. Evans' views notwithstanding, it remains a hazardous business to
single out any as holding the central role. If any distinction is going to be made between

1 62

N. Marinatos, 1984, 97-105, figs.

6 8

, 69, 71.

163 The offering of the peplos to Athena at the Parthenon in Athens every year and more
magnificently every four years is called the Panathenaea; it was the culmination of a four
day festival.

164

Evans, PM H .ii, fig. 276.
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aspects or persons then it w ill have to be derived from some detail given by facial expression
or overall stance: clearly a subjective matter. I have already tentatively suggested a tender
and maternal kourotrophos, but am unwilling to press this too far.
This nurturing aspect is picked up emphatically amongst the goat and cow with
young plaques. Nature pure and simple - at least without any signs of aggresion - is also
represented in the plants, marine life and the snakes. Whether the concern of the divinity
was for the Natural World in general, or whether various areas of responsibility are being
separately presented is a matter for conjecture. The considerable emphasis on marine life
(fish, shells and argonauts) could well be a genuine one, not surprising for an island race and one arguably underlined by the numerous painted seashells from the coastal waters and
maybe further afield too. About the only element not covered is the air - no images of birds,
insects or the like were found. The snakes clearly had a significant role to play: they must
be partly symbolic - arguably with a chthonic aspect or connected with the oikos.
The other use faience was put to in the shrine was in embellishing shrine furniture
or votives deposited there. Some overlap with the floral and faunal pieces could exist in that
several of these might have been destined for inlays. More obvious in this last repect are
a number of the plaques in geometric shapes and the so-called rods: vague parallels to
Gaming Boards have been drawn above.
Where exactly the ’shield-like* objects fit in is debateable: a powerful symbol, they
often appear as inlay or on encrusted work in several media - it is regrettable that their
position here is obscure. Finally are the vessels - effectively the equivalents in faience of
others known to exist in precious metals, stone, and clay in religious contexts, they but ring
the changes on a well-established theme. The floral decoration on some may connect those
pieces with an aspect of the shrine’s suggested character.

2

Clay Seal-Impressions and related objects
Mackenzie reported in his daybook the recovery of seal impressions from the East

Temple Repository. 1 65 Evans too in his first publication says that ’the lower stratum of

Mackenzie (DM/DB 1903 29 May) states in connection with the East Repository "In the deposit and in the sieve a good many clay seals and other inscribed fragments were
discovered belonging to the same period as the figures and tending to show the connection
1 65
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the Eastern Repository.. yielded a large number of seal impressions and a few inscribed clay
documents’ . 166

In his later statements, however, Evans records that ’the Western

Repository contained a variety of important relics. A clay tablet and three discs presenting
inscriptions of the Linear A script, as well as a hoard of 150 clay seal impressions’ . 1 67 In
the same publication he refers to the Western Repository as the place where the seal
impressions were found at least two more times. 168
Since the initial assignations by both men are to the East Repository, it is reasonable
to argue that a mistake has been made in the later publication, either because of the elapse
of nearly two decades, or to a simple misreading of some notes.
What is important is the seal impressions - their number and the fact that they come
from a sealed context which may be dated. It is assumed that the two Repositories were
covered over at the same time, first because parts of the same faience figurine were found
in either and second since they both had a comparable internal stratigraphy. 1 69 That they
were filled with actually contemporary material cannot be quite so readily taken as proven.
Evans speaks of ’fifty different designs, besides about a dozen in too imperfect a
condition to be made out with certainty’ . 1 70 In the same publication he gave a short list
of the seal themes and figures of 13 impressions, which was extended in PM. Mainly on
the basis of these figures, G ill identified171

82 clay seal impressions in the museum at

Heraklion and a few were turned up in the Ashmolean by Kenna. 1 7 2

More recently,

Weingarten added three more and Pini one from the collections at Heraklion. 173
The discovery of some loose pages used as a notebook by Evans at the Ashmolean
(AE/lp 1903) bearing sketches and short descriptions invalidates G ill’s statement that ’neither

of those with the religious usage".
166

Evans, 1903, 51.

167

Evans, PM I, 496.

168

Evans, PM I, 505 and 515.

169

Evans, 1903, 44.

170

Evans, 1903, 54.

171

GiU, 1965, 69-71.

1 72

Kenna, 1960, 41-4 .

173

Weingarten, 1989, 48-9; Pini, 1990, 50.
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here nor in AE/NB are any of the 160 (150 according to PM I, 496) impressions described
or illustrated. * 174
In these pages are presented 44 different sketches with descriptions, including the
totals of the same seal impressions, and explanations alongside them in Evans* handwriting.
A ll these appear under the heading ’Sealings from Porcelain Deposit*. The only impressions
he describes without accompanying sketches are :
’Doubtful 10

12

Goddess and lion 10

Man - sea monster
11

Boxer

5

1

Armed God Cl shield 9

Two of the already published clay sealings are missing from AE/lp. This can be
accounted for in two ways. They were either included in the ’doubtful 12’ at the time, or
not all the pages originally used have survived. The two missing sealings are published by
Evans and referred to as depicting a ’taurokathapsia’ and a 'parturition* scene
respectively. 1 75 A few he knew are now lost: 1 76 namely L. 28, 30, 31-33.
Some discrepancies seem to have arisen between the writing of AIVlp. 1903 and that
of publication in the same year, probably as the result of a misread entry by Evans himself.
The errors concern L 16 and 17 where originally he drew the same scene twice, once upside
down and calling it ’canopy’ and again reversed with the caption ’or boat*. Later he took
the sketches to represent two different items, referring to them as ’design apparently
representing a canopy with four forked supports. Two varieties. ’ 177
L 15 is termed ’Uncertain subject with crescents or stands’ and may be the same as
L>2 2 < 'three tree stems apparently growing out of rocks. 1 71 L * ’Goat seated looking back:
apparently a cruciform symbol below’ 1 79 is roundel HM 344 (233).

174

G ill, 1965, 69.

1 75

Evans, PM I, fig. 514, 518d.

1 76

Evans, 1903, 54-5.

177

Evans, 1903, 54.

178

Evans, 1903, 54-5.

1 79

Evans, 1903, 55.
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On this a goat is

seated looking back and an ideogram reminiscent of a cruciform is on the one flat surface,
one that could be considered as the underside. 180
Discrepancies also exist in the numbers of the clay seal impression Evans gives next
to his sketches and the numbers identified in Heraklion and the Ashmolean Museums. In
the case of the sheep/goat with sea-shells on reverse (HM 333 - 223 ( 6 items), 334 - 224 (2),
335 - 225 (4), 387 - 255 (2), and 1938.1439.a-c - 278), Evans has listed 15 for the
sheep/goat and 16 (in ink)+3 (in pencil). If there were once nineteen, there are only 17
today - 2 are lost. For the crab and pallium set (HM 388 - 256 (9 items), 1938.1440.a-b 281), Evans gives 14 for the crab and 12 for the pallium: therefore three are missing.
Finally, in the Goddess and lion group, Evans gives a total of 11, whilst a dozen exist now,
though one is barely recognizable. The extra piece must have been included in the ’Doubtful
12’ in AE/lp, 1903, or Hogarth was correct when he assigned it to Zakro. 181
Through this source, then, the following seal impressions may be recognized and
added to the corpus:
L>2 i as one side of HM 355.

1*23 as HM 1272.
L3 4 as HM 344.
L 37 as HM 353.
La as HM 1186.

Evans distinguished in his descriptions between sealings and roundels. A pair of the
latter (HM 345,413 - 234) were drawn life-size because of his interest in their inscriptions,
whilst another (HM 344 - 233) was drawn smaller with added descriptions of the designs and
their positioning and numbers around the edge of the roundel. O f the others he sketched,
often his comments ’on side..* or ’on edge..’ show that he was talking about the roundels.
He did not, however, distinguish between sealings and noduli (see further under latter).
Thus, it is now almost certain that almost all the seal designs referred to by Evans
(about 50 in number) are known even if all the 150/160 clay seal impressions are not
located.

1 80

Hallager, 1987, 63.

181

Hogarth, 1910-11, 264.
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When Evans first referred to seal impressions he stressed the fact that thay had
sealed objects1 82 ’..attached by strings or threads that ran through them, and of which traces
remained, to documents on perishable materials - perhaps parchment, or even papyrus,
relating to the Sanctuary*. This category is what is termed the Type 1 ’leather package*
sealings. 183 These are ’true’ sealings in the sense that they sealed soft leather ’documents’,
being pressed down onto the threads or such by which the leather was bound up. They are
not, however, the only kind of clay impression present Indeed, just as for the range of
themes portrayed, so too in their shape and thus purpose the Temple Repositories are
prolific. Accordingly, I am proposing a new manner of presentation for these pieces: by a l)
sealings, a2) ’hanging pyramids’, b) noduli and c) roundels. Subdivisions are handled by
shape mainly or by details of the underside in the case of the sealings proper. Newly
identified pieces, based on AE/Lsp are prefixed by Lp.

a l) Sealings
A sealing is a clay object with a seal impression (occasionally more than one) on the
upper surface. The shapes of these fall into Weingarten’s class IV -V or ’flat-based’ (PLATE
91).184 Two different types are obvious from the examination of their undersides: i) those
which sealed an object directly, and from which details concerning the object are derivable
(see Table I), and ii) the ’leather-package’ type (see Table II).

1 82

Evans, 1903, 54.

These are called "flat-based" by Weingarten (1988, 5; 1983, 8-13) and ’parcel’ by
Pini, 1983, 560-2; 1990, 49-50.
183

184

Weingarten, 1989, PI. I.
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Table I
Sealings that sealed objects directly
Cat

HM /AM

KnS/s

Weingarten

Seal Impression

Underside

Clay

259

391

L38

Class V

?Wood

orange

242
247

353
357

Lp
Lx

Class V II

?Metal/wood
?Papyrus

brown
brown

253

385

L2 0

Pseudo-V

4 birds & 8
rayed star
Flying bird
Rope pattern
round central dot (A)
(B)
(C)
Flower

wire/?reed

dark
brown

249

359

Lx

Class V II

?Column base

9

270

1186

Lp

?column

272

1240

1-29

?metal,
cylinder
wire/reed

dark
red
brown
orange
red
dark
brown

397

(T360)
Lb

264

Class vii

Suckling kid

?metal/potter
’molar’

?sheep
heads

9

brown

NB. The colour of the clay varies from yellow to dark brown, which indicates the degree
of baking: yellow - almost untouched; dark brown - well baked.
HM 385 (253), 397 (264), 359 (249), and 1240 (272) are the pieces that have the
’wire’/reed-like impressions. HM 397 (264; PLATE 93 a,b) further may have been attached
to some kind of metal object; HM 391 (259) to wood, perhaps; HM 1240 (272; PLATE 93
c,d,e) to metal or pottery of some cylindrical form. According to Weingarten, this system
of sealings belongs to the ’older .. system’ of Phaistos and M allia, but ’which had already
disappeared at Knossos in the Hieroglyphic Deposit’ . 1 85 Are these handful a revived or
continuing tradition, or objects preserved from an earlier age by their association with a
sacred place?

185 Weingarten, 1989, 40.
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Table U
’Leather-package’ sealing
Cat

HM /AM

KnS/s

Weingarten

Seal impression

Underside

227

337

L4 9

Class V

?Skylla*

228

338

9

Class IV

Sky11a

rough knot,
orange-red
many twisted threads (tt)
thin tt *
orangebrown

229
239
240

339
350
351

9

9

9

9

241
230

352
340

^43

237

348

268
261

393
394

L 35

267

404

L?f L41

orange
orangebrown
brown
orangecream,
friable
brick red/
brown
brown
brownorange
brown

268

405

1-8-12

248

358

Lx

256

388/1

»

t

9

9

tt

»

9

9

9

9

9

9

Conch shells

many t t
rope-like t*

L4 2

Class IV

3 fish

3 strings

L39

Class V
Class IV

scorpions
’w olf heads

many tt

9

fish in net (A)
head of ?dog (B)
architectonic

2 pairs of
threads

9

duck

many t

L7 and ^

9

pell pattern (A)
crab (B)

strings

12

9

9

9

9

9

/3

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

many strings
threads

9

9

9

9

9

9

red-brown
brown
brown
orangebrown
brown

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

architectonic (A)
ox on base (B)
architectonic
helmet under arc
lion seizing prey

many threads
threads&strings
choc.brown
threads
Threads on
edge
o ran g e
choc.brown
?string trace

Class V

9

/4

/5
/6

n
/8

/9
281 1938.1440 a
.1440 b

9

yelloworange
chocolate
brown/
orange
brown

*

266

399

L x , 27

pseudo-IV

271
274
277

1215
1259
1272

Lx

Class IV

276

1620

* t = thread;

Clay

L|4
I"23

9

frag.

rope-like t
t traces
?

orange
dark orange
orangebrown
h rn w n

tt = twisted thread.
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HM 337 (227) has been included in the Skylla type in Weingarten’s catalogue (1989,
48-9). However, the impression is not identifiable at all; further the shape and size of seal
and object are different from known Skylla examples. Evans himself notes only 5 of these;
since this would be the sixth, I would place it rather amongst the doubtful class.

HM 1272 (277) must belong to the sealings group, but is too fragmentary on the
underside to permit of an accurate placing in either of the two classes denoted above. Its
identification too is awkward. In overall shape it recalls one sketched on the AE/lp 1903
set, where is written ’lion app. seizing prey’. Presumably this is L& as seen in BSA 1903,
55 with the same description. The problem is that although the sketches match in shape,
they do not in a detail: in AE 1903 the head is in profile, whilst on the HM nodule it is
more in three-quarters. In addition the lion on the nodule appears to be crouching today.
As the lower part of the sealing is lost, it is impossible to tell whether another animal was
just below the lion. In other words, there is no evidence that the lion is seizing anything,
as Evans would have it.

A ll these sealings were assuredly used to fasten and safeguard property, whilst
identifying the party interested or responsible. This is evident by the existence of string
impressions on their underside. The sealings are rectangular, except a very few more
irregular pieces eg. HM 348, 358 and 359 (237, 248, 249), and carry a smooth impression
below cut across at right angles by the string mark. The character of the impression below
is uniform (PLATE 94 a,b,c): rectangular, with often rounded comers, slightly concave and
smooth. The width is generally about 9 mms. and the length on the rare instances it could
be taken about 1.5 cms., though 237 measures over 2. Consequently one may deduce that
these sealings are associated with small rectangular objects. Pini informs me that he had
some of them examined by specialists, who reassured him that the impressions were derived
from leather, and that even the face of the hide could be determined at times. He therefore
believes that the objects concerned were leathers or parchments carrying written messages
and folded up for safekeeping. 186 These constitute the Table n material. The rounded
comers on some are caused by the contours naturally occurring when a soft, flexible leather
is folded and tied in position. Such sealings are termed ’flat-based’ by Weingarten, and are

1 86

Pini, oral communication.
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the characteristic Neo-Palatial type, being found at a number of LM Ib sites too (Zakro,
Chania and Aghia Triadha) . 1* 7
Holes may appear, at the longer side of the sealing, less often immediately under the
seal impression above. This with other signs (such as impressions on the surface and edges)
enables a reconstruction of the manner of their use to be built up. A lump of soft clay was
first pressed onto the object (already tied), either on top of the knot (eg. HM 337 - 227) or
at some convenient spot. Then the string was passed once or more times over the lump of
clay, thereby binding it thus firmly in position. An example is HM 405 (268), where the
string has passed through the clay many times and at varying levels. Then at times a further,
though smaller, lump of clay was placed on top of the first: occasionally this is compressed
to such an extent that only a thin layer survives. After then pinching up the clay somewhat
at the top with his fingers, the administrator steadies it with one hand and presses home the
seal with the other into the somewhat rounded upper surface. His finger-prints are always
visible at the edge of the sealing; at times his handling is so careless as to smudge and marr
the seal design.
In many cases the calibre and component parts of the string used can be made out.
Fine threads/fibres could twisted together to produce a heavier piece, eg. HM 339 (229),
340 (230). On others a single thread has been wound round many times. A few have the
threads running along the edge. Yet others reveal rather heavier calibres (PLATE 94 d) or
leave impressions of a different character. Such are seen in HM 385 (253), 397 (264) where the 2-4 mms. wide line is cleaner and crisper: these have been termed ’wire’ or reedlike in the abbreviated description above, in Table I. It is unlikely that it was a metal wire
(such is rare and not too easy to handle at such sizes); a vegetable source - ’vourlo’, a reed is suggested. This is of the right dimensions, flexible and strong; and moreover it has been
used in the recent past for just such tasks of securing and basketry. It is interesting to note
that neither of these two sealings carries the normal impressions below: HM 397 (264), as
do 270 and 1240, has a pair of deeper impressions (than the vourlo threads) that were made
by something with a smooth surface texture - a clay or metal object perhaps?
A pair of sealings in HM with the regular string marks have been given more than
one seal impression above. HM 388 (256), of triangular section (pyramidal), is of the
’leather-package’ type: above are a tripartite design with pallium-like central motif placed
on the very top, with a crab design at the pulled up edge. Nine examples of this sealing

187 Weingarten, 1988, 1; 1989, 40.
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with the same design are known in Heraklion, two more in the Ashmolean. This sealing type
may have had a different role to play: did both seals belong to the same person, or were two
parties involved? HM 357 (247) has three seal impressions, all badly and imperfectly
preserved. Below the impression attracts attention because of its texture, which shows tiny
parallel lines after the manner of the surface structure of papyrus. According to Pini this
would be a unique occurence at Knossos; the piece is undergoing further scrutiny to establish
the facts of the matter. Finally, in a few cases instead of the customary form of impression
below, we have one of irregular shape and rather rough texture. In the case of HM 391
(259) two triangular indentations that remain are impressed to different levels: on these are
visible tiny striations that recall the grain of wood.

a2)

’Hanging pyramids’
Among the newly identified pieces are a series of 4 clay objects (1 whole, 3

fragments) of the ’hanging type* (PLATE 95 a,b). Pyramidal in shape and with traces of
cord within them, they were suspended from the object by these cords. They are of a
heavier calibre than the ’leather package’ arrangements. Weingarten places them in her
Class IX ; 188 their existence in the Temple Repositories had been unknown until now.
The candidates for these in Evans’ notes are

’uncertain plant with curving

foliage’ on one side and probably L^ . 3 3 ’wild goat running. 3 varieties’ on the other (PLATE
95 c,d) . 189 In AE/lp 1903, there are three different sketches referring to ’agrimia* either
’galloping or seated’; however, his drawings do not make it plain as to what they were doing
- maybe he was wrong in his interpretation?

Certainly, no galloping ones have been

identified, unless 264 is to be so identified.
Table H I
’Hanging pyramids’
Cat

HM

KNS/s

Weingatren

Seal Impression

Clay

244

355

L P 2 1 . 3 1 -3

Class IX

orange/brown

245

356/1

9

Class ?IX

246
273

356/2
1248

9

9

Lp

9

2 arimia, seated (A)
?floral (B)
2 agrimia (A)
floral (B)
’ (A ) & (B)
? (A)
?floral (B)

188

See footnote 184.

1 89

Evans, 1903, 55.
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9

9

orange/brown

Such clay objects are formed by squeezing a lump of clay between the fingers onto
the ends of two cords that arc hanging free from the object they presumably arc wrapped
around. Unsealing involved breaking the nodule apart to release the cord ends. It is thus
a cleaner method of safe-keeping, in that the clay does not touch the object sealed.
According to Weingarten this clay object type is as characteristic of the Neo-Palatial period
as the ’flat-based’ types. 1 90 They are very common at Aghia Triadha.

b) Noduli
The second class to be retrieved carry seal impressions, but lack signs of strings or
of any attachment to objects. They comprise the majority of the pieces associated with the
Temple Repositories, but were not distinguished by Evans. Weingarten calculates that these
make up 54% of the clay objects from the Repositories. 191 They come in three forms: i)
triangular with a single seal impression, termed by Weingarten ’triangular prisms and domeshaped’; ii) more tabular, Weingarten’s ’thick ovals’, with an impression on each main face
(2

varieties), and iii) a square or round version with an impression on each face.
i) These arc triangular or pyramidal in section, and arc often irregular because of the

manner in which they were pinched up from a lump of clay using the thumb and two fingers
of the left hand to hold the clay, whilst the seal was impressed by the right (PLATE 96 a).
The seal was held upright in all but a very few (HM 383/2 - 251, 383/4, 383/8, 383/9, AM
1199 - 279), where it was inverted. In HM 374 (250) and 390 (258) (PLATE 96 b,c), the
clay was held between thumb and first finger, the seal applied horizontally.

190

See footnote 185.

191

Weingarten, 1989, 142.
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Table IV
Noduli Type i)

Cat
238
252

HM /AM
349
384/1

KNS/s

252
263
265

384/2
396
398

L72

^48
1-13-33

3-sided pyramid

262

395

^46

triangular prism

251

383/1
72

L*
9

dome-shaped

73
74
75
76
77

Li3-33

1*22

9
9
9
9
9

Weingarten
3-sided pyramid
dome-shaped
9
9

9

Seal-impression
’sheep-heads’
trees

Fingers Clay
orange
3
2
yellow/
brown
’ or unclear
2 or 3 orange
yellow
taurokathapsia
2
sheep-heads
3
orange/
brown
yellow/
Goddess and Lion 2
brown
9
3 or 4 yellow
9
3
orange/
brown

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

?triangular prism frag,
dome-shaped
triangular prism

9

?
3

yellow

9
9

2

9
9

dome-shaped

9

9

9

9
9

triangular prism

9

9

9

Lx
9

dome-shaped/ridged

spiral motif

9

9

250
226
236

390/1
72
374
336
347

^1-6
L5 0
Lx

254

Class V ii, frag.
irregular lump
?dome-shaped/ridged
quadruped

386

L*4

78
79
279

258

1199 u
z

3

?
3

3
2

cordiform motif
boxer
galloping
sheeps head

7
? 2

3

yellow/
brown
brown
orange/
brown
brown
orange/
brown
orange
orange
brown
yellow
orange/
brown
red brov

HM 374 (250) and 390/1-2 (258) differ slightly from the rest in that although they
are technically of triangular section, they look more like rectangular elongated ones with
bulbous ends. This type ’becomes the most common LMIb nodular shape’ according to
Weingarten. 192

192 Weingarten, 1988, 3.
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greater force and has distorted the clay as a result. Weingarten terms them ’thick ovals* . 193
They all have a single combination of seal impressions: a homed sheep/goat on one side
(PLATE 97 a), and a quatrefoil, caidium shell design (4 shells around a central point;
PLATE 97 b) on the other. This shell motif was impressed first, since it is the application
of the seal with the sheep/goat that has caused the distortion. In a few instances there is a
slight difference in the details of the sheep/goat motif, which is discussed below.

Table V
Noduli Type ii)
Cat
223

HM
333/1

KNS/s
Ln +2 5 -6

72

Weingarten
thick oval

Seal Impression
homed sheep (A)
four sea-shells (B)
both sides
9

73

Clay
orange
orange
orange/brown

frag

74
75
76

224

334/1

225

335/1

h. sheep+swastika frag (A)
four sea-shells (B)
as 333
h. sheep + manger (A)
four sea-shells (B)
both sides
& manger
orange
frag
homed sheep (A)
orange/brown
four sea-shells (B)
both sides
orange
orange/red
dark orange

72

72
73
74

255

387/1
72

278 1938.1439 a
b
c

An interesting feature, though the clarity of the impressions makes this assertion a
little tentative, is in the minor points of difference that are visible in the depiction of the
sheep designs. Thus, HM 334/1 (224) has both the horn impression visible below the neck
and a swastika above it ;

HM 335/1-2 (225) merely have the horn below the

193 Weingarten, 1988, 3.
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neck, while a rectangular structure (the so-called manger) is visible under the front leg. Such
variations on a theme recall some of the observations made by Weingarten on the ’lookalike’ phenomenon. 194

iii) This pair is drawn together by their shape.
Table V I
Noduli Type iii)
Cat

HM

KNS/s

Weingarten

Seal Impression

343

354

L16.17, L x

quadratic prism

257

389

Lx

boat prow (A)
red/brown
cross with dots (B)
grain stalk (A )
orange
rayed disc (B)

Clay

In attempting to understand these variable types of noduli, three facts are to be taken
into account: they do not seem to have been attached to any object, two classes receive
multiple impressions (with a fixed order of precedence visible in ii), and some show
potential evidence of variations on a theme. Following recent investigations into the use of
sealings, this combination of features here lends itself to an interpretation - namely that
classes ii and iii, which involved two different seals, were produced as a form of receipt for
some ’business’ transactions. Further if the potential subtle differences in the sheep/goatgenre set reflect actual differences in the sealstones, then there is evidence for the use of a
symbol acting as the insignia for a ’department’, each functionary being supplied with their
own variant for personal identification within that.
The Temple Repositories are ’unique in .. exploitation of noduli’ . 1 9 5 A ll types are
present, which may be of some significance, although of more importance must be the fact
that only 3 seals stamped the majority - the Goddess and Lion, the Sheep/Goat and the Four
Sea-shells. The last was probably produced by a ring with a distinct periphery as it always
leaves a distinct, si. raised rim on the impressions (PLATE 98 a).

1 94 Weingarten, 1989,40-1 - "The Temple Repository also prefigures Zakro practice in
its use of ’look-alikes’ - that is, different seals which look so much alike that they must have
been made intentionally similar in order to assert similar authority".

1 95

Weingarten, 1988, 3.
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c) Roundels
These are round or polygonal and usually flat; in size they are larger than the
previous two groups and carry more impressions. These are placed on their edges: some
carry multiples of a sealstone, others have impressions of as many as four different ones.
Two types are known here: i) without and ii) with a projection pinched up at the edge.
In his original publication, 1 96 Evans describes ’a clay label, and two clay discs with
seal impressions around their edges’. What he means by the ’clay label’ is not very clear,
but he could have had in mind HM 342 (231; PLATE 98 b), first because of its shape which
differs from the others and second because analogous clay objects found at Aghia Triadha
are perforated most probably for suspension and thus deserve the description as a label most,
see below. Later, Evans presented the two ’clay discs’ as each with an inscribed flat surface,
calling them ’inscribed clay documents’ . 197 A third roundel, equally inscribed on one face,
appears in the same work: Evans writes that the sign ’does not seem to recur elsewhere’and
that the roundel ’bears round its edges nine impressions of a signet showing an A grim i..
couchant with its head turned back’ . 198 In addition to these three published pieces (see
footnote 199; PLATE 99 a), three others had been allocated by virtue of their comparable
seal impressions. This has been confirmed by the evidence of the AE/lp 1903. A seventh
is suggested from the pages of AE/lp 1903.

i) Without any side projection.

196

Evans, 1903, 51.

197

Evans, PM I, 620, fig. 456 a,b,c.

198

Evans, PM I, 620.
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Table VD
Roundels Type i)
Cat

HM

Wc/R

Seal impression

234

345

Wc 30

crosses (Rnl and 2)
couchant ox on base (R l)
architectonic (Rml and 2)
cross (Rg)
floral (R fl and 2)
armed God (Ra)
goat seated,
looking back (Rc)
cross (Rh)
spiral (R i) twice
boat/canopy (Rk)
uncertain (Re)
?double spiral (Re)

269

413

Wc 3

232
233

343
344

Wc 25
Wc 29

235

346

Wc 41

275

1260

Wc 45

No. of
Times

Clay

5 frag.

brown

3 frag.

red
red
red/brown

8
8

frag.

5

red

4 frag.

red/brown

These are made by pressing a ball of clay flat and then regularizing it with the
fingers, sometimes giving it a slightly convex surface as a result and leaving numerous
finger-prints all over it. The sealstone was impressed without much concern for regularity
of positioning: two or more seals were used (apart from HM 343-4 - 232, 233), in five or
more separate actions. Linear A inscriptions were cut onto the flat surface in three cases
(H M 345 - 234, 413 - 269, and 344 - 233). None are clearly readable, though the last case
probably involves the CAP1* ideogram. 199

Whether the incidence of crosses on three

separate cases has any significance is unclear.
HM 344 (233) is sketched in AE/lp 1903 with the observation by Evans that ’goat
seated looking back, broken with "“jh below, originally

1 2

’- which fits the description given

to L 3 4 of ’goat seated looking back: apparently a cruciform symbol below’ (PLATE 99
a) . 2 0 0 Obviously the incised sign has become muddled into a cross, which is wrong.
Elsewhere in the same document, the two ’clay discs’ with inscriptions are drawn,
their periphery completed with short lines. Under one is noted ’wall twice-couchant ox-cross
twice’: this is HM 345 (234). Another page holds a sketch of the ’wall’ design, with the
observation ’?trees + wall on edge of flat round seal with cross’. This description is
appropriate to Lg_12, ’semi-decorative .. to represent facades and doors of building. A

1 99

Hallager, 1987, 63; Godart and Olivier, 1970, 85.

200

Evans, 1903, 55.
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characteristic Minoan class. Four varieties* . 201 A ll these are grouped together on the same
page: two belong to the ’leather package’ sealings, two to roundels of different types.
Besides another roundel (in AE/lp 1903) is noted ’flower twice cross ?*, which
corresponds to HM 413 (269) and Llg 19 - also referred to in ’Flowers of aster type. Two
varieties’ . 2 0 2 The choice of two varieties may be prompted by the appearence of a floral
motif not only on either side of the projection on HM 342 (231), but also twice on HM 413
(269) alongside a cross impression. However, the two motifs appear the same, with partly
preserved papyrus tufts, and are arguably from the same sealstone.
HM 343 (232) represents the Armed God (PLATE (Of c), but Evans did not attempt
an illustration, except in so far as the shield was portrayed in the brief verbal description
’Armed god ^

shield

8

’. Eight refers to the number of the seal impressions made

around the edge of the roundel.
Though no overall sketch either was made for HM 346 (235), elements of its designs
appear scattered elsewhere. The spiral is caught amongst the five varieties of ’spiral and
curvilinear’ patterns, L ^

. 2 03

The word ’twice’ is used in that the spiral design was

imprinted twice on the edge.
The ’canopy’ design of L16_17, ’apparently representing a canopy with four forked
supports. Two varieties. ’ , 2 0 4 appears once upright and once inverted where it is labelled
’boat or ?canopy’. Probably Evans confused the two occasions and doubled up the count
as a result, though which is really correct remains in doubt. Hallager has used the upsidedown (or ’canopy’) version. 2 0 5 A cross motif is sketched, with the note ’with couchant
bull and wall on edge of flat seal with (?3-5)’, which w ill refer to another roundel. This
could be HM 345 (234) and indeed the inscribed sign associated with that roundel is
alongside.

2 01

Evans, 1903, 54.

202

As above.

203

As above.

204

As above.

205

Hallager, 1987, 60.
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The final case, HM 1260 (275), is that retrieved from the evidence presented in the
AE pages alone: another of the spiral-based schemes of Lj.6, although only half the actual
design is drawn by Evans, who notes ’D i’by it, presumably meaning ditto. 2 0 6

ii) With a projection pinched up out of one edge.
Table Vin
Roundels Type ii)
Cat

HM

Wc/R

Seal Impression

No. of times

Clay

231

342

WC23

flowers (Rf)

2

red

The sole example here of a commoner group (cf. Haghia Triadha, M allia), which is
often provided with a means of suspension - though this one is not so treated (PLATE 98
b,c). The carefully rounded disc (HM 342 - 31*) carries the seal impressions each side of
the projection as well as a deeply cut design on one main face; the other has three tiny pin
holes regularly spaced as if it might have been pressed onto something. Godart and Olivier
do not recognize any inscription here. 2 07 See above section for discussion of aspects of
this object.

DISCUSSION
It is time now to pull together the above with a view to establishing a chronological
perspective, the source of the sealings (ie. the materials that produced them) and any pointers
to their function.
The most ’archaic’ of the pieces are termed ’fossils’ by Weingarten, 2 0 8 and include
those sealings attached directly to objects (Table I), and those noduli termed quadratic prisms
(Table V I). The next are two types of sealings - that with the ’leather-package’ and the
hanging type (Tables II and HI): both are Neo-Palatial and known in other contemporary
deposits, the former at Zakro, the latter at Aghia Triadha. 2 0 9 A further well-known Neo-

206

Hallager wondered if this roundel was from the Temple Repositories - 1987, 57.

207

Godart and Olivier, GORILA 2, lvi.

208

Weingarten, 1989, 40 and 44.

209

Weingarten, 1989, 40.
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Palatial sealing type is vaguely represented in the Repositories (258, 236) - the dome
shaped/ridged.
O f the seals that were responsible for creating this corpus, the majority were round
or ovoid, only very few were rectangular (eg. 223) or prismatic. Generally, they were
pressed rather lightly onto the clay leaving no sign of the border of the design or object;
where such do exist, the distinctness has occasionally prompted thoughts of a metal original 223 (cardium seal), 229, 236, 350, 251. Another potential source of identification is the
degree of curve seen in the impression: metal rings are held to have a flatter surface than the
Neo-Palatial stone seals at least. Some roundels were impressed by flat-faced seals that are
of the prismatic type and thus of stone, eg. 235x, 269. 270 was produced from a cylinder
seal. Naturally all were cut intaglio and so all impressions show as low relief.
According to Weingarten, the earliest seals that are represented are the Revolving
Sheepheads/

the Interlacing Rope-

pattem (247, on a ?papyrus), and the Whirly motifs (258, in the first class of noduli).
Equally old are those taken from 4-sided Prisms (343, 257; PLATE 99 b)210: the prow on
343 is termed primitive, and likened to the Hieroglyphic sign H116.211 The *star-and-dots’
/

(PLATE 99 d) on the same nodulus is suggested to be a ’cross with extra flourishes’, and
ultimately drawn from the sign ’croix pommetee’ . 2 1 2 Happily, again, the combination of
seal design and sealing type both point to an early date - probably First-Palatial. Other
designs that may belong here are the grain stalk and the rayed disc that are associated with
another quadratic prism nodulus (257).
The architectonic designs (PLATE 100 a,b) have been assigned by Younger to
around 1700 BC, 2 13 or the middle to end of the First Palaces (M M IIa-b): that responsible
for 266 may belong to his earlier category, whilst 271, 266 and 268 are better placed in a
later or ’classical’ one. The agrimia group (PLATE 100 c), seated (244, 234) or in motion,
he places in 1650-1600 BC, or the end of the First and early Neo-Palaces (M M DIa-b ) . 2 14

210

Weingarten, 1989, 44.

2 11
Weingarten, 1989, 44 note 22 - "Inverted the ’boat prow’ becomes the wine
ideogram of Linear A and B". In AE/lp 1903, it is sketched inverted.

212

Weingarten, 1989, 44.

213

Younger, 1989, 56.

214

Younger, 1989, 57.
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The standing sheep/goat, with variants of swastika and manger (333, 334 and 335), w ill fit
somewhere here: they are not as stiffly portrayed as the animals of the Hieroglyphic deposit,
but neither as naturalistic as the agrimia. Slightly later still, at 1600-1550 BC or NeoPalatial (LM Ia), he locates the ’Sky11a’ seal set (227, 228, 229, 239, 240; PLATE 100 d),
as well as the ’boxer’ (226; PLATE 101 a) and the Goddess and Lion group (262, 251;
PLATE 101 b,c) . 2 1 5 This last is an important chronological point. Happily, Pini is of the
same mind. 2 16
In conclusion the evidence of the seal forms and the manner of their use indicates
that pieces from a considerable length of time are here involved, assuming no deliberate
conservatism is at work. Sealings that marked objects directly and the quadratic prism
noduli are earliest, then come the hanging and flat-based nodules, culminating in the
remaining noduli (thick-ovals and look-alikes) and roundels (the last are characteristic of
Chania corpus) . 2 1 7 As far as the seal patterns go the Hieroglyphic come first, followed by
the Architectonic; then Naturalism appears, at first hesitantly and then more fully-blown in the last are the flower (253; PLATE 102 a), the pallium and crab (256; PLATE 102 b,c)
and the trees in the wind (252; PLATE 102 d). Weingarten terms these low and high-level
naturalism, the last accounting for 25% of the total. 2 1 8 The whole range displays a ’sealing
evolution’, seen in other deposits too. 2 1 9
Concerning the themes and subjects represented by the seals, it is noticeable that
there is a strong preference for subjects to do with nature, and the non-violent aspects of that
as a whole. 228, 229 with its seamonster being the sole exception. 2 2 0 No exact parallels
in iconography are visible between these and the faience objects, which is not surprising
given the difference in size. Nonetheless, floral types (lilies), marine creatures (shells) and

The ’Skylla’ is taken by Younger to represent "the regardant animal-head stem-aegis
of another ship below" - 1989, 59. Both Younger and Betts take the ’goddess* to represent
a male; she is included in the ’Group of the Robed Priest’ by Betts, 1981, 2-8.
215

216

Pini, 1990, 52-3.

217

Weingarten, 1988, 3.

218

Weingarten, 1989, 44, 47.

219

Weingarten, 1989, 46.

220
The postulated ’Lion seizing prey’ of Evans (1903, 55) would be another violent
action. However, if this is in fact equivalent to 277 (HM 1272), then it is not clear that
Evans’ reading is correct. The lion looks more couchant and at rest.
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animals (bulls) are held in common. Probably this but reflects an common artistic language
and framework of reference. The representations of human/divine figures holding a spear
or staff and accompanied by lions/lionesses are of interest (262, 251, 232): they clearly
reflea some generic iconography, either as hunters or protectors of wild animals - the latter
is the more likely given the lack of violence or energetic activities in them. The presence
of a male counterpart to the female has perhaps some relevance to considerations on the
make-up of the Minoan body of deities.
Within the context of the Repositories, one question remains unanswered from this
material. That is whether or not these sealings were all stamped at much the same time, or
were the accumulation of several generations that somehow were all swept in together in the
cleaning up operations.

To sum up this evidence from the point of view of function, it can be fairly claimed
that the three classes of objea - clearly distinct in their physical form - are most likely to
represent three kinds of activities. This is most obvious when the sealings are contrasted
with the noduli and roundels. The presence of the string marks on the first make explicit
the manner in which the sealing was acting as a security and label: most are argued to be
conneaed with small packages of leather, though wood, basketry and even perhaps items of
ceramics or metal could have been involved. Neither of the other two classes are thought
to have been directly or indirectly attached: they share, with the exception of noduli i), the
characteristic of multiple impressions and often sealstones too. There are varieties even so
within this, that make a single explanation unlikely, as indeed Weingarten has pointed out
for the class of objea ’there is no reason to assume that a single explanation w ill cover all
noduli at all periods’ . 221
The simplest noduli may be some form of receipt from a series of persons; the
second class are more likely to record a transaction of unknown kind in which one
department or individual regularly countersigned a token from another such: both, anyway,
look like record-keeping. As measures taken for security, they could have been enclosed
within something to aa as a form of check against disturbance.

Much of the above

considerations might apply to the roundels too: with more scope for business involving
several persons, 2 2 2 and with countersigns or additional information added too. Evans, for

2 21

Weingarten, 1986, 15.
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Hallager, 1987, 67.
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example, saw them as obligations - a record of a contract made before witnesses. The fact
that a series of clay objects are stamped by the same seal (eg. Goddess and Lion, ’Sky11a’
and thick-ovals) might point to a central administration of palace or shrine. The similarity
of clay type (tempered with small grits) pushes the argument the same way. The lightness
of their baking may point to an accidental preservation, though if the sealings did indeed
come from a span of time, then perhaps some were more deliberately treated?
O f course, there is no way of knowing if any had been still attached to something
at the time of the destruction or later in their deposition.
To now it has been assumed that like most items of this kind the Temple Repository
pieces indicate the workings of a secular bureaucracy. Need this be the case? Considering
their context, could they indicate traffic of another type - specifically to do with the
workings of the shrine’s business as a religious institution? If gifts were made to the shrine,
were they sealed and stamped for to aid identity of the sender or the security in transport or
storeroom? The ’leather-package’ set might have carried communications, or requests for
blessings or aid from the worshipper, whose insignia were placed on them for reference. Do
the multiple sealings indicate multiple

donors, or repeated acts of piety?

Various

possibilities may be suggested - some finding parallels in modem church practice in Crete
(eg. identity of person desirous of blessing indicated by personal stamp, initials etc. on gift).
By the very nature of the evidence, this is all highly speculative - and indeed it should be
remembered that the same practices are seen elsewhere in Minoan Crete, in circumstances
that do not demand a religious interpretation. 2 23

d)

Inscribed clay tablet
Evans mentioned the recovery of one such (282; PLATE 103 a,b) in his first

publication. 2 2 4 He at once recognized the writing as ’Linear* and distinct from that ’.. in
use towards the conclusion of the first Period of the Later Palace at Knossos’ . 2 2 5 The new
form he labelled ’Class A as opposed to Class B of the latest Palace Period’ . 2 2 6 Class A
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Weingarten, 1983, 8-13; Pini, 1983, 560-62; Hogarth, 1902, 76-93.
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Evans, 1903, 51, fig. 27.
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Evans, 1903, 52.
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As above.
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tablets were found in other parts of the island at about this time such as Palaikastro, Goumia
amongst others. But Evans valued highly the closed context of this Knossian specimen. In
his later publication, he terms it

a typical example of the earlier and simpler form of those

presenting the Linear Script A ’ . 2 2 7 The readable portion is concerned with numbers: the
circles with ’hundreds’, the short lines with ’units’. Is it truly earlier? And if so, why was
it kept.. or has it emerged from some architectural fill at the time of the destruction?

3

Objects of Antler, Bone and Ivory; also Cereals and Wood

a)

ANTLER
Evans presents three deer antlers at the top of PLATE 78a (283. a,b,c) : 2 2 3 they

were cut out in later representations. They are identified as from roe-deer, correctly (PLATE
103 c.d) ; 2 2 9 less happy is his association of the ’fatness’ of the soil of the Repositories with
some sacrificial ceremony involving these creatures. 2 3 0 This cannot be true, partly as no
other skeletal remains of the animals were recovered, but more so since at least one of the
antlers has clearly been gathered as a shed specimen, as the ’flowery growth* at the base
indicates. This same piece has a scar, perhaps where a tine or such has become detached.
Another lacks the ’growth’, but widens somewhat at the base - if part of the skull, this could
imply removal from the living or dead animal; but opinion is unclear as to whether it is this
or merely part of the antler. The shed example may argue that the antlers were brought to
the shrine either as an aspect of the natural world, or - just conceivably - as talismans to
ensure success in the hunt.
In the newly identified AE/lp, 1903, Evans records ’bones of weasel’ (284). A head
that appears in PLATE 78 a, in connection with the fish vertebrae, would seem to be a
candidate for this material. What does this signify? Is it actually from a weasel? What role
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Evans, PM I, 617. Godart & Olivier, 1970, 256.
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Evans, 1903, fig. 63.
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They have been identified as such by Profs. Nobis and Hummon.
commented on the probable skull fragment adhering to one.
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Evans, PM I, 496-7.
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The latter

might the beast, dead or alive, have played in the shrine’s operation? None of these can be
answered until further expert opinion can be introduced, and - better - the bones themselves
recovered.

b)

FISH VERTEBRAE
In PLATE 78 a, at the centre, just before the cross and between the two faience

figurines, lies heaped up what looks like a snake (285). Evans, influenced no doubt by the
snakes curling around the figurines, obviously thought of a snake-cult. Therefore, he has
placed the ’snake’ in a prominent position in this the first group photograph of the cult
objects from the Repositories. It was, however, never published: in the BSA 1903 report,
a version of this plate appears, but without the ’snake’ . 231 The spot is blurred, and shows
how the object was deliberately blocked out in the print. By the PM production a small
offering table has been positioned there. 2 3 2
Closer inspection shows that this ’snake’ consists of a head, the weasel postulated
above but unlocated, and of a body composed from a series of fish vertebrae (PLATE 104
a,b, some of which have been recovered in the H M . 2 33 The species of the smaller ones
is difficult to identify, but a much larger one with them is that of a shark. They may have
been brought to the shrine as offerings to ensure a good catch, or as a thank-offering for
having done so.

c)

BONE
Evans records all of the bone items from the Temple Repositories. 2 3 4

They

comprise pomegranate flowers (286^-d) and parts of arrows (287-8).
The first are made up of two flowers (286.a,b) and two buds (286 c,d; PLATE 105
a): again the combination of young and mature stages appears, as seen with some of the

2 31

Evans, 1903, fig. 63.

2 3 2 Evans, PM I, fig. 377. The same photograph was used; a print of the offering table
merely being stuck into the desired spot as is made evident from the photographic archive
in the Ashmolean.
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Similar fish vertebrae were found at Phaistos, and are housed in Heraklion Museum

now.
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Evans, 1903, 60-2; also AE/lp 1903 shows one flower from above, another from
below and three buds (one from above, two below). On the lower sides a mark such as ’I'
appears, which Evans exaggerated into an ’H ’ in his publications.
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faience pieces. A ll four items have incised on their underside what resembles a capital I
(PLATEs 105 b; 107; 108), with a pair of dots too in the case of one flower and the buds.
Similar marks are well evidenced on ivory/bone objects from the Palace, the East Wing in
particular. 2 3 5 Such were put on to help the artist organize the position of each inlay within
a larger composition, or - less likely - they were the signature of a particular craftsman or
school. The pomegranate flowers and buds are surely inlays as they are flat on the reverse perhaps they were associated with trees and flowers. They are a significant plant to the
Minoans, as to many peoples. 2 3 6
The second set (287-8; PLATE 106 a,b) ’represent the notched end of the plume of
an arrow’ . 2 37 W ell carved on the upper surface, some of the incised lines are filled with
red paint in order to bring them out. The decoration consists of crested waves on either side
of the raised middle shaft; this carries horizontal incisions also filled with red paint2 3 8 The
underside (PLATE 106.c) is flat, with a pegging hole near the narrower end. Evans thought
that they ’had been probably applied to a metal shaft, fixed on to or forming one piece with
the metal plate between the two bone pieces’ . 2 3 9

He continues that they should be

’regarded as of a votive nature’ because they serve no practical purpose, though he was
prepared to see them nonetheless as dedications to ’the Minoan Goddess in her quality of
Lady of the Chase .. Dictynna or Britomartis. . * . 2 4 0 This last point does not accord to any
idea of a non-violent aspect of the Temple Repositories.

d)

IVO RY
The corpus of ivory objects is restricted, and includes some rather unusual pieces.
289 (PLATES 107a; 108 a), Evans describes as ’the delicately carved handle plate

of some instrument, showing rivet-holes for fixing the blade, which ran at right angles to the
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Evans, PM ffl, 406.
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In Classical Greece, they were connected with Persephone and Hades; today it
represents prosperity and fertility.

2 3 7 Evans, 1903, 61; in AE/lp 1903, he notes " sawn off attached to something, no trace
of bronze"
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Analogous waves are known on griffons’ wings : Evans, PM I, fig$.399b, 400.
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Evans, 1903, 61.
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Evans, PM I, 548.
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end of the handle’ . 241

Later he records ’the elegant ivory plate of a knife handle here

brought to light may well have belonged to a sacrificial instrument’ . 2 4 2

However, this

object would be extrememly difficult to hold in such a role, and very impractical to use.
Further, there is no parallel for such a form in the Minoan or Mycenaean world. It bears far
more resemblance to the side plates of a lyre, albeit of small size, 2 4 3 or the prow of a ship?
The underside is flat, with the usual scratches that inlays carry to assist the retentive
powers of glue; polish to varying degrees is seen - the pattern of this might imply that
another plaque of similar size and shape was fastened to it, and/or that it was attached to a
backing. Further, the holes (for rivets according to Evans) are too big to receive ones of
bronze, though perhaps the smaller one nearby might have done so. Are the bigger ones to
take a decorative peg of, perhaps, ivory covered in gold.
A small crescentic object (290) is also an inlay: 2 4 4 the shape is well represented,
especially in faience, elsewhere in the Palace. 2 45
Under 291 (PLATE 109 a) are catalogued in Heraklion Museum a number of objects,
all arguably inlays: two of these appear in a photograph held in the Ashmolean (PLATE 108)
where are shown a collection of pieces from the Repositories, namely a ’grain* (291.4) and
a strip/plaque with pegging-holes (291.1). It is argued here that the other three (291.2,3>5).
all plaques, should be included too.
The ’grain’ (291.4) demonstrates its orientation by the disparity between the well
polished upper surface and the much less so lower one. A pair of deep holes exist on the
reverse, perhaps combining the role of guidemark with the task of affording a better grip to
the gluing agent. The strip (291.1) has a row of six holes drilled in, which have broken
through to the underside. The fineness of their dimension suggests that they held metal
wires or nails, no doubt with decorative intent - confirmation is supplied by a slightly larger

Evans, 1903, 60; also sketched in AE/lp 1903, with comment "once double with
metal blade between".
2 41
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Evans, PM I, 496.

A lyre of life-size proportions was found in the Menidi tholos tomb: Poursat, 1977,
145, p i xlv (425/1974; 426/1975).
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Evans, 1903, 60; PM I, 496.

Analogous objects in faience were recovered from the East Wing of the Palace.. and
remain unpublished.
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equivilent, from somewhere in the Palace, where gilded pegs are still in position. 2 4 6 The
remaining pieces are a circular plaque (2913 - half lost), a square one (2913 - with peg
hole) and a strip with a mitred end (291.5). These are quite typical of their species - cf.
Royal Road House of Ivories. 2 4 7 Two mortises partly survive on the reverse of the strip
and one on the circular plaque. 2 4 8
So far as can be told all these pieces are of elephant ivory. Their role in the shrine
is hard to comprehend, other than a purely decorative one with some reference in 290 to the
natural world; of course, if 289 was to come from a lyre that would have exciting
implications as to the form the worship might have taken.

e)

CARBONIZED CORN
Evans mentions ’burnt com found in some abundance’, suggesting that it ’may also

have had an offertory character’ . 2 4 9 A tiny pill-box in the Ashmolean contained burnt com
(292; PLATE 109 b) in a condition so as to be hardly identifiable. On the box was written
’porcelain deposit’ , 2 5 0 for which reason it is likely that it belongs to the Repositories. This
cereal may well have been offered to the shrine: it would owe its preservation simply
because it was caught in the fire that swept the area.

f)

CARBONIZED WOOD
Burnt or at least charred cypress wood (293) has been recorded in the HM catalogue

as coming from the Temple Repositories. As no description beyond that exists, it is difficult
to locate it amongst the remnants of wood known from several parts of the palace. It is
probably safer to assume that this wood was from some architectural element or piece of
furniture, and not the remains of some sacrifice.
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Unpublished objects from the Palace at Knossos.
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Evely, oral communication.
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Evely, oral communication.
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Evans, 1903, 41; PM I, 497.

2 5 0 Mackenzie (DM/DB 1903 28 May) speaks of ’porcelain’ objects and later (30 May)
of ’porcelain stratum’; while Evans (AE/lp 1903) talks of ’Porcelain Deposit’. Thus this is
the term being used, before the phrase Temple Repositories was coined.
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Evans also refers to ’carbonized remains of what seems to have been a large and
very costly chest together with smaller caskets’ (294).251 In this identification he was
presumably influenced by the bronze handles of differing sizes (see below).
None of these carbonized remains have been located.

Another object from the Ashmolean (294a - Cat.No. AM 1938.541) may be from the
Temple Repositories; it is labelled as of faience from that place. However, it has been
identified as of wood, 2 5 2 burnt to a bluish colour. It comprises a strip, flat below and
segmented above - a form reminiscent of the faience rods and others of rock crystal. One
more small rectangular plaque is sketched by Evans in AE/lp, 1903: it has not been located.

4

Objects of stone, including rock crystal
These comprise a marble cross (296), two ’ritual hammers’ (297-8), four libation

tables (299-303) and six rather irregularly-shaped stone objects.
The cross (296; PLATE 110a) is made of a well polished grey marble, much veined
in white and grey. 2 53 The limbs are of equal length, with an incision at the end of each
on the reverse. It may be speculated that these incisions were to aid its adhesion to some
form of backing by retaining the glue. The cross probably originates in the East as an astral
symbol. 2 5 4

If this was the case here, which is purely speculative, it would constitute

almost the only reference as to the deities involved in this shrine as having had any power
in that sphere.
The sign of the cross is ’a regular character of the Linear Scripts both A and B * . 2 5 5
It also turns up on seals, of which two differing instances are available from the sealings
from this very deposit (235,269). The prominent position bestowed upon this item by Evans
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Evans, 1903, 45.
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Identification by A. MacGregor and F. MacAlistair.
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in his reconstruction of the shrine contents presumably reflects his Christian background
rather than anything else.256
O f the ’ritual hammers’ found, one (297) has not been located, but in PLATE 110
b it looks to be made of limestone; in AE/lp 1903 it is sketched and labelled ’hammer of
limestone 9 cm x...’. The other (298; PLATE 61 b) is of conglomerate, and carries strong
traces of use.257 Evans viewed their presence as pointing to attempts by the plunderers of
the Repositories area to break into the ’vault’ (ie. cists themselves).258 Their shape,
however, declares that they belong to the well-known group of artifacts of ceremonial
hammers or maces, as Platon pointed out.259 Analogous hammers were found in the Zakro
shrine stores of the West wing there, but are unworn.260
The four small, but well-fashioned libation tables (PLATE 111 b,oO are of marble
(302), breccia (300-301) and serpentine (299).261 Their sides taper downwards to a flat
base, whilst in plan they are square with a shallow central bowl and raised collar. 300 has
a further rim defining its square receptacle. They are by definition believed to have received
and presented the ’fruits of the earth’ and consequently to point to cult practices. They
contain no evidence of having been exposed to heat or burning and, thus, need not be seen
as incense burners.
In addition, there are a series of enigmatic pieces (303, 304, 305; PLATE 112)
presented by Evans,262 two (303-4) of which have been located. He interpreted them as
’cylindrical cakes’, suggesting that they were probably used as the raw material for the
production of faience.

The located pieces (PLATE 113 a,b), however, are of marly

256 Evans, 1903, fig. 63; PM I, fig. 377.
257 Evans, PM I, 468, fig. 336; 1903, 47.
258 This idea may have originated with Mackenzie (DM/DB 1903 30 May) - "the fact
that part of one of the figures belonging to the other cist was found in this one shows that
there was a good deal of throwing about of the objects possibly by plunderers".
^ftPlaton, 1981, 74-83.
260 Platon, 1969, 9; M . Platon, 1981, 74-83.
261 Warren, 1969, 63; he dates only the first two.
262 Evans, 1903, fig. 20; PM I, fig. 355.
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limestone,263 which has nothing to do with the manufacture of faience. They, like others in
the photo, appear but half-made, with an irregular profile. Some of them, rather, look as if
they are half-finished bowls or tables: 303 has strong traces of a working tool; they generally
carry traces of damage by fire. Comparable objects exist in the unprovenanced material in
the Stratigraphical Museum, all are of a similar limestone.

ROCK CRYSTAL
A rather large convex disc (306) was found together with 21 petal-shaped objects
(307), and an unspecified number of plaques (PLATE 110 b), some ’ribbed’.264 The AE/lp
1903 has a sketch of a ’petal’, a total count of 22 items apparently and a reference to the
disc. A ’piece of fluted crystal’ is also recorded, with a drawing.
The ’petals’ are slightly grooved on one side, probably to make them look more
naturalistic. Evans reports that ’they were partly enveloped with gold-leaf and that ’the
underside of one or two of them was coated with closely-adhering silver fo il’.265 It is not
clear whether they were entirely covered, as may be the case in gold with similar objects in
faience from the magazines,266 or but partly so, as most probably were the rock crystal
plaques in the Gaming Board.267 Evans indeed describes an instance where gold-leaf was
situated at the back of the silver foil; he explains that this helps to preserve the silver from
’oxidation to which immediate contact with wood or ivory might have rendered it
liable’.268
As to the purpose of these pieces, a range of possibilities can be suggested. If the
disc and ’petals’ are taken together, they could represent the sun’s body and its rays
respectively: the attached foils would give the disc two appearances - silver under the crystal
and plain gold, both highly reflective. Evans proposed a more familiar identification when
he saw the petals as those of ’marguerite flowers, like those seen on the border of the

263 This material was ascertained by Zervantonakis, a geologist; one of these objects was
identified by P. Muhly as belonging to this deposit.
264 Evans, 1903, 47; PM I, 470-1.
265 Evans, 1903, 47.
266 Evans, 1903, fig. 17.
267 Evans, PM I, Plate V , opp. p.472.
268 Evans, 1903, 47.
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Gaming Board’.269 The disc itself could have been part of the same arrangement, although
its considerable size and the fact that its reverse is covered with silver foil give pause for
thought. Could it have been used as a mirror with its silver foil backing: the size would not
have been inappropriate?270 Another possibility is that the silver foil had some kind of
pattern worked upon it, which would have been enhanced by the slight magnifying effect of
the convex disc. Yet again disc and petals might form a single unit of disc and rays of the
sun. If carried as an emblem with both sides visible, the effect when exposed to the
reflected light of the sun would have been dazzling. Goodison has traced a female sun deity
in the Bronze Age, represented on seals and in other media.271 Could the kourotrophos
element proposed here be connected with the sun? The evidence is only in the crystal disc
and the marble cross.

5

Metals .
Other than the recorded instance of silver foil in connection with the crystal ’petals’

(307), both gold and bronze are today still extant from the Repositories.

a)

GOLD
Mackenzie writes that in no other single spot in the palace was so much gold

recovered.272 Evans repeats (PLATE 110 b) this point in both the first273 and later
publications.274 However today the whole amount (309) is barely a few gms., and in very
fragmentary condition - creased, difficult to handle and prone to disintegration. A ll is very
thin leaf, only two pieces are slightly thicker (PLATE 114 a,b) - one (309.1; PLATE 114
b) of them shows some parallel symmetrical incisions creating a semi-circle. Four other

269 Evans, 1903, 47; PM I, Plate V opp. p.472.
270 Evans, 1903, 47.
271 Goodison, 1988, 169.
272 Mackenzie, DM/DB 1903 30 May. As it is evident from both Mackenzie’s DB and
Evans AE/lp 1903, gold foil was found in both Repositories, but probably the majority was
from the West one.
273 Evans, 1903, 45.
274 Evans, PM I, 469.
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pieces (309.2-5; PLATE 115 a,b) are more in the way of strips, with parallel horizontal
impressions as if created by being applied to a segmented object. Such in rock crystal have
been recorded in AE/lp, 1903 and are also known from the Throne Room,275 and it seems
the West Repository, but their indentations are shallower than the ones this particular gold
leaf covered. Evans believed that this leaf was connected with ’carbonized remains o f.. a
. chest together with smaller caskets. From the fluting and traces of ornamental designs
visible on some of this gold foil, it was evident that it had been used as a coating of
decorative reliefs’.276 The rest of the foil/leaf (309.8-33; PLATES 116 a,b; 117 a-c; 118
a-c) is in the form of large plant-like leaves, some retaining not only their main surface, but
also the turned down edges that would have gripped the sides of whatever they had covered these were arguably in faience, wood or stone - some in double form (PLATE 119 a.b).277
Finally in PLATE 110 b, Evans presents a clay lump (30934; PLATE 110 b) with
gold leaf adhering to it. In HM a small bag was revealed containing both soil and tiny
fragments of gold leaf (309.35; PLATE 120 a,b), some still adhering one to the other.
Possibly this marks the remains of what Evans had portrayed in his photograph, although the
gold there looks thicker than that recovered in the HM. Evans described it as having an
’elaborate’design,278 even though barely visible. Four more fragments of gold leaf were
recognised in the uncatalogued material in the Ashmolean. One, near complete, is leaf
shaped, as might have been the others.
A ll these fragments point to embellishments of other items: inlays or separate pieces.
Foliate designs are suggested by some pieces. Nothing of solid gold is known, though the
button-like object has not been located.279

b)

BRONZE

275 Evans, PM IY .ii, fig. 900.
276 Evans, 1903, 45-6.
277 Analogous faience objects were found covered in gold in the Sixth kasella of the
Long Corridor : Evans, 1903, fig. 17.
278 Evans, 1903, 46.
279 Evans, 1903, fig. 24.
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Three fragments were retrieved (311.1-3; PLATE 120 c). The larger handle and the
strip are also sketched in AE/lp 1903. Two (31133). seen in Evans’ PLATE 110 b, are the
handles of boxes, most probably of wood. They are of quite different sizes; one minute
(3113), accordingly pointing to a small container, the other larger (3113). The third piece
is a strip (311.1) expanding in width; perhaps it is a strap for fastening or part of the handle
of a vessel. The difference in size of the handles may well have put into Evans* mind the
concept of wooden receptacles of differing sizes.280 Their postulated inlay with some of
the available faience, crystal and ivory or bone, with gold leaf embellishments, is not
impossible.

6

Clay Vessels
Mackenzie reported that ’from the surface of the deposit downwards to about a depth

of 1.10-1.20 existed closely packed together a large quantity of vases the two prevailing
types being the amphora and the pitcher’.281 The same description is adopted by Evans
in his first publication.282 Mackenzie continues ’of the painted varieties white design Qarge
spirals) on a dark ground alternated with dark design on a light ground (the clay of the
vessel)’.283
As to context, Mackenzie states that ’the pottery came with the same context as that
of the cist in the 4th Magazine and belongs to the end of the period to which the
construction of the related cists belong, that is to the end of the first Period of the Second
Palace’.284 Evans at first stressed the fact that the vases are similar to those from the 4th
Magazine, but adds too those in ’the Plaster Closet of the South-Eastern Quarter belonging
to the end of the first period of the Later Palace’.285 Later Evans distinguished between
those ’with a dark purple ground, mostly with broad white spiral and simple vegetable

280 Evans, 1903, 45.
281 Mackenzie, DM/DB 1903 28 May.
282 Evans, 1903, 40.
283 Mackenzie, DM/DB 1903 28 May.
284 Mackenzie, DM/DB 1903 28 May; 1906, 261-6.
285 Evans, 1903, 40.
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decoration answering to the latest M M H I style’ and those ’in a late polychrome style’.2"

In addition to the two prevailing shapes, Mackenzie recognized the bird vases as
’Melian ware like that found at Phylakopi’.287

Although about 40 vases are known to have been retrieved from both
Repositories,2*8 Evans never distinguished which came from where and moreover,
unfortunately, very few of these have been identified. What is known survives in Heraklion,
the Ashmolean and the British Museums. The best source is the Palace of Minos I, fig. 333
(PLATE 121), where twenty-eight vases appear, all except two substantially complete.
Seventeen of them are jugs (311a-314; PLATE 122), seven of which have a spout
(311a) and with a ring around the base. The majority, though, in place of a spout, have a
flaring round lip-mouth (PLATES 123, 124, 125a): pouring must have been difficult from
such. On many there is a raised collar at the neck. Most have light-on-dark decoration spirals on their belly or shoulders, or vegetable based patterns. Their fabric varies: for some
it is very fine, others are gritty and rough; their overall quality varies considerably too.
The other well-represented vase type is the amphora (315-321), which comes in three
distinct forms, with a subtype.
Type la - (316-18; PLATE 125 b) with three examples in PLATE 121. A round to
elongated body, oval mouth (mostly compressed in the region of the handle attachment),
vertical handles from mouth to shoulder; light-on-dark floral and band decoration (PLATE
126 a,b). Here belongs 318, the polychrome example (PLATES 127,128), which Evans did
not at first mention: the floral-based decoration is heavily packed.289
Type lb - a singleton (320; PLATE 129 a) of different decorative approach. It
carries a dark-on-light pattern of red and white small spirals and narrow bands and wavy
lines - effectively a species of polychrome. Its shape is unusual in that its rounded body
terminates in a flat base with three small supports.

286 Evans, PM I, 466.
287 Mackenzie, DM/DB 1903 28 May.
288 Evans, 1903, 49. In AE/lp is recorded ’about 40 more or less perfect vessels’.
289 Levi, 1963, 121, fig. 169b; Marinatos, 1923, fig. 5b.
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Type n - (318a, 319) with two examples in pi. 333. Veiy large, globular bodies,
small handles on shoulders. 318a (PLATE 129 b) is very heavy, and bulbous; its broad lip
carries a Linear A inscription.290 Undecorated, they wear a brown/purplish coat. Only one
has been today located.
Type H I - (321; PLATE 130 a) with four examples in pi. 333. Very tall, with a
cylindrical body becoming rounded at the shoulders; small handles on the shoulders.
Undecorated, they show a light, buff ground.

Another species of pot are the so-called Bird vases (322-330; PLATES 130 b; 131;
132; 133 a,b; 134 a,b; 135 a,b). Both Mackenzie in his notebook291 and Evans292 record
three of these Melian vessels - one whole, two ’more or less complete’. Two are visible in
the pi. 333. This written and visual identification is important because there are more vases
of this type known from the area: Mackenzie mentions some retrieved from the cists north
of the Temple Repositories: ’fragments of a vase or vases with birds apparently of Melian
fabric like those found in the cists which contained the porcelain figures*.293

It is

impossible now to distinguish which came from where, but there is no reason to doubt the
actual numbers offered in the diaries and publications alike. If so, the majority must be from
the cists north of the Temple Repositories.

Fragments of such are still stored in the

Stratigraphical Museum.294
Concerning the shape and the origin of these vases Evans writes ’its archaic form with the mouth drawn back in reminisence of its derivation through the askos type, from
a primitive skin vessel - would be alone sufficient to place it outside the Minoan series. It
is in fact a typical ceramic product of Melos’.295 Jones writes that ’the Cycladic jugs in
the Black and Red style are typically decorated with birds’.296 He goes on to say that

290 Evans, PM I, 550.
291 Mackenzie, DM/DB 1903 28 May.
292 Evans, 1903, 50; PM I, 466.
293 Mackenzie, DM/DB 1904, 11.
294 MacGillivray, 1984, note 7.
295 Evans, 1903, 50.
296 Jones, 1986, 428.
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’visual examination and comparison of the date for the material from Akrotiri and Phylakopi,
on the one hand, and the samples from Crete, on the other, indicated considerable similarity
of composition’.297 Analysis of samples taken exhibits the Cycladic origin of the pieces
in question.298
The small mouth and general shape of the vases implies that they contained liquids;
their size that they were static, or at least not readily movable. The fact that many of them
have an extremely rough interior surface may be due to the action of acidic liquids such as
wine.

Though no pithoi are recorded from the Repositories, all the vases there are large and
heavy. It is very difficult to view them as vases actively used in the cult in the sense of
being moved about as part of the ritual. However, their role was almost certainly that of
bringing in to the shrine from outside liquid offerings - perhaps accompanied by one of the
clay objects impressed with the insignia, in seal form, of the donator.

It is no doubt

significant that the majority are decorated, with the implication that these were gifts from
people of substance and that they formed noteworthy pieces of furniture within the shrine.

The likelihood is that these vases cover the Neo-Paladal period. The question is
whether they include pieces that can be dated to LM Ia. Evans, as has been shown, felt it
possible to distinguish an MMD3 strain as well as a polychrome one (eg. 320) that he seems
in one place to suggest is later,299 and elsewhere maybe not - ’the surface .. unlike that of
the typical LM I vases, is dull’.300 However, recent discoveries at Thera, firm ly LM Ia in
date, have produced pieces comparable to those seen at Knossos.301 Moreover, sundry
pieces have been published by other scholars who have quoted them as LM Ia.302

297 Jones, 1986, 429.
298 Jones, 1986, 430-31.
299 Evans, PM I, 466.
300 Evans, PM I, 556.
301 Thanks are owed for this information to M r. Popham, and to M . Marthari for
allowing me to make mention of it here.
302 Warren and Hankey, 1989, 73-4.
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Parallels quoted above and in the Catalogue place these pieces in the Neo-Palatial
period. Nothing would declare itself to be LM lb, but some of the remainder may date to
LM la. Thus, there is a reason for assigning the destruction of the shrine to the tectonic
disturbances held to accompany the eruption of the volcano at Thera.
It should be observed that the latest seals responsible for the impressions are dated
by Younger to LM Ia on stylistic grounds and by Pini on typological.303 Also the faience
objects with crocuses on them can be dated as LM Ia since the crocus becomes a common
theme on vases in that era.

7

Sea shells
Evans stated304 that ’the shells from the Repository, bushels of which were taken

out, were the ordinary sea-shells of the neighbouring coast, many varieties being included,
though cockles were the most abundant.’ In his illustration, some 100 shells are visible,
while 183 are on display in HM as coming from the Temple Repositories. Most of these
are painted305 ’streaked and banded with brilliant artificial tints - crimson, Venetian red,
orange, brown, green, and black - tastefully applied in unison with the natural lines and
hues.’
However, neither the shells illustrated nor those on display can account for the
’bushels’ alluded to by Evans.
Amongst the material classified as uncatalogued from HM were two boxes of shells
(331). Most are unpainted, though 340 do carry the same treatment as the ones known to
be from the Repositories. Together with these are a small number of faience beads - of the
same shape, texture and colour as those from the Repositories. On these grounds it is
proposed to treat these shells as the missing material: they are numbered in their thousands,
and of many species.
According to Evans, some dozen species were named; they were - Dolium galea,
Trochus lineatus, Cardium edule, Pectunculus glycimeris, Spondylus gaederopus, Venus
verrucosa, Venus multilamellate, Mactra stultorum, Tellina, tube of Serpulid worm and piece
of an Echinid.

303 Younger, 1989, 59; Pini, 1990, 52-3.
304 Evans, 1903, 43; PM I, 517-8.
305 Evans, PM 1,519.

Further study (which is incomplete, but w ill be published separately)306 has
revealed far more types.

These embrace: Abra ovata, Cerastoderma, Mactracea

(?veneraccea), Patella vulgata, Dosinia lupinus, Glycimeris insubricus, Venus verrucosa
(Plate 136a), Mactra stultorum (Plate 136b), Monodonta tuibinata, Donax trunculus,
Monodonta articulata, Chamelea gallina striatula (Plate 137a,b), Callista chione, Mactra
corallina corallina, Chamelea (venus) gallina, Dosinia exoletus (Plate 138a), Conus
mediterraneus (ventricosus), Columbella rustica, Lutia lurida, Cypracidae, Nassarius,
Gibbosula, Vermetus seipulides, V . triqueter, V. sp., Tonna galea, Phalium glanulatum,
Carrididae, Muricidae, Acanthocardium tuberculatum (Plate 138b, 139 a,b), Venericardia
antiquata, Cerastoderma sp., Patella caerulea, Arcia noae, Barbatia baibata, Venerupis
deceussata, Paraentrotus (?lividus), Lima lima, Chlamys varia, Spondylus gaederopus (Plate
140a), Ostrea edulis, Ostrea sp., Anomia ephippium, Naticarius hebraeus, N.h. millepunctus
(both Plate 140b), and Donia lupinus.

Many of these have been painted in bright red or

orange, dark green and black.307 A few have been given just black lines as if for
guidelines for the actual colour required. Usually the paint follows the striations of the shell
- obviously an easier way to apply the paint
Several points, of an interim nature, may be made here, but not much in the way of
deductions:
1)

many seem to have been collected as shells not as food, since sea worms have

created their nests within them (especially bivalves - Plate 141a).
2)

a good many are broken, some burnt: both aspects are probably indicative of the

destruction of the building they were associated with.
3)

many are perforated (Plate 141b). Closer expert examination of the holes, which

may occur anywhere but often are on the ambu or hinge, indicates they are the work of a
carnivorous mollusc called Naticarius (Plate 140b). Several of these were located too. The
commonest victim was the Mactra stultorum, which shares a habitat with Naticarius, and has
a fragile shell.
4)

a few may have been collected as fossils, the local kouskouras and limestones in the

Knossos region yield such. (Examples have been submitted to Demokritos for ageing tests.)

306 Undertaken by Prof. Eleftheriou.
307 Samples of the paint are being studied at Deokritos, Athens.
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5)

the fragility of the shells would not suit them as a floor cover, though they would

admirably have decorated a shelf or ledge, compare the pebble-strewn one of the Double-axe
shrine.308 Those with holes can be suspended, in any manner of combinations for personal
decoration, on dresses and as part of garlands.

O VERALL CONCLUSIONS
The material discussed above was retrieved from two cists - none was in position
in a shrine, though it is believed that all was from a common source. Such an assumption
is fundamental to all further discussion - should it ever be shown to be from a number of
disparate sources, then the whole argument collapses.
The first point is to review the evidence and to assess its nature and intent:
obviously this has been partly anticipated in the above text wherever the term ’shrine’ has
been employed. Two separate sets of finds argue most directly and incontrovertibly to a
concern with matters outside the ordinary everyday world: namely the figurines in faience
and the stone offering tables. Much of the rest, though impressive, could as well be at home
in a secular milieu. It matters not whether with Evans, the figurines (5 or 6 potentially) are
seen as divine, or as with Foster309 as participants in a rite (presumably therefore serving
priestesses): snakes never have been an accoutrement of normal daily attire. Aspects of the
figures’ clothing (especially the hats) reinforce this point. There can only be one basic
interpretation. The offering tables, as a recognizable object-group, speak for themselves though they do not say much about the details of the particular circumstances under which
they were found.
From this focal point, the manner of viewing the remainder of the physical evidence
must be accepted to be more subjective and hypothetical. It revolves around a pair of
interconnected questions, the ’answers’ given to aspects of one often prompting and
influencing the others: they are i) what part did the other finds play and ii) with what kind
of deities was worship concerned.
The bulk of the preserved finds, leaving aside the ceramic vesels, are composed by
the Faience pieces. The amount of these and the often elaborate forms into which it has
been fashioned are an indication of the importance of their source: a good proportion of them
are suitable for inlays or some kind of composition, but there are still the vases, intended

308 Evans, PM H i, 337, figs. 189-90.
309 Foster, 1979, 72.
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perhaps as part of the ritual activities, and the beads, serving some decorative function.
Display seems to be the central theme and motivating factor. The same w ill essentially be
true for the gold, the stone objects, some ivory and bone pieces, the antlers and the seashells.
Another major concern must have been storage: the ceramic vessels are largely concerned
with this. Though it is assumed that liquids are involved (water, wine or oils), the presence
of the com should keep one alive to other possibilities. The stone tables would serve for
either solids or liquids.
Should 289 be indeed from a lyre, then a musical dimension is added. If a ship’s
prow, then it maintains the marine connection.
O f the remaining finds, little can be done from this viewpoint with the fish vertebrae,
the carbonized wood and the bronze fragments. The clay objects (sealings, noduli and
roundels) pose another problem: it is not unreasonable to see them as part of the bureaucratic
administration of a working shrine. Whether this was concerned with internal security or
book-keeping, recording relations with the outside world (dependencies located elsewhere?)
or what remains, however, unknowable. Another possible line of interpretation has been
offered: here the sealings might have marked offerings sent to the shrine; the ’package* type
have enclosed requests. This uncertainty of the ultimate source of the sealings makes it very
difficult to determine whether the scenes they portray have any relevance to the shrine - the
God/Goddess with attendant felines are a good case in point. It is noticeable that flowers
and beasts are well represented, in generally neutral or non-violent scenes: but this is an
element in Minoan glyptic iconography (and broader too in other media) that is symptomatic
of their society as a whole - not merely the overtly religious side of it.

When attempting to interpret the function or symbolism behind such, attention is
largely directed towards the Display material. Apart from the simply ornamental (such as
ivory or faience strips, plaques and such like geometric shapes intended for inlay), the
common feature is the theme of Nature. Animals of sea and land are well represented,
flowers and fruits too, the snakes might have a chthonic value, and - even more tentatively the cross and ’sun’ (of rock crystal and precious metal foils) an astral one. A ll the kosmos
could be present. At a more detailed level of investigation, which touches on the nature of
the deities involved, it has been stressed on a number of occasions that there is an emphasis
on the gentle and nurturing side of nature. This is observed not only in the presence of
young and mature together (animals, but perhaps too in the bud-flower-fruit cycle), but also
in the explicit scenes of suckling.

More broadly expressed, this same theme could
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encompass all the natural objects in the Repositories, including the somewhat less obvious
instances of fish-vertebrae and the antlers.
Is there any more aggressive, violent or sacrificial component present?

The

apparently severe stance of 211 of the faience figurine, where the snakes, being waved about
perhaps, are understandably more agitated. But whether this exercise is meant to portray
outright dominance of the creatures or to demonstrate more spectacularly the power of the
wielder (through the protection of the divinity) in being invulnerable cannot be told.
Violence may indeed be shown in 241, where a man in a boat could be fighting it out with
some marine monster, but, being a sealing of person unknown, there can obviously be no
direct and necessary connection between the owner of the stone or ring and the shrine. A
similar argument applies to sealings showing a figure in a pose of dominance over an animal
(Master/Mistress of the Beasts) - such may indeed have been a or the central figure in the
shrine, but this class of evidence cannot be invoked to prove it. Sacrifice or offerings are
assumed to have occurred: com perhaps being one element in it. Active blood-sacrifices are
another matter Evans has suggested these by several of his interpretations - the ivory handle
of a sacrificial blade (our potential lyre-piece), and the deer antlers and greasy condition of
the soil. The antlers, however, are ones shed naturally; the soil’s texture could be due to oils
spilt in the destruction or dregs leaked from the vases after disposal in the cists. The
seashells might suggest another smaller scale offering of this kind - but their condition shows
that many were collected as beach shells of already deceased animals.
What then may be concluded concerning the Powers being revered? That they were
concerned with the natural world is clear - the common Minoan expressions (symbols) or
denizens of this, as seen in all media, are present - goats/agrimia(wild), cows (tame);
crocuses, pomegranates, lilies and the lotus; and sundry sea creatures, including argonauts.
Whether or not their concern extended to the heavens in the form of a sun disc and astral
cross is not at all clear ... it remains nonetheless a possibility. The young/mature pairing
argues for an interest in Fertility and Prosperity - traditionally associated with the female side
of life, which may in turn explain the dominance of that sex in the obvious motifs in the
animal plaques and the’human’ figurines. As always, the Male presence in such matters
remains enigmatic: the sole case here is the figure in a ’Master of Beasts’ pose on a sealing ambivalent evidence as has been pointed out above. And that is as far as it is safe to go at
present
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The second point to be raised is what light these findings may cast on the physical
situation of the shrine, including anything on its organization and likely clientel Mackenzie
speaks of a certain stratification both in the positioning of the clay vessels at the top of the
cists and also of the faience objects too. This might have implied that the Repositories, as
found, were storage units for shrine paraphernalia between festivals and services, and that
accordingly a proportion of the trappings were not ordinarily on display. This, however,
seems unlikely to be the case: a good proportion of the objects were broken in antiquity or
out of position (some even dispersed between the two cists). Naturally, something was kept
in the cists and perhaps some of the material was stored there, but as found they represent
the careful collection and deliberate disposal of a mass of shrine furniture. The fact that two
smaller cists had been built over the closed tops - probably in the course of their closing of the main pair (in a raised floor level) firmly and uncontestably demonstrates that no
disturbance was then planned to occur. Nor did it - despite Evans’ assertions with regards
to the two stone hammers.
It seems reasonable to assume that the Temple Repositories were part of a shrine
area, but it is an assumption. Whatever the purpose they were finally put to need not have
any bearing on earlier usages. Accordingly, a better appreciation of this point should be left
to a consideration of the broader architectural picture, as set out in Chapter IV . Suffice it
to say here that it is unlikely that these contents would have been shifted too far from their
original position - and so the presumption is that a shrine did exist hereabouts. In this
respect, it is worthwhile observing the proximity, and argued similar nature and
circumstances of deposit of the Vat Room Deposit a few metres to the West - with all its
implications of continuity of purpose in this part of the West Wing between the First and
Second Palaces.
Evidence such as the carbonized com and wood, the soft-baked sealings, the
seemingly mud-brick derived soil in the cists (with pieces of white and red lime wall
plasters) can all be argued to show that a fire-accompanied destruction was responsible for
the creation of the broken pieces so ceremoniously disposed of. The dispersal of the soil
throughout the sealed cists does rather argue that it was derived from a structure caught in
the same catastrophe as had done the damage to the objects. The alternative to this would
be that the items had been laid to rest and sealed over before the destruction that affected
the architecture of the unit in which they were so stored.
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The quality of workmanship revealed in the more complete pieces and the luxury
status of much of them argues for a well-endowed shrine, which would be expected from
its position well within the Palace itself. The only pieces to sound a sour note are the half
made stone tables or lamps - it is not obvious how this is to be taken. There is no evidence
that the shrine ran its own workshops in the area immediately around it (or else one might
expect more signs of them and their debris, tools etc.). Indeed there are no signs of any
direct connection with such centres. Whom was the shrine meant to serve then? Its position
within the palace, but overlooking the open area of the Central Court may offer a clue. That
clue is given by a Miniature Fresco, if it represents activities taking place in the area of the
West Wing itself. Here Court women (dressed as are the faience figurines, broadly) are
drawn in some detail and at a greater scale amidst a sea of male and female heads sketchily
blocked in en masse. This surely represents a division of social ranking - and thereby argues
that such events were open to all Minoan society. That does not directly mean that the
shrine itself was available to all-comers, but it might yet be so to a degree. In this manner,
the items such as the myriad painted seashells could be inteipreted, as well as apparently
more individual and unusual ’dedications’ like the deer antlers, fish vertebrae and the
unfinished stone vases.
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CHAPTER IV

ARCHITECTURE AND STRATIGRAPHY OF
THE "CENTRAL PALACE SANCTUARY" AREA

SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

In the course of the previous chapters, where study was concentrated on the material
finds associated first with the Vat Room and then the Temple Repositories, the presently
visible architecture had a minimal role to play. However, an appreciation of the central theme
of this thesis cannot be conducted without taking this into account; and moreover, this source
of evidence plays a major role in comprehending the third and here final phase of the palace’s
life. The presentation and interpretation of the standing remains is thus the main focus here.
It was also hoped that evidence of previous architectural layouts might be found or confirmed,
by which some of the conclusions involving function that had been arrived at earlier from the
material might be judged better; such are presented separately.
It is often assumed that the present layout of rooms closely resembles earlier ones,
and that presently standing walls could date to such. Whilst nothing short of re-excavation can
help to sort out the former point (and then not always), K may be possible from the evidence
of the recent work behind the Throne Room1 to suggest that much of the stonework was
erected only in the last period of rebuilding. The intention here, since no excavation was
involved, is not to attempt definite solutions to the problems that may be discovered, but
simply to point out their existence.

Concerning the area under discussion, as has been stated before, Evans writes
broadly that ’exclusive of the Magazines, which form a separate zone, this western Palace
Section presents a curiously symmetrical, tripartite arrangement. This consists of a Middle
block containing the two Pillar Rooms and their surroundings, and the two others of almost
exactly equal dimensions which may be distinguished respectively as the West Central Insula,
North, and the West Central Insula, South’ (PLATE 163).2 The Central Sanctuary Area as
defined in this thesis is thus called by Evans the West Central Insula Middle. It is bordered
to the North by the W CI(N) - the Throne Room as now is, together with the Jewel Fresco

1 Verbal communication from V. Fotou and D. Evely: other comments to do with the same
area will be found in the text.
2 Evans, PM I, 424-5.
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Room; to the South by the W CI(S), once called the ’Central Clay Area’3 or ’Court of the
Altar* together with the Chariot Tablets Room and Stone Vases Room; to the East by the
Central Court and to the West by the Long Corridor of the Magazines (PLATE 168 - foldout).

This chapter will be concerned first with a brief account of the history of the excavation
itself, but will then work through in some detail the external and internal architectural features
before presenting a r6sum6 of materials and techniques. Evidence for earlier phasing is hived
off. A supporting Catalogue of all such architectural features is appended.

Previous work in the region
This is primarily that of Evans.6 As one goes through the notebooks and diaries
written by him and Mackenzie,6 one realises that the architecture and stratigraphy of the parts
of the palace unearthed in 19007 have not been recorded or studied as adequately as parts
excavated later, eg. the East Wing. This is mostly due to the fact that the excavators were
obviously not familiar with Minoan buildings at this stage. It may also be that the excavation
proceeded far too quickly3 to enable records to be kept in the necessary detail, and thereby
to permit a clearer understanding of the different architectural phases.
Excavations were started in this complex in 1900 - in late April, and were substantially
complete within a fortnight. All the rooms were excavated down to their floor levels9 - with
the exception of the Temple Repositories, and the space left between the two periods of the
facades east of the Temple Repositories and the Great Pithos Room (PLATES 1 61 ,16 2 a).
These were completed in 1901 (PLATE 162 b). In 1903 a series of tests were dug under the

3 Evans, 1899-1900, 17.
4 Evans, 1903, 36; PM I, 425.
5 Evans’ note-books (AE/NB) are held in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford and cover the
years 1900, 1901, 1902, 1903, 1904, 1905, 1908-10, 1911, 1913, 1917, 1922, 1923, 1924,
1925, 1926, 1929, 1930.
6 Mackenzie’s daybooks (DM/DB) are also held in the same museum and cover 1900,
1901,1902, 1903,1904, 1905, 1 9 0 7 ,1 9 0 8 ,1 9 0 9 ,1 9 1 0 ,1 9 2 2 ,1 9 2 3 ,1 9 2 4 ,1 9 2 5 . These are
actual excavation diaries, recording the most important events of each day together with the
finds.
7 The 'Central Palace sanctuary' Area was entirely uncovered (except for the Temple
Repositories room) in 1900.
8 From 25th April to 8th May.
9 See Plan (PLATE 161) from the Ashmolean, which gives these levels.
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gypsum floor slabs of the region as a whole.10

Further work was carried out in the

subsequent years by Mackenzie and Evans,11 as well as much later by Hutchinson and
Platon.12 Hardly anything of this has been published.
To make matters worse for the modem researcher, much of this later work involved
reconstructions in which the original Minoan work was carefully imitated. Few records exist
of these. Confusion of the original with the new is not difficult; it is even uncertain to which
of the authors (Evans, Platon, Hutchinson) the various repairs are to be assigned. Evans
tended to inset the top portions of walls that he built up, and used a clawed chisel freely when
working stones to form. Platon was concerned with achieving a high standard of verisimilitude
in his repair work,13 though luckily his tendency to favour a pinkish-tinged cement over
Evans’ grey often provides a clue to recognition. However, certainty and consistency is far
from absolute. One can never be sure either how much of a wall was pulled down before
reconstruction begun: an example is the case of the two pillar crypts - here mostly the walls
survived to a good height, as photographs at the time of excavation show (PLATE 154). Yet
the S wall at the east looks to have stood higher then than its obviously genuine portion today
would suggest, whilst further west where little remained, no clear distinction between old and
new is plain.
Doubts are expressed in the text as well as in the Catalogue of this chapter. This last
was compiled after the whole area had been carefully cleaned, the necessary measurements
taken and such comparison with Evans’ photographs as was possible had been done. A
record was kept of characteristic or important features by photographs and drawing. A new
or at least corrected plan has been produced PLATE 170 (foldout).

SECTION 2

THE LATEST ARCHITECTURE

Part 1 General external architectural features of all periods
By which is meant the part that acts as an outside and defining limit to the area on
the east; the Tripartite shrine, though part of this, is reserved for later discussion.

The Facades bordering the Central Court (PLATES 142 a; 169 - foldout)

10 See Chapters II and III.
11 For Mackenzie, see DM/DB 1 90 4,1907,1925; for Evans , AE/NB 190 4 ,1 9 07 ,1 91 3 ,
1925, 1929, 1930.
12 For Hutchinson, 1968, 165; for Platon, footnote 03.
13 Platon, Krit.Chron. 1955, 554-5
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As a result of his work in the West wing, Evans presented14 a diagrammatic plan of
two phases of facades (PLATE 169 - foldout) - the later lying to the east of the earlier, with
the distance between them varying from three quarters of a metre to two metres’.16
Mackenzie presents the account of this work.16
The traces of the first facade start today at the N with the rounded comer of gypsum
blocks at the NE angle of the Throne Room, are picked up again in a single block surviving
on the S wall of the antechamber of the same Room, whence it runs continuously from the
grand staircase to the S wall of the Great Pithos Room. Here there is another interruption
until a door-jamb base appears on line at the foot of the north side of the staircase of the
Lobby of the Stone Seat; north of the jamb, slight investigations revealed traces of stone
thought to be the base of the facade (PLATE 142 b) at the appropriate level,17 though Evans
equated them more with the jamb.18 From the S wall of the same room, the facade can be
traced to the SW corner of the Central Court.

In character and method it is built like its

contemporary on the West Court facade, though slighter: gentle recesses in its line are visible;
on a limestone plinth, a line of gypsum orthostats were placed at either side with rubble
infilling and wooden ties fitted into cut recesses on their tops. Evans was not very clear about
the date of this phase: in PM ll.ii,19 he writes that it ’goes back, like the orthostatic wall that

14 Evans, PM ll.ii, 803, fig. 525 and footnote 16.
18 Evans, PM ll.ii, 798.
16 DM/DB 1904, 5 ’.. a little W of the W facade of the Central Court runs a broken line of
wall consisting of gypsum blocks on a stylobate of rough limestone slabs themselves intended
to be invisible. This line of wall begins N-wards with the curious curved construction of
gypsum ... The curved wall has an organic function in relation to the system which forms its
immediate arrangement but this construction at intervals of the same wall to the south has no
such organic function in relation to the adjoining W facade of the Central Court. The whole
wall by this fact betrays itself to be an earlier construction more or less completely assimilated
into a later system.’ He continues on p.7 The gypsum construction in line with the curved wall
further S also became absorbed as an element into later structure, but in this case the later
structure is merely an inside wall - the E wall of the Room of the Large Cists which contained
the porcelain deposit excavated last year.’
17 In a plan, Mackenzie shows the NS continuation of the early E facade up to the south
wall (the space covered by the entrance door included) shaded and writes ’Early Facade
Foundations’.<^PLa t e i ^ )
16 In Plan WW4, Evans has noted on the door-jamb ’alter as indicated to show Central
Pillar N support of architrave over double opening (viz. one from steps and one from small
area).
19 Evans, PM ll.ii, 798; Mackenzie on the other hand seems to be certain that this wall
belongs to the second palace, DM/DB 1925, 5 These massive slabs apparently formed the
foundation-plinth for an earlier proto-palatial W facade, which preceded the orthostatic gypsum
system which we know’. He therefore considers the orthostatic gypsum facade with the
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borders the West Court, to the early days of the Middle Minoan Palace’. A few lines later, he
states that ’it is possible, indeed, that the frontage along the Central Court may date back to
this epoch (meaning proto-palace), since its Northern termination shows the same rounded
outline ... (as) the same original Palace insula’.

Outside this wall, Evans has placed a

verandah with what he calls a ’mosaiko’ floor (PLATE 163),20 traces of which are still visible
as irregular limestone slabs (PLATE 169 - foldout)
The new facade (PLATE 142 a) is built further east, but is not a wall proper21 rather
a stylobate of limestone blocks on which Evans placed square pillars of gypsum (none found
in situ, but restored from fallen positions nearby). Evans called it ’a very interesting structural
feature, marking ... an extension E of the frontage of the west section of the Palace.122 Thus,
here too a kind of verandah exists,23 making use of the same space as before; and in a
sense the old facade continues in many places to be the effective eastern room limit of the
later phase too. To the south it runs to the SW angle of the Central Court. To the north, in
the area of the Throne Room complex, sets of door-jamb bases at the foot of a flight of steps
down from the Central Court present a different aspect again. In the area concerned in this
thesis, the north part (by the Temple Repositories and the Great Pithos Room) has the
character of the verandah (PLATE 4), whilst in the south (by the Lobby of the Stone Seat)
such a feature does not exist, being replaced by an eastward expansion of that room unit (and
staircase) up to the new line. Overlapping these two last areas, Evans placed his Tripartite
Shrine24 - the evidence for which will be considered later in this chapter.
In 1925-6,25 Evans performed what he called ’a series of analyses of ’pure’ elements'
beneath the stylobate in order to establish its date. All the sherds he found belong to MM I lib,
and of one or two pieces of tortoise shell ripple ware’ located he says that they were

curved corner later and not proto-palatial. The massive slabs he refers to are along the W
facade in front of the altar on the SE side of the W Court.
20 In PM I, fig. 152, the verandah is seen to run all the way along the E facade at the
close of MMII palace.
21 This is evident from what Evans writes in PM ll.ii, 808 ’.. the central division as having
contained the real "holy of holies". The two wings would have been open..’
22 Evans, PM ll.ii, 798.
23 Evans, PM I, fig. 152. This is one of the plans made by Fyfe and shows the E facade
of the first palace with a verandah covered with mosaiko along it. The mosaiko consists of
irregular limestone slabs.
24 RIBA Journal 1911, fig. 2 and 3. Plans by Fyfe (PLATES 165
PM ll.ii, figs. 536 and 527.
25 Evans, PM ll.ii, 801; Mackenzie, DM/DB 1925.
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; 164); Evans,

’erroneously regarded as LMIa’.26 Evans clearly assigns the stylobate to the restoration that
happened in or after MMIIIb - 'a most prominent feature in the scheme of restoration adopted
after the great seismic disaster towards the close of MMIIIb’.27

Access to the ’CPS’ Area
Such is only possible directly from the Central Court (PLATES 4; 162; 169 foldout; 170
foldout), on the present comprehension of the wall-pians. Although there are further internal
connections to the Chariot Tablets room, as well as the West Magazines, neither of these
regions had direct access in their own right to areas outside the palace.28
A flight of steps at the SE comer of the Lobby of the Stone Seat (= LSS) leads down
from the Central Court in the presently visible system (PLATE 143). Some 2/3 of the stylobate
limestone slabs form the topmost step of this staircase (set a little above the level of the
Central Court - no doubt to prevent the inflow of rain waters). One might expect to find some
evidence of a door here - jamb-base, pivot-hole or wear marks of the door itself; none have
been detected. Holes in the southern slab do exist: the most obvious proved to be too deep
to have been used as a pivot, rather it looks natural; its shallow northern neighbour is too
ephemeral. Thus the staircase of the later phase does not look to have been closed off from
the Court.
Evans did unearth a gypsum door-jamb base at the foot of the stairs (N side - PLATE
142 b):29 this arrangement, from the manner in which it lies relative to the slabbed floor (ie.
flush/below it), must have belonged to an earlier phase - which at least ought to mean that the
earlier facade was punctuated at this point by a stairway, with a door at its base, that ran
down from the Central Court (and must have projected out to the E edge of the verandah).
For the later phase, however, no evidence remains to suggest that a door existed
either at the top or the bottom of the stairs - it should have been open therefore. This feature
might indicate the nature of the ’changed’ role played by this room in the final phase in relation
to access to the outside, via the Central Court.

28 Evans, PM ll.ii, 803.
27 Evans, PM ll.ii, 798.
28 This needs investigation

to be confirmed.

29 Evans, PM ll.ii, fig. 526,
showsthisdoor-jamb base as if it is contemporary with the
surrounding floor-slabs. As it is today, however, K is at a lower level. Since all door-jamb
bases in this area are situated higher than the floor-slabs, it is therefore probable that this one
corresponded with an earlier floor at a lower level. The base is also shown on plans kept in
the Ashmolean: PLATES 164; 165
165

PART 2

The Internal Organization of the Main Rooms

The ’CPS’ Area can be divided into units (PLATE 162 d), all ultimately and to varying
degrees dependant on the Lobby of the Stone Seat (LSS) - as Palmer observes 1o the north
and west of the Room of the Chariot Tablets lies a suite of rooms, the key to which is the
open lobby off which they open’.30 These units are a) The NE unit, consisting of the Great
Pithos Room and the Temple Repositories; and b) The W/NW unit (in which the East Pillar
Crypt plays a local pivotal role similar to that of the LSS with respect to the whole) is made
up of sub-units of (i) the East and West Pillar Crypts; connected to the EPC are (ii) a single
room, namely the Vat Room, and lastly (iii) the NW sub-unit of three rooms and a NS corridor.
The EW corridor south of the Crypts is best taken by itself, in section c) - not so much as a
unit, but as a throughway to the West Wing Magazines. A segment of verandah by the NE
unit, with which the Tripartite Shrine is associated in part, might be considered a part of the
NE unit - it is here discussed as section d).
One omission from this scheme is obvious - the Southern unit of the Room of the
Chariot Tablets, which observes much the same relationship to the LSS as the others to north
and west. This, as has been stated in the introduction, is largely a matter of policy.

The discussion that follows is based on the above, starting with the LSS. In each
case an analysis of the walls and of the pattern of access and circulation opens the account,
then the floor is treated and lastly any architectural features (eg. benches) reviewed.
Problems are usually discussed as they occur within this format. All the descriptions are to
do with the final phase of reconstruction, so far as one can tell.

Dimensions and further

physical descriptions are given in a separate Catalogue, included within this section of the chapter.
All points to do with earlier phases are collected in the section after this one, though
some repetition is unavoidable.

THE LOBBY OF THE STONE SEAT (LSS - Hood’s Room 32)
This took its name first (Room of the Column Bases) from two large circular column
bases that were found in the fill above the floor level (PLATE 143 b)31 - they belonged to
some impressive structure on the floor above; it later took the name here used from the seat
at the north wall. The Room is entered from the Central Court by a flight of stairs sited at the
S end of its E wall, and which actually lie within the room itself (PLATE 143 a). Taken all in

30 Palmer, 1963, 79.
31 Evans, 1899-1900, 28; PM I, 213, 441, fig. 318.
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all the room is rectangular and of a considerable size, a fact that accords well with its pivotal
position in affording access to N, W, and S.

Analysis o f the w alls
The S and W walls are restored and completed to a considerable height in order to
support a roof for the rooms beyond. The E and N walls seem to have been left almost as
found. Their character of composition varies considerably, which may partly be put down to
their likely varying functions - ie. simple internal division, facade wall, and weight-bearing
internal walls; and partly to the character of previous construction from which their material
was in part drawn in each rebuilding.
The NORTH WALL, as in all the cases, by being stripped today of all its facings (see
PLATES 3; 144; 145 a,b), shows its underlying construction: it is the most striking and
complex, being divisible into sections of different modes of manufacture. The easternmost
part (PLATE 145 b)is barely a thin partition as a result of a recess of c. 1.25m. wide and 0.85
deep having been constructed there: this consists of two gypsum blocks bearing traces of
burning and set one on the other, of which the upper is vertical (and between a block and a
slab in thickness); between and below are a few small stones and slabs.32 The lower block
is not well hewn, whilst the upper is and carries a depression (17 cms. wide, 10 deep) running
across its width at its east end. This vertical and recessed effect, in combination with the
traces of burning, was probably responsible for the original interpretation of the area as having
housed an ingle-nook and a chimney for a fireplace.33 This is surely incorrect. The upper
block with its slot is reminiscent of the even larger pieces found in the West facade of the
West Wing and to a lesser extent in the earlier facade along the Central Court in this very
region.34 It is quite possible that this block was once part of this last architectural feature and
was merely turned through 90 degrees to its present position. The slot partly recalls the
recesses cut for clamps to tie together individual stones in the West facade, but is larger and
runs right across the stone: perhaps it is intended as a vertical slot for a wooden beam, of
which there are plenty of other examples in this wall. West of this recess, up to the east end
of the bench, the wall consists below of two courses of limestone blocks interspersed with a
layer of smaller pieces, and then a course of two gypsum blocks, in one of which a set of

32 These slabs look the same as the ones on the other side north of the block, forming
the mosaiko floor of the recess created between the stylobate and the early E facade wall.
33 Evans, PM ll.ii, 804.
34 See footnote 16.
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dowel holes35 indicates that the block has been reused. Above and at the west are a series
of badly burnt and cracked gypsum slabs, horizontally placed one over the other with mud
plaster between to bind them.
At this point, two squared gypsum pieces project from the base of the wall: the
western is almost hidden by the bench itself (PLATE 146 a,b). These are the door-jamb
bases of a door recorded by Evansf * their rabbets are at their southern ends, which
indicates that the door itself could be bolted and controlled from the N, ie. from within what
is now termed the Room of the Great Pithos.

This door was obviously blocked in the

rebuilding that created the N wall under discussion,37 no doubt as part of that campaign for
which most of the walls in this region bear witness to with their reused material. Set on each
jamb-base is a vertical slot left by a timber, with its accompanying mudplaster still visible
behind the modem concrete repairs. Are these merely part of the timber framework common
to this style of building, or could it be that they preserve the position of the door frames? This
point will be returned to later.
Next is the bench area (PLATES 144; 145 a), described by both Evans and
Mackenzie.38 Above much of the bench today the wall is recessed; its visible surface is
composed of the same piles of burnt gypsum slabs mentioned before, interrupted at regular
intervals by three more vertical slots. So badly deformed is the wall that Evans was compelled
to construct three buttresses on its north face to keep it upright. Beyond the west end of the
bench the wall projects forward again, and incorporates reused limestone blocks and irregular
pieces of gypsum (PLATE 144). tt is this segment, along with another at the east end of the
bench, which defines the above-mentioned recess behind the bench. In this has been set
vertically two larger gypsum slabs (PLATE 145a), both burnt - but are they in their true
positions? An early photograph (PLATE 144) shows no trace of them. So unless they had
been removed prior to the shot, it is more likely that Evans placed them there in his
reconstruction of a friable part of the wall. The recess at the back of the bench therefore
could be nothing more than a gap created by the slumping and erosion of this wall - as the
presence of modem concrete would certainly argue.

PLATE 3 reveals a patch of light-

coloured wallplaster, it neither survived nor was recorded.

36 Dowel holes: 4 cms. square by 7 deep.
36 Evans, PM I, fig. 152 (PLATE 163).
37 Evans, PM ll.ii, 798.
38 AE/NB 1900 2nd. May; DM/DB 1900 (inked) 2/7 May.
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At the west end of the wall an opening leads into the GPR; K is equipped with two
gypsum door-jamb bases of a different calibre and set wider apart than those further east.
The rabbet on the south end indicates that this access too was controlled from the GPR.
In the W EST WALL are two door openings of similar dimensions which leave only a
narrow segment of wall between: both lead into the East Pillar Crypt (PLATE 143). At the
south end of the wall, an opening is left between it and the S wall of the LSS which leads into
an EW corridor running along the south side of both the pillar crypts, and thence via the NS
corridor of the House Tablets into the West Magazines. The segment of wall between the two
doors into the EPC is built of rubble masonry. At the centre it survived to 1.30-1.40 m.,
though the present concrete jambs have obscured and ?replaced its ends. The door-jamb
bases are in good condition, which is strange as they scarcely show in early photographs and
not at all on Fyfe’s 1900 plan (PLATE 161);* perhaps they are replacements by Evans. He
certainly increased the wall’s height considerably in order to put on a ceiling for the rooms
further west, but did not set it back as he usually does, and so the exact amount concerned
can only be estimated. Traces of a gypsum dado survive in front of the wall.
The SOUTH WALL, as is shown on the photographs (PLATE 4), did not survive to
a great height because of the polythyron there which weakened it; only at the east part
(PLATE 147 a) does it exist to a considerable height, where two huge gypsum blocks were
placed in an overlapping manner at the side of the staircase, giving the impression of a
monumental entrance. Whether these have been moved around from an earlier position as
part of the earlier facade along the Central Court is not clear. Immediately next to them the
wall reverts to rubble masonry standards with reused limestone and gypsum blocks; its original
height is uncertain. A vertical slot is preserved here, its timber seemingly once set on a
sizable, square limestone block.

Running west are a series of four doors in a polythyron

effect. Between the middle pair is a short segment of wall similar in size and condition to that
already mentioned for the W wall:40 at least the bottom 90 cms. looks original, much else is
obscured by cement. Concerning the doors, Mackenzie recorded41 that six door-jamb bases
were known, which he suggested were originally of an earlier period, in that they 'are half
below the level of the floor’. Only part of the three west pairs survive today; badly burnt and

38 Neither in Fyfe, F/NB 1901

PLATE 16£ a.

40 The exact width of this wall cannot be estimated and it is not clear whether it stood
there originally.
41 DM/DB 1900 7th May .. inked version ’At the S side is a corridor-like recess 3 with a
system of 6 gypsum door jambs which at a certain date seem to have gone out of use for they
are half below the level of the floor adjacent’. In pencil, he writes ’the door jambs in question
come hardly above the floor-level of the room’. In Mackenzie’s plans (DM/DB, 1907 80 and
84) two different versions of this wall are evident.
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seemingly corresponding in height to the floor in their proximity .. though has this last ever
been repaired and thereby raised?
The EAST W ALL line is partly occupied at the south by the staircase leading down
from the Central Court into the room (PLATE 143). Immediately alongside the north face of
the stairs is an EW bench. The wall itself here forms part of the later stylobate construction:
the first 1.25 m. at the south shows how the stylobate blocks are supported on an element of
much slighter stone pieces, in front of which a gypsum dado once stood (PLATE 147 b). A
large fragment of this survives to the north: its top is much restored and thus its original height
is unknown. The final northern 1.25 m. composes the east side of the recess described for
the N wall: the smaller stones again make up the lower portion, on which a large limestone
block rests. The axis of this is EW, so that it projects west across and beyond the NS width
of the stylobate facade proper. Such an action must surely be deliberate, but whether it has
any implication as to the existence of a tripartite shrine here in this last phase is not obvious.
The bench and the northern section of the wall define a kind of dado-lined recess, whose
existence is underlined by the separate treatment given to its gypsum floor, of which two kinds
are visible.42

Analysis of the floor
The floor may be divided into two zones: the main portion to the west is roughly
square (PLATES 148 a; 170 foldout),43 with a second and slighter portion to the east that
corresponds to the area opened up in the later phase after the stylobate facade had replaced
the earlier one.
The main area is composed of a typical arrangement, whereby a central square of
irregular limestone slabs (ironstone or amygdalopetra) is held in a red-stained cement today
which Evans put there to replace a red plaster.44 The colour of the slabs are grey to pale
brown, and traces of burning are widespread. The NW comer has had a repair (PLATE 148
a), carried out surely in Minoan times, in that the irregular slabs have been replaced by a pair

42 The microcrystalline and the more granular kinds. These gypsum remains are 8 cms.
higher than the floor slabs.
43 DM/DB 1900 7th May, inked version The Room of the Column bases 45)1 has a
central panel of irregular slabs bordered all round by the usual system of rectangular slabs of
gypsum’. On plan (PLATE 165), Evans has written ’irregular slabs forming base for painted
plaster central to pavement’ and also ’this may need exploration’.
44 Evans, 1899-1900,36. He describes the floor of the Anteroom to the Throne Room the
central part, the slabs of which were more irregular consisted of a kind of grey iron-stone.
This had been originally covered with a red plaster and traces of a white coating were visible
on other parts of the floor’. In 1899-1900, 54 he calls it 'red cement’., based on which he
restored the LSS equivalent.
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of roughly rectangular ones of gypsum.

They have not survived well, having become

blackened and fragmented by a fire. Around this is a border zone of rectangular gypsum
slabs of varying sizes, again clearly burnt and red-brown to black in colour. Those directly in
front of the bench appear smaller than their companions, but modem cement has made it
impossible to tell if they run on under it. That this is likely to be the case is argued from the
slab at the west end of the bench, which is certainly overlapped by the seat (PLATE 148 b).
The part of the room east of the above pavement, and north of the staircase is
covered by gypsum slabs of varying sizes and seems different in character from the other.
The obvious reason for this would be that it was laid at the time of the extension of the room
to the east with the creation of the later facade. Why the two recesses in the NE comer of
the N wall (PLATE 145 b) and along the dado of the E wall (PLATE 147 b) should have been
given a slightly raised floor is not clear.
The assumption would naturally be that if the east end section goes with the later
period of construction, then the main western part would be with the earlier. However, it may
not be quite so straightforward in that the door-jamb at the foot of the stairs seems as much
below the level of the mosaiko-floor as that of the later one. If the assumption that such jambs
ought to be above their contemporary floor is a valid one, then there may yet be an earlier
phase of floor below the mosaiko pavement too. Of course, one can never be certain from
a purely visual inspection whether a floor might have been raised by the Minoans, let alone
later restorers.

Analysis of other features
There are two benches and a staircase involved, plus a potential obstruction/covering
of part of the southern side of the staircase.
1)

The bench (PLATE 145) against the N wall45 is constructed in exactly the same

manner as those in the Throne Room and its antechamber: gypsum slabs form the top and
are supported by set-back sides of similar slabs, worked with a pilaster in the middle and one
at each end. In size, they are comparable too: the present apparent extra depth to the seat
should be discounted as contemporary photographs seem to make plain. It has resulted from
the disintegration of the wall behind, and the consequent repairs with cement.
2)

The bench north of the staircase (PLATE 143 a) is a plain structure; vertically set

gypsum slabs carry an overlapping seat of the same material, and the whole is similar in
general proportions to the previous example, though shorter. It was not described in any of

45 DM/DB 1900 7th May, inked ’there is a low stone seat along the N wall (5.37/2) similar
to the ones in the bath-room system’. Evans, 1899-1900,28 ’along the N wall a gypsum bench
with flat pillasters resembling these to be described in the Throne Room and its Antechamber’.
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the excavation notebooks, but appears for the first time on a plan (PLATE 164), where its
probable function was discussed in relation to the recess opposite in the N wall.
3)

The staircase leading into the room (PLATE 143 a) has been almost entirely

reconstructed. Only the second and third steps (reading from the bottom up), and then only
their north parts, look original: they seem of the same quality of gypsum as the top slab of the
nearby bench. It may be that the base step was in too poor a condition to have been able to
be left, and was in fact replaced by the present one in limestone. In which case, Mackenzie
was correct46 in reporting three steps in 1900, whilst Evans mentions only two. Mackenzie's
position was corroborated in 1907, when traces of the three lowest steps were retrieved on
the S wall.47 A strange feature of the stairway is the manner in which it Is now incorporated
in the room without any clear doorway. In its original phase (First-Palace), to judge from the
concealed door-jamb base at the north and a rabbet attached to the S wall,46 it may not have
been so. A door will have stood at the foot of a flight of steps48 that led down from the
Central Court. Evans seems to have later extended this door line to the north.50
Unresolved, however, is the matter of the apparent obstruction over the southern part
of the presently visible stairs. This question is probably also related to two further points: first,
the recording by Evans61 that he had found evidence for the steps against the south wall of

46 DM/DB 1900 7th May, inked three steps go down W into the room’. Evans, 1899-1900,
28 ’of the steps leading down into the "Room of the Column Bases" only the two lower of
stone remained’. Probably the lowest step was too worn and was removed - unnoticed by
Evans.
47 In the restorations executed in 1907, the remains of three steps against the S wall were
discovered. Mackenzie, DM/DB 1907 7th May, 83 ’SE comer of Room of the Column Bases.
This stair has now been reconstructed with double the width of its previous restoration.
Remains of the S ends of its 3 lowest steps have this year been identified at xxv adhering to
the adjoining wall and it was this discovery that made the new reconstruction possible’. In
plan (PLATE 167 - foldout), Evans indicates the remains of the steps on the S wall with an
arrow and notes ’Show steps running right across (remains were found against S wail)'.
48 Evans, PM ll.ii, fig. 525-6; Plans (PLATES 165

; 164), held in the Ashmolean.

48 Evans, PM I, fig 152 (PLATE 163).
60 Evans, PM ll.ii, fig. 526; in Plan (PLATE 165
), he calls the space created
between the bench and the ’ingle-nook’ a small open area. He also notes on the same plan
’the chief object of this plan is to show the contiguous part of the Palace with the last Palace
period (LMI-II) to which the restored shrine belongs. The E doorway from the R. of the
Column Bases should therefore be represented as closed. I assume that the R. of the
Column Bases had two openings on E for light and approach. One from the steps (which
extended its whole breadth) and one from a little area to the N of them’.
51 See footnote 47.
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the room; and secondly, the observable feature that the steps are neatly divisible into two
portions.
4)

A gypsum and wooden chest is argued for by Evans, to contain the Linear B tablets

retrieved.52 This could be a much later introduction. Today it seems to be reflected by two
rectangular gypsum slabs (PLATE 149 a) placed on the floor at the foot of the N wall, beside
a pithos base. The tablets were held to have been under these in some fashion intermixed
with carbonized wood. For the movable furnishings of the final period in more detail, see
below.

Major unresolved points
1)

The N wall. The point around which the discussion revolves is the set of vertical slots,

of which five are clear, at intervals of 60-76 cms. - a feature visible on both faces of the wall.
This multiplicity contrasts with the regular habit exhibited elsewhere in the region of only
putting a single such slot at roughly the midpoint of the wall. The method of infill by a series
of gypsum slab fragments is unique too. The clue to interpretation of these two features may
lie in the pair of door-jamb bases seen at the east end of the wall, directly over which are
placed a pair of the vertical slots. A probable door was placed in the area by Evans and
Mackenzie (see PLATES 163; 169 - foldout). Was there a polythyron here in an earlier
phase?53 To match that opposite in the S wall, which is close in number of and individual
door size?
Only excavation can resolve this. But here it is envisaged that in the rebuilding of the
final or penultimate phase,54 the basic structure was not demolished but rather infilled as it
stood. Within the wooden members the gypsum slabs were piled up in a mudplaster cement,
with more regular reused block material appearing at the ends where more solidity was
required. In fact, the structure has not withstood the effects of the passage of time all that
well. The source of the gypsum slabs may have been from an upper floor or dado, in that

52 Mackenzie, DM/DB 1 May 1900, 'East of the Pithos just above the floor a fragment of
gypsum slab was raised and underneath it in a deposit of burnt wood a nest of inscription
tablets .. were in a very brittle condition
Evans, AE/NB 2 May 1900 There were evident
remains of a kind of cist in which they had been contained'. Also 1899-1900
with the
remains of the gypsum chest in which it had been originally contained.’
53 Evans, PM I, fig. 152 (PLATE 163); in plan A, Fyfe draws three sets of extremely thin
double lines. On plan (PLATE 165 - foldout), he has a third door-jamb base W of the other
two but close to them, and without a rabbet. Mackenzie (DM/DB 1907 84 - PLATE 167)
shows a door-jamb base with a rabbet on the south at the west end of the bench and in the
space occupied by the bench he writes 'probable door-way’, suggesting thus that there was
a door as wide as the length of the bench.
54 Evans, PM ll.ii, 798
in the scheme of restoration adopted after the seismic disaster
towards the close of MMIIIb.
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they appear to show traces of burning on both sides even amidst the mud piaster.56 This
is held to have originated when the slabs were subjected to a fire, which consumed the
wooden structural beams etc. on which they were laid as well as damaging both their upper
and lower surfaces. Further damage was no doubt sustained once they were in position here.
The bench against the N wall will presumably go with the closing of the doors.
Platon dates the N wall to MMIIIB, because he found the same kind of burnt slabs
under the present floor of the EPC, where they were connected with MMII pottery.66 This
is not a correct argument.
If the idea of the polythyron is accepted it will alter the appreciation of the area to the
north of the LSS in the earlier phase; such a series of doors will have served something rather
better than the present pair of small EW rooms visible. Just how large this postulated room
might have been is not clear. The fact that the present west door in the wall is broader than
the projected others to the east need not be worrying as a similar variation is seen in the
series in the S wall, where the easternmost is broader than the other three. Whether the
argued discrepancy in the size of the door-jamb bases can be so easily dismissed is another
matter.
2)

3)

The Tripartite Shrine - see later.

THE NE UNIT
Entrance was from the south through the LSS. The N wall of this shows both in its

eastern blocked door and in that at the west that remained open how the doors were
controlled from the N. What exactly that means for the earlier phase is uncertain, but in the
case of the later it shows that someone working in the GPR or the TR could have locked
themselves in there - for whatever reason. Access internally was simply by walking along the
western side of the rooms - a procedure often to be associated with storage areas. The
presence of two dowel holes in the threshold between GPR and TR might place a door there
at some time.

THE GREAT PITHOS ROOM (GPR - Hood’s Room 33)
The door at the west end of the N wall of the LSS leads first into the Great Pithos
Room.

It has been observed above that there is both a difference in door width and a

variation in the size of the door-jamb bases between this and the blocked one at the east end

55 Shaw, 1973, 83.
66 Platon, Krit. Chron. 1942-47,635.
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of the N wall. The question of a corresponding difference in phasing was raised (see below),
but not answered; Evans thought them contemporary.57

Analysis of the w alls
The NORTH WALL, which divides the GPR from the TR has been much mauled
about by modern reconstruction work; it is difficult to determine how much is original, although
in a phototgraph (PLATE 4) it seems to survive up to quite a height. It is of rubble masonry;
various kinds of limestone and the rare piece of gypsum, of which a small block exists at the
west end. At the east part of the wall, traces of a gypsum dado exist. A single vertical beam
slot lies west of the centre of the wall.
The WEST WALL is shared by both this room and the TR to the north. Of rubble
masonry, it contains many gypsum blocks, of which one near the door has a mason’s mark
(a star) cut on it, and at least three types of limestone. A vertical beam slot occupies the
midpoint, which unusually also falls at the side of the opening dividing this from the room to
the north. Does this argue that the N wail is a later addition, or that advantage was being
taken of the chance to combine a structural member with a door frame element? To judge
from another instance in the doorway between Rooms 48/47 in the Throne Room area - where
a door is shown by the presence of the pivot hole, the latter ought to be the case. At the
height of 1.70m. a horizontal slot can just be detected in the modem cement. The wall was
carried up to about 3m. by Evans to take a ceiling over the rooms to the west. Portions of a
gypsum dado are visible at the base, on line with similar remnants on the same wall in LSS.
The SOUTH WALL is the N wall of LSS, and has already been described from the
point of view of that room. At three points small blocks of masonry have been erected to act
as buttresses, and have thereby obscured any details concerning the lower portions of the
multiple vertical beam slots. It is preserved to an irregular height of 1.70-2m.
The EAST WALL is formed by the original facade wall along the Central Court, it
looks totally unaltered though this may not be so. The lower portions, 2-3 courses, are neatly
built with both well-dressed limestone blocks at the base and gypsum ones above (PLATE 149
b). The presence of rubble elements too higher up gives pause; do they mark the typically
less impressive interior face of such facade walls or an indication that some renovation had
been conducted by the Minoans? The original height is largely around 1.30m., rising abruptly
to 1.90m. with the large gypsum block. A gypsum dado is also traceable at the very base,
heavily cemented in two different stages of modem work. The N and S walls butt onto this
one.

67 Evans, PM I, fig. 152.
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Analysis of the floor
Although the floor is heavily repaired with cement, some of the original stone slabbing
of gypsum is visible.

It had been subjected to a fire, as its colour at the west declares.

Whether this is the latest floor is open to some doubt in that Evans has a cryptic remark
concerning a higher plaster one around the region of the Medallion pithos.68 In AE/NB
1929.1, a sketch suggests that two plaster and clay floors were found either side (ie. above
and below) a gypsum one. Each of the plaster floors are ten cms. thick, and some 30 cm
from the stone pavement. One of the floors he labels MMIIb, the other MMIII - though which
he is referring to is not obvious, it is likely to be the lower plaster and the stone ones.
Certainly the bottom of the Medallion pithos today looks to be standing on something below
the gypsum floor. At the NE comer and at other places along the N wall (PLATE 150 b), the
floor slabs do not appear to respect the wall-line,but rather look to run on under it. Gypsum
badly affected by water obscures the junction and seems to compose both wall and floor in
places - perhaps this marks some traces of a dado, but how would such fit with a floor going
on to the north? Excavation is required here.

Analysis of other features
1)

In the middle of the room, just south of the Great Pithos there is what was once a

rectangular cist or sinking (PLATES 150 fc 149 b), running EW.58 Now it has become
pinched in at the middle; the partial collapse of the long side at the north has occurred as the
gypsum slabs that line its walls and base have gradually decayed. These now survive,
fractionally, on N, E, and W, though hardly at all on the S. A lead sheet recorded in the
diaries might have been used to line this,80 but its exact location (not at least in the cist) and
amount seem open to dispute.
Evans writes that these receptacles of which others occurred in neighbouring rooms
are of superficial character and apparently without any cover ... and probably served as
recipients or small vats for liquid poured from time to time from the great jars’.81 The top of
the sinking here seems at a lower level than the surrounding floor - is decay responsible or

68 Evans, PM IV.ii, 635.
50 D M /D B 1900 30th April ’In the pithos room 34/2 just SE of the pithos a long rectangular
slab-lined sinking in the floor was discovered probably having some function similar to that of
the two in the E pillar room 34/1’.
80 DM/DB 1900 28th April ’..at X were found a large piece of lead lining..’
61 Evans, 1899-1900, 29.
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is it actually of an earlier phase? The existence of such a phase is proposed by Evans82 with
regard to the Great Pithos, whose exterior base when measured vertically can be calculated
to be below the level of the present stone slabs - though the modem concrete used to hold
it in place obscures any more direct observation. The pithos has had a hole bored at its foot
just in front of the sinking - this encourages the belief that the two were connected. Only the
transference of a liquid could be so served: either being deliberately let run into the sinking
and thence caught or scooped out, or being trapped there from accidental spills. When the
pithos needed cleaning, the dirty contents would have escaped into the sinking and been
easier retrieved.

Major unresolved points
1)

The date of the construction of the N wall in relation to the flooring; and the dates of

the three different floors recorded in Evans’ 1929.1 volume.

THE TEMPLE REPOSITORIES ROOM (TR - Hood’s Room 34)
This is served by the NS throughway corresponding to the west side of the GPR by
virtue of the opening at the west end of the S wall. Door-jamb bases are not found, though
a threshold survives of two slabs. The smaller eastern one, partly set under the S wall, has
been shaped or worn down in the actual doorway, and contains two square dowel holes there
(PLATE 150 b).

On the assumption that the wall end has not been extended in Evans'

reconstructions, then it would seem that the dowels might have been used (?re-used) to fix
the wooden frame of the opening. Whether any door stood it is not known.

Analysis of the walls
The NORTH WALL is of rubble masonry, with many gypsum blocks closely packed
in 4-5 courses and containing sizeable pieces. One of these, set lower in the wall, has a
group of large dowel holes (PLATE 151 a). A vertical beam slot exists in the mid-point of the
wall, with hints of its horizontal partner remaining. At the NW, at some 1.60 m., is a patch of
mudplaster (90x40 cms.) of the canonical dark-orange of this region. The original surviving
height must have been close to 2m., and has been taken higher to receive a roof.

82 Evans, PM IV.ii, 633 ’Only a quite recent re-examination of this vessel led to the
discovery that the plaster floor surrounding a part of its lower circumference did not really
represent the level of the base of the jar. Further excavation on one side brought out the fact
that it rested on a MMIII floor - some 30 cms. lower..’ In the same volume (p.634, fig. 622),
Evans shows the pithos sitting on its original floor. This is the only time Evans speaks of a
plaster floor above the gypsum paving.
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The WEST W ALL is the continuation of that of the GPR. An interesting feature is a
projecting gypsum block, by 20 cms., at its foot - too much so for any dado or plaster to have
hidden it. A similar effect can be occasionally encountered in the rooms behind the Throne
Room (Rooms 48, 44a), and may mark a slight carelessness in construction, or just possibly
an attempt to spread the wall's weight at some suspect softer spot.63
The SOUTH WALL is the N wall of the GPR. At the top of the west end is a small
block of limestone with a finely cut double-axe on it, part is lost showing it to be re-used. A
vertical beam slot at the rough centre corresponds with that on the south face. At the west,
Evans once recorded white wall plaster with red stripes.64
The EAST WALL is again the continuation of the interior face of the original east
facade. Here the large gypsum blocks at the top are lost, as is all trace of the dado. The
lower limestone block and rubble composition remains.

Analysis of the Floor
At the time of the excavation it is evident in the photographs (PLATE 152) that the
room was covered with worn slabs, no doubt of gypsum. Traces of these remain along the
W and part of the N (PLATE 151 b) and S walls:65 that along the W has what appears to be
a neatly-cut step (PLATE 153 a) in it, though to receive what is not known. The whole of this
latest floor has been sacrificed in the excavation of the Repositories. What is now visible
along the west part of the N wall and along the W wall is the crystalline type of gypsum.
Along the S wall there are two patches of fine-grained and very worn gypsum - perhaps part
of the floor, it lies above the level of the top of the cists but below the gypsum and cement
along the N wall.

Analysis o f other features
1)

The sm aller cists (PLATES 152; 165 a).

The two large ones that comprise the

Temple Repositories proper have been dealt with in the relevant chapter.66 Today a small
cist lies between the two large ones (PLATE 153 b): rectangular, but much reduced in every
dimension. A fourth, of similar minor kind - albeit larger than the third, was removed in the
course of excavating the West Repository, in whose NE comer it lay.

Both consisted of

63 As at bases of walls in Rooms 48 and 44a, personal communication from Vasso Fotou
and D. Evely.
64 Evans, 1903, 39 ’stucco painted white with red bands, forming a kind of frieze and
dado...'
65 DM/DB 1903 28th May 86 ’rough gypsum paving’.
66 Described above in Chapter III on the Temple Repositories.
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gypsum slabs joined to form base and sides of the cist and with the ends of their longer sides
not cut off flush, but allowed to project.

Though today the sides are upstanding quite

obviously, this does not seem to have been so in relation to the contemporary (now removed)
floor in the case of the surviving one, though some degree may have yet applied for the other.
The photograph (PLATE 152) shows that they were both equipped with various cuts at the
tops of the sides, by which some kind of lid might be assumed to have been affixed.
According to Mackenzie,67 these were used as oil vats.

Pithoi are argued to have

been found here too, though perhaps mistakenly (see below).
Unfortunately, Evans does not give a full description of the position of the missing cist,
nor of its relation to the larger one in which it was sitting. As he says the stratification of both
Repositories was practically identical... In this deposit from the surface downwards to a depth
of 1.10m., there lay closely packed together a quantity of clay vessels ...,66

From the

plans,60 it can be estimated that the missing cist had a depth of at least 30 cms. and thus
must have impinged a little on the filling of the larger cist below. The remaining cist is situated
between the two larger ones - it fits so exactly that it must have been created at the time of
concealing the main Repositories beneath the new gypsum floor.70

b)

TH E W /N W UNIT
In the W wall of the LSS there are three openings (PLATES 143 b; 154). The middle

one with that to its N lead directly into the EPC, and thence to the WPC. The southern one
leads into an EW South Corridor which will be taken separately. Only the middle one was
recognized in 1900, the northern being opened in 1901, which is why the earliest plans show
but a single entrance (PLATE 161). Whether the northern one was blocked during Minoan
times or whether the excavators failed to recognize the doorway is never made clear.

67 DM/DB 1903 28th May, p.86
having 2 oil cists set into the flo o r.. the 2 vats or oil
receivers were grouped close together in the W half of the room’. Evans, 1903,39 ’From the
occurrence of two shallow superficial cists or stone vats in its pavem ent.. it seemed to have
been used during the concluding period of the building for the storage of oil'. In PM I, 464,
Evans describes the cists andcompares them to theVats’ constucted above thelower part
of the original ’kaselles’ of the magazines 'exhypothesi, in the firstLate MinoanPeriod’. He
goes on to say that they were probably receptacles for ’solid objects probably of ritual use.
When considered in relation to the discovery of the more important cists below, K becomes
evident, indeed, that they represented a religious survival’.
68

Evans, PM I, 466.

60

Evans, PM I, fig. 335b.

70 This fact may be argued to support the theory that the Repositories were knowingly
sealed - contents and all.
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Whilst the EPC has quite an important and pivotal role in the final phase as it provides
the only access to the 5 rooms to the N and NW, the WPC is less central. For as long as the
opening in the S wall of the WPC remained open, a secondary, more circituitous route into the
West Magazines from the LSS/Central Court was feasible, or equally from the West
Magazines into the Crypts.

The evidence for the closing of the doorway is equivocal,

however.71 Whatever the exact position, it is more likely that traffic was directed through the
EW South Corridor, and that the alternative route through the PCs was purely for local
business being conducted in relationship to them and probably the Rooms to the north.
The VR is self-contained, and seemingly could be locked from the inside - though just
why anyone should wish to do so is unclear. The other three rooms and corridor to the NW
are today a likewise self-contained set; though movement internally was quite unrestricted
owing to the lack of doors, it too was capable of being shut off from the inside. The existence
of doors, if ever proven, at some stage in the W wall of the EW narrow room N of the WPC
and the N wall of the NR, would, of course, alter all this - but such certainly did not apply in
the latest period.

sub-unit (i)
THE EAST PILLAR CRYPT (EPC - Hood’s Room 30)
Other than its compass point designation, the name of the room is derived from the
central pillar and its generally darkened nature. A roughly square room, it plays a pivotal role
second only to that of the LSS.

Analysis of the walls
These differ considerably amongst themselves.
The NORTH W ALL has two openings, with a slender piece of walling between, and
another such at the east end too. The original height is hard to estimate as it has been

71 Evans, 1899-1900,34 ’Of the two Pillar-rooms with which we are at present concerned
- that to the west, which was once apparently entered from the ’Corridor of the House Tablets’
by a now blocked door-way...’ It also appears blocked in Fyfe’s plan of 1900 (1899-1900,
pl.XIl). In the following year, Evans realized that the LSS was directly connected with a
corridor to the West Magazines, which in the previous season he had thought was also shut
off by a blocking: 1901, 27 W hat had seemed like a blind alley opening on the south-west
comer of the hall proved to be in reality continuous and to supply a thoroughfare to the Long
Gallery by the passage called in the proceeding report the Corridor of the House Tablets,
which is in fact a section of the same gangway. This circumstance refutes the view that
communication between this part of the Palace and the Long Gallery was at any time
uninterrupted.’
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heavily cemented to support the roof at 3.50m.72 It seems to have been around 90cms,
though at the east a patch of orange mudplaster at 2.10 m. shows ft could be higher in places.
Generally the composition is of rubble masonry, limestone and the occasional massive gypsum
block, with traces of fire on its surface. The two doors at either end have high door-jamb
bases of gypsum (PLATE 155 a).
The WEST WALL has a door at its N whereby entrance could be gained to the
WestPC. The rubble masonry is typical, except for the presence of a massive limestone block
set high up, at 1.30m.

It is unusual to have a piece of such dimensions so high.

A

photograph (PLATE 154) shows ft sitting uncomfortably on smaller stones. Did ft actually
belong to the wall? Mackenzie’s diary describes73 how the western end of the room was
choked with fallen blocks - is ft one of these? At the base of the wall are traces of a gypsum
dado.74 The SOUTH WALL is much thinner than the others.75 Although ft is made in the
same rubble technique, the stones are on the small side and the wall is only some 50 cms.
thick as opposed to up to twice that elsewhere. No gypsum is included. A vertical beam slot
sits roughly in the middle, but another one is surprisingly encountered just before its eastern
end, by the door in the E wall. This wall butts the W one.
The EAST W ALL is the W wall of the LSS. The two doors that connect it with that
room are equipped with door-jamb bases of suspiciously good preservation compared with
others in the region.

The difficulty of making them out in photographs and their non-

appearance on Fyfe’s plan have already been adduced above to support the argument that
they are essentially reconstructions.75 Their rabbets are today placed at the east ends, if
correct this will imply that the W unit too was capable of being closed off from within from the

72 All the rooms to be described from here on have a concrete roof at 3.5 mtrs. from their
floors.
73 DM/DB 1900 7th May, inked version ’ the tumbled condition of the construction
separating the E room from the W pillar room surrounded as ft was by large blocks out of
position and leaning strongly E made ft seem unsafe and an attempt was made to adjust the
blocks to a more stable position Wwards, while this was being done, however, ft became
doubtful whether these blocks really formed a wall at a ll..’ At a later date, 9 May he writes,
inked: the E and W pillar rooms have a much tumbled wall between them mentioned in
connection with the wall for Monday 7th May and in the process of getting fallen blocks into
a more stable position we came upon the real wall running SN underneath with a doorway
between the E and W pillar rooms at its N end’.
74 Dimensions of dado - L 80, H 8.5, Th 8 cms.
75 Dimensions of thickness of S wall of crypt - c.50 cms.; in relation to others in area at
80-100 cms.
75 Fyfe’s plans 1900 (PLATES 161; 168 a); also Evans, 1901,150.
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LSS.77 The thresholds may also be replacements for much the same observations as made
for the jamb bases.

Analysis of the floor
The floor78 consists of gypsum slabs which survive quite well (?reconstructed) in front
of the doors at the east and by the east flank of the pillar but only in patches elsewhere. No
pattern to their distribution declares itself. A long thick limestone slab, partly restored in
cement, lies at the foot of the W wall: it seems too low for a bench or dais, but equally too
heavy to match the rest of the floor.
Platon records that he found the remains of a slabbed gypsum floor below this
presently visible one. With this, in some unspecified relationship, were said to be animal
bones and pottery of up to MMII date.

Analysis of other features
1)

A square pillar78 of gypsum is set roughly in the centre of the room, as it now

measures. It is built up of four solid, dressed blocks, burnt almost black in colour by a fire.
The double-axe sign is cut ’on three sides of every block, namely to the N, E and S and again
on the top’.80
2)

To W and E of the pillar, a solid vat81 of gypsum is set at a level just below the floor

slabs. Cut from a single piece to a rectangular pattern, they are well preserved, but even so
cemented in as part of a later reconstruction.

77 I presume that some trace of the rabbet existed and so Evans reconstructed them
accordingly.
78 DM/DB 1900 28th April ’The flooring of this room was also at a depth of 2.30 mtrs.’
79 DM/DB 1900 28th April The central pillar stood 1.82 high from the floor and consisted
of 4 blocks all 4 sides being .. inscribed with the double axe sign on the N,E and S sides’.
80 Evans, 1899-1900, 32 T he other pillar (meaning the one in the EPC) is marked in a
similar way on three sides of every block, namely to the North, East and South and again on
the top’.
81 DM/DB 1900 28th April 'A curious feature was apparent in the flooring of this room first
W and then E of the pillar in the shape of two rectangular stone-lined reservoirs coming just
to the floor level. Both are almost 25 cms. deep, 80EW x 47NS (and 80 x 53)'. In 1899-1900,
34, Evans records that these Vats’ are the same as in the Vat Room. This is not s o .. those
in the VR are very shallow. The technique of cutting them out from a solid block of stone is
shared. ’A small stone ’vat’ such as those described, was sunk in the ground on each side
of the pillar. This room, moreover, gave access to a smaller inner magazine in which were
several of these vats and remains of pithoi’. According to Mackenzie the remains of only a
single pithos was found in the second (from the south) vat.
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THE WEST PILLAR CRYPT (WPC - Hood’s Room 29)
The WPC is entered from the east by a door at the N end of the E wall and again from
one at the W end of the present S wall. Thus, a more indirect route through from the LSS to
the West Magazines exists alongside the EW South Corridor directly to the south of the W unit
itself.

Analysis of the walls
All the walls here are restored considerably so as to support the concrete roof.
The NORTH WALL is of rubble masonry, none of any size; in the middle stands a
vertical beam slot. PLATE 154 gives a good impression of its original height. At the foot,
there is a definite gap visible between the wall and the edge of the floor slabs: either this
marks a slight repositioning of the wall at a later date, or the fact that once a dado was
positioned there.
The W EST W ALL has some larger gypsum blocks in it, set lower in the wall to the
south, but is essentially of rubble. A vertical beam slot occupies its customary position, whilst
a horizontal is traced by a remnant in its NW comer. It is felt that some of the stones in the
N W corner demonstrate that the two walls are roughly bonded and therefore of the same date.
The SOUTH WALL is mostly reconstructed, as contemporary photographs make plain
(PLATE 154); perhaps only 2 or 3 courses are genuine and even they could have been much
reworked. The nature of this wall, like the corresponding one in EPC, differs radically from all
others in the neighbourhood - it is thinner and composed of smaller pieces without any reused
dressed blocks. It is also on a slightly different alignment, turning to the north a little. Near
the base at around the midpoint of the wall are some traces of carbonized wood leaking from
in between the stones (PLATE 155 b): perhaps the remains of a vertical beam. At the west
end is an opening; it lacks any jambs, but looks to have a kind of threshold still in position.
Evans did not immediately recognise the existence of this door.82 The wall is clearly sitting
on what were the border zone slabs of an elaborate slabbed floor (PLATE 156 a,b): it must
therefore be an addition to an earlier scheme.
The EAST WALL is the W wall of the EPC. Some quite large, dressed blocks of
limestone are preserved on this face too. The door-jamb bases at the northern opening are
much too large to fit with the present wall sizes, and project by up to 30-35 cms. beyond their
thickness. A reuse is arguably indicated as a result.

82 See footnote 71.
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Analysis of the floor
The floor33 is composed in a pattern, where a central square is surrounded by a
higher border zone; all laid out in regular slabbing. The central sinking, by some 4-5 cms., is
composed of regular squared gypsum, now rather worn. Fragments survive at nearly all the
comers and along the S side, cement repairs account for the remainder. The border zone84
is also made up from square or rectangular slabs of gypsum, ?some of limestone too.
Unusually a single slab makes up the entire southern side. Many here are repaired with
cement.
As a general rule the width of the border is 70-75 cms. The exception is the south
side at only 40 cms. Elsewhere such pavements are always given a border of a consistent
width.85 This discrepancy here is significant (see below).

Analysis of other features
1)

The main feature here is the gypsum pillar. It is on much the same EW axis as that

in the EPC, and essentially of the same construction, material and adorned with the same
double-axes.86 In relation to the sunken portion of the flooring, the pillar stands slightly closer
to the east, and definitely so to the north. To the present walls of the room, it lies almost
exactly on the midpoint of the NS axis, but obviously would not have done so with respect to
the original line of the S wall. The base of the pillar rests on a supporting block (PLATE 157
a) that projects out beyond its edges, clearest on the east (by some 13 cms.); K also stands
slightly higher than the floor (by 5-6 cms.). It is not clear if the supporting block is part of an
original, ?earlier, flooring or an integral part of the pillar itself. Time has caused the juncture
of the two to become obscured - one cannot tell if one or two pieces of stone are involved.

83 Mackenzie, DM/DB 1900 30th April, inked The W pillar room 34/3 has just shown the
flooring at a depth of 3m.’ He continues on the next day T h e W pillar room 1 has been
completely excavated and the floor revealed. This is paved with slabs some of them of
gypsum’. Evans says of the same floor, 1901 .... ’On the other hand the floor round the West
Pillar showed a regular border and central square like that of the Throne Room and indicating
that in this case as in the other it had been adorned with varied colouring’. This is not evident
now and fragments of gypsum survive only in the central square.
84 The slab which is situated immediately after the threshold (there is no threshold slab)
of the door leading into the W crypt, most probably is not original as it cannot be seen in
photographs, unless it was temporarily removed. It is suspiciously well preserved.
86 See Throne Room, Evans, PM I, 907 and figs. 877, 879.
86 Mackenzie, DM/DB 1900 30th April, inked ’..the pillar in the room has 4 blocks and
stands 1.75 high. The blocks are 65x65. The double axe sign appears on the different blocks
on all four sides of the pillar. The pillar stands 2m. E of the W wall of the room and 140 S of
the N wall’. Evans, 1899-1900, 32 those of the W pillar show this sign repeated on every
side of every block as well as on the upper face of the topmost stone - in all 17 times.
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It is not even absolutely clear whether or not the pillar might have been added to an earlier
pavement arrangement. According to specialists, the double axe signs on the two pillars are
certainly MM, but not of the earliest type.*7
2)

Against the eastern wall a bench has been entirely reconstructed by Platon and

Hutchinson (PLATE 157 b), who claimed to have found tell-tale traces of gypsum on the S wall
at the appropriate height.*8 As presently constructed it is narrower than others in the region.
An early photograph shows an untidy mass of stones at the foot of this wall - it is possible that
such could be part of the stone core of a bench. They could also be tumbled wall stones.
One cannot tell now.

sub-units (ii and iii)
THE VAT ROOM AND NW UNfT (Hood’s Room 31)
From the EPC two doors lead into separate rooms. From the one at the east the Vat
Room alone is entered - sub-unit ii, whilst the western gives access to a group of four
interconnected units - sub-unit iii. The walls of the region as a whole have been heightened
to take the concrete roof.

THE VAT ROOM (VR)W
The name of the Room is taken from a line of shallow vats along the E wall. It is
rectangular.

87 Evans, PM I, 218 refers to the pillars as belonging to the ’earlier palace’ - whatever he
means by that exactly .. 'From the character of the incised marks and the other indications
these Pillars must clearly be reckoned among the structures of the earlier palace'. In PM I,
425, he writes 'it is clear that the massive gypsum pillars of the two small chambers in the
centre of this region (see Suppl. PI X) belong to the original Palace structure. The deeply
incised double-axe signs on their blocks are themselves characteristic of the earlier class’.
Hood is of the opinion that they are not of the earliest type of mason’s marks, oral
communication.
88 Platon records (written communication) that he found traces of gypsum attached to the
w a ll.. a clue in favour this time of the hypothesis. An empty space exists here between the
easternmost flooring slab and the E wall of some 20 cms. - this may argue in favour of some
inserted furniture there, but as a bench it would be shallower than the general run of such in
the area.
80 Mackenzie, DM/DB 1900 3rd May, inked ’N of the E pillar room, a room opens off N
which is now in course of excavation to the floor which is at a depth of 2.60’ (mtrs.).
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Analysis of the walls
The EAST WALL is rubble built (PLATE 5), with small blocks of gypsum and
limestone in it. A vertical beam slot exists in the middle, opposite its equivalent in the W wall,
and traces of a horizontal can be made out in the modem repairs. In the SE comer a patch
of orange mudplaster remains, in which are visible sherds including a small cup base with a
brown wash. No date is offered from this sherd, and indeed such an approach to dating is
a hazardous one.
The NORTH WALL is similarly constructed. At 1.80m. is a line of calcium carbonate
(1-7 cms. thick). This seems to be a deliberate layer of lime plaster put down to level up or
infill a gap connected with a horizontal beam slot which can be detected running just above
it. At the west end is a round hole surrounded by mudplaster, the ghost of the wooden beam.
Patches of similar mudplaster exist above this level on the wall’s face.
The WEST WALL contains the usual material as well as two larger, dressed limestone
blocks at the south, and one of gypsum to the north. Like the E wall there is a vertical slot
at the middle with traces of a horizontal over it at 1.64m.
The SOUTH WALL is limited to a small stretch at the east of the doorway, and has
been described in connection with the N wall of the EPC. The door-jamb bases are large, and
despite their poor condition a rabbet survives at the south, indicating that the Vat Room could
be bolted from the inside.

Analysis of the floor
The floor is largely still covered in schist and gypsum slabs.00 The latter comes in
two varieties: a more robust, microcrystalline sort and another with larger crystals that
disintegrates easily. The threshold has not survived well: traces of gypsum in a disintegrated,
even powdery state remain at the periphery, though that at and just beyond the north is
firmer;01 in between is revealed a yellowish soil with tiny lumps of gypsum, charred wood,

00 Mackenzie, DM/DB 1900 3rd May, inked ’the floor is paved with slabs of gypsum and
schist’, in 1899-1900, 54, n.3, Fyfe classifies the paving materials .. the schist as ’a dark,
blue-black, dense slatey material, capable of polish, used in strips in front of doorways ..
Irregular blue-black slabs were used for the flooring of the passage N of the E Pillar Room
(H.5) and at the N end of the Stone Vat Room (H .5)’.
01 Evans describes this spot as that where the Vat Room deposit was found: 1903, 94 ’a small pit of this kind was found immediately under the pavement of the entrance to the
Room of the Stone Vats’. In PM I, 449, fig. 322 as well as PM 1 ,171, fig. 121 he places the
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small sherds and obsidian fragments. Within the room two gypsum slabs at the east are in
a poor condition, though a series of four to the west are much better thanks to being of the
microcrystalline species. Two of these are much more regularly shaped than the others. A
concrete patch at the east has been argued above to mark the spot of Evans’ test in the room.
A reasonably well-preserved gypsum slab lies beyond, and the remainder of the north part is
paved with irregular pieces of schist. Another such turns up in the SE comer, alongside a
gypsum fragment. The intermingling of schist with gypsum in this manner is unusual.

Analysis of other features
1)

The cist at the N wall.82 This is created by setting into the floor a hollowed out block

of gypsum, some 9.5 cms. thick. Though Mackenzie describes it as shallow, it is yet deeper
than the series of vats; its full form could not be appreciated owing to the volume of soil that
has by now accumulated within it. Its base looks to be inclined to the centre. An odd, grey
and brittle material has collected or been dumped at the base: it looks like a mix of soil and
gypsum fragments almost like a powder.83 The walls are of the microcrystalline gypsum,
which is discoloured a dark-brown to black by the action of heat. At present the preserved
heights of the walls, except the E, is lower than the surrounding floors: was it intended to
receive a lid that would make it flush? The distance between cist and N wall is 2-4 cms.,
though a stone at the base of the latter projects sufficiently to come up to the inside line of the
cist (NW). It is possible from this to argue that the wall, in its present form, was maybe later
than the cist.
2)

Along the E wall are five more vats (PLATE 158 a),84 of varying shapes and

dimensions amongst themselves, and all different from that at the N wall. They are all cut
from a single block. The comers of the room are left free: 24 cms. at the N, 64 at the S. The
vat at the north end of the row is the largest, being square in its outline with a circular
depression: the SW corner and all the west side are restored; the base has received a coat

there is no paving now beyond some traces of disintegrating gypsum. This space of about
35 cms. across is too small to have been excavated to a depth of a metre. For further
information see Chapter II in this thesis.
82 Mackenzie, DM/DB 1900 3rd May, inked ’at the foot of the N wall were found in the
floor in the NW angle a shallow rectangular sinking of gypsum slabs’.
83 Examined visually by Zervantonakis (geologist), for which I thank him.
84 Mackenzie, DM/DB 1900 4th May, inked 'At the foot of the N wall it was mentioned that
yesterday a rectangular shallow sinking and a circular one adjacent to it were found in the
floor in the NW and NE comers of the room respectively. Today 4 similar sinkings square in
shape but with their W sides all curved outwards were brought into view running NS along the
foot of the E wall’.
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of cement too. The next is of the same shape, though only the NW comer is not now made
up. The third is square with a square depression of less than usual depth (at 2.5 cms.); a thin
skin of cement has been applied. The next one is substantially complete too with only the NE
comer missing; of the same form as the proceeding, it is deeper (at 14 cms.). The last vat
at the south is essentially the same shape, though the west side of the hollow has hints of a
curved line to it; the SE comer is repaired. The material of which they are made looks to be
like that of the cist against the N wall.96 In places the E wall stones look close to overlapping
the back of the vats.

THE NORTH W EST UNIT (NW )
Of the Rooms entered from the western of the doors in the N wall of the EPC almost
nothing is learnt from the diaries or publications beyond the fact that they were dug in 1900.
In the annotated plan (PLATE 168 foidout), a trench seems to have been opened at the centre
of the big room. It has never been published, and no finds are associated.

THE ROOM WITH THE NICHE (RN)
This, the first room entered, now looks rather different than when first excavated.96
It got its name from a small EW cross wall97 that projected out from the W wall, dividing the
long NS unit into two, of which the first encountered was little more than a niche in the view
of the excavators. This internal structure has long since been swept away.

Analysis of the walls
All here have been completed in such a manner as makes it difficult to assess their
original height.
The NORTH W ALL is of rubble in a variety of gypsum and limestone blocks - none
of any great size. A small limestone one of irregular shape at the NE comer has mason’s
marks (a trident is clear, another sign nearby less so). The degree of rebuilding is hard to

95 Samples have been submitted to Demokritos, Athens for physical analysis.
98 Fyfe, 1901 NB, (PLATE 16G b); 1899-1900 pi. XIII (PLATE 161): on this plan a very
thick wall running EW is visible in line with the door to the Western corridor. Considering the
fact that a low bench runs along the E wall of the room, starting immediately after the entrance
and on the same line with the door-jamb base, I wonder whether one could still be able to the
room proper. From the plans it is not clear, though the wall definitely did not reach the E wall
of the room.
97 See footnote 96.
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assess; a photograph shows a substantial height standing, but the present careful standard
of construction may imply that Evans dismantled K beforehand.
The WEST WALL incorporates larger reused blocks of both stones in its make-up,
one of which, a worn piece of gypsum, carries the mason’s mark of the 'window’ (cross in a
square). Near the north end an opening" leads into a narrow NS blind corridor: no door
ever existed here - there are no jamb-bases, but a pier construction of superimposed large
gypsum blocks exists instead. The technique is that employed in several rooms behind the
Throne Room, and is there attributed to a campaign in the later LM period (exact date unclear,
perhaps LM II-III?). Either side carry mason’s marks: the south has a finely cut star, on the
north are a pair of antithetically arranged double-axes • both sets are finely cut. Sherds, eg.
a footed cup base with a black wash, are visible in the mudplaster between the blocks.
The substantial size of the stones makes it likely that the wall here had survived well.
Close to the door are four stones of gypsum that are part of or attached to the wall and
overlying the floor - are they part of the original EW cross wall from which the room took its
name?98
The SOUTH (SE) W ALL is the N wall of the EPC. Not as massive in its construction,
it shows traces of a fire. Patches of orange mudplaster, with a vegetable intermix, survive,
as does one with coarse red ceramic pieces at the base. The doorway from the EPC has
received huge jamb-bases of gypsum,100 that project out well beyond the actual door itself;
their rabbet is at the south (as seen on the west jamb), again demonstrating that the door
could be secured from the inside. On the west jamb of the door is preserved evidence of a
device connected with the door fram e.

This once comprised two wooden planks, their

reverses left rough (to judge from marks left in the mudplaster that supported them), which
were placed flat either side of a low projecting ridge. Similar cases can be found at the
Palace in the East wing and in other sites.101
The EAST W ALL is the W wall of the VR, with well dressed and laid stones in it. A
vertical beam slot holds its midway position, with a horizontal above at 160 cms. At the top
of the vertical is a block with a handleless trident on it; slightly higher patches of orange
mudplaster survive.

86 On Fyfe’s 1900 plan, (1899-1900, pi. XIII) - PLATE 161, this door is not shown and
cannot yet have been recognized to exist.
00 See footnote 96.
100 The door-jamb bases here are of extremely large dimensions and are unique in this
respect in this part of the Palace. Fyfe’s sketch 1901, (PLATE 161 b).
101 A similar, though smaller, construction is reported by Fyfe (1902 F/NB) in the ’Lair* ’east jamb of door to Lair’; for further examples, Shaw, 1973,140-1.
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Analysis of the floor
Like the floor of the VR, a combination of schist and gypsum slabs are used.102 in
this instance the schist ones are concentrated in the region of the doorway from the EPC: a
certain degree of what could be deliberate patterning is observable. Across the width of the
door, as a species of threshold, runs one slab, to which two more are set at right angles,
followed by another large one parallel to the first. Beyond are two rows of smaller segments
(three in each). At the far north end come three small pieces of gypsum of irregular size and
arranged NS. All the rest of the area was left bare - or is so today. A trial opened by Hood
and Momigliano just in front of the middle of the low bench came directly into Neolithic soil.

Analysis of other features
1)

A long, but low bench (PLATE 158 b)runs along much of the E wall. It is made up

of three larger and two smaller pieces that range in size from thick slabs to slim blocks. The
material is the microcrystalline variety of gypsum,103 with its mineral structure much
destroyed. The smaller pair, nearest the entrance, are in poor condition and cemented as a
result. The middle slab, complete, looks to run back slightly under a wall stone, and thus
ought to indicate a relative sequence.

THE NS CORRIDOR104
This short corridor, with an EW narrow room running west from its southern end, forms
in plan a kind of inverted gamma around the east and southern limits of the Northern Room.
Both elements of the corridor are today blind. The arrangements of the passages into it from
the RN and out into the NR separate off a northern element into a sort of deep cupboard
(PLATE 159 a). This is today full of large stones and blocks of several calibres and materials
that inhibit exploration. There appears to be a high proportion of gypsum blocks present in
the walls. The W EST W ALL has two courses of such, many with mason’s marks • a pair of
stars on the lowest, of 4-leaved branches above; the EAST has at least one 'window* sign.
To the south of the doorway, the E wall is composed of smaller stones with evidence of
cementing clear. Of the FLOOR, nothing can be told - it seems largely of earth.

102 See footnote 90; the ’passage N of the E pillar room’ most likely is the Room of the
Niche.
103 Examined visually by Zervantonakis.
104 See footnote 98.
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THE EW NARROW ROOM
This turns off at a right-angle from the above corridor, the opening being in no way
emphasized and no doorway existing. In width, it is a little broader than the NS corridor. The
SOUTH W ALL is neatly constructed, making use of many sizeable blocks in a careful, coursed
effect. Many gypsum ones carry mason’s marks: four double-axes, of which two are larger
and more deeply cut. The NORTH W ALL is less massive, with few gypsum blocks; it is
perhaps original up to some 1.50m.

The WEST W ALL seems variously composed: the

southern part employs the large stones seen in the S wall, whilst to the north only smaller
ones exist and in a relatively loosely-packed condition, with carbonized remains in a vertical
alignment. A possible vertical beam slot may exist, or alternatively some kind of infilling of the
north side may be responsible for this impression (PLATE 159 b). Might there once have
been a doorway here, leading into the Long Corridor of the West Magazines?105 No proper
study could be conducted here, owing to the presence of a number of substantial boxes of
large pithoi fragments. The FLOOR is of soil.

THE NORTHERN ROOM (NR)
Entrance is again by means of an opening,106 without any door-jamb bases and with
a pierhead construction. The room itself is squarer than the others in the region. It too is full
of wooden crates containing pithos fragments.

Analysis of the walls
The NORTH WALL is made of small-size rubble, of limestone and gypsum; the
remains of a plaster lined horizontal beam slot are visible, of which one side at least was
curved, a vertical equivalent lies at the wall’s mid-point. Here there may have been a door
connecting to the Jewel Fresco Room: there are suggestive vertical alignments, and Evans

105 Investigation along the W wall of both rooms might produce some evidence on whether
there was a door leading to the Long Corridor. Evans spoke of door jamb-bases on this side
of the corridor as well but he never specified their exact position, 1900-01, 49 'At intervals
along the Eastern wall of the Long Gallery, beyond the point where this passage debouches
on it (meaning the House Tablets entrance) were visible several stone jambs, or the remains
of such, answering to those at the entrance of the Magazines on the western side ... these
had originally given access to rooms or magazines on the eastern side of the Gallery .. a
doorway led directly from the Long Gallery to a somewhat complicated group of small
chambers north of the Pillar Rooms’.
106 This opening was not fully recognized for what it was in 1900; being marked by
hatches in the plans of Fyfe, 1899-1900, pi. XIII - PLATE 161.
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reconstructed a blocked window nearby.107 The W EST W ALL is similar in both respects,
though with larger blocks at its lower levels. The NW comer is rounded by the presence of
mudplaster and some soil (PLATE 160).
The SOUTH W ALL is the N wall of the EW Corridor. This face seems to survive to
a greater height, but in a worse condition - was the southern portion reconstructed by Evans?
The EAST W ALL is fairly slender, it is the W wall of the NS Corridor. The larger gypsum
blocks were there commented upon, smaller ones exist too and of limestone.

Analysis of the floor
This seems to be simply of soil.108

C)

THE EW CORRIDOR. SOUTH OF THE CRYPTS
At present this is entered through an opening at the south end of the W wall of the

LSS; a set of jamb bases show from their rabbets that the door was controlled from the west
(ie. from within the corridor). It provides a direct route to the West magazines from the LSS.

Analysis of the walls
The SOUTH WALL contains many reused blocks of gypsum > it is typical of all the
rubble ones in the area that employ reused material. The NORTH W ALL on the other hand
is different;106 it is the S wall of the E and WPC. A huge limestone block is set at the base
of the N wall and projects out into the corridor. The width of the corridor is some 130 cms.
If one mentally repositions the original S wall of the PCs, on the evidence offerred by
the WPC, and envisages it to have been a wall of the customary 80-100 cms. thickness, then
the EW corridor is reduced to a width of 30-50 cms. - far too small to be serviceable, surely.
It should be bom in mind that there exists independent evidence to the south of this corridor
to argue that the present EW alignment of the narrow rooms hereabouts visible today was a

107 A window (later blocked) is visible from the Jewel Fresco Room.
108 The floor looks to be just soil. Evans opened a trench in the large room, Plan GP 4,
of which nothing was published (PLATE 16Q).
106 The fact that it does not contain reused gypsum blocks may indicate either that it was
not built during the great campaign (when much of such were included), or that being so thin,
such massive blocks were simply not considered necessary.
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replacement of a NS scheme at an earlier period.110 It is possible then that the EW Corridor
simply did not exist prior to the final architectural plan.111

Analysis of the floor
This is paved in gypsum: the slabs to the east are larger and more rectangular in
comparison with the more irregular pieces to the west. Some may be replacements.

It but remains to draw together the essential points uncovered in the above, though
it must constantly be kept in mind that the observations are of different qualities of reliability
(eg. evidence of one floor laid over another is clearly superior to an argument based on an
apparently later style of construction without any stratigraphic support).
Circulation In the ’CPS* Area
All units are entered from the LSS, to which a staircase leads down from the Central
Court. The N and NW units are also dependent on the EPC. Access to the West Wing and
perhaps the upper floor is gained through the southern EW Corridor. However, the consistent
picture that emerges for the presently visible pattern, and for an earlier one so far as that area
north of the LSS is concerned, might appear contradictory. This is ultimately based on the
argument that the rabbet on a door-jamb indicates the direction the door opened (inwards from
the rabbet end) and thus the position from which the door was controlled by being bolted or
barred from the inside, ie. from the end opposite the rabbet.112 In fact, doors may also be
locked, by means of a pin, from the exterior,113 but the evidence for this - since the whole
is housed in the door-jamb some distance off the floor level - is seldom preserved.
Thus, it is seen that the LSS can be primarily closed off from all the dependent units,
probably including the Room of the Chariots at the south114.. an action not undertaken from
within the LSS, but in every case from within the unit itself. In the same manner the EPC can

110 Mackenzie, DM/DB 1923.1, 26ff.
111 Evans shows this corridor in all plans, even in the MMII palace one (PM I, fig.152)
(PLATE 163). Excavation is needed along this corridor to find out if it existed in previous
phases and in which, and also where the original S wall of the crypts really lay.
112 V. Fotou, oral communication.
113 V. Fotou, oral communication.
114 The rabbet of the surviving door-jamb base at the E side of the far W opening is at the
north end, indicating that the door was controlled from the Chariot Tablets area. One
assumes that the same is true for the other three openings. In DM/DB 1907, 80 plan the
rabbets are on the south, but on p.84 they appear on the north - he has obviously become
confused on this point.
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be isolated from the units to its W, N and NW. The only exceptions seem to be the opening
in the SW corner of the W PC,115 for which no evidence of a door can be found, and similarly
internally within the NW unit itself. That control to access should be sought is not in itself
surprising, especially in the present set-up, in which the LSS is open to the Central Court.
However, it does seem a little odd that such a degree of control would be required as a result
of which those exercising it would be shutting themselves into rooms from which there is no
other apparent route of exit, such as the Vat Room. Again this might be considered possible,
if some particular piece of work or ritual was being conducted therein, but it is not possible to
view this arrangement as part of a longterm security measure. For that, some method of
locking the doors from the exterior side would be required. Confusing though the position may
be, this pattern of access from a central pivotal area being nonetheless controlled by the
subsidiary rooms is one regularly met with in Minoan architectural planning.116
The opening of access from the Central Court into the LSS, as indicated by the loss
of the doorway by the staircase down from the Court, may be part of the creation of a
throughway via the EW corridor south of the Crypts into the West Magazines.

It is not

possible to say whether before this point any access at the south was possible into the
Magazines: one does not know if a door existed in the SW comer of the WPC then.

Lighting the ’CPS’ Area
It is striking to note that no single window or light-well has been securely recorded at
any stage. The walls have tended to survive up to a good height - enough to have permitted
the recognition of windows anyway. Consequently light can only have penetrated either by
the expedient of opening all the doors, and/or by some means of a clerestorey, in conjunction
with the NS Long Corridor in the West Wing most probably. No proof can be advanced for
this point though. A stone lamp was recovered from the GPR.
Hallager places a window at the E wall of the LSS, north of the stairs - for his latest
period at least;117 Evans in making the same area the southern wing of his Tripartite shrine
also allowed light to enter there at a similar late date.116 Some such device would certainly
improve matters considerably, but artificial light will always have been needed in the

115 See footnote 71.
116 V. Fotou, Doctora Deta thesis • The Study of Neopalatial Buildings (other than
palaces), forthcoming.
117 Hallager, 1987, fig. 1.c,d.
116 Evans, PM II.ii, 808 th e two wings would have been open ..’
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furthermost recesses, unless the hypothesis of a lightwell in the NW should turn out to have
any truth in it (see below).

Materials and construction of the ’CPS’ Area
This section is only a general review of the most obvious points, and as such no great
effort has been made to separate out the two strands that compose it.

For the basic

background of Minoan architectural practices, against which this must be taken, see Shaw’s
monograph.119
Amongst stones, two species are mostly employed: gypsum and limestone. The first
comes in two varieties: the fine-grained (usually whiter in colour) and that with a larger, hence
coarser, crystal size.120 Their preservation is directly related to this feature: the finer kind
breaking down into a powder, the other into individual crystals. Many more types of local
limestones were utilized121 - pure (porolithos) or marly (kouskouras) being the commonest,
though fossiliferous, conglomerate or travertine species are known.

A few instances of

quartzite (akonopetra) is recorded. Ironstone (sidheropetra) and schists are also found in
specialist roles - flooring in this case.
Some stones were no doubt collected from the hillsides and fields: as such they are
very suited to the rubble masonry approach. This does not mean, however, that they might
not be treated to a degree of rough dressing. The larger limestone and gypsum blocks were
more deliberately hewn and abraded to shape - no doubt quarried122 rather than collected;
of course, all slabs will have been so formed, with the aid of a saw. The reuse of much of the
material in the rubble masonry walls has been often remarked upon - the evidence for this is
drawn from the breakage patterns visible on otherwise relatively regularly formed blocks,
especially if a mason’s mark is so damaged. Burning too is a valuable indication of this habit.
The schists are difficult to assess - the stone has a natural tendency to split into slabs, and
those seen on the floors have irregular forms that indicate a lack of deliberate shaping.
The facade walls receive a greater degree of attention than the run of the interior
walls, in that well-dressed blocks of limestone and gypsum are employed. The former, with

119 Shaw, 1973, 11-27, 75-126, 139-235.
120 Papageorgakis and Mposkos, 198 8 ,3 ’Gypsum, white to grey coloured ... fine to very
coarse-crystalline, the length of the crystals ranging from under 1 mm to about 3 cms... the
fine-grained varieties are relatively compact and can be used as building stones .. especially
when they contain finely distributed carbonate (dolomite or calcite)’ Also pages 8, 9, Table

1.
121 Papageorgakis and Mposkos, 1988,9 table 1. In this table the possible source of each
stone type is also given. In the brackets the local name of the stone is given.
122 Papageorgakis and Mposkos, 1988 passim.
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less regular material, form a plinth, on which the gypsum blocks are set to form two faces.
This style of construction is well known from the West Court facade:123 the blocks are held
together by wooden tie-beams and clamps running horizontally and set in grooves and
recesses cut into the stone. The space in the middle is filled with rubble and earth packing.
The general mass of the rubble walls are held together by sticky clay/muds: stones of some
size are often found, especially near the base where they would impart greater stability. The
pierhead construction (of gypsum) combines massiveness of size and weight (for strength and
immobility) with the neatness of appearence of a well-dressed block; the pillars are effectively
the same idea, but free-standing.124
Most of the floors are paved.

Gypsum, of the finer-grained quality usually, is

preferred. Most slabs are square or rectangular, often now discoloured by strong traces of
burning. Their dimensions vary, some of the thickest being from the WPC. Limestone in
irregular slabs form mosaiko pavements in the verandah and at the centre of the LSS,125 the
latter being combined with stained ironstone (amygdalopetra) held together by red (and
white?) plaster.

A repair exists at the NW comer.

Schist,126 dense and blue-black, is

employed to give a rather irregularly-shaped covering, in combination with gypsum, of the VR
and part of the RN.
Gypsum again provides the structural members where a degree of show is also
desired. Thus, dadoes - all fine-grained except the E wall of the LSS, threshold slabs and
door-jamb bases127 make use of it. The last are always employed where a real door is
surmised to have existed - indeed they are the reason for that assumption. All are for single
leaved doors, with single or double rabbets: the coarser variety is preferred, apart from the
strikingly large cases in the EPC. The wooden frame is normally balanced on the jamb bases,
though a dowel hole in the gap between GPR and TR just might have some role to play in
locating the wooden frame around the opening.
Lastly various embellishments and furniture too are fashioned from gypsum: the vats
either side of the pillar in EPC, the cist and vats in VR, the smaller and later repositories and

123 Evans, PM ll.ii, 798 This Western Palace wall - as being an exterior wall - was thicker
than that which bounded the Central Court, having a double line of orthostats with a rubble
filling between’.
124 Evans, 1899-1900, 53, n.1.
125 Papageorgakis and Mposkos, 1988, 9, Table 1.
126 Evans, 1899-1900, 53, n.3.
127 Evans, 1899-1900, 53, n.1.
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cists, and the benches in LSS and WPC.128 Only for the really quite massive Temple
Repositories was limestone used: blocks for the West one, slabs the East.
Wood was also an important material, though little has come down to the present.
The most obvious cases concern the vertical and horizontal beam-ties by which a framework
was constructed at the surface of the stone walls.

With the rubble walls, the Minoans

contented themselves with a single vertical approximately in the middle of each wall of a room,
on which was supported a horizontal, usually at about 1.60 mtrs. above the floor. Through
ties are seemingly very rare.128 It is not immediately obvious if such a sparse and superficial
arrangement will have played a part in stabilizing the walls against earthquakes, as is
generally argued. No material has been analyzed; indeed, apart from a little carbonized dust
nothing survives to be so treated. From the 'ghosts’ left behind, in the mudplaster settings,
it would seem that the timbers were used in their natural state, at best split down the centre or so the circular or semicircular forms would argue. When used as clamps and ties in the
facade walls, the timber obviously required more exact shaping. The same will have been true
for the fittings connected with door and window frames, as well as the doors themselves: only
in the case of the entrance from EPC into RN can a glimpse of this be caught - two squared
planks were set vertically at the ends of the jamb, and the small gap in the middle was filled
with plaster. Of course, much wood will have been used to create the supporting structures
for ceilings and roofs - some of this may well be recorded in the mass of carbonized wood
found in TR about half way down the room’s filling.130
Plasters are manufactured from mud and lime - a form of powdered kouskouras is
another possibilty, but analysis is required to determine this. What little has survived to the
present is the orange-red to brown mudplaster - often liberally mixed with chopped vegetable
matter, and including small stone, sherds etc. The wall surfaces were coated with this: little
structural gain was so made, but they were evened up and a backing provided for the addition
of lime-plasters or stone dadoes. It is also used to coat and pack about the timbers within the
walls; interestingly lime-plaster can also be pressed into such a duty (VR). The mud or clay
used as ’mortar’ between the rubble masonry is probably of a different kind but this needs
further investigation.
Lime-plasters are predominately used to provide the final coating for the walls: as well
as being capable of taking painted decoration (of which very little is known here - red and

128 Platon, written communication.
129 A probable tie-beam in NW comer of Vat Room.
130 Evans, 1901, 27 and n.1 the floor level here was 2.10 m. below the surface. At 1.30
m. down was a deposit of burnt wood'.
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white stripes in TR,131 something in the Miniature style from below the stylobate).132 They
provide a tough coating that also helps to reflect light. As floors, they are more vulnerable to
the passage of feet, but two different plaster floors may be alluded to by Evans with respect
to the GPR.133 Its malleability allows it to be moulded into and around other materials: thus
K seals the cracks between the stone slabs of some cists, and (suitably coloured) is packed
between the stone slabs of some mosaiko floors.

One particular topic will remain undiscussed here: the mason’s marks.134
Throughout they are employed in circumstances which make it plain that none are in situ * to
this extent any lengthy explanation as to their original purpose is out of place here. The signs
employed are stars (7), tridents (4), double axes (11, plus the many on the pillars),136
windows (2), branches (3) and others of uncertain type (2). All are quite typical, and arguably,
from their medium size and relative neatness of execution, not of the earliest First-Palatial
groups.

There remains the question of the Tripartite shrine, which is here slightly distanced
from the above architectural considerations because of the uncertainties surrounding it.
d)

The Tripartite Shrine (Hood’s Room 35)
Although the area covered by the supposed Tripartite Shrine (TS) was excavated in

1901 (PLATES 161; 169 - foldout), no interpretation was made beyond Fyfe’s 'marks on the
column bases’136.

Ten years later Evans137 noticed what he called the 'clearly defined

131 Evans, 1901,27 The white-faced stucco on the south wall of this room showed stripes
of red below and above, forming a kind of dado and comice band similar to that of the
magazines and Long Corridor.'
132 Evans, PM ll.ii, 803 ’of special interest, moreover, from the MMIII association in which
it lay was a small fragment of a 'Miniature fresco', with incised lines, showing part of the
stepped outer edge of an entablature of the same kind as that seen in the Columnar Shrine’.
133 Evans, PM IV.ii, 635; AE/NB 1929.
134 Hood, 1987, 205-12.
136 The pillars in the two crypts bear more than 30 incised double axes.
136 On a sketch of Fyfe, NB 1901, (PLATE 168 a) - where he portrays three circles at the
north end of what later became the Tripartite Shrine, and nothing further south.
137 Evans, 1909,292-3; PM ll.ii, 804 'in the left wing of the section of stylobate in question
there appeared clearly defined discs representing the lower ends of wooden columns, some
traces of their carbonization showing in their partially blackened surfaces’.
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disks’ of the column bases, still blackened by their burnt wood, after they had been brought
out by the effects of rain (PLATE 164).
As the stylobate looks today these supposed four bases, on Evans' reckoning - two
each side of the enormous limestone block, are barely visible. In front of the recess with the
mosaiko flooring by the GPR (the north wing of the TS) are two circular forms: that to the
north is slightly raised in relation to the stone surface immediately around it, but not more so
than other areas a little further off in the same block, where quasi-circular forms are most
probably natural features. Indeed, in a reversal of Evans' original observation, it is the rest
of the stone that now appears fire-blackened whilst the circular form is paler. Both look
regular enough in form, size and spacing, being positioned on the same axis in relation to the
front of the block. The northern limit of this wing is marked by Evans by a gypsum block
positioned on the stylobate.
Evans further identified two more circular forms (the south wing of the TS) at the end
of the same stretch of the stylobate just by the entrance marked by the staircase into the LSS
(PLATE 164). These ones are far harder to trace with any degree of certainty. They appear
on a single block, their position being indicated by part of an arc at the front (east) side of the
block. They are again of roughly the same dimension and position. Further along the same
stylobate, nearer to the SW comer of the Central Court, similar effects are to be seen on some
other blocks. Evans never specifically argued for further columns there, however.
The central portion of the TS cannot be identified in any such manner, though it is
noticeable that its position would fall on the already described sizeable limestone block that
projects into the recess at the NE comer of the LSS. This positioning may not be accidental especially if one bears in mind the marks and cuts made on the block. May be these were
deliberately positioned to support something, but whether that was a Tripartite Shrine is not
by that fact alone proved.
Concerning the interior of the TS, little can be reconstructed. As it presently stands,
the floor level immediately behind the proposed facade-line differs greatly between the north
portion, where the mosaiko pavement is preserved but a few cms. below the CC, and the
southern, where the gypsum paving of the LSS is about a metre lower. It is, thus, difficult to
visualize what these two wings looked like. Evans felt they were probably open, as in the
representation of the shrine on the Miniature fresco at Knossos,138 and again - less clearly in the mountain-top shrine on the Zakro rhyton.139 Evans further envisaged140 some kind

138 Evans, PM ll.ii, 808.
139 Platon, Zakros, 163-9; Shaw, 1978, 431.
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of display of cult objects in the recess in the LSS, visible to people seated on the bench by
the stairs.
Religious associations with this general area are held to exist, though these have no
direct relevance to the existence, or not, of a Tripartite shrine here, let alone its form. Evans
was early convinced of such connections.141 The evidence consists of several fragments
of a particular seal impression:142 careful reconstruction has yielded a composition showing
a female figure on a mountain peak, flanked by rampant lions.
bedecked with homs-of-consecration on its several storeys.

Behind her is a building

A male figure stands in a

subordinate position, hand to forehead. These were mostly found on a ’cement’ floor143 over
the mosaiko one: the majority in the SE comer, a few along the W wall. One was retrieved
’in a chamber to W '144.. presumably from the GPR, with a further on top of a wall 1o N of
this space’.146 This pattern of distribution could well argue for an original location on the
floor above. Though it is tempting to therefore look for any shrine on that level too (ie. the first
floor), it should be remembered that in the similar case with such a class of evidence in the
Temple Repositories, it was felt that the subject-matter portrayed on such pieces could not be
used to shed any light on the nature or function of the spot in which they were found. Apart
from the sealings, a piece of fresco was discovered under the stylobate, ’showing part of the
entablature in the miniature fresco style’.146 It was this that prompted Evans to declare that

140 Evans, PM ll.ii, 808 the southern wing, on the other hand, bordered a square open
area about 2 mtrs. in depth and breadth, on the left side of which, with its back against the
descending steps of the entrance passage, was a stone bench, facing, on the other side of
the area, the nook representing the lower part of the Celia, in which sacred objects may well
have been displayed. These would thus have been in full view of persons seated on the
bench opposite’.
141 Evans, 1901, 28.
142 Evans, PM ll.ii, fig. 528. In 1901, 28, however, he says that at first sight 'they
appeared to represent more than one sphragistic type, but a careful examination revealed the
fact that though the fragments belonged to a series of clay sealings, thay had all been
impressed by the same signet’. In PM ll.ii, 808, he changes his mind and writes 'in one case
the lions stand on the ground on each side of the rocky peak’. See also Gill, 1965, 71.
143 Evans, 1901, 28 ’on removing the superincumbent earth early in the present season,
a floor level came to light about 70 cms. below the surface covered with a deposit of burnt
wood. In this layer, by careful sifting, was found a series of fragments of seal impressions’.
Later (PM ll.ii, 804, 808) Evans describes this floor as of cement on which the sealings were
found.
144 AE/NB 1901, 26 ’in chamber to W ’; 1901, 28 ’one in the chamber immediately to the
west’.
146 AE/NB 1901, 26; 1901, 28 another ’on top of wall to side’.
148 Evans, PM ll.ii, 803, 808.
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‘the facade of a small shrine erected on the Palace borders at the time of the great rebuilding
would not have essentially differed in its details from the little temple already illustrated’.147
Once again, however, the argument makes assumptions.

The fact that this piece was

retrieved from under the stylobate would rather indicate that any building it might echo
belonged to the period before the great rebuilding,148 most likely that when the Temple
Repositories were in use (Neo-palatial).

To conclude, the evidence for the positioning of columns on the stylobate blocks is
capable of being challenged. This is not solely because they are barely distinguishable from
their surroundings today, but more tellingly such an arrangement would be unique in Minoan
architecture as Shaw has pointed out.148 He goes on to say that instead of setting separate
bases for ths columns on the stylobate, the builders created slightly raised disks t>y chiselling
off the upper surface of the slabs around where the columns were to be set'.150 Though
observing the uniqueness of the situation, Shaw accepts the reconstruction proposed by
Evans as ’correct in its essentials’. He cautions that the scene in the fresco depicting a TS
’should not necessarily be considered evidence that the performance was taking place within
the Central Oourt at Knossos, the chief reason for this being that the columnar arrangement
correctly suggested in the illustration is different from that in the fresco .. surely if the scene
in the fresco had been intended to depict the Central Court at Knossos, such a basic mistake
would have not been made in an otherwise careful composition’.151
But the question is could this stylobate support a heavy construction, a solid twostorey building? The answer may most likely be no. A lighter structure could be possible ..
of the sort that Evans described in the fresco as ’..largely composed of wood and painted
plaster.. the cclunns and capitals were of wood.152 Hdgg also saw the Tripartite Shrine as

147 Evans, PM H i, 808.
148 Evars, PM ll.ii, 803 'among all the tests no single fragment occurred that could be
assigned to even tie earliest phase of LMIa'.
148 Shaw, 1973,114, n.3. The slabs of soft stone used for stylobates by the Minoans
could hardly ha/e withstood the strain of the columns. The only instance of which I know
where the tern ’stylobate’ can be accurately applied in the sense used in Classical
Archaeology is at Knossos, where apparently four columns of the Tripartite Shrine rested on
a series of s&bs aongside the Central Court..’
150 Shaw, 1978,431.
151 Shaw, 1978, 431.
152 Evans, 1909, 291.
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simply a facade,153 and even Evans saw the wings as open.154 In this manner a Shrine
here of a kind not conforming to the architectural rules is possible.
Until now, it has been assumed that the Tripartite Shrine was situated at the level of
the Central Court. Need this be so?
The discovery of the sealings there does not presuppose the existence of the shrine: first they
arguably fell from above, and anyway their nature cannot be held to demonstrate the function
of the area. If one wishes to see a shrine in this region of the Palace, basing an argument
on the supposed connection between the Miniature fresco and the actual architecture of the
Palace, then it would perhaps be better to look for K on the floor above.

Many extant

representations of Tripartite shrines show them to be elevated, the Zakro one, for example,
being approached by steps,156 or of several storeys, as that on the sealings here.

It is

impossible really to successfully challenge Evans’ interpretation after so great an elapse of
time, but K remains true that all the evidence for its placing at the ground level here is at best
circumstantial.
Hallager,156 indeed, argues that no TS existed in the last phase157 of the palace’s
existence. His position rests on the fact that there were no homs-of-consecration retrieved
in the excavation. He finds their non-existence particularly significant since the paving of the
Central Court has survived in the area, with the implication that little disturbance had occurred
there. However, it should be remembered that the walls of the ’CPS' Area survived to close
to ceiling height only by virtue of being basement rooms, and that the same does not apply
to the facade line itself. These last stand only a course or two high above the level of the
Central Court: any upper walls or crowning architectural embellishments would have quite
disappeared,158 irrespective of the condition of the Court’s pavement. One cannot therefore
judge for or against the existence of a TS merely on the presence or absence of homs-ofconsecration.

153 Hagg, 1987, 133.
154 Evans, PM ll.ii, 808.
155 Platon, Zakros 163-9; Shaw, 1978, 431.
156 Hallager, 1987,169*71 the Tripartite Shrine (Fig. I:B,I) did not exist in this final phase
of the palace .. one would have expected in this undisturbed area to find remains of horns of
consecration and probably also painted half-rosettes’.
157 He calls this phase Mycenaean, 171, because of the lack of horns of consecration and
half-rosettes - 'this is one indication that the shrine had been discontinued in the last
Mycenaean phase’.
158 Evans mentions stone robbers 1899-1900, 68; 1900-1901, 22.
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Part 3

Architectural evidence for phasing
This is discussed room by room, with attempts to tie thephasing detected in one to

another; a short r6sum6 is placed at the end.
The LSS
Good evidence for two architectural phases is retrievable, with theslight chance of a
more indefinable third one too (PLATE 171 - fokJout).
The first phase is connected with the manner in which the room is believed to observe
the line of the earlier facade wall. This last is argued from the remnant visible in the GPR and
TR today to have continued on its NS line down to the door-jamb base by the N side of the
staircase: the concealed nature of this base and its relative position form the major pieces of
evidence. In addition, a sounding in front of the EW bench north of the stairs (PLATE 148)
displays traces of stone (?gypsum) that might equal parts of the foundations of the earlier
facade line. Mackenzie also notes in a sketch that the E wall continued south as far as the
jamb-base beside the foot of the stairs, basing his argument on foundations discovered along
the line.169 Traces of the mosaiko verandah floor too are thought to be visible in the
recessed portion of the eastern end of the N wall.160 All this would have given a square
room, whose internal dimensions will be those of the mosaiko pavement and border.
The unresolved question is to what extent this first facade wall is contemporary with
the conception of the room in its polythyron form. The facade wall is argued by Evans161
to date back, in line at least, to the First Palaces or to the start of the Second. The room
behind it, however, may be later, merely attached to an existing wall-line, as indeed is
demonstrably the case for the second phase in the NE unit. If the association is accepted,
however, the squarish room will have been served by a flight of stairs, of much the same width
as is seen today, descending from the Central Court to a doorway at their foot. Outside a
verandah with a mosaiko pavement ran.

The facade will have experienced a very slight

projection as K continued south of the room.
At this point another piece of possible evidence for a yet earlier phase comes in: it is
tenuous and rests on the fact that the door-jamb base at the foot of the stairs is below the
level of the mosaiko pavement at the centre of the room. Has the pavement been raised in
the creation of the second phase? Or does the door-jamb base actually belong to a period

169 Mackenzie, DM/DB 1907, 84 - PLATE 166.
160 The mosaiko slabs are visible under the ’chimney block’ of the recess in the NE comer
of the room; they are in fact placed between the upper and lower block. If they are part of the
mosaiko running along the verandah then the block under them must pre-date them. One
cannot be fully certain that these slabs are from the mosaiko without lifting the upper block.
161 Evans, PM ll.ii, 798.
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predating the mosaiko pavement? It might be remembered that Mackenzie thought that the
similar bases on the S wall-line were half-buried in the floors that now surround them .. though
this is not obvious today, and does not seem true either of the blocked eastern door in the N
wall. The matter must rest there .. undecided.

The second phase occurs with the erection of the stylobate facade - effectively making
another enclosed Twalkway alongside the Court. The E wall is removed and rebuilt to the new
line: this action increases the size of the room and encloses the stairway. The old verandah
line is interrupted. Internally, the N wall is blocked up, and perhaps the door at its west end
opened; the benches are inserted and new floor slabs laid at the east (all of the same kind
of gypsum).

Access from the Central Court is exactly as before, except that there is no

evidence of any closable doorway being present. What the nature of the recess in the N wall
was and whether there was a window above the dado in the E wall are points that can be
theorized about, but not proven.
Concerning the absolute date of this reworking, there is no evidence - certainly the
area went on in use down to the period of the use of Linear B, but whether there were minor
alterations in the scheme, or even major ones, is not now detectable from the architecture
alone. One assumes that the basic rebuilding was of a piece with the neighbourhood because
of the common reuse of earlier limestone and gypsum blocks > following the MM 11lb
catastrophe162. But whether this is to be associated with my first phase or the second is
uncertain.

In the area of the Throne Room there is certainly evidence for a complete

demolition of all walls to their basal course before the final phase, associated with the white
plaster floors, was erected - there at a time probably well into Neo-Palatial if not later.
However, it does not follow that such complete rebuilding need be the case in the CPS
area: clearly the first facade was tampered with, but not seemingly demolished, the N wall is
arguably left standing, perhaps the S too. Perhaps then the walls seen today are substantially
those going with the so-called first phase? Attention must be paid in the other accounts for
further clues to resolve the matter.

162 Evans, PM I, 317 '.. the closing phase of this period - here defined as MMIIIb .. it is
clear that throughout a large part of the West Wing there must have been a considerable
conflagration..’; PM ll.ii, 798 ’.. in the scheme of restoration adopted after the great seismic
disaster towards the close of MMIIIb’. Mackenzie observes, DM/DB 1907 7 May, 83-4 the
position now of the central panel show that the room as originally designed has to be put into
relation with the Central Court W facade of the Earlier Palace .. The probable date of the
alteration which took place when the new W facade of the Central Court was built is given by
the pottery .. to the end of the MMIII period'.
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Phasing for the NE unit
This is first considered by room and then overall.
THE GPR
At the east end of the N wall a small slab of a crystalline gypsum seems to continue
under the wall line, whose base course by the entrance is irregular in that some stones project
by up to 10 cms. into the room. It may be that Evans was correct when he envisaged this and
the TR as one room.163 But at what date? The present slabbed floor is believed to be a
later one in that the Medallion Pithos (the Great of the room’s name) seems to sit on a lower
and earlier 7MMIII floor.

Does the visible floor then belong to the latest rebuild, as the

presence of the small shallow cist might argue? And if so, does this mean that the N wall was
inserted within the life of the final phase? The picture is further complicated by the record by
Evans that he removed a plaster ?fioor some 30 cms. above the stone one now visible.164
A sketch in the 1929 NB takes this further: he has drawn a stone floor, above and below
which at about 30 cms. distant are two clay or plaster floors (10 cms thick). It is tempting to
assume that the stone one is that visible today, the upper plaster one that mentioned as
having been removed, and the lower as that on which the Pithos rests. The unsolved, but
critically important point is whether more of the CPS area had such a plaster floor above the
gypsum ones: the situation very much recalls that found in the rooms behind the Throne
Room.
One resolution would assign the visible stone floor to a period equivalent to the first
phase of LSS, with the ?MMIII one earlier, and the tost white plaster one dating later to the
final rebuilding and insertion of the N wall.

THE TR/R
Along the W and N walls of the room remains of a gypsum floor of the crystalline
variety are visible; abng the S wall are two patches of very worn gypsum of a finer calibre.
Do all belong to the same floor? Whatever the exact case, there is clear evidence, in the form
of photograph and plan, for a gypsum slab floor to go with the small cists. These cists stand
10-15 cms. at least above the tops of the Repositories, so that one can, indeed must,
postulate another and lower floor to go with the Repositories. No certain records of its nature
exist, however.

163 See footnote 53.
164 Evans, PM IV.ii, 633.
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Conclusions for the NE UNIT
The TR have one surviving gypsum floor and one earlier floor of nature unknown; the
later one is set higher than that stone floor visible in the GPR. The GPR stone floor looks to
run on under the party wall of it and TR. It would be satisfying if the GPR floor and the earlier
TR one were the same, leaving the upper stone one of the TR and the upper plaster one of
the GPR to float free. They need not be contemporary. The GPR also has an earlier plaster
floor, on which the Pithos is said to stand. This ought then to be MMIII, the GPR stone/early
TR early Neo-Palatial, leaving the later cists of TR and the upper plaster of GPR to fall
anywhere within, say, LMIb down to LMIIIa.
The first architectural period concerns the possible floor on which the Great Pithos is
believed to rest; and is maybe equivalent to that hinted at in LSS too? It remains obscure,
but might be late First or early Second Palace.
The second architectural period (» LSS first phase; Neo-Palatial) will have presumably
been served by the polythyron from the LSS, and will have been a room of some importance
to be so treated. It will surely have comprised all of what is now included in the GPR and
TR.165 its floor will have been slabbed in gypsum and the walls have carried a gypsum
dado.

The Repositories must have been in use at the time.

A fire accompanied its

destruction.
Preparation of the area after this fire was undertaken with considerable care, ?and
reverance, in that the damaged contents of the Repositories were laid down with some
deliberation.
The third architectural period ( * LSS second phase; late Neo-Palatial or Mycenaean
Knossos) saw a slight reduction in status of the area. This is argued clearest by the loss of
the polythyron entrance. However, its relative importance can still be maintained by observing
that K was left with a stone floor, and in places a dado. Smaller cists were probably included
from its inception, though their purposes may be very different from what had gone before.
If their purpose has been guessed aright, then it suggests that storage was important now as is obvious from the numbers of pithoi retrieved. Whether the party wall to GPR and TR
was inserted from the very start or later cannot be decided: perhaps it was an integral part in
that it will have marked the divide between the TR with its later and higher stone floor, and
the GPR with its postulated plaster one. Its N face shows that even now a simple linear
decoration was applied to the frescoed walls.
Other than the party wall of the TR and GPR, there is no obvious reason why the
walls here should not belong to the second phase as much as any later.

165 Evans, PM I, fig. 152. In the MMII palace, Evans presents a single room. This may
have been the same in the MMIII palace as well. More excavation is needed in these two
rooms, particularly under the wall dividing them in order to have all this clarified.
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Phasing within the W/NW Unit
The evidence is taken together by sub-units.

Sub-unit (h The EPC and WPC
Matters here are less readily comprehended, and largely centre around the floors of
the EPC and the S wall of the WPC (and by extension EPC too). Other questions such as
whether the pillar of the WPC went with the sunken floor or not cannot be approached closer.
The first phase concerns Platon’s report of an earlier gypsum slabbed floor below the
EPC.

It seems to be associated in some unspecified manner with First Palatial material

(MM 11). If the same was true for the WPC, it may be that the discrepancy noted concerning
the basal block or support of the pillar there and the surrounding visible floor could be resolved
in a completely different manner to that hinted at above. Namely, the pillar base or support
would in fact belong with the First Palace manifestation of the area, and the later floor would
respect the same, thus leaving part of the earlier still exposed.
The second phase would involve at least the present floors.

It is difficult to know

whether this is of a period with the present walls.
The third phase concerns the S wall of the Crypts, which was first shifted to the north
and also thinned down so as to permit the creation of the EW Corridor to its south.

The

present S wall of the WPC is seated on the southern portion of the pavement: the evidence
is clearest at the west in the region of the opening. Further it seems clear that the
southernmost part of the east series of border slabs also runs on under the S wall. The
deductions are obvious enough, but the effects of envisaging the earlier position have
implications. Namely, the disappearance of the present EW corridor that today runs south of
the Pillar Crypts.
The compromises involved in partly covering the existing floor arrangements in WPC
and in the wall’s unusual thinness both argue that it was a relatively minor alteration to an
already existing layout. Such could have occurred either as part of a major rebuild along
existing lines, or as a minor rebuilding within a standing scheme. No clues exist as to which
was the case here, unless something can be made of the facts that it seems inserted into the
other walls (in that it butts them), and that its style of construction is different from them.
A fourth phase would have to be added, if Evans was correct in seeing a blocking of
the S wall opening in the WPC.

It is not easy to fit the above four phases into the three Architectural periods proposed
for LSS and NE unit. The presently visible walls ought probably to go with their counterparts
in the third architectural period. The fourth phase could also belong to the lifetime of the same
architectural period. The first phase, if truly in association with MMII, is earlier than anything
so far isolated: it would be earlier than my first architectural period. The floors of the second
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phase and the S wall of the third (with the creation of the EW corridor) must be Neo-Palatial
or later: but K is not clear if they start with the LSS/NE unit second or third architectural period.
It could be that the floors go with their second period, the present walls partly with this and
partly with their third period and the S wall wholly with/in their third period.

Sub-units (II & III)
The evidence here is based more on the surviving walls, less on the floors.

It

involves, all too often, details of a distinctly slight nature.. and is thereby unreliable. No firm
divisions into phases can be attempted, and so it is again difficult to relate them sequentially
to the phases devised for the other units.
If the evidence concerning the overlapping of floor or such features by the present
wall-lines in the VR and the RN is seen aright, one or two deductions may be drawn. For the
VR, this would be that the N and E walls were built later than the cists or vats that nestle
against them. The same may be true for the E wall of the RN apropos the low ?bench there,
and potentially for the dividing wall too. Whether or not this party wall of VR with RN was
inserted rather than rebuilt cannot be proven; if it were the former, then another large square
room would have stood north of the EPC, served by two doors much as the EPC itself is from
the LSS.

Turning to the NW unit of three rooms, their present configuration is not terribly
sensible. The presence of the pierhead construction might be able to be used to argue that
the present walls, if not the plan too, are of a late date.166 Whether later than anything else
in the area is unknowable. If the S and E walls of the NR are stripped out, then a fourth
squareish room will appear, N of the WPC this time. This scheme appealed to Evans:167
and the presence of blocked doors in the W and N walls, if ever proven, would be a point in
its favour. It is not inconceivable, though quite unproven, that four crypts - with or without
pillars - existed here in an interconnecting unit at a time roughly contemporary with the
postulated single room served by polythyron to the north of the LSS. This all needs checking
by careful excavation before acceptance.
The mixing of schist and gypsum in a rather haphazard manner for the floors of the
VR and RN may also show that more than one phase of flooring is involved.
That the zone occupied now by the the narrow corridor and the northern rooms are
devoid of stone floors may have some significance: might the area in whole or part have
served as a light well at an earlier stage? As such it would have introduced light into the RN

166 Oral communication, V. Fotou.
167 In PM I, fig. 152, Evans shows these two rooms as but one (PLATE 163).
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and VR, here taken as potentially a single unit engaged in some craft activity. Dyeing is a
possibility, cf. an arrangement in Egypt.168 It is said that the vats were to receive pithoi, a
base of one being located there: whilst there is nothing inherently impossible in this, yet pithoi
are not normally so treated and an alternative original purpose must be sought in preference.
Further only one pithos was recovered here, though next door ten were still in place.
In terms of the architectural periods devised for the rest of the area, no exact
assignations can be attempted. Nonetheless, it is clear from the Vat Room Deposit that the
stone floor there will be post-First-Palatial.

As such it might be either first or second

architectural period - on the LSS/NE unit scheme. The walls of the VR and RN, being similar
to the other units, should belong to the same major rebuild that opens the third architectural
period. The walls of NR, the narrow unit and corridor have a different feel, however. If the
pier construction can be paralleled with that in the Throne Room system.. and therefore late,
it could be that this area underwent a local rebuild at a point later than any of the other rooms
under discussion. In which case a fourth architectural period must be devised to accomodate
it.

CONCLUSIONS for the Final Period
Before drawing together in the final chapter the various threads and themes from the
proceeding ones, it is necessary to remark upon the two matters being explored here. The
one is simply concerned with function, the other, which will be handled first, with the
architecture.
It must be assumed that all the walls visible today were in use in the final period of
the Palace’s existence. This does not mean that they were all erected at the same time.
Some may belong to earlier schemes, others be inserted at a later stage. It is anyway quite
clear from the condition of the dressed blocks, especially those where mason's marks or
something such as a dowel-hole have been severed, that a good deal of the material is re
used .. who knows how many times. There is nothing surprising in this, ft was almost certainly
the rule.

In the case of the rooms behind the Throne Room, in the same wing, there is

enough evidence to argue that the walls as seen today were all rebuilt from the bottom course
up in the final campaign of construction. Such a sweeping renewal need not have been the
case here, however.
Evans envisaged the Great Rebuilding to have occurred after the catastrophe that
destroyed the Temple Repositories phase.169 The material sealed in these cists ought then

168 Forbes, 1964, fig. 8.
169 See footnote 50.
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to give the date of this destruction .. namely MMIIIb/LMIa170; and thus the rebuilding will
most likely occur sometime betweem MMIIIb/LMIa and LMIa/b.

In order to unravel the sequence of events, resort would have to be had to excavation.
What follows is thus both partial and in too many areas tentative. To judge from the majority
of the walls, one major campaign of rebuilding was responsible for creating the present layout.
The question is when did this occur? Was K before the Temple Repositories were filled in,
or after? There is now no stratigraphical help available.

But the assumption is that the

catastrophe that caused the TR's to be closed was on a considerable scale - to have
produced so much damaged goods in the first place.

Thus it will have caused severe

structural damage, which in turn led to the rebuilding seen today. In this manner, it is possible
to argue that the area took its final form within the Neo*Palatial era (MMIIIb-LMI). It might
have been subject to local alteration even later still in that the pierhead method of making an
opening is observed in a number of cases in the NW area - an approach seen to be
associated with the last stage in the Throne Room area, which was quite conceivably LMII-illa.

When rebuilt, not all was totally razed: the N wall of LSS was arguably given its
peculiar construction by having the doorways of a polythyron infilled; the original facade wall
was incorporated; floors were either maintained, as in the LSS, or covered over by plaster
without being rooted up, as the evidence for GPR might argue. Pieces of furniture set in the
floor may have been kept, such as the vats in the Vat Room. It is difficult to imagine that the
pillars in the Crypts were dismantled, unless they had become structurally weakened. And
so on.
It is not impossible then that what is seen today is in fact a far more subtle
interweaving of two or three architectural periods. Some indications to this end may exist.
There is a distinct difference in how the doorways of the eastern portion are constructed from
those in the NW, as is mentioned above. However, reuse of jambs in the east in combination
with different styles in areas where no doors had previously existed would lead to the same
result. More telling is the case of the S wall of the Crypts, where its calibre and alignment is
in marked contrast with those in its neighbourhood.

This fact, in combination with the

observation that it is placed over part of an earlier floor, might be interpreted to show that the
S wall had been inserted in an already standing scheme at a time when it was desired to
create the EW Corridor to the south of the Crypts.

170 A small number of vases which present parallels to the Temple Repositories vases
were recovered from the destruction layer of LMIa Thera. These pieces, as M. Marthari told
me, could be contemporary with the destruction, but could equally well be earlier.
Consequently I would prefer to call this phase MMIIIb/LMIa.
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Insertions within the final phase of use, omitting the NR and its corridors, are harder
still to determine. Those here suspected are of very minor importance and concern the cross
wall in the Room with the Niche, and - less certainly still - the S wall of the Crypts (see above).

Concerning the function of the period connected with the visible architecture, the most
obvious forms of features within larger architectural units that are believed to be associated
with cult are pillar crypts and bench sanctuaries.171 Evans from the start drew attention to
the Pillar Crypts as the possible shrines. He called the East and West Pillar Crypts the House
of the Double Axes’.172 He was influenced by so many incised double-axes on the pillars
as well as by Hogarth’s discovery in the same year of the Pillar Crypt in House B,
Gypsadhes.173 In this case the pillar was not carrying double-axe marks, but before it were
some 200 conical cups, covering carbonized vegetable matter. Such a display may indicate
religious matters. Later, Evans brought into the argument the Pillar cult as practised in Turkish
Macedonia, where the pillar was the focus of worship.174
Between the two crypts, Evans distinguished the West as the actual shrine because
the axes appeared on all four sides of the pillar, and because K was empty in contrast to the
ten pithoi in the East one.175 He .however, saw the vats in the EPC as associated with
’offerings of libations’176 and 'the pillar thus marked with the sign of the God are in fact his
aniconic images.’177 Later he saw the crypts as ’only crypts of a columnar sanctuary above’,
structural members supporting columns on the floor above from where 'the bases of two upper
columnas were actually found precipitated into the entrance lobby that borders the EPC on
this side’.176
Nilsson accepted the idea that the pillars 'have a structural purpose.. as supports for
columns in the upper storey’.179 but he rejected the hypothesis that the pillar was the

171 Evans, 1899-1900, 34; 1903, 38; PM I, 425.
172 Evans, 1899-1900, 32.
173 Hogarth, 1899-1900, 76-7, pi. vi.1,2.
174 Evans, 1901, 102-6.
175 Evans, 1900, 34.
178 Evans, 1900-1901,28.
177 Evans, 1901a, 99-204.
178 Evans, PM I, 425.
179 Nilsson, 1950, 237.
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’embodiment of a deity'. He rather proposed that the pillar could be sacred by association
with a shrine or 'that they were endowed with sacred power to strengthen their structural
function'.180 Platon in his study of pillar crypts in Crete concentrated not only on the unit
itself but also reviewed the rooms with which they were in association. He in fact agreed with
Evans’ view of the pillar as essentially structural for an shrine above.
Rutkowski was more critical, believing that the double-axe when incised onto a
building could indicate that the structure was under the protection of a deity.. the purpose of
these symbols of the deities was to give strength to the construction’.181 He may be correct
in this sense. The crypts, it should be remembered, especially the E one, are at a central
point in the CPS area and it would need the extra assistance of a deity to carry the weight of
the upper level(s).
There is no direct evidence that the crypts here or elsewhere were used as shrines.
The bench sanctuary has been recognized as the only definite type of shrine in
Minoan architecture as such exist with their cult figures and utensils from as early as EMII182
right down to the post-palatial era in the Double-Axe shrine at the Palace at Knossos.183
Considering the stone bench in the Lobby of the Stone Seat two questions need to be asked.
Were any finds associated with it or the room in general that can be connected to cult? And
to what extent can the architecture assist in identifying a Bench Sanctuary here? The answer
to the first is no.

For the second, one would need to review all the bench sanctuaries in

Minoan Crete: to the best of my knowledge all bench sanctuaries are much smaller and do
not hold a pivotal position in their architectural surrounds as does this one; they tend to tuck
out of the way somewhat. Of course, one never knows to what degree a palatial example
might create its own pattern.

In conclusion, although pillar crypts can be seen to have religious connections, one
requires the presence of the necessary finds to demonstrate this in specific instances.
Essentailly the same conditions apply to bench sanctuaries. And that is precisely what is here
lacking .. for the final phase of use anyway. The one indisputable expression in architectural
terms would be the Tripartite Shrine - but there is some reason to express caution in accepting
Evans’ reconstruction of one such at ground level here. There seem to be no clear conditions

180 Nilsson, 1950, 248.
181 Rutkowski, 1972, 42.
182 Warren, 1972, 85-7.
183 Evans, PM ll.i, 335-44
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by which a sanctuary or cult area can be infallibly recognized within a larger structure, and
even by themselves they are not that obvious at this phase.1*4

SECTION 3

The Catalogue of the visible architecture

CENTRAL PALACE SANCTUARY
Dimensions: EW 21.60 x NS 11.69
The whole area is 60-65 cms. lower than the top of the Central Court paving in front of the
Tripartite Shrine.

THE LOBBY OF THE STONE SEAT (LSS)
Room size EW 8.42 x NS 5.29
N Wall: L 8.60 (doors and recess included), up to early facade wall line 5.80; Ht at E 2.00, W
1.90, in recess 1.60; Th 0.60. Recess in wall 1.23 EW by 0.85 with large block (1.35 x 0.90,
carrying slot 18cms across, 17 deep). Gypsum slabs are 3-6 cms. thick. Above bench are
two gypsum slabs - W 0.76 x 0.73, E 0.60 x 0.72.

Beam slots vertical: between two gypsum

slabs W 16-20 cms., others 17+; by blocked door at E 18.
W Wall: L 5.20 (doors included); central segment L 1.00; Ht 1.60, now reconstructed (*rec.)
3.50.
S Wall: L 8.71 (doors included); between doors L 1.20; Ht 0.87, now rec. 3.50; E section L
1.85; Ht 1.30, at gypsum 1.55. Beam slot vertical: W 20 cms. most replastered.
E Wall: L 5.25; Ht 1.06; Dado L 1.30; Ht 0.94, within recess 2.08 NS by 0.40.

Doors: N Wall blocked series W 0.60, with jamb-bases of Ht 9 (E) and 12 cms (W), that
project from wall line by 8 cms. Rabbet at S. Door into GPR W 0.95, with jamb bases of L
0.67, W 0.20, Ht 70.03 (E), and L 0.68, W 0.25, Ht 70.03 (W). Rabbet at S, 4 cms. deep.
Threshold one slab 0.89 x 0.52.
W Wall at N - W 0.95; jamb-base L 1.10; rabbet, ?restored at E; at S - W 0.91; jambbase L 1.10; rabbet as above.
S Wall from W: 1, W 0.72, j-b on east, worn; rabbet N
2, W 0.60, j-b on east, v. worn; rabbet N
3, W 0.73, j-b on east, v. worn; rabbet N
4, W 1.06, j-b on east, v. worn; rabbet N

184 Shaw, 1978,431.
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Stairway: 2 steps L 1.25; W 0.35; Ht 0.12. Threshold of 3 irregular thick slabs, L 2.26. Jambbase at N 11.03, W 0.315, some 2.33 from S wall.

Benches: N Wall L 2.67; W 0.73 restored, probably once 0.49; Ht 0.45; with pilasters - ends
W 0.35, at middle 0.40; seat of at least two pieces, slab Th 0.10.
E Wall by stairs L 1.83; W 0.46; Ht 0.38; seat slab Th 0.10. To N a sounding L 1.02;
W 0.30; Deep 6-12 cms.

Floor: Slabs Th 3 cms. Original square floor - mosaiko centre, 3.20 x 2.90 (largest piece 70
x 54 cms.), with two rectangular repairs at NW comer (1.20 x 0.45; 1.00 x 0.60), and
surrounding border, of which largest slab is 1.36 by 1.22.
In N wall recess, Higher 1.08 x 0.42; lower 1.19 x 0.91.

S Corridor Entered by the southern opening in the W Wall 1.13

GREAT PITHOS ROOM (GPR)
Room size EW 6.10 x NS 2.70
N Wall: L 5.87 (door included); Ht E 1.74, W 2.15, now rec. 3.50; Th0.60.

Beam slot

vertical: Ht 1.50; W 19 cms. Mason's mark uncertain sort, at W.
W Wall: L 2.40; Ht S 1.70 to 1.55 to 2.00 by/in TR; now rec. 3.50. Beam slot vertical: Ht 1.50;
W 20 cms. Mason's mark star and handleless trident, in threshold area at S.
S Wall: as N wall of LSS - with three buttresses by Evans.
E Wall: L 2.45; Ht N 1.30, S 1.85 (not including gypsum block); Th 1.00. Dado L 1.40; Ht 745 cms.; Th 6 cms.

Doors: N Wall with TR W 1.37. Threshold is of two slabs W 1.17 x 0.60;E 0.63 x 0.35

-

with dowel holes (S 3x3 cms. by 2 deep, N 3.5x3.5 by 3.5 deep).
S Wall as for LSS.

Floor: Irregular patches of burnt gypsum slabs. CIST rectangular L 1.36 EW; W 0.42; Deep
0.35. Lined with gypsum slabs - none survive whole, patches.
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TEMPLE REPOSITORIES ROOM (TR/R)
Room size EW 6 x NS 3
N Wall: L 5.91; Ht at W 2.10 to 1.70 to 1.50 at E, now rec. 3.50. Beam slot vertical: H 1.50,
W 0.19. Mudplaster at 1.60 - patch (90x60 cms.); gypsum block with dowel holes, W 7.5 cms
square by 7 deep, E 4.5 square by 6 deep.
W Wall: L 9.93. Beam slot horizontal: 2.00.
S Wall: as N wall of GPR, L 4.60. Beam slot vertical: H 1.40. Mason’s mark: double axe at
W.
E Wall: L 2.90; Ht at N 1.75, at S 1.60. Mason’s mark: trident at S end.

Door: as for GPR, in its N wall.

Floor: only patches in NW comer, Th 7 cms; two patches by S wall; stepped piece along W
Wall - ?original. In this were 4 CISTS - 2 large, the Temple Repositories proper; 2 smaller
and superficial ones of later date.

Superficial W one, removed in excavation of the W Repository: interior measurement 0.81
square; Deep 0.36; external L. 0.96; W. 0.96; H. 0.48; Th. of slab 8 cms.
E one: interior measurement L 0.81 NS; W 0.38; Deep 0.43*0.45. Base and 4 single wail
slabs - all 4.5-6 cms Th, L 0.40 N and S, 1.05 W and E. See Fyfe’s sketch 1901 (PLATE 168
a).

Repositories
West:

internal L 1.37 N and S, 1.72 E and W; Deep 1.50. Floor slab of one piece, cut down
at the centre to create a hollow of some 28-33 cms. depth. Each side comprises
three courses of blocks: N base -1.70x0.42, with two dowel holes (1.30 apart; W 6x6,
9.5 deep cms., E 5x5,9 deep); middle - 1.70x0.40, with two d.h. (0.85 apart; W 4.5x5,
8.5 deep, E 4.5x4.5, 10.5 deep); top - 1.70x0.40, no d.h.. W base - 1.43x0.42, with
two d.h. (0.51 apart; S 4x4, 6.5 deep, N 5x5, 8.5 deep); middle - 1.43x0.42-40, no
d.h.; top - 1.43x0.42, two d.h. (0.73 apart; S 4x4.5, 5.5 deep, N 4.5x4.5, 5.5 deep).
S base - 1.80x0.40, two d.h. (1.26 apart; W 5x6,10 deep, E 5x5 ,8.5 deep); middle 1.77x0.42-40, no d.h.; top • two blocks, on the eastern of which is a slab, .. W
0.87x0.37, two d.h. (W4x4, 8 deep, E 5x6, 8 deep) and E 0.88x0.26, with slab of ht
9-10 above. E base - 1.40x0.43-41, two d.h. (0.77 apart; N 5x5, 9 deep, S 6x7, 11
deep); middle - 1.38x0.40, no d.h.; top - 1.38x0.33, two d.h. (0.89 apart; N 6x4.5, 9
deep, S 5.5x6.5, 8.5 deep).

East:

internal L 1.90 N and S, 1.43 E and W; Th 0.13-0.14; 1.62 deep. The base is a
single slab with raised edges by 28-33 cms.

Each wall constitutes two slab

components, the larger on the smaller. N lower -1.89x0.63; upper -1.91x0.87-84; W
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lower - 1.46x0.61-57; upper - 1.87x0.97; S lower - 1.93x0.58-56; upper - 1.91x0.98;
E lower -1.42x0.61 -56; upper • 1.46x0.93. The N, W, and S upper slabs are cracked,
and repaired with modem cement; the lower ones of N and S have an almost vertical
and very regular crack .. as if two pieces.
Plaster, evident throughout both cists, seems to have sealed the joins .. and the two cracks
above mentioned.

EAST PILLAR CRYPT (EPC)
Room size EW 6 x NS 3.60
N Wall: L 4.90 (two doors included), central segment L 1.29; Ht at E 2.07 to 1.80 to 1.90+ at
W, now rec. 3.50.
W Wall: L 3.45 (door included); Ht at N 1.85 to 1.75 to 1.78 at S.
S Wall: L 4.94; Ht at W 1.10 to 1.17 to 1.60 at E. Beam slots vertical: two, W 19.5 cms.
E Wall: L 3.62, as W wall of LSS.

Doors: N Wall two doors. At E - W 1.03; jamb-base L 1.04; W 0.45 W, 0.47 E; Ht 0.17 W,
0.23 E; rabbet at S, 7 cms. deep. At W - W 1.07; j-b L 1.42 W, 1.32 E; W 0.45 W, ** E; Ht
0.21 W, 0.24 E. The plaster structure on the W jamb-base for the planks is 0.90 W, with the
raised middle portion at 10 cms. wide and 4 high.
W Wall W 0.95; j-b L 0.96, W 0.28, Ht 0.16.

Floor: badly preserved slabs of gypsum, patches only.

Central Pillar: Gypsum, of four blocks; mason's marks double axes. Ht 1.78; W 0.65x0.57.
The pillar is reasonably described as central: from N 1.38; S 1.44; W 2.21; E 2.31. At E and
W are gypsum vats: E - 0.77 x 0.57; 15 cms deep; Th slab 10; W - 0.79 x 0.48; 17 cms.
deep; Th 10.

WEST PILLAR CRYPT (WPC)
Dimensions: EW 5.10 x NS 3.56
N Wall: L 5.05; Ht at E 1.90 to 2.09 to 1.65 at W, now rec. 3.50. Beam slot vertical: W 0.20
cm.
W Wall: L 3.65; Ht at N 2.00 to 1.64 to 1.50 at S. Beam slot vertical: W 0.19 cm
S Wall: L 3.77; Ht at W 70.70 to 0.80 to 1.40 at E; Th 0.50.
E Wall: as W Wall in EPC.
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Doors: S Wall W 1.33, opening without jambs; threshold 1.35x0.75
E Wall as W Wall in EPC.

Bench: against E wall: L 1.94; W 0.35; Ht 0.56.

Central Pillar: Gypsum, of four blocks. Mason’s marks double axes. Ht 1.80; W 0.65x0.65.
The base of the pillar projects - 8-13 cms. at the E, and is proud of the floor by some 5-6. Not
quite as central as EPC: from N 1.42; S 1.44; E 2.34; W 2.15; even less so within its paved
central floor: from N 0.37; S 0.98; E 1.08; W 1.29.

Floor: Central square EW 3.17 x NS 2.10, composed of gypsum slabs too worn now to
declare their shape; around this a border of rectangular slabs, 2.40 x 0.70-75. Along S Wall
a single slab L 2.32, of which only 0.40 visible in width .. the rest being under the S Wall.

VAT ROOM (VR)
Dimensions: EW 2.24 x NS 5.54
N Wall: L 2.26; Ht at E 2.08, W 2.22. now rec 3.50. Beam slot horizontal: at Ht 1.84, visible
in NW comer, circular section.
W Wall: L 5.55; Ht at N 2.49 to 2.29 to 1.70 at S.

Beam slot vertical: W 17-20 cms.;

horizontal: at Ht 1.64, W 20-23 c m s... most reconstructed.
S Wall: as N Wall of EPC.
E Wall: L 5.75; Ht at N 1.93 to 71.58 to 1.65 at S.

Beam slot vertical: H 1.60, W 0.19;

horizontal:.. most reconstructed.

Cist: against N Wall, gap of 2-4 cms. separates the two. L 1.07; W 0.79 W, 0.80 E; Depth
14 cms. at SW comer, 23 at NE .. slightly deeper at centre; Th 9.5 cms.
Vats: against E Wall. From N:
1, 0.91x0.87; Diam of depression 0.72x0.66; Th 9-17 cms.; Depth 5.
2, 0.96x0.87; Diam of depression 0.63; Th 12; Depth 3.
3, 0.61x0.52; Th 10-17 cms.; square depression, depth 2-2.5 cms.
4, 0.63x0.63; Th 16-17 cms.; square depression, depth 11-14 cms.
5, 0.64x0.60; Th 8.5-16 cms.; square depression, depth 11 cms.

Floor: Partly covered by gypsum slabs: 1.15x0.72; and partly by more irregular pieces of
schist: 0.96x0.45. A gap of 1.22x0.68 exists on either side of vats at N and S.
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ROOM WITH THE NICHE (RN)
Dimensions: EW 2.04 x NS 5.28
N Wall: L 2.00; Ht at E 1.50 to ?1.92 at W, now rec. 3.50. Mason’s mark trident at E.
W Wall: L 4.67 (door included); Ht at N 1.53 to 1.11 by N door, 1.85 to S of door to 1.90 at
S; Th 1.22. Mason’s mark window, to N.
S Wall: L 0.46 beside door; Ht 1.88.
E Wall: L 4.69; Ht at S 1.57 to 2.24 to 2.34 at N. Beam slot vertical: W 0.80; horizontal: 0.18,
now reconstructed. Mason’s marks handleless trident, at top of vertical beam slot.

Doors: W Wall middle, an opening W 0.83, but without jambs.

Flanked in pierhead

construction technique, by 5 huge gypsum blocks, of which the largest is 1.26x0.88x0.62. On
sides are mason’s marks - at N, a pair of double axes; at S, a star.
S Wall at W, as for EPC.

Bench: low, running along the E Wall. It consists of five thick slabs, of which the third from
the N is complete (0.98x0.83, Th 12 cms); L 3.93.

Cross-wall: now lost. In plans L. 1.33 NS; 1.58 EW.

See Fyfe’s sketch 1901 (PLATE 168

b).

Floor: schist and gypsum slabs.

CORRIDOR NS
Dimensions: EW 1.12-0.82 x NS 5.13
N Wall: L 1.12.
W Wall: L 1.11 to N, 0.69 to S; Ht 1.45. Mason’s marks on N blocks, 2 stars and double axe;
on S, 2 pairs of branches and stars.
S Wall: equals that of the EW Corridor.
E Wall: as W Wall of RN; Ht 1.80 N, 1.60 S.; with door L 2.52. Mason’s marks window at S.

Doors: W Wall middle, opening into NR 0.91; into EW narrow room 1.26, built in pierhead
construction. Size of largest block 1.11x0.94x0.25 Th.
E Wall as for W Wall in RN.

Floor: earth.
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NARROW ROOM EW
Dimensions: EW 5.00 x NS 1.32
N Wall: L 4.18; Ht at E 1.67 to 1.57 to 1.45 at W.
W Wall: L 1.32; H t1.30.
S Wall: L 5.09; Ht at W 1.55 to 1.60 to 1.65 at E.

Mason’s marks 3 double axes, 1 branch.

Floor: earth.

NORTHERN ROOM (NR)
Dimensions: EW 3.48 x NS 2.68
N Wall: L 3.31; Ht at W 1.90 to 2.05 to 2.10 at E. Beam slot horizontal: at ht 1.70.
W Wall: L 2.70; Ht at S 1.50 to 1.90 at N.
S Wall: L 4.08; Ht at E 2.11 to 2.30 at W.
E Wall: L 1.93; Ht 1.55.

Door: E Wall as that in W Wall of Corridor NS.

Floor: earth

TRIPARTITE SHRINE
Nothing now remains. The area in question covers some 5.75 mtrs of the NS stylobate to the
N of the stairway down into the LSS from the Central Court. The depth of the gap between
stylobate and earlier facade wall is 1.65. For the particulars of the size and positioning of the
so-called ’disks’ for the columns, see Fyfe’s plan (PLATE 164).
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CHAPTER V

THE FINDS ASSOCIATED WITH THE LAST PERIOD
OF THE ’CPS’ AREA

In this chapter the finds recovered from the fill of the 'CPS’ Area will be reviewed with
the hope that they will shed some light on the dating and the function of its last architectural
phase.
The LSS contained two gypsum column bases (332-3) in its fill,1though these are not
extant today. At floor level were the bases of three pithoi,2 one (335) standing at the east
end of the bench on the N wall. Traces of a cordon run around near the base, a feature
which is echoed on such as the Medallion Pithos type: could this be another such? Under it
the gypsum has been protected from undue weathering and as a result stands a little raised,
two more pithoi (334-35) seem to have been located against the S wall: no evidence is found
in the diaries etc., but photograph (PLATE 3) shows them there. Beside the base on the N
wall were retrieved a number of Linear B tablets (337),3 most probably contained in a wooden
box as carbonized wood has been recorded as present. In association in some manner with
this find were two gypsum slabs - these are today placed on the floor in the position where
the tablets were noted to have been.

Are they ultimately connected with those used in

constructing the N wall? Or are they to do with the flooring? They are not discoloured by fire,
and no other floor slabs are in their vicinity.

1 Evans, 1899-1900, 28 ’..two column bases were found above the floor level'; and PM
I, 442, fig. 318, where are seen 'gypsum bases of columns fallen from sanctuary above pillar
rooms’.
2 DM/DB 1900 2nd May 'against the N wall is a stone seat already mentioned and at the
E end of this stood a pithos, the upper part of which was found broken away’. Evans, 18991900, 28 'two broken pithoi were also visible against the walls of this room’. Fyfe, (F/NB
1900) draws three pithoi - PLATE 165.
3 DM/DB 1900 2nd May ’east of this pithos just above the floor a fragment of gypsum slab
was raised and underneath it in a deposit of burnt wood a nest of inscription tablets began to
come into view, most probably belonging to one set. The tablets were in a very brittle
condition apparently through the action of gypsum sediment and only a few were brought out
fairly whole. The burnt wood, as Mr. Evans suggests, probably belonged to a chest in which
the tablets were kept'. AE/NB on the same date records this morning a find of tablets
occurred in the NE comer of the Room of the Column Bases. There were evident remains
of a kind of cist of gypsum in which they had been contained’. Evans (1899-1900, 28) also
speaks of sealings two of the clay seals with which the chest itself had been secured’, but Gill
(1965,73) writes that Evans has made a mistake in confusing two locations. She is probably
correct, in that there are no mentions of any seal impressions in the diaries.
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The LSS has yielded the greatest number of tablets of all the area under review (59),
fittingly from a recognizable findspot - a chest of wood and gypsum against the N wall.
Though very much the work of a single scribe (141 ),4 it has been strongly argued that they
were produced by a sub-office set up in the LSS that was part of a much larger administrative
department located in the West Wing and also heavily involved with handling honey and
aromatic spices.
Like other sectors of the Linear B administration at Knossos, this one carried out its
work on the system of ’receipts and disbursements’. The clues to this are most clearly set out
in the vocabulary employed: deliveries acknowledged (a-pu-do-si: Fh 340,349,366) and debts
owed (qe-te-o: Fh 348). The material being handled is olive oil: some distinguished as being
of a second pressing (ie. inferior quality, zo-a: Fh 3 43 ,35 5 ,36 9 ), others have some function
indicated, mostly not now comprehended (e-pi-ko-wa: for ?anointing, Fh 343; po-ro-ko-wa: for
?pouring, Fh 350; to-ro-qa: for ?consumption, Fh 358; and e-te-ja: use unknown, Fh 359).
Most may be assumed to be of normal quality - possibly some younger material is indicated
in ’new’ (Fh 362, 375). The amounts are at times considerable - a few tablets acting as sub
or grand totals (Fh 366, 367); though in terms of ’paperwork’ quite some time was spent on
much smaller allocations. These last fall into recognizeable groups: to male persons (in the
dative - usually not seen elsewhere in the corpus: Fh 342, 344, 355) or professions
(bronzesmiths: Fh 386); to places (with -de suffix: Fh 351, 353, and 357); and to what are
considered as deities (in the dative - Fh 356, 390). Ethnic groupings are very rare (Fh 392).
It is felt that these allocations are in the form of rations to the listed males, offerings to the
Gods; what the significance of the findspots is is not understood.

Often the volumes

concerned with the last are considerable (Fh 340, 349).
One particular set (Fh 347, 361, 371, and 372) concerns ku-pi-ri-jo. The balance of
opinion tends to make this person - in conjunction with evidence from elsewhere in the
department - a professional perfume-maker. Foster and Melena have suggested a workshop
was connected to a shrine somewhere in Knossos6 - an interesting theory for this thesis, but
one that lacks any clues to associate such with the ’CPS’ Area.
Evans includes6 here a dozen tablets of a more assorted nature (395-8, 409-14) as
well as a series of illegible fragments (399-407). Olivier and Palmer place7 them rather in
with the House Tablets set and Magazine 4; only 408 is left. To this they add 733 and 7872.

4 Olivier, 1967, 22-3.
8 Foster, 1 9 7 7 ,19ff; Melena, 1 9 7 4 ,133ff; Georghiou, 1974, 442ff.
6 Evans, 1952 - among Tablet drawings 341-414.
7 Olivier, 1967, 22-3; Palmer, 1963, 86.
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hrom tms same room, nearer to the door into GPR, come more pieces (Fh 408, C 394
and ?K 872): the first is a receipt, the second is connected with a series of individual sheep probably offerings and allocations, whilst the last (if not from elsewhere)9 inventories a series
of metal vases (3 bull’s head rhyta, 3 ?Vapheio cups) with at least precious metal trimmings
and other decorative traits.

In the GPR the main set of finds are eight pithoi (338 and 338a), none of these have
been identified or published anywhere, with the exception of the Medallion Pithos that still
remains today.9 Another ceramic find recorded by Evans is what is known now as a stirrup-jar
(339) :10 beyond the fact that it had bands, no description was provided by which it might
have been possible to date it.

It has not been retrieved.11 Of purple stone, a lamp foot

(340)12 was mentioned but again it has not been located - perhaps surprisingly, no other
device for lighting what must have been a dark area turned up.

Evans recorded many

obsidian blades (341) on a floor which he describes as the original and 30 cms. below a
plaster one, now vanished and never recorded.13 This original floor, despite the implication,
is not that on which the Great Pithos stood; Evans has loosely used the word and is referring
to that gypsum one seen today, whilst the pithos in fact looks to be standing on yet another
and still lower plaster one that would thus date to MMIII.

Of clay, one of the Mountain

9 Chadwick et al., 1971, 210; Palmer, 1963, 86.
9 In DM/DB 1900 28 April - inked, he says about the pithos room this flooring is now in
course of being completely cleared. Including the large whole pithos, the room had altogether
eight pithoi’. On the 30th April, he writes ’ the floor of the pithos room was completely freed
of deposit and swept. Four of the broken pithoi were for the time being left in their places’.
Evans comments on the same pithoi, AE/NB 1900, 53 ’in a chamber N of the Chariot room
an enormous Pithos was found 1.45m high, 85 diam at top, about 70 at bottom. Two handles
inside pithos at 0.65 from rim’. He also speaks of the pithos in 1899-1900, 28-9 and PM IV.ii
634, fig. 622.
10 DM/DB 1900 27th April the room 33/2 with the large pithos has a doorway at the W
end of its S wall. A little distance within the doorway was found on the floor 2.30 down, on
its side, a false-necked amphora with brown-black horizontal bands in the usual ochre slip*.
Again two days later, 30th April, Evans reports in his NB and just inside the doorway a large
b.kanne’. More is reported in 1899-1900, 28ff.
11 Popham (1970,45) says that this vase ’is not identifiable’.
12 DM/DB 1900 28th April ’.. the lower part (the stand) of a Mycenaean lamp in purple
stone'. AE/NB 1900, 53 'near it (meaning the great pithos) ?k>wer part of column of stone
lamp’.
13 Evans, PM IV.ii, 635 'on the upper, plastered floor-level round it, 30 cms. above its base
.. between the earlier2 and later floor was an accumulated deposit’. 2 - ’on the original floor
here were found numerous 'blades’ or knife-like flakes of obsidian or volcanic glass, with only
one exception broken. This points to the partial use of the chamber as a barber’s shop’.
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Goddess sealings (342) may well come from here,14 and Olivier has ascribed a tablet (343)
to the room.16 This (Gg 711) is another of the amphora-stored produce, probably honey, that
is appropriate to the work in this area of the palace.

The final object is a piece of lead

sheeting (344)16 of uncertain size - perhaps once in association with the small cist in the
fjoor, as a lining.

In the TR17 a quantity of burnt wood was noted; some place here the tablet (343) that
Olivier allocates to the GPR.18 There is some question as to whether some pithoi were found
here or whether Evans has confused something in so asserting.19
In the EPC 10 pithoi are recorded (345), though no details are known of them; and
a single tablet (346).20 This last (Uf 432) concerns a series of male names and what has
been suggested to be details of land tenure. Nothing is noted for the WPC.

From the rooms to the north of the pillar crypts, little survived. The VR has yielded
the base of a pithos (347): this was set in one of the vats, but no trace of it remains today.21
From the RN come some seven seal impressions (348-353) identified and studied by several,

14 The sealing fragment according to Gill (1965, 71) is the fragment depicting the 'upper
part of an attendant’..
18 Olivier, 1967, 22.
16 DM/DB 1900 28th April ’at X were found a large piece of lead lining'. AE/NB 30th April
’in room of great pithos was also found a mass of lead sheeting’. It is surprising that Evans
reported the lead two days later than Mackenzie. This may indicate that he was not present
on the 28th April.
17 DM/DB 1901 4th April ’nothing has turned up in the deposit with the exception of 2
fragments of inscription tablets’.. ’At 1.30 down a deposit much impregnated with burnt wood
appears’. On the 6th April, he says the only find was in the shape of two fragments (fitting)
of an inscription; so far, however, there is not - as was expected - any deposit'. Evans,
however, 1903,38-9, says that apart from the shallow vats, there were 'remains of some clay
pithoi of the usual late character’. Has he confused the room with another? Mackenzie has
no reference to pithoi.
18 Olivier, 1967, 22 (fig. on page 21) - assigns other tablets to the LSS.
19 See footnote 17.
20 DM/DB 1900 28th May there were altogether 10 pithoi in this room, all collapsed but
with the lower parts of 4 still in position .. at the NW comer near floor, large fragment of
inscription tablet’. Popham (1970,45) says that Mackenzie tells us that they ’belonged to the
latest period of the later palace’. Olivier, 1967, 22; Palmer, 1963, 87.
21 DM/DB 1900 4th May ’a broken pithos in position was found sitting in the 2nd vat from
the S end of the room. This fact makes it probable that the sinkings were meant to receive
the moisture and droppings of oil or wine contained in the pithoi’.
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including Gill,22 and some tablets.

Concerning the tablets (354) a great confusion exists:

two areas called the Room of the Niche seem to have become intermixed by Evans.23
Palmer and Olivier produce a much smaller list of 5 - 434-438 24 They form an eclectic group
and are little comprehended. All are to do with commodities: flocks of sheep (Dq 438), lists
of metal vessels (K 434) are clear.
The seven clay seal impressions are not of the 'package' type so common in the
Temple Repositories, rather they are formed between the thumbs and forefingers and pulled
out into an elongated, prismatic form. String impressions run along the horizontal axis; the
design is on one surface. They are formed by pinching up small amounts of clay in the
fingers, they are smaller in size than their TR counterparts. All of the designs on either set
depict animals; most have been endorsed or countermarked.

According to Younger’s

classification, one belongs to his group of 'Animals with Dot-Feet’.25
From the so-called Tripartite Shrine are the clay seal impressions with the Goddess
of the Mountain scene (355-57): they probably did not all seal the same set of objects. Some
fragments bear traces of probably a vase or box rim. Are these a series of objects sent by
a single donator.. or received and sealed by a single person?

For this phase of the ’CPS’ Area, therefore, there emerges a very prosaic picture: one
of storage mainly, as already pointed out by Hallager.20 He observes that 'one gets, based
on the reported finds rather than the architecture, a clear impression that this part of the
palace at the time of the final destruction was in use for storing various goods.' To what
extent the area may be regarded as a department connected with the working of perfumed
oils and organizing their distribution remains slightly conjectural, even more so any attempt to
connect such activities with a shrine in this region.

22 DM/DB 1900 8th May 'several small objects including three gem impressions’. AE/NB
'in room S of Vat Room small niche in wall with remains of four seals and bits of tablets. One
seal a running bull remarkably like Tirynthian’. Gill (1965, 73; also 1 96 6 ,3ff) has located the
seal impressions (3 according to Mackenzie, 4 to Evans) and she assigns two more to the
same room saying that they 'may have come to light during a general tidy-up of the site’. The
tablets are SM II 435-8, though Olivier assigns more (1967, 23) here.
23 Board man, 1963, 26 This niche is not to be confused with what Evans sometimes
called the Room of the Niche (alias the Magazine of the Vase Tablets, the Gallery of the Jewel
Fresco) to the north.
24 Olivier, 1967, 23; Palmer, 1963, 86.
25 Younger, 1989, 58.
28 Hallager, 1987,172.
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Taking into account Renfrew’s criteria for determining the recognition of a religious
area, there is nothing in this CPS area to declare a cult activity.27 The only thing that keeps
such a possibility alive are the clay seal impressions recovered from the area of the Tripartite
Shrine. They depict a religious scene, perhaps an epiphany of a Goddess standing in front
of a multi-storeyed shrine crowned with homs-of-consecration. The goddess herself is flanked
by two lions while a man in a subordinate position touches his forehead in adoration. There
is no evidence that the sealings were themselves being used in any circumstances to do with
cult.

It can, however, be argued that the ring that sealed them might have been.

Nonetheless, it is difficult not to be influenced by the nature of the scene and the position of
the discovery.
In what way the incoming and outgoing of liquids, such as oil, may be taken is
problematic; though it might be kept in mind that the recipients of a considerable amount have
been interpreted as deities.

27 Renfrew, 1985, 22-3.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS ON THE PHASING AND FUNCTIONS OF
THE 'CENTRAL PALACE SANCTUARY’ AREA

The intention here is to assemble the various points and conclusions come to in the
preceding chapters. The material is first summarized by phases based on the architectural
and stratigraphical details and then the various possible functions during each period, as
indicated largely by the materials derived from them, are reviewed.

PHASING
1)

Under all the Minoan levels lies the Neolithic tell. Ceramic finds occur wherever the

stone floors have been penetrated;1 they belong mainly to the Neolithic; animal skeletal
material has also been retrieved. No structures have been associated with this, which may
reflect levelling operations of an early date in the Minoan era. This agrees with the evidence
known already.2
2)

The earliest surviving Minoan phase incorporates Pre- and probably early First-Palace

material (EM-MMIIa). The best known is that from the Vat Room.3 Most of the other deposits
(excepting the one from the threshold between the Temple Repositories and the GPR, and
probably that of Hutchinson and Platon) contain Neolithic pottery.4 It is difficult to relate the
Vat Room deposit to any structural features except the pit that contained it. The earliest
extant architecture is, according to Evans, the part of the gypsum facade wall that forms the
east side of the later TR and GPR to a door-jamb at the north side of the stairs. With this
went, at some time, the mosaiko verandah, and probably a staircase descending down from
the Central Court and blocked by a door at its base, as the door jamb base in PLATE 143 a
would suggest.
The opinion of Evans seems to have been in favour of this architectural phase being
of the First Palaces, but whether early and with the Vat Room material when in actual use,
or slightly later and to be associated with the rebuilding in which the Vat Room pit was dug
and filled is not clear. A further puzzle concerns the occasional glimpses of earlier versions

1 See Chapter II.
2 Evans, PM I, 34; Hood, 1974, 34.
3 See Chapter II.
4 See Chapter II.
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below the visible stone floors: first as described by Platon for the EPC, where burnt gypsum
slabs were associated with MMII pottery; and second the deposit below the threshold between
the TR and the GPR, which held some MM material.

None of this, however, can be

associated with any walls with certainty.
3)

The next unit ought to be that which incorporated the Temple Repositories, in the Neo-

Palatial period of their use, ie. before LMIA.5 The facade still provides the eastern limit, and
indeed Evans seems not to be completely sure as to whether it was erected now or earlier.
The LSS will have been smaller, the limits set out by the rectangular border-and-mosaiko
centre floor. Access to the south from this room was through a polythyron, as it was too to
the north, whilst a double doorway into the Crypts at the west gave a similar effect. Structures
such as the smaller cist in what was to become the GPR, the vats and the cist in the VR, the
bench in the RN, the vats in the EPC, probably the pillars of both crypts and according to
Evans the West Temple Repository are all of this phase*

The floors of the Crypts and

maybe to some extent of the VR and RN may also belong here too; probably these two last
rooms were single. Nothing is definitely known of the NW sector, but the same could apply
there too.7 The very narrow EW room here was most arguably one with the Northern room,
as the awkward position of the now blocked door in its west wall suggests.*
4)

Following the fire-accompanied destruction, the TRs were carefully filled and sealed

as part of an extensive rebuilding campaign* The ceramic material encased in them includes
a few specimens which could be dated as very early LMIa. To this date probably points the
crocus decoration of a few faience objects (217,218) - to go by parallels portrayed on ceramic
vases. A similar date has been suggested for the latest of the seal impressions by Younger10
and Pini11 on stylistic and typological grounds.
Consequently the sealing of the TRs ought to have taken place in or soon after LMIa.

In the rebuilding that followed, it is not evident which walls were affected. Probably
the wall now separating the TR from the GPR was erected. The N wall of the LSS was

6 See Chapter III.
* Evans, PM I, 236.
7 Evans, PM I, fig. 152 (PLATE 163).
* See Chapter IV.
* Evans, PM I, 317; PM ll.ii, 798.
10 Younger, 1989, 58-9.
11 Pini, 1990, 53.
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infilled. The stylobate facade along the west part of the Central Court was probably put up,
and the Tripartite Shrine constructed as an integral part. The LSS accordingly lost its earlier
E wall-line and the door, but compensated by its expansion to the east into the area occupied
previously by the verandah.12 Though it would be easiest to see the S wall of the Crypts
moved at this time to the north .. to create a space for the new EW Corridor that lead to the
Corridor of the House Tablets and the West Magazines, yet this could have been achieved
independently at a later date. The exact timing of all this is not clear, but it is proposed here
to allocate it to after a LMIA destruction, perhaps associated with the volcanic disturbances
on Thera .. that is within LMIb.
5)

There were no more confirmable alterations now until the abandonment of this part

of the Palace. The door at the SW comer of the WPC might have been blocked within this
time as well as the possible doors in the two rooms north of the WPC, one leading to the Long
Corridor, another to the Jewel Fresco Room. The only possible changes might concern the
NW section, and that is only suggested because of the pierhead construction visible here,
since similar construction has been considered probably LMII-llla in the rooms behind the
Throne Room. One cannot really judge this.

FUNCTION
From the deposits or material retrieved from trenches opened under the existing
gypsum paving of the area and discussed in Chapter II, ft can be deduced that the area was
occupied from the Neolithic times as is amply shown by the appropriate pottery.13 Finds
indicating the transition from the Neolithic to EM were found amongst the Vat Room deposit.
Further Pre- and First-Palace (MMI and II) material also have their representatives there, as
well as in the deposit that came from below the threshold of the door between the GPR and
the TR.

None of these above deposits can be safely associated with any standing walls.

Evans argued that the early E facade wall and the mosaiko floor to its east belonged to the
First Palace.14
If the Vat Room Deposit could be shown to be directly connected with construction
activity, ft could be considered to be a foundation deposit or, perhaps better, as shrine
offerings no longer needed and used as a foundation deposit. As the matter stands, objects
both offered to a shrine and utilized in the same can be seen to have been caught up in a

12 Evans, PM I, fig. 152 (PLATE 163).
13 See Chapter II.
14 Evans, PM I, fig. 152.
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destruction, accompanied by a fire, as is evident from the charred wood, ashes and
fragmentary objects in vase 5.
If a foundation deposit, with what stage of the palace was it associated? This is hard
to determine: Hood proposed a destruction in MMIb;1s later he and MacGillivray, followed by
Momigliano too,16 proposed an MMIIa date for many of the Vat Room vases.

Evans had

favoured a major disturbance in MM lib.17 With MacGillivray’s downdating of the MM pottery
sequences, the first two views are compatible. To support Evans’ thesis, one would need to
argue that MM lib vases were included, but none have been recognized. Consequently, one
cannot decide whether the Vat Room Deposit contains material from an MMIIa destruction,
should such have ever occurred, or a later one. Did this destruction accompany the end of
the First Palace? Could the Vat Room material have been First Palace material used in a
foundation deposit of the Second Palace? The matter must be left open.
The inclusion amidst this material of some (eg. whole vases, gold, inlays) which was
capable of still being used, and the fact that they were all put in a pit, points to their cult
implications, ie. a form of religious interment. The partly worked objects and the debris from
manufacturing processes may be taken as shadowy indication that a working area was under
the aegis of the shrine. The arm of a figurine included in the deposit could suggest a female
deity - a forerunner, perhaps, of the figurines in faience in the Temple Repositories. Being of
faience, a costly material used much in palatial settings, she is in keeping with the other luxury
products in shell, rock crystal, gold and faience. If one can view the shrine as connected in
some way with a working area, could this faience figure have been the protectress of the
craftsmen?

The sacral character of the Neo-Palatial finds is self-evident.16 In no other Minoan
context have so many figurines of this calibre been found together. These elaborate figures
are manufactured by costly processes; they wear such attire as is fitting only for a palace
context and carry attributes that probably indicate supernatural beings rather than ladies of the
court. Who they actually represent - deities, votaries or attendants - may never be known.
One aspect of these figurines given weight here is their association with animals, as
kourotrophoi. This maternal and nurturing side of nature is also apparent in the faience
plaques featuring animals suckling their young as well as in the faience representations of

15 Hood, 1974, 34.
16 Hood, 1988,110-11; MacGillivray, 1986, 47ff; Momigliano. 1989, 97ff.
17 Evans, PM 1,299,315.
16 See Chapter III.
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flowers and buds - the theme of adult and young in harmony is manifest in many of the
faience classes of objects.
The cult or religious implications of these figurines are strongly supported by the
existence of the set of tables of offering’ and > to a degree - by all the luxury goods
accompanying them to their last resting place. Though all this provides a glimpse of the
furniture and richness of their shrine, other crucial matters remain unanswered. Where was
it situated? How many rooms composed it?

What did it look like?

The only definitely existing wall at the time of the use of the figurines and shrine is the
early E facade. Possible walls and other architectural elements, however, may be seen in the
N and S walls of the LSS, with the central square and slabbed border; probably the pillars of
the PCs; and the receptacles in the VR. From this, it may be presumed that the TR and GPR
were most probably a single space aproached from the LSS through a polythyron, while
another such on the S wall of the room gave access to the Chariot tablets room. A sizable
door (judging from the door-jamb base’s dimensions) at the base of a flight of steps shut the
LSS off from the Central court; a mosaiko floor ran the whole length of the facade here. A
double door in the W wall of the LSS led into the pillar crypts. The EPC played the same
pivotal role as the LSS in connection with the WPC, the VR and the rooms at the NW.
Evans argued that this building (meaning the two pillar crypts and their surroundings)
might be called the House of the Double Axes’.18 He was certainly influenced not only by
the incised double-axes on the pillars, but also by the discovery of the Pillar crypt in House
B on Gypsadhes with rows of conical cups arranged in front of the pillar.20 He in fact saw
the WPC as the actual shrine because the double-axe was incised ’on all four sides of the
pillar’ and because the room was empty in contrast to the EPC which contained many
pithoi.21 He viewed the vats in the EPC as associated with ’offerings or libations'22 and 'the
pillars thus marked with the sign of the God are in fact his aniconic images’.23 Later he
believed that the pillar crypts were ’only crypts of a columnar sanctuary above’, supporting the
columns on the upper floor from which ’the bases of two upper columns were actually found
precipitated into the entrance lobby that borders the EPC on this side’.24

18 Evans, 1899-1900, 32.
20 Hogarth, 1899-1900, 76-7, pi. vi.1, 2.
21 Evans, 1899-1900, 34.
22 Evans, 1900-01,28.
23 Evans, 1901a, 99-204.
24 Evans, PM I, 425.
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Nilsson accepted the idea that the pillars in this case ’have a structural purpose .. as
supports for columns in the upper storey’,25 but rejected the notion that the pillar is the
’embodiment of a deity’, whilst allowing that they could be 'sacred in the sense that they either
belong to a sanctuary or that they were endowed with sacred power to strengthen their
structural function’.26 Platon agreed with Evans that the pillar is an element of construction
supporting the upper columnar shrine and further discusses the role not only of the pillar, but
of the pillar crypt and even the rooms associated with it as a whole, basing his arguments on
the finds.27 Rutkowski was more critical concerning the function of the pillar and the crypt,
suggesting that the incised double-axes may have been a symbol indicating that there was
a deity looking after the building .. the purpose of these symbols of the deities, then, was to
give strength to the construction
Consequently since no clinching argument can be put forward either for or against the
cult or religious functions of the crypts, and at the same time no other of the rooms in the area
can be proposed as the potential shrine, the matter for the location of the Shrine regretably
remains open.

A Tripartite Shrine cannot be ruled out, probably placed in front of the E

facade as Evans mentions the discovery of a fresco fragment, reminiscent of the Temple
Fresco, recovered from under the stylobate.20 He suggests that this was earlier than the
Tripartite Shrine he restored.

If the faint possibility of a working area attached to the First

Palace shrine is considered, the vats and cist of the VR as well as the low platform or bench
in the RN might be viewed as possible working equipment. But for what products cannot now
be told.

When the TR were sealed, a great rebuilding took place in the area marked by the
reused gypsum blocks (often carrying traces of fire). Whatever changes might have occurred,
although the wall lines were most probably basically maintained, these cannot really be
assessed without a major campaign of excavation.

Nonetheless, it is evident that the E

facade was moved east by the erection of a stylobate in front of, as well as extending south
beyond, the CPS area. The LSS was accordingly extended east to incorporate the space
originally occupied by the early E facade wall and its verandah. No sign of a door blocking
the easy entrance from the Central Court has been traced in this room; a kind of a window

25 Nilsson, 1950, 237.
26 Nilsson, 1950, 248.
27 Platon, 1954, 428-83.
28 Rutkowski, 1972, 42.
20 Evans, PM ll.ii, 803.
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may have existed to the north of the staircase. This openness here may well indicate that the
CC itself was not so easily accessible as in the previous phase. The monumental polythyron
in the N wall of the LSS was closed, leaving only a single door leading into the GPR. New
walls divide and thereby create the TR off from the GPR, the VR from the RN, and again
within the complex of rooms and corridor west of the RN.

Some time an EW cross wall

dissects the RN, from which act its name is acquired.
The original S wall of the two Pillar Crypts was pulled down (presumably at this phase,
perhaps a little later) and a much thinner wall took its place, actually encroaching on the
original limits of the room. By this act, a corridor was created south of the Crypts, which led
through the House Tablets corridor into the magazines beyond.

Evans also argues30 for a Tripartite Shrine to be created, its facade positioned on the
new stylobate line and partly occupying the space where once the mosaiko verandah ran.
The existence of this shrine cannot be proved with certainty. What Evans calls ’disks' forming
the bases for wooden columns may be accidents of corrosion, since the limestone used to
create the stylobate seems to have natural curvilinear patterns of weathering: circular and
semicircular effects are obvious at many places along the stylobate. However positive points
exist which could support Evans’ idea: first the fact that the ’disks’ are set in line roughly
parallel to the edge of the blocks of the stylobate; and second they seem to be spaced
laterally at regular intervals, though not at such exact distances as Evans argues. A third
point that would suit his hypothesis is that at the middle part where he places his raised
central column, there is a much bigger block that actually projects back into the recess at the
NE corner of the LSS. Also certain marks on the stylobate look deliberately worked; they were
probably supporting some structure.
Shaw suggests that this stylobate is unique in supporting columns.31 He argues that
instead of the more usual habit of setting separate bases for the columns on the stylobate, the
builders created slightly raised disks *by chiselling off the upper surface of the slabs around
where the columns were to be set’.32 But could such an arrangement have supported the
weight of a monumental upper storey? Probably Hagg was right in calling the Tripartite Shrine
a facade,33 as such it would have been closer to the structural possibilities of the situation.

30 Evans, 1909, 292-3.
31 Shaw, 1973,114 n.3.
32 Shaw, 1978, 431.
33 Hagg, 1987, 133.
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Evans himself was of the same opinion when in a much earlier report he had drawn
attention to this space, saying that it ’is too shallow for it to have been an ordinary room .. on
the other hand, the finely cut limestone blocks by which it is flanked and partly faced, as well
as its conspicuous position on the great court, indicate that there was here an important
structure’.34 He later describes the Tripartite Shrine in the fresco as of a light wooden
structure ’.. largely composed of timber and painted plaster.. the columns and capitals were
of wood’.36
Shaw accepts the reconstruction of Evans as 'correct in its essentials’, but on the
other hand he says that the scene of the fresco depicting a Tripartite Shrine 'should not
necessarily be considered evidence that the performance was taking place within the Central
Court at Knossos, the chief reason for this being that the columnar arrangement correctly
suggested in the restoration is different from that in the fresco .. surely K the scene in the
fresco had been intended to depict the Central Court at Knossos, such a basic mistake would
have not been made in an otherwise careful composition.’38 This observation does not
invalidate Evans’ reconstruction, the stylobate as it stands ought to have been able to support
light wooden columns, perhaps crowned with horns of consecration. If, however, a more solid
structure of many storeys is implied then the early E facade would have been a more suitable
foundation; this conception will push back to the west the face of the upper storey(s).
There are other questions involving the structures on the upper floor.

Evans, for

instance, had argued37 that the Pillar rooms '.. were certainly bound up with some sacral
usage, and may be regarded as the 'crypts’ of upper halls devoted to religious purposes’.
Could a shrine exist on the first floor in the final phase after the closing of the Temple
Repositories? The finds belonging with the architecture of this last phase do not point to cult with but two possible exceptions. These are first the sealings recovered from the space
behind the Tripartite Shrine frontage, which had clearly fallen from above,38 and second the
magnificent stone and faience vases,38 also fallen from above, in the Stone Vase Room just
next to the LSS at the south. The majority of these vases (9 out of 16) are rhyta - two of
which are in the shape of a lion’s and a lioness’ head, and one a triton shell. In the case of

34 Evans, 1901, 28.
36 Evans, 1909,291.
38 Shaw, 1978,431.
37 Evans, 1909, 291-2.
38 Evans, 1901, 29, fig. 9.
38 Evans, PM ll.ii, 820-22, figs. 537-9, 542(a, b), 543-45.
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the sealings, however, their scene, perhaps an epiphany in front of a shrine crowned with
horns of consecration, may not have been connected with cult. The rhyta, on the other hand,
especially those in the shape of an animal’s head, would be most at home in a shrine. Since
they were said to have fallen from above, this could indicate the presence in the region of a
shrine or a storage area connected with it. The date of these vases was originally given by
Evans as MMIIIb, with one as LMIb or even LM II.40 Could they be from a sanctuary that
replaced the Temple Repositories’ (ie. LMIa) one? The fact that they were not buried in the
final ruins of the palace must argue against this thought.
Finally, the two stone column bases fallen from above into the LSS must denote a
structure of some quality there. It is possible that they were set above the two pillars in the
crypts, though it stretches matters somewhat that they should both have ended up ‘m the LSS.
But equally in the LSS there are no signs of support for these columns, unless the upper ones
were situated along the line of the lower walls.

Hallager41 argues for the disappearance of the Tripartite Shrine in the last phase first
because horns-of-consecration have not survived, and again from the lack of any cult objects
in the last period. The large numbers of pithoi to him point simply to storage rather than cult.
Concerning the pithoi, ft is worth pointing out that at least the medallion pithos in the
GPR was there in a previous phase, probably when the shrine which housed the figurines of
the TR was still in use. Nor need ft have been alone. The existence of vases and pithoi
should not be seen as a drawback in accepting the sanctity of a place.

After all the TR

contained about fifty vases - where were these housed if not in the actual shrine or the rooms
with it?
Vases, and pithoi, may be taken as a symbol of the success a shrine has in attracting
to ft things of value. The prestige of the shrine and the deity ft serves is reflected by such
material displays. Who after all would want to worship at a shrine that was not well-off, and
thereby presumably lacking in worshippers owing to the ineffectiveness of its deity?
The incoming and outgoing of oil and perfume recorded in the tablets42 found in the
LSS, which list also names and destinations, can be taken in various ways - but may at least

40 Evans, PM ll.ii, 822-24; Warren, 1969,84 and 91, dates the manufacture of such rhyta
and shell-vase to MMIIIb-LMI, but places these specimens, from their context, as being used
in L M II-lllal.
41 Hallager, 1987,172 ’one gets, based on the reported finds rather than the archirecture,
a clear impression that this part of the palace at the time of the final destruction was in use
for storing various goods.’
42 Chadwick, 1971, 168-81.
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offer a partial explanation of the intended contents of the pithoi. These may be viewed as
receptacles for taxes’ or gifts for the shrine.

To conclude, the Central Palace Sanctuary Area may have been that region which
housed the central palace shrine or shrines43 from the very beginning of its structural life (in
the Vat Room Deposit), continuing into the Neo-Paiatial phase (Temple Repositories).

It

cannot, however, be decided which actual rooms were used as the focus of worship. In the
last (Post-Palatial) period of use, cult figures are lacking and therefore by Renfrew's
definition44 of a cult place, there is no obvious evidence of cult that is suggested by the finds,
in contrast to the earlier position. One should, however, take into consideration two major
points. First, the fact that the CPS area was earlier used twice, in succeeding periods, as the
place for the disposal by burial of religious material.

Such a repetition is unlikely to be

coincidental. Rather the disposal in this manner of earlier religious material, accompanied by
a reconstruction of the shrine, is envisaged - surely a significant action. It may be that the
burying of the shrine goods was partly in the nature of a foundation deposit too.
The second point is the existence of the stone and faience vases together with a
marble hand in a room bordering the LSS: Evans believed them to have fallen from a Shrine
treasury above.45 Indeed, their forms and quality would make them at home in such a
surrounding, and something analogous can be seen at Zakro in much the same position within
the West wing.46 Their date of predominately MMIIIb to LMIb, or LMII47 leaves it slightly
open as to whether they should belong to the Neo-Palatial phase (ie. with the Temple
Repository material) or after it.
One should recall here the sealings48 depicting an epiphany of the Goddess in front
of her shrine; sealings may not have been directly connected with cult, but the ring responsible
for reproducing them might have. They too had fallen from above. The existence of the
imposing staircase to the north of the CPS, with columns in evidence, as well as the column

43 I am using the term the Central Palace Shrine because there is no evidence
for any other major shrine in the Palace.
44 Renfrew, 1985,11-21.
45 Evans, PM ll.ii, 820-3. Hallager, on the other hand -1 9 8 7 ,1 7 2 n.35, argued that they
were stored in the room they were found in. Evans, 1899-1900, 31 records a marble-hand
of which there is no other record 'A marble hand, apparently belonging to a female figure, was
also found here. No other part of this figure, which must have been about half life-size’.
46 Platon, 1971,262.
47 Evans, PM ll.ii, 822-24.
46 Evans, 1901, 29, fig. 9.
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bases fallen into LSS,49 all further support the hypothesis of some locale of importance
above. In this light, the pillars of the two crypts could have been installed as much to provide
structural support - being given assistance in their role by the double-axes cut into them?
Evans’ intuition may have been correct in placing the scene depicted on the Temple
Fresco as being situated in the CPS area. After all, this is the only area to have produced
figurines with supernatural overtones and the only area in which some sense of cult continuity
seems to have existed. Being attached to the Magazines raises the prospect that the wealth
stored there may have been somehow related to and dependent on the fortunes of the
Sanctuary.
If this was the case in the First and Neo-Palatial periods, could the situation not have
continued thereafter? It would have been in the interests of anyone controlling the Palace,
Minoan or Mycenaean, to maintain a source of attracting wealth. I would prefer to see matters
this way, with the assumption that the final destruction of the Palace yet allowed time for the
removal of the cult figures and their trappings - be it by the hands of pious worshippers or the
more profane ones of plunderers. No interment followed this upheaval - unless the CPS still
holds a major secret - and the vases in the Room of the Stone Vases remain the only possible
indicators of a shrine of the period.
Was the shrine removed to another part of the Palace? No evidence supports this
contention. The Double-Axe Shrine in the East Wing,50 with its clay bell-shaped idols, is
nothing but a sour note and anticlimax. Thus, until a major shrine of the Post-Palatial palace
is recognized, the role of the CPS area - shadowy though it be now - is best seen as the most
approbate centre for a continuing focus of religious interests.

49 Evans, PM I, 441, fig. 318.
60 Evans, PM ll.i, 335-44.
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CATALOGUE

Vat Room

Clay Vessels

1.

Amphora. HM 4366. Globular-conical body; rim slightly chipped; short, rather straight
neck; two vertical, round handles set from rim to shoulder. Dark red-orangish, coarse
fabric: red wash on ext. surface, worn in places, handles, neck and incised rectangle
without wash. Incised decoration on front: rectang. with diagonal lines.
H. 0.315. Diam. rim 0.94. Th. rim 0.006. Diam. base 0.112.
Evans, 1903, fig. 66: o.

2.

Amphora. HM 4367. Gbb.-con. body (more globular than 1); rim slightly chipped; short
straight neck; two vertical round handles from rim to shoulder. Light brown-yellowish,
coarse fabric; black wash on ext. surface surviving only in places, particularly near
base; probable traces of white paint over wash. Incised decor, on front: rectang. (more
squarish than 1) with diagonal lines.
H. 0.288. Diam. rim 0.85. Th. rim 0.0039. Diam. base 0.114.
Evans, 1903, fig. 66: c.

3.

Amphora. AM AE 1074. Body frag. Greyish-brown, coarse fabric (many inclusions);
traces of black wash on ext. surface. Incised decor, on front: rectang. with diagonal
lines (part of one missing).
H. max. pres. 0.52. W. max. pres. 0.94. Th. 0.0082.
Evans, 1903, fig. 65: v.

4.

Amphora. AM AE 1075. Neck and shoulder frag, recomposed from 13 frags. Reddish,
coarse fabric (with inclusions); red wash. Incised decor: triangles joined at apices.
H. max. pres. 0.88. W. max. pres. 0.96. Th. 0.0073.
Evans, 1903, fig. 6 6 : 1.

5.

Necked jar. HM 4368. Glob.-con. body; rim si. chipped; si. splaying neck; two
horizontal, round handles on shoulder (very si. tilted upwards); part of one handle
(more than half) missing. Dark red-orange-brownish, coarse fabric; red-brown paint:
band covering all of neck, thinner band on shoulder, one just below (partly covering
handles - two drips), one below it.
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H. 0.310. Diam. rim 0.95. Th. rim 0.0063. Diam. base 0.105.
Evans, 1903, fig. 66: h.
contents of jar: 500 g. of soil, powdery, buff-grey
contents of soil: a) tiny frags, charcoal -

unidentifiable

b) small frags, plaster, creamy, with vegetation impressions
c) tiny frags, of animal and fish bone -unident.
d) tiny frags, of sea-shell - unident.
e) tiny frag, of gold leaf - see Cat. no. 95.
f) four seed/pollen objects (retrieved from 150 g. flotated soil).
SEM results: probably foraminifera or an ostracod.

6.

Necked jar. HM 4494. Glob.-con. body; rim si. chipped; high, si. spreading neck; two
horizontal, round handles set horiz. on shoulder and tilted upwards (handle joined
from two frags.). Brownish-grey, coarse fabric (many inclusions); brown wash
blackened in places (from fire). Traces of paring on incisions on ext. surface, smooth
inside.
H. 0.31. Diam. rim 0.92. Th. rim 0.004. Diam. base 0.954.

7.

Necked jar. AM AE 2235. Glob.-con. body (recomp, from two frags.); rim si. chipped
and partly restored; si. spreading neck; two horiz., round handles, set on shoulder and
tilted upwards. Yellowish (buff) coarse fabric worn at base and handles. Traces of
parring on ext. surface, smoother inside.
H. 0.20. Diam. rim 0.72. Th. rim 0.005. Diam. base 0.74.
Evans, 1903, fig. 66: e.

8.

Necked jar. STRAT. Two shoulder frags. Reddish-orange, rather coarse fabric.
H. max. pres. 0.13. Diam. max. 0.24.

9.

Necked jar. STRAT. Glob.-con. body. Neck and one handle (most part) missing. Two
round handles set horiz. on shoulder, tilted upwards. Brownish coarse fabric; reddish
wash on ext. and int. surfaces. Traces of paring.
H. max. pres. 0.252. Diam. base 0.93.

10.

Four-handled jar. HM 4344. Glob.-con. body joined from seven frags. Collar rim (partly
restored); four horiz., round handles set on shoulder and tilted upwards (two of them
restored). Dark red, rather coarse fabric. Red burnished wash on ext. surface, very
smooth inside; white paint over wash: band around rim, four cross-hatched butterflies
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set in between handles, on shoulder; horiz. band just below handles with double lines
on either side; the same below; two lines and band around base.
H. 0.169. Diam. rim 0.8. Th. rim 0.0039. Diam. base 0.578.
Evans, 1903, fig. 65; a.

11.

Four handled jar. STRAT. Glob.-con. body, only rim and part of shoulder and body
preserved. Collar rim; four round horiz. handles - two on shoulder and two set on
widest part of body (only one on shoulder and one on body survive, both tilted
upwards). Orange, rather coarse fabric, smooth on ext. and int. surfaces. Red,
burnished wash on ext. surface; white paint over wash; two horiz. lines just below rim;
below handle on shoulder a cross-hatched rectang. flanked by two cross-hatched
circles.
H. max. pres. 0.105. Diam. rim 0.92.
Evans, 1903, fig. 65: q.

12.

Four handled jar. AM AE 1072. Glob.-con. body, only part of rim, shoulder and body
survive (joined from three frags.). Collar rim; base of a horiz. round handle on upper
shoulder. Reddish, rather coarse fabric. Red, burnished wash on ext. surface. White
paint over wash: band on rim, horiz. band just below handle, with a pair of lines on
either side; traces of a cross-hatched lozenge or butterfly on shoulder.
H. 0.10. Diam. rim 0.9.
Brown, 1983, 63, pi. 31.

13.

Beaked jug with cutaway neck. BM A 461. Conical body; straight neck; arched, almost
round handle from neck to shoulder. Strong trace of paring. Brown-black paint: line
below rim, three horiz. lines around neck, band just below neck, with pendant: two
cross-hatched triangles joined at the apices.
H. 0.218. Max d. 0.146. Diam. base 0.7.
Forsdyke, 1925, 79, pi. VII.

14.

Beaked jug with cutaway neck. HM 4349. Conical body ca half of it missing, prominent
shoulders. Recomp, from four frags; part of body, base, handle and beak restored;
straight, rather broad neck; strap handle from neck to shoulder. Buff greyish fabric
with inclusions; buff slip. Reddish-brown paint: two lines below rim, one band around
base of neck from it pendant, only comers of triangles - probably decorated as 13.
H. 0.188. Max. d. 0.105. Th. rim 0.0027. Diam. base 0.54.
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15.

Beaked jug with cutaway neck. HM 4348. Conical body recomp, from five frags,
(prominent shoulders); beak and lower body partly restored; straight, broad at base
neck; strap handle from neck to shoulder. Orangish fabric, buff-orange slip. Strong
traces of paring. Dark brown-black paint: two lines below rim, two more lines on rim
on either side of beak, band around base of neck, with pendant as in 13.
H. 0.190. Max. d. 0.123. Th. rim 0.003. Diam. base 0.68.

16.

Beaked jug with cutaway neck. HM 4347. Conical body recomp, from six frags., most
of neck, handle and part of base restored. Straight neck. Orangish fabric, buff slip.
Traces of paring. Dark brown paint: two lines around arch of rim, two lines below rim,
band around base of neck, pendant from it as 13.
H. 0.174. Max. d. 0.109. Diam. base 0.58.

17.

Beaked jug with cutaway neck. HM 4346. Conical body, recomp, from more than ten
frags; beak si. chipped, most of strap handle missing. Straight neck rather broad on
base. Orangish-red fabric, buff slip. Dark brown paint: two lines along arched rim, one
line below rim, band around base of neck, pendant from it as 13.
H. 0.158. Max. d. 0.22. Th. rim 0.0035. Diam. base 0.57.
Evans, 1903, fig. 66: q.

18.

Beaked jug with cutaway neck. HM 4345. Conical body, rim si. chipped; straight neck,
si. broad on base, strap handle from neck to shoulder. Traces of parring. Orangish
fabric, buff slip. Dark brown-black paint: two lines along arch of rim, two lines below
rim, band around base of neck, pendant from it as 13.
H. 0.158. Max. d. 0.101. Th. rim 0.0032. Diam. base 0.594.
Evans, 1903, fig. 66: d.

19.

Beaked jug with cutaway neck. AM AE 1177. Glob.-con. body, part of beak and
handle restored; straight, si. broad at base of neck. Orangish fabric, orange slip. Dark
brown-black paint: line on rim, two lines below rim, two bands around base of neck,
pendant from it as in 13.
H. 0.155. Max. d. 0.98. Diam. base 0.6.
Evans, 1903, fig. 65: p.

20.

Beaked jug with cutaway neck. AM AE 1070. Conical body recomp, from many frags.,
part of beak, handle, body and base restored. Straight, si. broad at base of neck;
almost rounded handle from neck to shoulder. Buff fabric, orangish slip. Dark brown-
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black paint: two lines along arch of rim, two below rim, band of varying width around
base of neck, pendant from it as in 13.
H. 0.20. Max. d. 0.13. Diam. base 0.7.
Evans, 1903, fig. 66: b.

21.

Beaked jug with cutaway neck. STRAT. Glob.-con. body, beak si. chipped, ca 2/3 of
body missing; straight, short, broad at base of neck; strap, arched handle. Orange
fabric, yellowish slip. Dark brown paint: two lines on arch of rim, two lines below rim,
band on base of neck; zig-zags on handle.
H. 0.17. Max. d. 0.14. Diam. base 0.68.

22.

Beaked jug with cutaway neck. HM 5724. Gtob.-con. body, rim si. chipped, short,
broad at base of neck; round, arched handle from rim to shoulder. Orange fabric,
creamy wash. Brown-reddish paint: two lines around tip of beak, band around base
of neck, arched band (from front of base to shoulder and base at back) on each side,
band around base, two diagonal lines on top of handle.
H. 0.248. Max. d. 0.177. Th. rim 0.003. Diam. base 0.96.
Evans, 1903, fig. 66: k.

23.

Miniature spouted jug with cutaway neck. STRAT. Conical body; short straight neck,
rim chipped; base si. raised and si. chipped; round handle from neck to shoulder.
Orangish fabric; yellowish-brown slip. Dark brown-black paint: traces on rim, slash on
handle; three small discs on front.
H. 0.717. Max. d. 0.64. Th. rim 0.018. Diam. base 0.351.
Evans, 1903, fig. 65: x; Andreou, 1978, pi. Ill: 12.
cf. Zois, 1969, pis. A, 1, 2, 3.

24.

Miniature jug. STRAT. Short, cylindrical body (irreg. shaped), pinched-out spout; small
rounded handle vertically set. Irreg. base. Orange, rather coarse fabric, yellowishorange wash.
H. 0.421. Diam. base 0.36.
Evans, 1903, fig. 66: w.

25.

Miniature jug. STRAT. Short, cylind. body (irreg. shaped), pinched-out spout, almost
round vertically set handle; irreg. base. Strong traces of scraper and fingerprints. Dark
orange rather coarse fabric.
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H. 0.396. Diam. base 0.38.
Evans, 1903, fig. 65: y.

26.

Miniature jug. STRAT. Short, cylind. body (irreg. shaped), very rough ext. surface;
pinched-out spout, almost round handle vert. set. Yellowish-grey fabric.
H. 0.46. Diam. base 0.0.39.
Evans, 1903, fig. 65: u.

27.

Miniature jug. STRAT. Short, cylind. body (irreg. shaped), rough ext. surface; pinchedout spout, almost round handle vert. set. Orangish-yellow fabric.
H. 0.396. Diam. base 0.361.

28.

Miniature spouted jar. STRAT. Glob.-con. body, recomp, from two frags; part of the
spout, one handle and base restored; pinched-out spout, raised and moulded base;
round handles set on shoulder horiz. and tilted upwards; yellowish fabric, yellowish
wash.
H. 0.54. Diam. rim 0.42. Diam. base 0.33.
Evans, 1903, fig. 65: z.

29.

Miniature spouted jar. Not located. Glob, body, part of spout and body restored; two
round handles set vert, from rim to body (middle height).
Evans, 1903, fig. 65: s.

30.

One-handled cup. STRAT. Conical, rounded (rather asymmetrical) body, closing at
rim; rim si. chipped; strap handle set vert, from rim to middle height of body. Strong
traces of scraper. Yellowish fabric, brown paint (of differing thicknesses) on ext.
surface, trickles on int. surface.
H. 0.635. Diam. rim 0.92. Diam. base 0.648.
Evans, 1903, fig. 66: p; Andreou, 1978, pi. Ill: 8.
cf. MacGillivray, 1986, 166-167: rounded cup type 1a (MMIIA). Momigliano, 1989,
Cat. no. 8.

31.

One-handled cup. STRAT. Almost straight sides, part of body, rim and upper part of
strap handle missing. Orangish fabric. Dark brown paint on ext. surface and splash
inside (base).
H. 0.696-7. Diam. rim 0.91. Diam. base 0.77.
Evans, 1903, fig. 65: n; Andreou, 1978, pi. Ill: 7.
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cf. MacGillivray, 1986,149-151: straight-sided cup type 1 (MMIIA). Momigliano, 1989,
Cat. no. 9.

32.

Handleless cup. STRAT. Conical (asym.) body, with walls si. curving; rim si. chipped.
Yellowish-orange fabric, orangish wash.
H. 0.39-0.41. Diam. rim 0.53-0.58.
Momigliano, 1989, Cat. no. 7.

33.

Footed goblet. STRAT. Conical body (si. closing near rim), rim and part of base
chipped. Conical foot missing. Yellowish-orange fabric; reddish-brown paint; around
rim on ext. and int. surfaces.
H. 0.617-0.69. Diam. rim 0.685-0.788. Diam. foot 0.44.
cf. MacGillivray, 1986,143-145; rounded goblet type 1 (MMIIA). Momigliano, 1989,
Cat. no. 1.

34.

Footed goblet. STRAT. Frag., part of rim and body survives. Brown-black wash on ext.
and int. surface; white paint over wash: horiz. band just below rim.
Momigliano, 1989, Cat. no. 2.
Cf. no. 33.

35.

Footed goblet. STRAT. Conical body (si. closing at rim); rim si. chipped. Orangish
fabric; red-orange wash on ext. surface (except foot) and band on int. surface of rim.
H. 0.75-0.78. Diam. rim 0.81. Diam. foot 0.43.
Evans, 1903, fig. 66: g. Momigliano, 1989, Cat. no. 3.
Cf. no. 33.

36.

Footed goblet. Not located. Black wash on ext. surface; white and red paint over
wash: white and red (alternating) lines running spirally up from foot.
Evans, 1903, fig. 65: f.
cf. MacGillivray, 1986,146-147: conical goblet type 1 (MMIIA).

37.

Bowl. STRAT. Shallow open body recomp, from two frags; part of body and base
restored. Flaring rim and si. raised base. Yellowish-orange coarse fabric with
inclusions. Strong traces of tool on ext. surface.
H. 0.495. Diam. rim 0.215. Diam. base 0.11.
Evans, 1903, fig. 66: n.

Momigliano, 1989, Cat. no. 14.
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38.

Small shallow bowl. Not located.
Evans, 1903, fig. 66: m. Momigliano, 1989, Cat. no. 15.

39.

Pithos. STRAT. Rim frag. Orange coarse fabric; red wash on ext. surface. Decoration
in relief: rope-like band below ri.
H. max. pres. 0.142. Diam. rim 0.7.
Momigliano, 1989, Cat. no. 46.

40.

Storage jar (?). STRAT. Base (and part of lower body) of large vase. Thick walls.
Orange, coarse fabric, yellowish brown wash.
H. max. pres. 0.959. Diam. base 0.136.
Momigliano, 1989, Cat. no. 45.

41.

Small storage jar (?). STRAT. Base (and part of lower body) of vase. Thick walls.
Orange, coarse fabric, yellowish wash.
H.

42.

max. pres. 0.45. Diam. base 0.67.

Lid. STRAT. Nearly conical body, recomp, from two frags, (small part of body
missing). Two perforated lugs "set on top edge". Orangish coarse fabric, creamy
wash, probable traces of brown paint on int. and ext. surfaces.
H.

0.42. Diam. top 0.108. Diam. bottom 0.12.

Evans, 1903, fig. 65: r. Momigliano, 1989, Cat. no. 47.

43.

Lid. AM AE 1073. Conical body, recomp, from three frags., part of wall missing.
Perforated on top. Reddish coarse fabric; black-reddish wash on ext. surface; white
paint over wash: two sets of three lines each crossing on top; sets of diagonal lines
around edge.
H.

0.28. Diam. top 0.10. Diam. bottom 0.11.

Evans, 1903, fig. 65: m. Momigliano, 1989, Cat. no. 48.

44.

Pedestalled lamp. STRAT. Recomp, from seven frags; part of body restored; part of
wall and whole pedestal missing. Orange, coarse fabric; red burnished wash on ext.
surface.
H.

max. pres. 0.51. Diam. rim 0.232. Diam. base 0.655.

Evans, 1903, fig. 66: i.
cf. MacGillivray, 1986,194-197: pedestalled lamp type 1.
Momigliano, 1989, Cat. no. 49.
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45.

One-handled, carinated cup. STRAT. Fragmentary, recomp, from two frags., one from
box 1856 (unprovenanced); very thin walls, part of rim, body, base and handle
missing. Orange fabric. Red-brown wash on ext. surface; white paint over wash: five
horiz. lines on upper part of body and one just above base.
H.

0.6. Diam. rim 0.74. Diam. base 0.4.

Evans, 1903, fig. 65: k (?).
cf. MacGillivray, 1986, 159 fig. 31, 162-163: short rimmed angular cup types 1-2
(MMIIA). Momigliano, 1989, Cat. no. 10.

46.

One-handled, carinated cup. STRAT. Frag., base and part of wall. Orange fabric;
brown-red wash on ext. surface; white paint over wash: horiz. line above base.
H.

max. pres. 0.35. Diam. base 0.33.

Evans, 1903, fig. 6 5 :1. Momigliano, 1989, Cat. no. 11.
cf. no. 45.

47.

One-handled, carinated cup. STRAT. Frag., part of rim and wall. Orange fabric;
brown-black wash on ext. surface, brown-red on int. surface; white paint over wash:
six horiz. lines on upper wall.
Evans, 1903, fig. 65: h. Momigliano, 1989, Cat. no. 12.
Cf. no. 45.

48.

One-handled, carinated cup. STRAT. Frag., handle and part of ri. Red-black wash on
ext. surface; white paint over wash: horiz. lines on upper part of body; diagonal lines
on top of handle.
Evans, 1903, fig. 65: g. Momigliano, 1989, Cat. no. 13.
Cf. no. 45.

49.

Tumbler. STRAT. Recomp, from 13 frags; part of rim and body missing. Extremely thin
walls. Dark brown fabric; red-brown-grey mottled ext. and int. surfaces.
H.

0.6-0.63. Diam. rim 0.72. Diam. base 0.32.

Evans, PM I, fig. 119: a.
cf. MacGillivray, 1986,149-150: tumbler type 3 (MMIIA).
Momigliano, 1989, Cat. no. 5.

50.

Tumbler. Not located. Frag.
Evans, 1903, fig. 65: i.
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cf. MacGillivray, 1986,149-151: tumbler type 2 or 4 (?) (MMIIA). Momigliano, 1989,
Cat. no. 6.

51.

Pyxis. HM 4343. Cylind. pyxis, recomp, from many frags, and partly restored. Just
below rim four holes at equal intervals. Pronounced ridge around base; three small
feet. Circular rim with perforation at centre. Reddish-orange fabric. Dark brown paint,
finely burnished on ext. surface of pyxis and top of lid. Dense linear incised decor, on
top of lid and on body: three horiz. bands, bordered by double incised lines and
bearing row of upright hatched triangles each. On base of ridge, groups of parallel,
vert, incised lines. On lid two concentric bands, defined by double circles; running
double zig-zags with pointille decor, on outer margin and triangular centre. At centre
of lid small disc defined by two concentric circles and filled with pointille decor.; groups
of parallel vert, incised lines between edge of lid and first set of double circles at large
intervals. All decor, filled with white paste.
H. 0.12. Diam. rim 0.152. Diam. base 0.155.
Evans, 1903, fig. 65: b-c. Momigliano, 1989, Cat. no. 50.

52.

Lid of pyxis. AM AE 1076. Circular frag, (ca 1/2 pres.); on bottom plastic ring to assist
fitting. Brownish, rather coarse fabric. Brown paint, finely burnished on top. Incised
decor: three concentric bands; between edge of lid and first band, groups of parallel
vertical lines at large intervals. Towards centre hatched band; nearer to centre band
filled with pointille decor. All decor, filled with white paste.
Diam. max. pres. 0.135. Th. max. 0.072.
Evans, 1903, fig. 65: a. Brown, 1983, 63 pi. 36.

53.

Lid of pyxis. AM AE 1078. Circ. lid frag., recomp, from two frags. Brown fabric. Dark
brown paint finely burnished. Incised decor: two conc. incised bands filled with pointille
decor. Near centre incised triangle filled with pointille. All decor, filled with white paste.
Dimen. pres. 0.69 x 0.64.
Brown, 1983, 63 pi. 31.

54.

Lid of pyxis. AM AE 1077. Probably circ. lid frag. Roughly formed ring at bottom to
assist fitting. Greyish fabric. Dark brown paint finely burnished. Incised decor: two
superimposed horiz. rows of upright incised triangles filled with pointille decor. Both
rows bordered by double incised line; groups of parallel vert, lines between edge and
first row at large intervals. All decor, filled with white paste.
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Dimen. pres. 0.70 x 0.72.
Evans, PM I, fig. 125, 2. Brown, 1983, 63 pi. 31.

55.

Pyxis. AM AE 1098. Cylind. body and base frag. Brown fabric. Brown-black paint,
finely burnished. Incised decor: just above base, row of upright incised triangles filled
with pointille decor. All decor, filled with white paste.
Dimen. pres. 0.29 x 0.63.
Evans, PM I, fig. 125, 3. Brown, 1983, 63 pi. 31.
Note: AM AE 1098 (Evans, PM I, fig 125,4) (included in Brown, 1983,63 pi. 31). No
evidence that Kcomes from Vat Room. Its decor, is similar to 9 (Evans, PM I, fig. 125)
which definitely does not come from Vat Room.

56.

Besides the above there are: 26 sherds of varying dimensions (mainly v. small) and
coarse fabric; no decor; 12 v. small sherds decor. - biggest one black wash with white
paint over it - a wide band, two other sherds have alternating black and white bands.

Obsidian

57.

Obsidian chunk. HM (no number). Irreg. shape; two small cortex surfaces, two bigger
anomalous surfaces with irreg. spaced round concavities, varying in size: their inside
surface consists of whitish-grey polygonal "crystals". One surface contains seven
concavities, the other five with "crystals" and four without. Small rounded scars on
edges.
Dimen. 0.118 x 0.116 x 0.46 (max.).
Evans, PM I, fig. 120.

58.

Obsidian blades. HM 4362.
1. Whole; removed by pressure; almost triang., small bulb of force; almost transparent,
dark grey with black lines and patches; shiny; long parallel, v. sharp sides, plunging
distal end; two ridges.
L. 0.073. W. 0.009. Th. max. 0.0046.
Evans, PM I, fig. 120.

2. Whole; removed by pressure; prismatic, v. small bulb of force; almost transparent,
dark grey with black lines and patches; shiny; long, parallel, sharp (si. chipped) sides,
plunging distal end.
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L. 0.077. W. 0.101-0.103. Th. max. bulb 0.003.
Cf. no. 58.1.

3. Proximal (almost whole); removed by pressure; prismatic, v. small bulb of force
(many waves of force visible); almost transparent, dark grey with black lines; shiny;
long, parallel, sharp (si. chipped) sides; spherulites irreg. distributed.
L. 0.060. W. 0.013.

4. Proximal (almost whole); removed by pressure; prismatic, small bulb of force (few
waves of force); almost transparent with dense dark grey-black lines; shiny; long,
parallel chipped sides; two ridges; two spherulites.
L. 0.059. W. 0.008.

5. Proximal (probably whole); removed by pressure; v. small bulb of force; almost
transparent with dense black patches and lines; shiny; long, parallel chipped sides;
three ridges; distal end rounded.
L. 0.049. W. 0.001.

6. Proximal (almost whole); removed by pressure; prismatic, rather small bulb of force;
greenish matt; parallel, sharp (chipped) sides; ridges.
L. 0.057. W. 0.015-0.008.

7. Proximal (almost whole); removed by pressure; small bulb, chipped on ventral
surface; dark grey with black lines, matt; long, parallel chipped sides (one with scar
of other blade); one ridge.
L. 0.049. W. 0.011.

8. Proximal; removed by pressure; prismatic, v. small bulb of force, chipped on ventral
surface; v. dark grey, matt; long, parallel, chipped sharp sides; two ridges; distal end
rounded.
L. 0.041. W. 0.007.

9. Proximal; removed by pressure; prismatic, v. small bulb of force; dark grey with
black lines, matt; parallel, sharp chipped sides; two ridges.
L. 0.038. W. 0.009.
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10. Proximal; removed by pressure; prismatic, tiny bulb of force; dark grey, matt; long,
parallel, sharp si. chipped sides; two ridges.
L. 0.039. W. 0.055-0.086.

11. Proximal; removed by pressure; prismatic, v. small bulb of force; dark grey with
black lines, matt; part of cortex along one side; parallel, sharp chipped sides; two
ridges; distal end blunt.
L. 0.037. W. 0.011.

12. Proximal; removed by pressure; prismatic, v. small bulb of force; black matt;
parallel, sharp chipped sides; nearly crested.
L. 0.038. W. 0.012.

13. Proximal; removed by pressure; prismatic, small bulb; black, si. shiny; parallel,
sharp v. chipped sides; two ridges; rounded distal end.
L. 0.035. W. 0.009.

14. Probably proximal; bulb of force partly present; dark grey, matt; parallel, sharp v.
chipped sides; crested; rounded, blunt distal end.
L. 0.034. W. 0.012.

15. Proximal; removed by pressure; prismatic, v. small bulb of force; dark grey-black
matt; parallel, sharp chipped sides; two ridges.
L. 0.031. W. 0.008.

16. Proximal; removed by pressure; prismatic, tiny bulb of force; dark grey with black
parallel lines, matt; parallel, sharp chipped sides; two ridges.
L. 0.031. W. 0.009.

17. Proximal; removed by pressure; prismatic, tiny bulb of force; dark grey-black,
nearly matt; parallel, sharp chipped sides.
L. 0.029. W. 0.008.

18. Proximal; removed by pressure; prismatic, small bulb of force; chipped ventral
surface; dark grey, almost shiny; parallel, sharp chipped sides.
L. 0.031. W. 0.006-0.01.
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19. Middle; si. transparent with black, horiz. lines; almost shiny; parallel, sharp chipped
sides; part of cortex on one side; distal end si. blunt.
L. 0.032. W. 0.011.

20. Proximal; removed by pressure; prismatic, small bulb of force; almost transparent,
dark grey with black parallel lines; shiny; parallel, sharp chipped sides; distal end
blunt.
L. 0.028. W. 0.009.

21. Proximal; removed by pressure; prismatic, v. small bulb of force; black, rather
matt; parallel, sharp chipped sides.
L. 0.026. W. 0.012.

22. Proximal; removed by pressure; prismatic, tiny small bulb of force; dark grey with
black lines, matt; parallel, sharp chipped (one worse) sides.
L. 0.026. W. 0.009.

23. Probably proximal; no bulb of force pres.; dark grey, matt; parallel, sharp sides
(one with scar of blade close to edge).
L. 0.023. W. 0.008.

24. Proximal; removed by pressure; prismatic, v. small bulb of force; transparent along
sides, dark grey with black lines; shiny; parallel, sharp si. chipped sides; two ridges;
rounded blunt distal end.
L. 0.021. W. 0.009.

25. Proximal; removed by pressure; prismatic, small bulb of force, chipped on ventral
surface; almost transparent, dark grey with black lines; parallel, sharp chipped sides.
L. 0.023. W. 0.012.

26. Proximal; removed by pressure; prismatic, rather small bulb of force, distinct
waves of force; black, matt; greatly chipped sides; blunt distal end.
L. 0.020. W. 0.012.

27. Middle; dark grey with darker lines, matt; irreg. sides; rounded, blunt distal end,
and one side.
L. 0.021. W. 0.009.
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28.

Middle; dark grey, matt; part of cortex on side; rounded distal end.

L. 0.029. W. 0.009.

59.

Obsidian blades from STRAT. Box FII3 750
1. Proximal; prob. removed by pressure; tiny bulb of force (with waves of force);
almost transparent; v. sharp sides.
L. 0.013. W. 0.010.

2. Proximal; prob. removed by pressure; trapezoidal small bulb of force (chipped);
grey, matt; quite sharp sides; two ridges.
L. 0.012. W. 0.015.

3. Proximal; removed by pressure; trapezoidal bulb of force (chipped and with waves
of force); transparent with black veins; v. sharp chipped sides.
L. 0.03. W. 0.011.

4. Proximal; removed by pressure; triang. bulb of force; dark grey, rather shiny; irreg.
sides.
L. 0.021. W. 0.010.

5. Proximal; removed by pressure; triang. small bulb of force; dark grey-black, matt;
parallel, sharp sides; two ridges.
L. 0.017. W. 0.015.

6. Proximal; removed by pressure; triang. small bulb of force; dark grey-black, rather
shiny; parallel, sharp sides; crested.
L. 0.02. W. 0.011.

7. Middle part; remains of cortex on one side; quite transparent, shot with dark greyblack lines; irreg. sharp sides.
L. 0.036. W. 0.016.

8. Middle part; almost transparent, shot with grey-black lines and patches; sharp
chipped sides; three ridges.
L. 0.026. W. 0.010.
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9. Middle part; dark grey-black matt; quite sharp sides.
L. 0.022. W. 0.009.

10. Middle part; almost transparent, shot with dark grey-black patches; shiny; sharp,
chipped sides.
L. 0.17. W. 0.014.

11. Middle part; almost transparent, shot with grey lines and patches; straight sharp
sides; two ridges.
L. 0.018. W. 0.008.

12. Distal end; plunging, sharp end; black, shiny; sharp chipped sides.
L. 0.019. W. 0.007.

13. Distal end; si. plunging; nearly transparent, shot with grey lines and patches.
L. 0.018. W. 0.007.

14. Chip; almost transparent with grey lines; v. sharp sides; broken surface.
L. 0.007. W. 0.013.

60.

Obsidian blades from STRAT. Box FII3 751
1. Proximal; removed by pressure; tiny bulb of force; black; sharp sides; two ridges;
si. plunging distal end.
L. 0.041. W. 0.009.

2. Proximal; removed by pressure; small bulb of force; v. transparent with grey lines;
v. sharp sides; scars on upper surface; broken-off end.
L. 0.013. W. 0.034.

3. Proximal; removed by pressure; tiny bulb of force; v. transparent, shot with light
grey lines; v. sharp sides; broken-off end.
L. 0.027. W. 0.01.

4. Proximal; removed by pressure; tiny bulb of force; nearly transparent with grey
lines; parallel, straight, sharp chipped sides; two ridges; broken-off end.
L. 0.025. W. 0.007.
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5. Proximal; prob. removed by pressure; small bulb of force (with waves of force); grey
with dense black lines; parallel, straight, si. chipped sharp sides; broken-off end.
L. 0.024. W. 0.012.

6. Proximal; removed by pressure; v. small bulb with waves of force;

nearly

transparent; parallel, straight sharp sides; two ridges; broken-off end.
L. 0.023. W. 0.012.

7. Proximal; removed by pressure; tiny bulb of force; black matt; rather sharp sides;
strip of cortex on side; two ridges; si. broken-off end.
L. 0.055. W. 0.011.

8. Proximal; removed by pressure; tiny bulb of force; greenish-grey, matt; rather sharp
sides; distal end broken off.
L. 0.052. W. 0.013.

9. Proximal; removed by pressure; tiny bulb of force; dark green-black, matt;parallel,
v. straight sides; strip of cortex on distal end.
L. 0.027. W. 0.010.

10. Proximal; removed by pressure; grey, matt; parallel, straight, chipped sharp sides;
two ridges; broken-off end.
L. 0.037. W. 0.019.

11. Proximal; removed by pressure; triang. tiny bulb of force; dark grey, matt; parallel,
sharp chipped sides; broken-off end.
L. 0.028. W. 0.01.

12. Proximal; removed by pressure; dark grey, matt; quite sharp, chipped sides; two
ridges; broken-off end.
L. 0.039. W. 0.012.

13. Proximal; removed by pressure; tiny bulb of force; grey, matt; parallel, straight
sharp sides; broken-off end.
L. 0.035. W. 0.013.
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14. Proximal; removed by pressure; tiny bulb of force; dark grey, matt; parallel,
straight, sharp chipped sides; scars on upper surface; broken-off end.
L. 0.031. W. 0.001.

15. Proximal; removed by pressure; tiny bulb of force; grey, matt; rather sharp sides;
broken-off end.
L. 0.027. W. 0.010.

16. Proximal; curved bulb of force; grey, matt; quite sharp sides; scars on upper
surface; broken-off end.
L. 0.032. W. 0.015.

17. Proximal; curved bulb of force; grey, matt; quite sharp sides; scars on upper
surface.
L. 0.042. W. 0.015.

18. Proximal; removed by pressure; tiny bulb of force; grey, matt; parallel, straight
sharp sides; sharp, arrow-shaped distal end; scars on upper surface.
L. 0.044. W. 0.011.

19. Proximal; removed by pressure; tiny bulb of force; dark grey-black, matt; parallel,
straight sharp sides; cuts on upper surface; broken-off end.
L. 0.026. W. 0.010.

20. Proximal; removed by pressure; tiny bulb of force; transparent, light grey; shiny;
parallel, sharp chipped sides; broken-off.
L. 0.012. W. 0.013.

21. Proximal; removed by pressure; tiny bulb of force; grey-greenish, matt; parallel,
sharp chipped sides; scars on upper surface.
L. 0.040. W. 0.011.

22. Middle part; transparent, shot with grey lines; shiny; one side broken, the other
straight, sharp.
L. 0.024. W. 0.012.
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23. Middle part; shot with spherulites; grey, matt; quite sharp side; two ridges.
L. 0.034. W. 0.014.

24. Middle part; grey, matt; parallel, straight, sharp sides.
L. 0.031. W. 0.011.

25. Middle part; grey, matt; parallel, straight sides.
L. 0.031. W. 0.009.

26. Middle part; grey, rather shiny; parallel,straight sharp sides; slightly crested.
L. 0.023. W. 0.0007.

27. Middle part; black, matt; parallel, straight sharp sides.
L. 0.024. W. 0.009.

28. Prob. part of bulb (frag.); dark grey; si. transparent.
L. 0.024. W. 0.016.

29. Similar to 28 with irreg. scars on upper surface; shiny, black.
L. 0.035. W. 0.014.

30. Middle part (distal end pres.); transparent, shot with light grey lines; crested with
sharp sides.
L. 0.039. W. 0.006-0.013.

31. Middle part (distal end pres.); black, matt; crested, sharp sides.
L. 0.041. W. 0.003-0.010.

32. Middle part (distal end pres.); transparent with v. light grey patches; shiny;
plunging distal end; sharp, si. chipped sides.
L. 0.053. W. 0.005-0.014.

33. Middle part (distal end pres.); transparent, shot with grey lines; shiny; plunging
distal end; sharp chipped sides.
L. 0.036. W. 0.009.
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34. Proximal; removed by pressure; tiny bulb of force; black, matt; parallel, quite sharp
si. chipped sides; two ridges.
L. 0.067. W. 0.008-0.016.

35. Proximal; removed by pressure; tiny, curving bulb of force; transparent with grey
lines; shiny; sharp sides; scars on upper surface.
L. 0.022. W. 0.006-0.008.

36. Middle part; nearly crested; grey-black, matt; parallel, quite sharp sides.
L. 0.039. W. 0.003-0.009.

37. Proximal; small bulb of force; joined from two frags; transparent with grey lines,
shiny; quite sharp sides.
L. 0.049. W. 0.013.

38. Proximal; small bulb of force; parallel, sharp chipped sides; si. transparent shot
with black lines; spherulites irreg. distr., not v. dense.
L. 0.045. W. 0.011.

39. Proximal; removed by pressure; small bulb of force; black, matt; parallel, sharp
sides; scars on upper surface.
L. 0.052. W. 0.01.

61.

Obsidian cores. HM 4363.
1. Prismatic, axe-like shape; grey-greenish with darker lines, matt; one flat platform;
three irreg. faces; rounded end.
L. 0.063. W. 0.021-0.028.

2. Prismatic, axe-like shape; black, rather shiny; one almost flat platform; six v. reg.
faces, many sides; part of cortex pres; rounded end; fine texture.
L. 0.056. W. 0.022-0.026.

3. Prismatic, axe-like shape; grey with darker veins, matt; one almost flat platform;
seven not v. reg. faces; may sides; rounded end.
L. 0.054. W. 0.019-0.022.
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4. Prismatic, axe-like shape; grey with darker veins, matt; one not fiat platform; nine
rather irreg. faces; many sides; rounded end.
L. 0.055. W. 0.017-0.022.

5. Prismatic, axe-like shape; grey, coarse texture, matt; one flat platform; three rather
irreg. faces; many sides and battered surfaces; rounded end.
L. 0.042. W. 0.014-0.027.

6. Rectangular shape; dark grey, almost black, matt; two flat platforms - one at each
end; ca ten rather reg. faces; many sides.
L. 0.041. W. 0.029.

7. Axe-like shape; grey with darker veins, matt; one flat platform; no reg. faces; many
irreg. sides; si. rounded end.
L. 0.052. W. 0.023-0.030.

8. Irreg. shape; grey with darker lines and veins, matt; si. traces of platform; two rather
reg. faces; many sides; rounded end.
L. 0.058. W. 0.027.

9. Irreg. shape; dark grey, matt; two rather reg. faces; many sides; si. rounded end.
L. 0.048. W. 0.0155-0.0166.

10. Irreg. shape and faces; dark grey, matt; rounded end.
L. 0.054. W. 0.020-0.032.

11. Irreg. shape and faces; v. dark grey; crested blade in position; rounded pointing
end.
L. 0.042. W. 0.010.

62.

Obsidian cores. STRAT. FII3. Box 751.
1.

Prismatic/trapezoidal shapes; black, shiny; one flat platform; reg. faces on one side;

prob. crested blade in position on other side; natural hole in middle; broken-off end.
L. 0.057. W. 0.019-0.023.

63.

Obsidian flakes. HM 4363.
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1. Almost oval shape; bulb of force exhibiting waves of force on ventral surface; black,
shiny; cortex on dorsal surface; one v. chipped edge.
L. 0.058. W. 0.045.

2. Irreg., axe-like shape; bulb of force with strong waves of force on ventral surface;
black, shiny; cortex on dorsal surface; pointing end with rounded, blunt edge.
L. 0.063. W. 0.032.

64.

Obsidian flakes. STRAT. FI 13 Box 750.
1. Irreg. shape; bulb of force si. chipped, with waves of force on ventral surface; black,
matt; strips of cortex on edges.
L. 0.055. W. 0.030-0.036.

2. Rounded shape; bulb of force, chipped; black, shiny; cortex on one surface.
L. 0.050. W. 0.023-0.0.045.

3. Prismatic shape; bulb of force; grey-greenish, matt; cortex on one side.
L. 0.045. W. 0.008-0.028.

4. Rounded shape; bulb of force, with waves of force on ventral surface; black, shiny;
cortex on one surface.
L. 0.038. W. 0.031.

5. Prismatic shape; bulb of force, waves of force near bulb on ventral surface; black,
matt; cortex on other side of bulb.
L. 0.036. W. 0.004-0.029.

6. Irreg. shape; grey-green, matt; cortex on one surface; curving, chipped.
L. 0.029. W. 0.026.

65.

Obsidian fragments. HM 4363.
1.

20 frags, in HM (4363) and one in STRAT. (FII3, Box 750), all v. small; frags, of

flakes of irreg. shape; many have whole or partly pres, bulbs of force usually
accompanied by waves of force on their ventral surfaces. Some of them have chipped
edges, probably from use.
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2. Irreg. shape; sharp edges; many small surfaces, some battered; si. transparent,
grey with black patches, shiny; spherulites (tiny) densely distr.
L. 0.018. W. 0.015.

3. As 2.
L. 0.019. W. 0.017.

4. "ObsidianTflint/chert; rather irreg., recalling axe-like shape; dark brown; one surface
concave; the other crested-like; many battered and chipped edges and surfaces;
patches of white substance, thinly distr.
L. 0.075. W. 0.023-0.036.

Stone Objects

66.

Stone spouted teapot. HM 4355 (a), b), c)). Fragmentary, consists of three frags.
Banded calcite-banded tufa, opaque white and golden brown in broad bands.
a) Part of rim, spout and part of body pres. Spout closely kept to body, cut-off petal
shaped to assist pouring; short incisions on either side of spout define rim and raised
platform.
H. max. pres. 0.057. W. max. pres. 0.057. H. spout 0.047. Diam. spout 0.017.
b) Rim and body frag; recomp, from two frags; raised platform just below rim; lughandle vert, set on platform.
H. max. pres. 0.035. W. 0.043-0.056. L. lug-handle 0.021. Th. body 0.0031-0.0064.
c) Body frag.
H. max. pres. 0.028. W. 0.023-0.040. Th. 0.0047-0.0071.

All three frags, highly polished on ext. and int. surfaces.
Evans, PM I, fig. 120. Warren, 1969,99: type D teapot.

67.

Stone bowl. HM 4354. Half of body missing; partly restored; recomp, from seven frags;
marble, grey-bluish with darker grey sets of double horiz. bands. Rim si. incurving; flat,
moulded base, v. thin walls; highly polished on int. and ext. surfaces.
H. 0.048. Diam. 0.0868. B. base 0.048. Th. rim 0.0029. Th. body 0.002-0.007.
Evans, 1903, fig. 65: o. Warren, 1969, 79: plain bowl with moulded base.
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68.

Stone bowl frag. AM AE 1501. Joined from three frags; part of rim and body; marble,
grey-bluish with darker grey sets of double horiz. bands; rim si. incurving; highly
polished on int. and ext. surfaces. Probably part of 67.
H. max. pres. 0.026. L. 0.056. Th. rim 0.002. Th. body 0.006.

69.

Stone lid. HM 4356. Circ., si. chipped rim and handle; knob handle with conical base;
bevelled edge to fit vase (?); gypsum, creamy white; rather coarse int. and ext.
surfaces.
Diam. 0.0104. H. handle 0.022. Th. 0.005-0.008.
Evans, 1903, fig. 66: d. Warren, 1969, 68.

70.

Stone lid. HM 4357. Circ., si. chipped handle; knob-like handle; bevelled edge;
gypsum, creamy white; si. coarse int. and ext. surfaces.
Diam. 0.0708. H. handle 0.006. Th. 0.002-0.006.
Warren, 1969, 68.

71.

Stone lid. HM 4358. Circ., tiny; rounded strap-like handle; raised circ. platform on
lower surface; chlorite (nearly talcum), traces of polisher on upper surface, even
stronger ones on lower surface; unpolished edge.
Diam. 0.019. Th. edge 0.0013-0.0016. Th. centre 0.0026. L. handle 0.006. Th. handle
0.0027.

72.

Stone vase. STRAT. (FII3 Box 751). Irreg. shape (almost rectang.) frag, from rim and
body of vase; steatite, grey-greenish; v. thin walls; incised V on upper surface.
H. max. pres. 0.029. W. max. pres. 0.019. Th. 0.0045-0.0089.

73.

Stone vase. Not located. Prob. of marble, with v. thin walls; recomp, from three frags.
Evans, PM I, fig. 121.

74.

Stone vase. STRAT. (FII3 Box 750). Irreg. shape, frag, from rim and part of body of
vase; steatite, black with white spots.
H. 0.013. W. 0.022.

75.

Stone axe. HM 4361. "Neolithic" (single) axe; cutting edge and part of body pres;
finely grained, black, shiny with white "dendrite"-like lines; chipped edges and
surfaces; traces of polisher visible.
H. 0.038. Th. 0.017-0.026.
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76.

Stone whetstone. HM 4360. Plaque; "tool" edge and part of body pres; slate, grey with
white spots; worn and cracked surface; v. thin "tooT edge.
L. 0.061-0.069. Th. 0.001-0.0068.

77.

Stone tool. STRAT. (FII3 Box 751). Tongue-like, facetted tool; steatite/haematite; dark
grey-black, shiny.
L. 0.021. W. 0.016. Th. 0.007.

Rock Crystal Objects

78.

Rock crystal cylinder. HM (no number). Cylind. core produced by boring; traces of tool
on all surfaces; broken off on top; flat base; almost transparent; quartz S i0 2.
H.

0.021. Diam. top 0.022. Diam. base 0.019.

Evans, PM I, fig. 119: b.

79.

Rock crystal frags. STRAT. (FII3 Box 751). Irreg. shape with four flat, unworked
surfaces; transparent (quartz S i02), cracked internally and chipped on edges.
L. 0.059. W. 0.029. Th. 0.017.

80.

Rock crystal bead. HM (no number). Almost spherical bead; transparent rock crystal
(quartz S i0 2); hole drilled on both sides - very narrow at centre of bead, widens at
both ends; ext. surface of bead roughly cut but not finely polished - many small flat
surfaces; chipped in places.
Diam. 0.006. Diam. hole 0.0036.

Calcite/araqonite

81.

Stone frags. STRAT. (FII3 Box 751). Two frags, of irreg., almost rectang. shape;
creamy crystal, not transparent (calcite/aragonite, C aC 03); flat, unworked surfaces.
Bigger frag: L. 0.026. W. 0.032. Th. 0.011.
Smaller frag: L. 0.017. W. 0.020. Th. 0.014.
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Ivorv and Shell Objects

82.

Ivory plaque. HM (no number). Irreg., almost triang. with one end broken off obliquely;
extremely thin plaque; joined from two frags; creamy-to-whitish with darker elongated
veins; two edges and both surfaces polished; si. weathered; prob. an inlay, as its
slender nature would suggest.
L. 0.027. W. 0.005-0.015. Th. 0.0018.

83.

Ivory plaque. HM (no number). Irreg; partly pres, with two sides ending in a point
(arrow-like); 16 shallow circ. depressions irreg. distr. on upper surface, prob. used to
receive some other substance; underside exhibits usual scratches in all directions,
created by file/scraper (?) to assist gluing; no sign of fine polishing.
L. 0.0198. W. 0.0119. Th. 0.002.

84.

Ivory plaque. HM (no number). Irreg. frag; one surface si. smooth, prob. polished;
other surface and edges extremely rough, prob. result of weathering.
L. 0.0195. W. 0.016. Th. 0.003-0.006.

85.

Ivory plaque. HM (no number). Rectang., v. slender strip of ivory recomp, from two
frags; three parallel, horiz. decor, incisions on one end; circ. perforation on right-hand
end; one long edge and short edges broken; fine polishing on other two edges and
on both surfaces; fine traces of polisher or abrasive agent visible; its extreme thinness
would exclude possibility of being free-standing; most prob. used as inlay.
L. 0.0295. W. 0.0056-0.008. Th. 0.0017.

86.

Ivory plaque. HM (no number). As 85; si. thicker; two edges broken.
L. 0 0218. W. 0.0054-0.0084. Th. 0.0018.

87.

Ivory plaque. HM (no number). As 85, also recomp, from two frags., but without decor,
incisions - one tiny frag, with incisions could belong here (the tiny frag, is less than 2
mm and traces of two decor, incisions, as 87, are visible).
L. 0.00145. W. 0.0083. Th. 0.0014-0.0019.

88.

?Shell inlay. HM 4359.
1) Flame-like shape with si. bevelled edges; creamy-beige, finely polished on upper
surface, though "pitted" with unrecognisable substance; si. chipped at pointed end.
L. 0.0224. W. max. 0.0086. Th. 0.0015-0.0018.
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2)

As 1, but si. smaller; upper surface not pitted but less shiny.

L. 0.0194. W. max. 0.0086. Th. 0.0016-0.0018.
Evans, PM I, fig. 120. Brown, 1986, 63 and fig. 31.

89.

?Shell inlay. AM AE 1941 189 c. As 82; shiny on top.
Diam. max. 0.017. W. max. 0.0072. Th. 0.0014-0.0016.

90.

Shell inlays. HM 4359.
1 a). Triang. plaque; creamy, finely polished on all surfaces and edges, but more so
on upper surface; shiny, particularly on upper surface; si. traces of polisher on top;
accidental cut also on top; thickness variable.
Dimen. sides 0.032 x 0.030 x 0.024. Th. 0.0019-0.0022.

b). Half-crescent plaque. Creamy, finely polished, shiny, particularly on top; si.
incisions from polisher on edges; white substance stuck on lower surface prob. glue;
thickness variable; si. bevelled edges.
Diam. max. 0.0227. Shorter sides 0.013 x 0.014. Th. 0.0019-0.0021.
Evans, PM I, fig. 120. Brown, 1986, 63, fig. 31.

2. As 1 a) but not as finely polished and shiny on top; interwoven, wave-like bands,
whiter, visible on top; si. concave; traces of polisher and white substance (glue ?)
underneath, great difference in thickness.
Dimen. 0.033 x 0.031 x 0.022. Th. 0.0015-0.0026.
Cf. 1 a).

3. As 1 a) but slightly concave, and with white substance on lower surface; traces of
tool on lower surface also.
Dimen. 0.035 x 0.030 x 0.024. Th. 0.0016-0.0024.
Cf. 1 a).

4. As 1 a) but with two accidental cuts on top; underneath, traces of polisher and
white substance; two edges not finely polished; thicker plaque than 1 a).
Dimen. 0.031 x 0.028 x 0.023. Th. 0.0025-0.0031.
Cf. 1 a).

5. As 1 a); part of triang. point missing; si. concave; traces of white substance on
lower surface.
Dimen. 0.019 x 0.010 x 0.026. Th. 0.0018-0.0027.
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6. As 1 a); shiny on top with few traces of polisher (fine incisions); si. concave; traces
of white substance, finely polished edges also.
Dimen. 0.024 x 0.029 x 0.031. Th. 0.0017-0.0027.
Cf. 1 a).

7. As 1 a); neither smooth nor shiny on top, traces of red substance on one top comer
and edge; white substance on lower surface and wavy bands interwoven, of whiter
material.
Dimen. 0.032 x 0.030 x 0.023. Th. 0.0023-0.0030.
Cf. 1 a).

8. As 1 a); almost half of plaque missing; smooth and shiny on top but flaked in
places; one edge broken; all edges, including broken one, finely polished; quite thick.
Dimen. 0.022 x 0.024 x 0.015. Th. 0.0025-0.0031.
Cf. 1 a).

9. As 1 a); a small part (point) missing; neither smooth nor shiny on top; edges not
finely polished; two accidental cuts on edge prob. by scraper.
Dimen. 0.029 x 0.022 x 0.017. Th. 0.0025-0.0028.
Cf. 1 a).

10. As 1 b); white substance on lower surface, edges finely polished; traces of
polisher throughout.
Diam. max. 0.0227. Shorter sides 0.0135 x 0.0141. Th. 0.0019-0.0021.
Cf. 1 b).

11. As 1 b); si. concave; one edge si. chipped (near comer).
Diam. max. 0.0226. Shorter sides 0.0133 x 0.0129. Th. 0.0014-0.0026.
Cf. 1 b).

12. As 1 b); si. concave; one edge si. chipped (near middle).
Diam. max. 0.0218. Shorter sides 0.0119 x 0.0134. Th. 0.0013-0.0020.
Cf. 1 b).

13. As 1 b); traces of polisher on upper and lower surfaces.
Diam. max. 0.0233. Shorter sides 0.0125 x 0.0138. Th. 0.0015-0.0016.
Cf. 1 b).
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14.

As 1 b); traces of polisher on upper and lower surfaces; white substance on lower

surface; slightly chipped at one comer; si. flaked underneath.
Diam. max. 0.0222. Shorter sides 0.0127 x 0.0126. Th. 0.0024-0.0025.
Cf. 1 b).

91.

Shell inlays. HM (no number).
1. As 90 1 a); si. concave; si. traces of polisher.
Dimen. 0.0194 x 0.0139 x 0.0244. Th. 0.003-0.002.

2. As 90 1 a); one side si. curving; v. rough on both upper and lower surfaces; edges
not finely polished.
Dimen. 0.023 x 0.019 x ? Th. 0.002-0.003.

92.

Shell inlay. AM AE 189 a. As 90 1 a); fine traces of polisher on top; interwoven wavy
bands of whiter material visible on lower surface.
Dim. max. 0.0245. x 0.0104. Th. 0.0027-0028.
Cf. no. 90.

93.

Ostrich egg. HM (no number). Triang. frag; creamy-beige, shiny on upper surface, with
darker (almost brown) spots; whitish on lower surface; unpolished, rather roughly cut
edges.
Dimen. 0.0188 x 0.013. Th. 0.0019.

Gold Objects

94.

Gold leaf. Not located.
Evans, PM I, fig. 120.

95.

Gold leaf. HM (no number). Recovered from clay vase "Necked jar” 5. Tiny, v. thin
gold leaf, folded (roller-like) and creased; yellow gold colour; impossible to handle and
measure.

96.

Golid leaf. HM (no number). Recoveredfrom same jar containing tiny beads; tiny leaf
shaped gold leaf; creased; bright yellow gold colour.
ca 0.002 (squarish).
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Copper Objects

97.

Copper. STRAT. (FII3 Box 750). More than 200, well oxidised (tarnished green) and
extremely fragile pieces of prob. copper. They are of varying dimen., none bigger than
0.5 c.
Evans, 1903, 98.

98.

Copper. HM (no number). More than 100 pieces of copper as 97; located in same box
containing tiny frit beads (Cat. no. 116). Two such beads still stuck on a copper
piece. Another tiny frag, of ivory/wood (?) stuck on another copper frag. Varying
dimen., none larger than 1 c. Too fragile to handle.
Dimen. largest frag. 0.008 x 0.0073
Cf. no. 97.

99.

Copper. AM AE (no number). Eleven pieces of copper as 98; two of them with a prob.
edge. One much bigger, rounded in shape, one flat surface, one convex.
Diam. 0.02 x 0.0190
Cf. no. 97.

This has been analysed, arsenical copper: see Appendix 1.

Clay Seal Impressions

100.

Clay seal impression. HM 1574. Irreg. shape, frag, and fragile clay seal impression;
brick-red clay; underneath an almost fiat, smooth surface, prob. impressions of object
sealed, prob. metal; next, two elongated impressions, prob. of either string or metal
rim.
Seal: prob. round, with curving rope-like design on rounded edge ("ladder border")
Dimen. 0.0170 x 0.0098. Th. max. 0.0045. Diam. string (?) 0.0013.
Evans, PM I, fig 119 c.

101.

Clay seal impression. HM 1575. Irreg. shape, frag, clay seal impression; brown clay;
underneath prob. traces of object sealed or string.
Seal: prob. round; prob. margauritte design.
Dimen. 0.017 x 0.012.

102.

Clay seal impression. Not located. Irreg. in shape, though forming right angle.
Seal: prob. rectang; arrow impression - prob. hieroglyphic sign.
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Evans, PM I, fig. 119 d; GORILA

Faience Objects

103.

Faience inlay. AM AE 1941 189 b. Half-crescent plaque; v. worn and fragile; whitish,
v. porous core; no trace of glaze; prob. bevelled edges.
Diam. max. 0.0187. W. max. 0.0083. Th. 0.0014.
Evans, PM I, fig. 120.

104.

Faience inlay. HM (no number). Triang. with one pointed end missing; flat with edges
curving si. inwards; core white, porous, soft, disintegrating easily to powder; traces of
bright green glaze on one surface.
L. 0.025. W. 0.0167. Th. 0.019.

105.

Faience inlay. HM (no number). Irreg. plaque, partly pres., si. convex; one curving
edge; "Z" incision on lower surface, prob. guide mark; core white-creamy, porous,
disintegr. easily to powder; v. worn.
L. 0.0157. W. 0.01. Th. 0.002.

106.

Faience inlay. HM (no number). Triang., one edge si. chipped; core white, porous,
soft, disintegr. easily to powder; v. worn.
L. max. 0.0122. W. 0.008. Th. 0.0015.

107.

Faience (?) inlay. HM (no number). As 105 but whole and better preserved; prob.
pressed onto an open faced mould as all edges and flat surfaces are reg. and
accurate; core white, porous soft, disintegr. easily to powder; traces of bright green
glaze all over; it could have been used as a free-standing object, prob. as game
counter.
L. max. 0.0124. W. 0.01. Th. 0.0025.

108.

Faience inlay. HM (no number). As 104 in shape but better preserved; all edges si.
bevelled, to fit better as inlay; core white, soft, disintegr. easily to powder; traces of
bright green glaze on one surface.
Diam. max. 0.017. W. 0.001. Th. 0.002.
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109.

Faience inlay. HM (no number). Elongated plaque, flat on lower surface, segmented
on top; one end missing; si. chipped on top long edge; top divided into 11 sections of
almost same width (ca 1 mm); core white, rather hard, disintegr. to tiny granules (si.
bigger than powder grains); purplish to black glaze, rather shiny, applied to all
surfaces; worn in places.

110.

Faience bead. HM (no number). Glob, (nearly spherical) large bead with extra large
perforation; prob. formed using a cylind. but (as 111) longitudinal lines and V-shaped
si. incisions inside the hole may point to a round wooden stick, around which the bead
was formed; of varying thickness; core white, soft, disintegr. v. easily to powder; traces
of bright green glaze on outer surface but not inside hole.
Diam. max. 0.0171. Diam. hole 0.0105. H. max. 0.01.
Evans, PM I, fig. 120.

111.

Faience bead. AM AE 2305 a. As 112 (though more squarish); si. smaller and less
smooth inside hole.
Diam. 0.016. Diam. hole 0.011. H. 0.01.
Cf. no. 110.

112.

Faience bead. AM AE 2305 b. Half pres, as 112; upper surface not as smooth - tiny
faience-like granules stuck onto surface.
Diam. max. 0.013. Th. 0.005. H. 0.01.

113.

Faience beads. HM (no number):
a). Half pres, as 110, though smaller.
Diam. max. 0.0133. H. max. 0.0092.
b). As 110, though smaller; prob. half pres; si. traces of green glaze.
H. 0.009.
c). As 110, though smaller; prob. half pres.
H. 0.009.
d). As 110; prob. 1/4 pres.
H. 0.0091.
e). As 110; prob. 1/4 pres.
H. 0.0091.
f). As 110; less than 1/4 pres.
Cf. no. 110.
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114.

Faience bead. HM (no number). Cylind., long bead of varying thickness; perforated
along axis, one end of perforation wider; prob. created by rolling plant stem or wire
onto faience substance when soft and pastry-like; both ends broken off; core white,
rather hard; bright green glaze quite well preserved; perforation free from glaze.
L. 0.0212. Th. 0.0037-0.004.
Evans, PM I, fig. 120.

115.

Tiny frit beads. HM (no number). One thousand six hundred and eleven whole
"Egyptian blue" beads; 22 the same but frag; one whole green bead; one whole and
two frags, white beads; two whole blue beads stuck on copper (Cat. no. 98); circ.
shape, varying thickness; unglazed, porous, rather hard and well preserved material;
prob. formed around plant stem or metal and then cut.
Diam. 0.002-0.003. Diam. hole 0.001.
Evans, PM I, fig. 120.

116.

Tiny frit beads. AM AE 2304. As 115; 81 whole beads, one half bead.

117.

Spherical balls. HM (no number). Prob. faience balls:
a). Spherical/melon shaped; pure white, disintegrating to white powder - faience or
lime-like.
L. 0.0108. Th. 0.0086.
b). As a) but si. greyish and harder.
L. 0.0105. Th. 0.0086.

118.

Faience arm. Not located. Lower arm with truncated hand.
Evans, PM I, fig. 120.

119.

One round unident, and unlocated object, and one long object, prob. of stone.
Evans, PM I, fig. 120. (the round object is just below the obsidian chunk, and the long
object is next to the banded tufa frag.).
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Below threshold of door between Great Pithos Room and
Temple Repositories, down to earlier paving.
K 30. STRAT. FII5 754.

Ciav Vases

120.

Conical cup. STRAT. Small handleless, wide open at rim cup; whole except for
breakage (hole) at base; si. chipped rim; orangish si. coarse fabric; orangish wash;
encrustation of lime (?) inside.
H. max. 0.033. Diam. rim 0.076. Diam. base 0.038.

121.

Con. cup. STRAT. Frag, of con. cup; orange clay, coarse fabric; orange wash.
H. 0.031.

122.

Con. cup. STRAT. Small frag, of con. cup; orange clay, coarse fabric; orange wash.

123.

Pithos. STRAT. Frag, from body of pithos; thin walls; orange coarse fabric, orange
wash; decor, in relief: two parallel, horiz. bands of rope-like decor.

124.

Clay vase. STRAT. Frag, from body of large vase, recomp, from three frags; orangishbuff coarse fabric, orangish wash; brownish paint over wash: three parallel, horiz.
bands; below on left traces of a filled-in (with paint) large circle (MMIII - LMI).

125.

Clay vase. STRAT. Frag, from rim, tiny part of body and handle of a small vase;
opens si. outward; thin walls; rim si. incurved; strap handle from rim to prob. half
height of vase; orange fabric, rather reddish wash; white paint over wash on strap
handle: two bands near rim (MMII or earlier).
H. surv. 0.047.

126.

Bridge spouted jar. STRAT. Frag, of body and base of handle; rounded horiz. handle;
reddish fabric, orangish wash; brown paint over wash: band just above handle, as well
as on handle; traces of same paint on int. surface (MM).
Dimen. 0.041 x 0.040.

127.

Frags, of MM? vases. STRAT. Five frags, from rim, body, base and handles (round)
of small vases; most with orange fabric and orange or reddish wash.
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Neolithic Sherds

128.

Neolithic sherds. STRAT. Seven sherds from bodies of vases with thick walls;
orangish to dark grey coarse fabric; one black, burnished.

129.

Neolithic sherds. STRAT. Two frags, from near rim of different vases; one brown,
burnished, the other reddish.

130.

Neolithic sherd. STRAT. One frag, finely burnished in brownish-red; lug-handle; rather
fine brown fabric.

131.

Neolithic cooking pot foot. STRAT. Straight round section; rather fine fabric, burnished
in brownish.

Stone Objects

132.

Obsidian cores. STRAT.
1. Prismatic; black shiny obsidian, almost transparent where thin; one partly pres, flat
platform; six v. reg. faces with most sides straight; on one surface; less reg. on other;
pointing sharp end; finely textured.
L. 0.051. W. 0.019.

2. Arrow-shaped; hanging blade (?); dark black, shiny, transparent greyish where thin.
L. 0.026. W. 0.017.

3. Prismatic; axe-like shape; grey, matt; one fiat platform; two almost reg. faces; strip
of cortex along axis of core; rather sharp/rounded end.
L. 0.048. W. 0.034.

4. Prismatic; dark grey-greenish, matt; one small platform; at least six v. reg. faces;
one long side, rough; pointing end, rounded.
L. 0.062. W. 0.026.

5. Prismatic; dark grey-greenish, matt; one small platform; v. reg. faces; one crested
blade in situ; si. pointing rounded end.
L. 0.058. W. 0.021.
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6. Prismatic; dark grey shot with darker veins; one small platform; ca five rather reg.
faces; one side rough and broken; rounded, v. smooth end.
L. 0.055. W. 0.026.

7. Prismatic; dark grey, matt, shot with darker veins; one v. small platform; more than
six v. reg. faces (with v. straight sides); one side rough along axis of core; rounded
end with a flat surface.
L. 0.064. W. max. 0.019 (near endpoint).

8. Prismatic; dark grey, shiny, with darker veins along its axis; small platform; six or
seven v. reg. faces (with v. straight sides); cortex near platform and near end; pointing
end.
L. 0.05. W. 0.019.

9. Prismatic; grey-greenish, matt; wide platform; three irreg. faces; smashed at three
points; end cut off horiz.
L. 0.028. W. 0.026.

10. Prismatic; grey-greenish, matt; small platform; more than five rather irreg. faces;
one long side with cortex; pointing end.
L. 0.048. W. 0.021.

11. Fragment of serpentine. Flat surfaces, at right angles, which carry tool scratches:
probable from a table or lamp.
L. 0.0416, W. 0.0365. Th. 0.037.

12. Unworked obsidian lump.
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West Pillar Room
K 04. T.P. in S.E. Corner, B 34-04.
STRAT. FII4 752.

Stone Objects

133.

Stone pounder. STRAT. Axe-like shape; frag; serpentine, blue-black; smooth surface
but with characteristic abrasive scratches all over; has not been finely polished; end
rough (from use ?).
L. 0.065. W. 0.041.

134.

Round stone. STRAT. Rat on one side, convex on other; greyish limestone with white
veins: V-shaped on one surface, X-shaped on other. Natural, ?unworked.

Ceramic sherds

135.

Neolithic sherds. STRAT.
a) Rve frags, of round-section handles of different size, colour and fabric; prob. vert,
set; three whole horiz. handles and part of their base: two have plastic vert,
depression; on two, incised lines on body; eight more frags, of prob. horiz. handles.
b) Fifty six rim 1rags. of differing shapes and fabrics; many are straight, others open
outwards; a few with carinated body; seven with plastic incision just after rim; just
below, sets of horiz. lines or dots; two with herringbone designs; four frags, with
plastic protuberances, either knobs or elongated, lug-like.
c) Two hundred and eighteen sherds from bodies of different vases; light red to black
fabric; a few burnished.
d) Four frags, prob. from bases of different vases, none flat.
e) Tiny cooking pot foot (?); round and pointing, si. curving; fine fabric; dark brown,
burnished.

136.

MM sherd. STRAT. Frag, from straight- sided cup (from body, base and partly strap
handle); orange coarse fabric; orange wash (Evans, MMIb, MacGillivray MMIIA).
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Animal Bones FII4 753

137.

Animal bones. STRAT. Three hundred and sixty nine bones (many frags.): out of them
142 come from wild and domesticated bull, from sheep, goat, and both wild and
domesticated pig; as well as 92 vertebrae and ribs from cattle.

From these 234

recognisable bones, 87 can be seen to be from domesticated animals and 17 from
wild ones.

East Pillar Crypt
K. 04. T.P. N. of W. Cist.
STRAT. FII8 (.04 63A) 757.

Neolithic sherds

138.

Neolithic pottery. STRAT. One kilo of neolithic sherds; light orange to dark brownblack, rather coarse fabric:
a) Eight rim frags, either straight or opening si. outwards.
b) Two rim frags, opening outwards and decor, with incisions.
c) Eleven frags, from bodies of vases with incised designs: zig-zags, lines in rectang.,
elongated dots.
d) Forty one small sherds from bodies of vases - undecor.
e) Two whole handles; large, horiz.
f) Two frags, of horiz. handles.
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East Pillar Crypt
K. 04. Pit N. of E. Cist, and to 1 m.
STRAT. F1I9 (04 63A) 758.

Ceramic sherds

139.

Neolithic pottery. STRAT. One kilo of neolithic sherds from different vases; light yellow
to brown-black coarse fabric:
a) Six rim frags., straight or opening si. outwards.
b) One rim frag, with incised decor: horiz. incision just below rim with aslant incisions
under it.
c) Two frags, of rounded handles.
d) Two sherds with incised elongated deep dots.
e) Twenty four sherds from body and base of vases.

140.

LM sherd. STRAT. Frag, from LMIIIA2 kylix; orangish, fine fabric; dark orange paint:
set of three horiz. bands; one wider band just below; on top, vert, bands.

Plaster

141.

Plaster. STRAT. Frag, of pure white lime plaster fresco, with decor, in dark blue and
deep red alternating bands.

East Pillar Crypt
Deposit found by Hutchinson and Platon

Not located

141a.

1. Stone lamp.
2. Handleless ceramic cup.
3. Ceramic jug.
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Room of the Lobby of the Stone Seat
K. 04. T.P. N.E. corner of down to 1 m.
STRAT. FII7 (B36 .04) 756.

Neolithic sherds

142.

Neolithic pottery. STRAT. One kilo of neolithic sherds from different vases, of red to
black coarse fabric:
a) Eleven rim frags.
b) One frag, of an almost round handle.
c) One frag, from base and body of vase; rounded/flattish base; joined from three
frags.
d) One frag, with incisions or dots - unrecog.
e) Eighty eight small body sherds.

Animal bones

143.

Animal bones. STRAT. Four frags, of animal bones - unrecog.

Temple Repositories

Faience Objects
Plants and flowers

144.

Faience flower. HM 85. Flower, two leaves and part of
a)

trunk pres.

Rower: Lily in the round with five petals, three of which almost whole (si. chipped

ends), two half-missing: "head" of lily v. plastically created where petals join; interior
hollow, to carry stamens fixed onto disk or a button, as shape of interior suggests.
Core white-creamy. Decoration in brown/black (paint/slurry); chevrons positioned on
inner and outer surface corresponding with each other; glaze shiny bright greenish
and film-like covers all surfaces except the hollow interior of lily, and is applied over
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black decoration. Prob. modelled by hand or made in an open mould, perhaps in two
different pieces, and stuck together.
Not measured, as too sensitive to handle.
b)

Two leaves in the round: (one of which studied) of same shape and decoration

as lily, probably slightly bigger, and curving more; si. chipped ends and ridges;
chevrons (si. wider than in lily) are positioned on all four surfaces corresponding to
each other. Core white/creamy. Glaze shiny bright greenish and film-like over all
surfaces; brush marks of brown/black quartz slurry along edges under greenish glaze.

One leaf measured: L. 0.061. Th. 0.0017-0.0045. Not v. accurate measurements.

c) Trunk: Recomposed from three fragments, two of which join, and are the widest;
third has both ends si. lifted upwards, and is narrower; spine-like relief band along all
three fragments. Core white soft, disintegrates to powder easily. Glaze applied only
on upper surface, brown/black matt now; underside unglazed and friable (not
completely flat).
L. (of two jointed frags.) 0.048. W. 0.027 - 0.03. Th. 0.007.
L. (small frag.) 0.042. W. 0.018. Th. 0.073.
Evans, 1903, fig. 45 centre; AE/lp, 1903.

145.

Faience Lotus flower. HM 86. Flower and two buds.
a)

Flower: one of the two lowest petals and part of stem missing; flat underneath;

on upper surface flower rather flattish in relief (as fresco representation); about eight
petals are shown, one next to the other, opening si. at top; two lower petals on either
side complete flower. Core aim. pure white. Glaze covers upper and lower surface,
shiny bluish white; near stem glaze is crazed, like shattered glass; near left periphery
of petals, brownish glaze prob. result of oxidized metal. Not very smooth edges of
comers; glaze contains lots of pores, particularly so on underside which is not v.
smooth.
L. 0.0403. W. 0.0363. W. stem. 0.006. Th. stem 0.0048. Th. flower 0.0047.
Evans, 1903, fig. 45 left middle; AE/lp, 1903.
b) Bud: upper surface in relief; flat underneath; it curves si. Glaze bluish/white, shiny
with blemishes on upper surface, part, on stem; on underside same blemishes?kiln/setter marks.
L. 0.0393. W. stem. max. 0.0055. W. bud max. 0.007. Th. stem 0.0038. Th. bud.
0.0041.
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c)

Bud: upper surface in relief; flat underneath; it curves si. Glaze on all surfaces

bluish/white and shiny, with blemishes on upper surface and along side (stem); on
underside also blemishes-kiln/setter marks. Prob modelled.
L. 0.0397. W. stem max 0.0049. W. bud max. 0.0074. Th. stem 0.0032. Th. bud
0.0048.

146.

Faience buds. STRAT. Three buds with parts of stem missing in all three; in relief,
flat underneath. Tiny flat surfaces indicate closed petals.
a)

Joined from two frags., rather straight.

Core

white/off-white, rather hard,

disintegrates to tiny granules. Bluish glaze shiny and crazed, applied on all surfaces;
tiny pores and scars (as if one object touched next in kiln) visible, particularly on
edges.
L. 0.0215. W. 0.004-0.0056. Th. 0.004.
b)

As a), but slightly curving and wider.

L. 0.019. W. 0.0035. Th. max. 0.0035.
c)

As a), but more pointed and si. thicker.

L. 0.00177. W. 0.0047-0.0056. Th. max. 0.005.

147.

Faience saffron flowers. HM 87. Two flowers.
a)

Whole: upper surface in low relief, lower surface flat; si. curving body and stem.

Core white, soft and disintegrating to powder easily.

Bluish shiny glaze on both

surfaces and edges; brown/black glaze only on upper surface over bluish glaze; si.
worn and matt; brush marks (of brown/black paint) on edges.

Prob. moulded in

open-face mould.
L. 0.0396. W. 0.025. W. stem. 0.0035. Th. stem 0.004. Th. flower 0.006.
Evans, 1903, fig. 45 right; AE/lp, 1903.
b) as a), but with stem missing; and si. thinner.
L. 0.039. W. 0.014-0.025. W. stem 0.0038. Th. flower 0.005.
Cf. no. a).

148.

Faience fruit. HM 88. Prob. plum. SI. breakage on edge near stem; upper surface
in relief, lower surface flat; rather deep groove on upper surface along axis slightly
aslant; stem with four spiky rings. On lower surface slight depression by fingers as
well as along edges. Core white. Glaze bluish/white on both surfaces and edges and
stem; honey brown applied over bluish on upper surface thicker layer near stem;
brush marks of brownish paint along edge. Prob. modelled or presed into open-face
mould.
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L. 0.0462. W. max. 0.0339. W. stem 0.0065. Th. 0.017.
Evans, 1903, fig. 45 top left; AE/lp, 1903.

149.

Faience Pendant. HM 89. Waz lily, stylized, with tufts

of papyrus or stamens in

between curving petals of lily; two petals curve inwards on top, two more placed lower
curve outwards (one si. missing). In between upper petals, lozenge is created. At
lowest part of lily where petals join, long elongated perforated cylinder is stuck on
horizontally; rather big and careless perforation. Traces of slurry on upper and lower
surface where perforated cylinder joins lily. Pieces of core along edges half on lower
surface. Core white. Glaze is bluish white on both surfaces and edges; not v. well
preserved on upper surface, but well pres, on lower surface; pores and little holes
visible on lower surface. Prob. modelled or pressed into an open-face mould.
L. 0.0267. W. 0.027. L. cylinder 0.011. D. cylinder

0.0043. Th. max. pendent.

0.0018.
Evans, 1903, fig. 45 bottom left; AE/lp, 1903.

Marine Objects

150.

Faience rocks. H M 91. Four irregularly shaped objects representing rocks.
a)

Elongated, forming a comer. Recomposed from ten frags.; upper surface in low

relief with rounded depressions - contours of rock; lower surface flat with at least two
elongated (grain-like) depressions, prob. guide marks. Core dark brown, soft,
disintegrates to powder easily. Glaze is dark brown (golden at places), covering both
surfaces and edges; worn off on upper surface; white encrustations at places water
salts? Modelled or pressed into an open-face mould. Prob. rounded depressions
partly ground. L. 0.075. W. 0.01 - 0.039. Th. 0.003-0.0041.
Evans, 1903, fig. 46; AE/lp, 1903.
b)

As a). Elongated with a double projection on right end; recomposed from six

frags.
L. 0.065. W. 0.01-0.028. Th. 0.005-0.006.
Cf. no. a).
c)

As b).

Same shape, with double projection on left end but slightly smaller;

recomposed from three frags; one end broken (left); three elongated depressions on
lower surface.
L. 0.044. W. 0.0117-0.024. Th. 0.003-0.005.
Cf. no. a).
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d)

As a). Elongated frag, one end broken (right).

L. 0.047. W. 0.013-0.017. Th. 0.003-0.005.
Cf. no. a).

151.

Faience rocks. HM (no number). Three irregularly shaped objects representing
rocks. As 150 but better pres.
a)

As 150. Irregular/rectangular shape; two ends broken.

L. 0.0257. W. 0.0122-0.0147. Th. 0.0039-0.0052.
Cf. no. 150.
b)

As a). One end broken (right) and one edge broken.

L. 0.0236. W. 0.0145-0.0193. Th. 0.0026-0.0041.
Cf. no. 150.
c)

As a). Both ends broken.

L. 0.0301. W. 0.003-0.017. Th. 0.004-0.0049.
Cf. no. 150.

152.

Faience rock. AM AE. 12013. As 150. Irregularly shaped fragment but wider and
more squarish than 150; recomposed from two fragments; two edges broken; upper
surface rather worn. Four grain-like depressions on lower surface, two of which filled
with white substance-?plaster on which object was inlaid; golden brown glaze well
pres, on lower surface.
L. 0.032. W. 0.013-0.031. Th. 0.003-0.006.
Cf. no. 150.

153.

Faience rock. STRAT. As 150. Squarish rock frag.; two ends broken.
L. 0.0173. W. max. 0.0137. Th. 0.0038.
Cf. no. 150.

154.

Faience sea-shells. H M 81. Twelve highly stylized cockles.
a)

Upper surface with nine grooves along axis of object, creating spiky edges as real

cockle-shell (although in real specimens there are more edges); quite wide periphery,
rounded ambu with rounded projection on either side (expressed more than is in real
cockles).

Rat on lower surface; blemishes at places, part, on higher portions-

kiln/setter marks. Core white, disintegrating to powder easily. Glaze is bluish/white,
shiny on both surfaces and edges; decoration in brown/black paint over bluish glaze
and two rectangular slashes on ambu, two bands on widest end of periphery. Brush
marks visible along edges.
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L. 0.0195. W. 0.0243. Th. max. ambu 0.0089. Th. on periphery 0.003.
Evans, 1903, fig. 46; AE/lp, 1903.
b) As a). Brown/black, well preserved; paint si. darker. The two bands on periphery
are mixed together; better preserved glaze on both upper and lower surface;
underside very flat and smooth; at places glaze has been worn and core inside looks
porous.
L. 0.0195. W. max. 0.0243. Th. max. ambu 0.0087. Th. periphery 0.003.
Cf as a).
c) As a). Deformed ambu and projections on either side; accidental incision along
upper surface, glazed all over, chipped in one comer.

Brown/black decorations:

crooked slash on ambu, irregular band just below joined with slash, two bands on
widest periphery are joined at two spots.
L. 0.0181. W. max. 0.024. Th. ambu max. 0.0088. Th. periphery 0.0022.
Cf. no. a).
d) As a). Two slashes in brown (faded to light brown) paint on ambu, two bands on
widest periphery and two in between; bands intermingle si. Not v. flat on underside;
two blemishes there-one at ambu and one on periphery.
L. 0.021. W. max. 0.025. Th. ambu max. 0.0083. Th. periphery 0.0024.
Cf. no. a).
e) As a). Two slashes of dark brown paint on ambu; three bands on widest periphery
(third much wider), of which the two lowest ones intermingle. Blemishes on lower
surface near ambu and along periphery-prob. kiln/setter marks.
L. 0.0199. W. max. 0.0242. Th. 0.009. Th. periphery 0.003.
Cf. no. a).
f) As a). Two dark brown/black slashes on ambu, one on widest place of periphery,
two (of varying width) in between. Blemishes on upper surface near periphery (as if
touched by finger), on lower surface tiny blemishes-kiln/setter marks on one side.
L. 0.0202. W. max. 0.0245. Th. ambu max. 0.0081. Th. periphery 0.0024.
Cf. no. a).
g) As a). Three dark brown/black slashes/bands on ambu; one band on widest
periphery, two more bands in between; well preserved ’fold’ on lower surface and tiny
blemishes.
L. 0.0205. W. max. 0.025. Th. ambu 0.0083. Th. periphery 0.003.
Cf as a).
h) As a). One slash in brown paint on ambu; a wide band on ambu, covering part
of projections, a narrow one on widest part of periphery-a third in between. Incision
on underside covered in glaze; tiny blemishes in the middle.
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L. 0.0198. W. max. 0.0243. Th. ambu 0.0092. Th. periphery 0.004.
Cf. no. a).
i) As a). Light brown paint: band near ambu; another on widest part of periphery
and one in betweeen. Incision on ambu; slightly flaked (one flake) on upper surface;
blemishes on lower surface, on periphery, on ambu and in middle-prob. kiln/setter
marks. Flat and smooth on lower surface otherwise.
L. 0.0204. W. max. 0.0247. Th. ambu max. 0.0083. Th. periphery 0.003.
Cf. no. a).
j) As a). V. light brown paint: two irregular slashes on ambu; ?two wide intermingled
bands on widest part of periphery-v. faded, chipped and mangled ambu; blemishes
on lower surface-probably kiln/setter marks.
L. 0.0191. W. max. 0.0245. Th. 0.0085. Th. periphery 0.00199-0.003.
Cf. no. a).
k) A sa). Much narrower and compressed; only one projection by ambu. Light brown
paint: two slashes on ambu and two intermingled, faded bands on widest part of
periphery. Part missing; flaked on ambu. Core white to off white porous. Blemishes
on underside.
L. 0.0191. W. max. 0.0207. Th. ambu 0.0083. Th. periphery 0.0032.
Cf. no. a).
I) As a). Rather light brown paint: two bands near ambu; one band on widest part
of periphery and one in between. Blemishes on lower surface.
L. 0.0197. W. max. 0.0237. Th. ambu 0.0083. Th. periphery 0.003.
Cf. no. a).

155.

Faience sea-shell. Not located. Two more faience cockle-shells appear in Evans,
1903, fig. 46, but have not been found. However, one possible sea-shell is .... It is
broken and extremely worn; with texture closer to glass than faience. No further study
or measurements taken, because of its fragility. This may belong to the same deposit.

156.

Faience argonaut.

HM 76.

Whole; recomposed from two fragments.

Probably

imitating Argonauta Argo L. Two projections (much bigger than in natural shells) on
either side of head.

Elongated hole between projections-hollow inside; flat

underneath; not smooth, lots of deformations. Upper body ribbed; all ribs start from
lowest part of head or feet and terminate in a spine-groove along the axis with vertical
incisions. (Natural argonauts have more and finer ribs, some of which start from the
middle height of body). Cuts and incisions on upper surface. Lots of blemishes on
upper and lower surfaces. Most probably modelled, finger impressions on edges.
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Core creamy white, disintegrating to powder easily. Glaze all over-bluish/grey, worn.
Decoration in brown: bands covering spines.
L. with feet 0.095; head to tail 0.905. H. 0.0478. W. max. feet 0.0557; max. body
0.047.
Evans, 1903, fig. 46 (upper left comer); AE/lp, 1903.

157.

Faience argonaut. HM 77. As 156. Part of head restored. Underside missing and
restored-hollow inside. Recomposed from ten frags; cracks on feet; fold along edge
on lower surface.

Roughly made; lots of blemishes and pores on upper surface;

flaked in places on spine.
L. without feet 0.0905; with 0.093; W. at feet 0.0562; max. body 0.0474.
Cf. no. 156.

158.

Faience argonaut.

HM 78.

As 156.

Partly restored body and one projection.

Recomposed from fourteen frags. Rectangular hole under head between feet. Better
work than the previous two specimens. Glaze bluish/green; spine picked out with
black. Underneath is slightly depressed by ?fingers; flaked along edge, where also
carries impressions.
L. head to tail 0.0677; with feet 0.0696. H. 0.0364. W. at feet 0.034; max. body
0.0299.

159.

Faience argonaut. HM 79. As 156.

Closed everywhere-no hole. No feet either.

Spine quite regularwith brown/black paint. Flat and smooth underneath; either side
of head it curves. Lots of defects on upper surface; flaked at places, cracked near
spine. On lower surface blemishes near head and along edge-probably kiln/setter
marks. Core well preserved, definite piece protuding under brown glaze on band right
of head. Glaze bluish/green and shiny.
L. 0.051. H. max. 0.02. W. max. 0.024.

160.

Faience argonaut. HM 80. As 156.

Ribs terminate at ridge, more wavy than on

previous argonauts; spiky spine, without brown glaze. Underside different-two tiny
feet project and curve inwards; deep rectangular depression between body, feet and
head where hole should be. Glaze is well preserved: bluish and shiny, though worn
at many points, chipped on spine.

Flaked on many places; blemishes on lower

surfaces, at point of head and on body-kiln/setter marks.
L. 0.0418. H. max. 0.024. W. 0.0246.
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161.

Faience argonaut. AM AE. 1201.2. As 156. No hole between projections but slightly
depressed. Well pres, glaze is bluish, and deeper blue in depression. Near projection
big pores visible; on flat underside, similar and elongated unglazed spots-kiln marks
(marks of rods or grate on which objects rested in kiln). Probably all modelled and
ground.
L. 0.04. W. 0.026. H. 0.026.
Cf. no. 156.

162.

Faience Rying fish. HM 75. Prob. imitating Exonautes Rondeleti. Heavily restored;
recomposed from eight fragments. Body curves to depict movement; mouth open;
double fin on tail and two more fins between tail and max. diameter of body. Tail with
vertical grooves.

Flat underneath; mouth and eye in higher relief; head also

delineated with raised border. Core creamy beige. Glaze in golden brown and black;
whole body golden brown; on wings three brown stripes run along each wing creating
alternate white and brown bands. Underneath one wing and partly on tail, traces of
bluish/green glaze. Cracked underside.
L. 0.0917. W. 0.1183. W. head 0.0173. Th. head 0.0104. Th. wing 0.003.
Evans, 1903, fig. 46 middle; AE/lp, 1903.

163.

Faience Flying fish. HM 74. As 162.

Part of wings (rounded) of body restored;

recomposed from nine fragments. Tail/body well preserved. Tail decorated with
vertical grooves painted in black, most probably under the golden brown. Underneath
traces of bluish/green glaze on tail; the rest is whitish/grey cracked and worn. Upper
surface flaked. Core off-white.
L. 0.0885. W. 0.112. Th. head 0.084.

164.

Faience head of fish.

HM 91.

Fragment of head of fish in the round-only eye

distinguishable, in low relief Gust a dot). Underside slightly concave.

Core almost

pale white, soft, disintegrates to powder or tiny granules (almost powder). Glaze in
brown (light at places, dark on others), on upper surface and edges-no trace of glaze
on underside.
L. 0.031. W. max. 0.025. Th. 0.0092.

165.

Faience fin of fish. HM 90. Probably fin of flying fish, in the round and curved in very
naturalistic way. Slightly chipped in widest edge. Core beige, rather soft. Glaze
orangish/brown, shiny and smooth on concave side, with tiny bubbles; convex side
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carried no shiny glaze; traces of green ?colour-copper oxidation; also traces of black,
prob. black paint or dirt.
L. 0.0478. W. 0.0178-0.0305. Th. 0.0011-0.0082.

166.

Faience ribbed objects. HM 83. Five objects with ribbed upper surface in low relief
and flat underneath.
a)

Five elongated grooves along axis, opening si. outwards and alternating with

ridges which terminate in a pointed end; (the ribbing recalls cockle-shells but are
almost flat here).

Thinner on narrower side.

Rather smooth on lower surface.

Cracked in many places; depression underneath. Core white, soft, disintegrates to
powder v. easily. Glaze in bluish white, shiny-on both surfaces and edges; tiny pores
on lower surface and tiny grains of core protruding.
L. 0.015. W. 0.0127-0.0284. Th. 0.0022-0.0036.
Evans, 1903, fig 46; AE/lp, 1903.
b) As a). Ribs open si. wider; cracked in many places; shiny on underside and on
edge.
L. 0.014. W. 0.0137-0.0274. Th. 0.003-0.004.
Cf. no. a).
c) As a). Worn glaze.
L. 0.0146. W. 0.0128-0.00268. Th. 0.0024-0.0038.
Cf. no. a).
d) As a). Depressions on underside from ?fingers.
L. 0.0147. W. 0.012-0.0282. Th. 0.0024-0.004.
Cf. no. a).
e) As a). Chipped on one (widest) point.
L. 0.0145. W. 0.0129-0.024. Th. 0.0023-0.004.
Cf. no. a).

167.

?Faience ribbed object.

Not located.

Elongated ribbed object at top of Fig. 46

(Evans, 1903). Reminiscent of sea-worms.

Animal plaques

168.

Faience animal plaque. HM 69. Wild goat with two kids partly restored, recomposed
from many fragments. Goat standing with feet in walking position on rocky ground,
which is delineated with black curved petal-shaped arches in a row. One kid bends
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to suckle, another stands in front of mother (half-hidden by her body), its head turned
to look at her. Mother looks ahead; upper margin of her body becomes upper margin
of plaque. Body of mother and head delineated and stressed with black lines; ear and
eye in relief; small stumpy tail. Horn, in the round, applied separately. Many cracks,
particularly around tail; accidental incisions and traces of grinding at places. Core
probably beige. Glaze surviving on upper part of body of goat and head, bright/dark
green matt; horn in bluish shiny colour.
L. plaque 0.192. H. 0.112. Th. cannot be measured. Not handled because of its
fragility.
Evans, 1921, fig. 366; AE/lp, 1903.

169.

Faience animal plaque.

HM 68.

Cow and calf.

Part of body and feet of cow

restored; also head of suckling calf. Joined from many fragments. Cow standing on
rectangular base isodomically divided into alternating squares in black and ?white or
brown. Cow has head turned to lick calf, which is suckling with body bent; body
carefully delineated; round spots indicate hide-in low relief, from black slurry. Eye, ear
and hom in relief; second horn in the round applied separately.
animal equals upper margin of plaque.

Upper margin of

Scratches and accidental cuts on many

places. Core white/beige. No glaze survives; though attached hom in bluish, shiny.
L. plaque 0.195. H. 0.1285. Not handled because too fragile.
Evans, 1 9 2 1 ,1ig 367; AE/lp, 1903.

170.

Faience animal plaque.

HM 70.

As 191.

Fragments recomposed from eleven

fragments, part of body restored. Rectangular base with isodomic square divisions,
alternating between black and some other colour not evident now; each square
measures about one centimetre. Part of body, probably head and three legs of bovine
animals can be made out. Direction of hoofs suggests two animals involved, probably
mother and young, or two young. Hide indicated by black rounded spots.

Core

cream, soft and disintegrates to powder v. easily. Glaze does not survive; only at
edge near head (where there is no modem repair plaster) is grey/green shiny glaze
evident. Probably green was original glaze colour, with other colour on upper surface.
L. base 0.011. L. whole plaque 0.016. H. 0.062. H. isodomic structure 0.007.

171.

Faience animal plaque. HM 71. Frag, depicting head of bovine, upper part of head
is upper margin of plaque. Eye in low relief-a triangle with rounded comers with pupil
in middle shown by a dot. Muscles of head and neck suggest large size, white eye
suggests tameness. Rat and rather smooth on lower surface. Tiny breakage where
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hom should be. Core cream/beige, soft and disintegrates v. easily to powder. Glaze
in light green, shiny survives on lower surface and edge just under neck; tiny holes
from broken bubbles are visible on glaze, which is a very thin layer.
L. 0.024. H. 0.030. Th. 0.0015-0.0055.

172.

Faience animal plaque. HM 72. Fragment recomposed from two pieces; depicts head
and small part of neck and shoulder of probable goat. Upper part of body is upper
margin of plaque. Head is bent forward, mouth open and small eye in low relief; eye
is again benign. Slight breakage where hom should be. Core cream/beige. Glaze
in two different colours: glossy bright green on underside and on upper surface near
head and edge; tiny parts of dark brown/black also visible. Green glaze has many tiny
holes-bubbles.
L. 0.0476. H. 0.0167. Th. 0.016-0.041.

173.

Faience animal plaque. HM 73.

Fragmentary, consists of three pieces. Depicts

young slender animal bent-probably to suckle. Only one of pieces located, showing
part of body and back leg, si. bent. Probably goat. Part of larger synthesis as upper
part of body is not upper margin of plaque. Core cream/beige; rather hard with fine
grains almost powder. Slight traces of probably cream glaze.
L. 0.0303-0.0397. H. 0.0022-0.0055. Th. 0.0015-0.0040.
Evans, 1921, fig. 369.

174.

Faience animal plaque. HM (no number). Fragment depicting part of mouth suckling;
size and delineation of mouth suggests bovine animal. Rat underneath. Core beige
rather soft, disintegrates to powder, but not too easily. Slight traces of ?brown glaze.
Probably belongs to169
Dimension: 0.026 x 0.027. Th. 0.0066-0.0087.

175.

Faience animal plaque. HM (no number).

Fragment depicting part of leg of big

animal, most probably bovine. Flat underneath and smooth. Core beige rather soft,
disintegrates to powder, but not very easily. Glaze of glossy green present only at
lower surface. Prob. 174 and 175 belong to same bigger synthesis.
Dimensions: L. 0.022-0.0356. W . 0.0184-0.020. Th. 0.0025-0.006.

176.

Faience animal plaque. HM (no number). Fragment depicting part of rectangular
base on which part of animal feet stand; prob. feet of goat. Core white/cream, rather
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soft and disintegrates easily to powder. Traces of green shiny glaze on underside and
at one side on upper surface.
L. 0.0229. W. 0.00192.

177.

Faience animal plaque. HM (no number). Fragment depicting part of a leg of animal.
Core white, soft and disintegrates to powder easily. Traces of dark brown/black glaze
matt.
Dimensions: 0.0196 x 0.0123.

178.

Faience hom. HM (no number).

Part of hom; recomposed from four fragments;

curved of varying thickness and with depressions of fingers all along. Most probably
modelled. Core white. Glaze in glossy light bluish/green.
Diam. 0.032. Th. 0.002-0.004.

179.

Faience hom. STRAT. Five hom frags of varying thickness.
1. Curved frag, preserving its pointed end; recomposed from two pieces. White core;
well preserved glaze in shiny bluish colour.
Diam. 0.0331. Th. 0.0018-0.004.
2.

Curved fragment recomposed from two pieces.

Glaze not very shiny in

bluish/white; lots of bubbles and blemishes.
Diam. 0.0263. Th. 0.0038.
3. SI. curved, pressed by finger rather hard; well preserved glaze in bluish; with tiny
bubbles and blemishes.
L. 0.0258. Th. 0.0033-0.004.
4. SI. curved: well preserved glaze in bluish/white; bubbles and blemishes on glaze.
L. 0.0222. Th. 0.0042.
5. V. small curved fragments, one side almost flat. Well preserved glaze in bluish;
bubbles and blemishes.
L. 0.019. Th. 0.0047.

Other plaques

180.

Faience plaques. HM 95. Three fragments of same plaque used as inlays.
a)

Aim. rectangular, consists of si. convex middle part with two rounded cords along

either long side. On lower surface middle part projects, the cords along sides si.
shorter. One edge flat, the other rounded to fit prob. another plaque. Convex part
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made of white core: on upper surface thin cords of brown quartz paste placed in
channels cut into white core, creating horizontal alternate white and brown bands (5
brown, 5 white).

Cords on either side made of brown core.

White core: soft,

disintegrates to powder easily; brown core: rather hard, disintegrates less easily.
Glaze in bright green (only traces) over white core; prob. golden brown over brown
core-only si. traces left at one spot. Most prob. hand modelled-traces of fingers along
brown cords and underneath where white and brown intermingle.
L. 0.0375. W. 0.0266. H. middle part 0.0087. Cord diam. 0.0065. Th. cord 0.0051 0.0047.
Evans, 1921, fig. 344.3; AE/lp, 1903.
b) As a). One edge flat, the other broken: five brown bands (only one half), four
white. Incision on white upper surface; flaked underneath.
L. max 0.035. W. 0.0266. H. white 0.009. Cord diam. 0.0069. Th. cord 0.00470.0053.
Cf. no. a).
c) As a). One edge flat, the other broken: four brown bands, four white and part of
one more.
L. 0.0308. W. 0.0266. H. white 0.0095. Cord diam. 0.006. Th. cord 0.0049-0.0065.
Cf. no. a).

180a. Faience Plaque.

AM AE. 1938.542.

Exactly as 180.

Brown cord on one side

missing; five brown bands and four white-brown bands can be felt by hand. Bright
green glaze survives on upper and lower surface only on white part; patches of golden
brown shiny glaze on brown part.
L. 0.036. W. 0.021. Th. 0.0096. Th. of brown cord 0.0055.
Cf. no. 180.

181.

Faience Plaque.

HM 101.

Rectangular in shape; flat on both upper and lower

surface, bevelled on one long edge. Brown/greyish core rather soft, disintegrates to
powder. Along axis of plaque white quartz paste is set into rectangular, thin groovepaste is very soft and disintegrates to fine powder easily. No glaze survives. On
under side "scratch” marks, Tfrom mould; also T-like mark visible underneath.
L. 0.0506. W. 0.019. Th. 0.0038.
Evans, 1921, fig. 344.2.

182.

Faience Plaque. STRAT. As 181. Recomposed from five frags.; one comer and part
of body missing.
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L. 0.033. W. 0.019. Th. 0.0038.
Cf. no. 181.

183.

Faience plaques. HM 100. Six rectangular/lozenge shaped plaques: all are flat on
both upper and lower surface.
a) Creamy/white core, soft and disintegrates easily to powder. Green glaze on all
surfaces and edges in black (burnt) glaze at places; one edge unglazed.
L. 0.0426-0.0664. W. 0.0185. Th. 0.0056.
b) As a).

L. 0.0446-0.0658. W. 0.0198. Th. 0.0051.

c) As a). Creamy/beige core, soft and disintegrates to powder v. easily. Green glaze
on all surfaces and edges, burnt at places to great extent; two edges unglazed.
L. 0.0433-0.0652. W. 0.0205. Th. 0.0057.
d) A sc).

L. 0.0438-0.0651. W. 0.0204. Th. 0.0061.

e) As a). Brown core, soft, disintegrates to powder easily. Black/purplish glaze on
all surfaces, burnt at places (one surface completely black); one edge unglazed.
L. 0.0417-0.0655. W. 0.0194. Th. max. 0.005.
f) A se).

184.

L. 0.0435-0.0664. W. 0.0168. Th. max. 0.0054.

Faience plaque. STRAT. One rectangular/lozenge plaque as 183. Glaze survives
only on one flat surface and three edges-green, burnt to great extent.
L. 0.0504-0.0526. W . 0.021. Th. 0.0051.

185.

Faience plaques. HM 102. Five aim. triangular flat plaque-fragments.
1. Triangular plaque frag; flat on both upper and lower surface; two long edges
bevelled. One short broken; one long side slightly curved, as if to encircle something.
Core brown with white inclusions, soft and disintegrates to powder quite easily. White
quartz paste set into long rectangular grooves along axis of plaque, so that alternate
brown and white bands are created (two brown, one white, a second white partly
pres.) Traces of bright green glaze on upper surface, probably only on white bands;
underside and edges of chocolate brown, smooth. Prob. used as inlay.
L. 0.0542. W. max. 0.026. Th. 0.0058. Th. white paste 0.001.
2. As 1). Aim. triangular but with both long sides curved to encircle something on
either side, diameter of one bigger; two edges broken. Horizontal alternate brown and
white bands vertically arranged on axis of plaque (four white, four brown).
L. 0.0571. W. max. 0.0302. Th. 0.0057.
Evans, 1921, fig. 344 64.
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3.

As 1). Aim. rectangular, though pointed at one end, creating curved edge to

encircle something; one short edge broken. Core exhibits two different shades of
brown-light in middle, dark all round. One brown band flanked by white ones along
axis of plaque.
L. 0.0595. W. max. 0.0227. Th. 0.0069.
Evans, 1921, fig. 344 a.
4. As 1). One long side curves to enircle something; two short sides broken. Brown
bands alternating with white along axis of plaque (two brown, two white bands).
L. 0.0494. W. 0.0296. Th. 0.0064.
Evans, 1921, fig. 344 a.
5. Plaque different in shape and much thicker, prob. rectangular originally (only half
survives), but one short side curves to create in middle a pointed/rounded projection,
cracked. Rat underneath with bevelled edges. Core greyish, rather soft, does not
disintegrate easily; alternating brown and white bands set vertically to axis of plaque.
Traces of green glaze on both surfaces.
L. 0.0586. W. 0.0293. Th. 0.0081. Th. of white paste 0.002.

186.

Faience Plaque. STRAT. Irregular shape (originally prob. triangular) to fragment. As
174. One curved side, all other sides broken. One brown band flanked by two white
ones. Bright green glaze on white bands; traces of golden brown glaze on brown
bands on both upper and lower surface.
L. 0.0283. W. 0.017. Th. 0.0062.

187.

Faience rectangular plaque. HM 96. Half (prob.) pres.>(one short side broken) with
strongly bevelled edges; one short edge roughly made. Core grey/brown, rather hard,
with whitish encrustations on underside; upper surface decorated with alternating
white and brown bands-three brown and two white survive (one brown only half) set
vertically on axis of plaque. White bands made of pale white quartz paste, set into
channels created into grey-brown core. Glaze over brown and white bands in bright
green glossy, transparent; survives only on edges, a little on top.
L. 0.037-0.047. W. 0.0581. Th. 0.0073.

188.

Faience plaque. HM 86. Irregularly shaped plaque; elongated and opening wide at
one end, which is pulled upwards; other end si. broken. Strongly bevelled edges, flat
underneath; cracked on wide end; underneath a "plug" of core stuck into accidental
hole, but does not fit property.

All surfaces very smooth.

Core

grey, soft and

disintegrates to powder v. easily. Upper surface decorated with horizontal alternating
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white and grey/brown bands, (four grey/brown and four white). Two of white made
of pure quartz paste, placed into channels cut in grey/brown core. No traces of glaze
but powdery white substance visible in all areas.
L. 0.036. W. 0.0073-0.0173. Th. 0.0065-0.0070.

189.

Faience plaque. HM 85. Irregularly shaped plaque, reminiscent of three feathers
joined together; recomposed from three fragments. One end narrower (and slightly
broken): it curves and widens to terminate in a flat edge. Upper surface divided into
three different tiers, all at different levels; underside flat with strong finger depressions
along edges. Core white, soft, disintegrates to powder easily. Glaze bright green
glossy, surv. a little on upper surface and edges, rather better on lower surface.
Evans reports brown/black glaze-not traceable now. Most prob. modelled.
L. 0.098. W. 0.0186-0.033. Th. 0.003-0.004 inside feather/tier; outside feather/tier
0.0064.
AE/lp, 1903.

190.

Faience half sphere.

HM 205.

Perforated, flat underneath.

Core greyish/white,

smooth all over and inside perforation; disintegrates to fine grains very easily. Traces
of glaze in green and prob. black.
D. 0.0381. H. 0.015. D. hole 0.0165.

191.

Faience ring. HM 92. Made in the round, a cord with its ends joined and the junction
left obvious; depressions from fingers all over, varying thickness. Core brown. Glaze
all over in purplish brown colour, shiny, but flaked at places.
D. 0.0425. D. hole 0.0246.

192.

Faience "bracket/console". HM 99. Three-stepped structure, aim. half missing-the
steps of different heights; hollow inside, with trace of fingers visible. Accidental cuts
all over. Core white, disintegrates to fine grains v. easily. Glaze does not really
survive, but there are traces of whitish glaze, prob. green that has faded. Along the
angles is a brown dull glaze in streaks and patches, as if to create shadows. Inside,
at broken comer, is a thin layer of brown fine core placed just under glaze, again
prob. to create shadows. Inside a fold of white core. Prob. modelled.
L. max 0.0483. H. 0.0353. H. of steps 0.0074-0.0098.
Evans, 1921, fig. 368.
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193.

Faience ’figure-of-eight’ shields. HM 82. Five shields most prob. modelled.
1. Two disks of same dimensions joined at one end, creating pyramid. At join on
upper surface a thin white cord, flanked by black ones, embraces the joined ends of
disks. Periphery of disks defined by central incision which forms a somewhat raised
circle with its centre slightly depressed. On underside at join, a layer of faience has
been applied, to obscure all traces. Disks cracked from pressure exercised on core.
Core white, soft and disintegrates to powder easily. Bright green glaze on all surfaces
and edges.
L. 0.0387. D. disk 0.023. Th. disk 0.0048. L. cord 0.0092. H. of pyramid 0.016.
AE/lp, 1903.
2. As 1). Part of one black cord missing. Disks of different diameter. Green glaze
not well pres., though centre of disks covered with well pres, black dull glaze.
L. 0.0393. D. disk 0.0228. D. disk 0.0238. Th. disk 0.005. L. cord 0.0094.
3. As 1). Raked edges; quite well pres, green glaze and black centre of disks.
L. 0.0402. D. disk 0.0299. D. disk 0.0233. Th. disk 0.0052. L. card 0.009.
4. As 1). Glaze pres, only on edges; flaked upper surface, many cracks; centre of
disks covered with black dull glaze.
L. 0.039. D. disk 0.0227. D. disk 0.0234. Th. disk 0.0045. L. cord 0.0083.
5. As 1). On underside, layer stuck to cord joint of disks is clearly defined (ie. has not
stuck properly).
L. 0.04. D. disk 0.0238. D. disk 0.023. Th. disk 0.0056. L. cord 0.0097.

Vessels

194.

Faience jug. HM 49. Heavily restored; recomposed from at least fourteen fragments:
the base, neck and spout; part of the handle and about half of body are original.
Spherical body, on which the broad base of neck is placed; regular cut-away spout
pulled out from neck; the body sits on double ring, which flares out into a conical
foot/base; hole at centre of base (probably modem). Round handle set vertically from
rim to spherical body, creating a thick projection at junctions. Decoration in low relief:
on spherical body four running spirals. Core beige to cream, soft and disintegrates
to powder v. easily. Where spirals are the core extremely porous, prob. indicating that
spirals are created by grinding. Inside not v. smooth. Most prob. partly modelled,
piece by piece, and joined together. Glaze surv. only on neck and is golden brown.
H. 0.125. L. spout 0.0443. W. spout 0.021. D. base 0.03. Th. rim 0.0033-0.004.
Evans, 1903, fig. 48.
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195.

Faience chalice.

HM 51.

Conical body, outcurving profile at rim with double

components (one springing from the other); upper is chipped.

Strap handle

(recomposed from two fragments) loops out from upper rim to just below lower rim,
junction marked. Rat base, with somewhat rounded edge, carries a raised band in
low relief just above it: this last visible only on front half of vase (where plants are).
Core creamy, rather soft and powdery. Glaze golden brown; v. glossy under handle,
narrow body partly glazed; on interior drops of glaze running down cylindrical body
inside to base. Decoration in relief: three pyramidal bases (roots) painted black; a
single branched plant springs from each base; stem and leaves are in low relief,
painted black-most probably quartz slurry. Rim outside and about one centimetre
inside covered with black paint; the raised band on which the three pyramidal bases
rest is also painted black. Inside, starting from handle and spreading along rim a
spray of prob. roses, modelled separately and stuck onto vase; first leaf on right
truncated to fit, stem of first leaf right overlaps with main one. All leaves have a
vertical incision along their axis; the first two much bigger than the others. All branch
is painted black. The whole vase most prob. modelled.
H. 0.083. D. rim 0.066. D. cylindr. body 0.028. Rose branch L. 0.032. W . 0.03.
Base cannot be measured because chalice is mounted on artificial support.
Evans, 1903, fig. 53 a, b.

196.

Faience chalice. HM 52. As 195. Narrow interior, bottom rough; drops of glaze have
fallen within. Surface of chalice not v. smooth. From raised band just above base,
only one plant springs from the pyramidal root base, but with three branches here.
Most prob. modelled.
H. 0.084. D. rim 0.07. D. body 0.028. L. handle 0.037. W. handle 0.015-0.0167.
Th. handle 0.0023-0.0033. Dist. from tower to upper rim 0.017.
Evans, 1921, fig. 357; AE/lp, 1903.

197.

Faience bowl. HM 54. Miniature bowl, more than half restored, recomposed from at
least six fragments. Round/conical body, v. smooth inside but rough outside with
traces of scraper and accidental cuts. Double rim, the inside higher placed; outside
rim formed by cord stuck onto slightly tower vase rim proper. Four projections are
formed at right angles; on each a plastic shield is stuck vertically, flanked by a button.
One of the shield’s distinctly bigger. The shape of buttons varies from round to
slightly elongated. Core cream/whitish, soft, disintegrates to powder easily. Glaze in
golden yellow/brown, applied only inside. Drips of dark green or black under glaze.
Most probably modelled.
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H. 0.035. D. inside rim 0.038. Th. upper rim 0.0074. D. base 0.022. L. shield 0.019.
D. outside rim included 0.0572.
Evans, 1903, fig. 49.

198.

Faience bowl. HM 53. Miniature bowl, rim chipped at places; recomposed from five
fragments.

Round/conical body with double rim, one slightly lower. Upper rim

rounded; lower rim forms four projections at right angles.

On each projection an

almond shaped shield-like object is stuck, flanked by a disk. Core off-white, soft,
disintegrates to powder. Glaze covers inside of vase in golden yellow/brown, with
lines and streaks in dark green/black under the golden. On the outside surface there
is no glaze, but there are traces of scraper and accidental cuts.
H. 0.0233. D. inside 0.035. D. including lower rim 0.053. D. base 0.018. D. disk
0.0075.
Evans, 1903, fig. 50; AE/lp, 1903.

199.

Faience basket. HM 55. Miniature basket. Only a small part of rim survives together
with part of a spout and a small round handle set horizontally under rim but extending
up higher than vase.

Regular incisions (grooves) are cut vertically along flat rim;

under rim a fine incision defines a tiny lower rim. Walls v. thin and smooth. The rest
of vase restored with plaster. Core cream/beige.

200.

Faience basket. HM 56.

Miniature basket. Only small part of rim and tiny fragment

of body survive; base of handle visible on body fragment. R at rim with incision on
interior, creating a tiny rim slightly lower. On flat upper rim symmetrically arranged
cockle shells, their flat bases touching rim; plastically ribbed like real shells. Core
cream/beige. Traces of green glaze on rim.

Beads

201.

Segmented beads. HM 94. Eleven rounded, segmented beads. Four v. well pres.
Core creamy white, one has black traces of glaze. All others white ?glaze, one has
shiny white. Stringhole often off-centre.
1. Seven segments.

L. 0.0174. D. 0.0067.

2. Seven segments; white glaze.
3. Seven segments.

L. 0.0187. D. 0.0058.

L. 0.0173. D. 0.0059.
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4. Seven segments; black glaze.

L. 0.0185. D. 0.0057.

5. Worn seven segments. L. 0.0176. D. 0.0055.
6. Worn six segments.

L. 0.0181. D. 0.0057.

7. Smallest frag., two segments.

202.

L. 0.0055.

Segmented beads. STRAT. Two segmented beads:
1. Almost five segments; one end pres. Core brown, soft and disintegrates to powder
easily; traces of bluish/green glaze.
L. 0.0146. D. 0.0056. D. hole 0.002.
2. V. worn. Core brown, too soft and powdery.
L. 0.0164. D. 0.005. D. hole 0.0013.

203.

Faience cylindrical bead. HM 94. Broken at one end. Core off-white, whitish skin on
outer surface prob.; remains of glaze. Large smooth-surfaced hole.
L. 0.0177. D. 0.005. D. hole 0.0022.

204.

Faience beads. HM 105. Thirty-two grain-shaped beads; two thousand, one hundred
and thirty seven round beads.
a) Grain-shaped: About fourteen are in good condition; the rest are broken and
badly preserved. Their shape varies from long slender to slightly bulging. Two have
white core and si. glossy, smooth and well pres. ?glaze in white; two others have
traces of bluish glaze near perforations. Five have traces of black glaze over brown
core. Their holes are rather large but smooth-surfaced. Core disintegrates to tiny
grains, colour varies from white to beige and brown.

Typical examples:

1 with white core and glaze
L. 0.0156. D. 0.008. D. hole 0.0012.
1 with bluish glaze
L. 0.0145. D. 0.0084. D. hole 0.0018.
b) Round beads: Their shape varies from perfect spheres to near cubes-some with
cut off ends, some melon-shaped and many pear-shaped. Very few are extra large
and bulging, but with small (except one larger) perforations-some off-centre. Core
mostly white or off-white; two are of brown core, soft and disintegrates to powder very
easily; most are very fragile. Glaze: most have none present. Some are glossy, the
majority matt. Colours of glaze vary from white, yellow/orange, light and deep blue,
bluish/white, bluish/green, green, deep green, brownish, pinkish, purple, black-in a
great variety of shades, often two different ones on same bead (especially patches of
blue and green). Often holes are glazed too. One has black decoration over the
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bluish glaze: a band runs spirally, with the black paint splashed over bead. Another
tiny one is of golden colour and flakes - most prob. a decaying glass bead.
Biggest bead

L. 0.016. D. 0.0186. D. hole 0.006.

Majority of beads

D. 0.014. D. hole 0.0015.

Bead with black band

L. 0.010 D. 0.011. D hole 0.0018.

Evans, 1903, fig. 41.

Objects arguably from the Temple Repositories

205.

Faience beads. AM AE. 191.214. One grain-shaped bead, with glossy bluish glaze.
Its perforation is nicely formed, with glaze just at the entrance.
L. 0.011. W. 0.006.

206.

Faience beads. AM AE. 1938.599 or 1941.214. Twenty three beads of different
shapes.
a)

Three globular beads with no glaze.

Core off-white or dirty white, powdery.

Perforations not carefully made.
b) One globular, glazed in v. light blue.
c) Two globular with rather large perforation, causing tears in fabric. Core is whitish,
smooth on external surface but without any trace of glaze.
d) Three of probably globular shape are very worn, without any trace of glaze.
d) Six more glazed in blue (turquoise), one of them compressed at both ends. The
glaze has faded on many of them.
e) One pear-shaped, made of white core and glazed in black.
f) Two elongated segmented ones, also worn.
g) Three fragmentary, probably originally grain-shaped,
i) One grain-shaped bead with traces of black glaze.

Rods

207.

Faience rods. HM 94. V. flat on one side, segmented on upper surface. Twenty
four-all fragmentary, except one whole. They differ in thickness and width.
Whole one: core white; glaze light bluish/green pres, only at places.
Seven more objects also have white core, traces of glaze are visible on only a few.
Four have whitish core; two have beige/light brown core. Eleven have core consisting
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of white and dark brown/grey mixed together-marbling effect produced. On four traces
of black glaze.
In all core is soft and disintegrates easily to tiny grains.
Six of them measured (longest and shortest, as well as better preserved).
1. White core; brown matt glaze. Fifteen pres, sections on upper surface, but more
worn near one end.
L. 0.0428. W. 0.0051-0.0052. Th. 0.0056.
2. L. 0.0436. W. 0.0064-0.0069. Th. 0.0062.
3. SI. bent. L. 0.0463. W. 0.0049. Th. 0.0053.
4. SI. twisted with many cracks.
L. 0.0469. W. 0.0054. Th. 0.0061.
5. L. 0.0318. W. 0.0055. Th. 0.006.
6. L. 0.0115. W. 0.0067. Th. 0.0042.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903.

208.

Faience rods. STRAT. Six segmented rods as 217. Six have brown core, which is
soft and disintegrating to tiny grains v. easily. Glaze in brown survives at places.
1. Five segments.

L. 0.0137. W. 0.0048. Th. 0.0007.

2. Six segments, not very straight.
L. 0.0157. W. 0.0048. Th. 0.0062.
3. Six segments; glaze in brown pres, almost all over.
L. 0.021. W. 0.0048. Th. 0.0057.
4. Seven segments very worn.
L. 0.019. W. 0.0048. Th. 0.0056.
5. Seven segments; glaze partly present.
L. 0.0183. W. 0.0056. Th. 0.0053.
6. Ten segments; badly pres, glaze.
L. 0.0273. W. 0.0058. Th. 0.0054.

209.

Faience rods. STRAT. Ten elongated rod-like objects, seven of which segmented,
some v. worn. Core off-white disintegrates to powder very easily; partly preserved
glaze in ?whitish.
1. Four pres, segments; glaze at one edge.
L. 0.016. W. 0.006. Th. 0.0046.
2. Six v. worn segments; glaze in tiny bits in depression.
L. 0.0133. W. 0.005. Th. 0.003.
3. Three tiny segments with traces of glaze.
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L. 0.0104. W. 0.006. Th. 0.0044.
4. Four pres, segments; traces of white glaze on one edge.
L. 0.014. W. 0.0063. Th. 0.004.
5. Extremely worn.
L.0.016. W. 0.005. Th. 0.0026.
6.

Veryworn. L. 0.009. W. 0.005. Th. 0.004.

7.

Veryworn. L. 0.012. W. 0.005. Th. 0.0026.

8.

Veryworn. L. 0.01. W. 0.0042. Th. 0.0024.

9. L. 0.001. W. 0.005. Th. 0.0027.
10. Very worn. L. 0.0204. W. 0.0075. Th. 0.0047.
Probably not all belong to TR.

Figurines and Dress

210.

Faience female figurine. HM 63. Most part of skirt restored, parts of neck and body;
recomposed from many fragments-impossible to count now.

She wears long,

(opening wide around hem) skirt, tight around waist: parallel horizontal lines cover the
whole full skirt and terminate to a border filled with connected lozenges. An apron falls
in front down to about knee level, and also at back: K has a border of two horizontal
lines near edge followed by another band of "connected" S-spirals. The middle is
covered with round spots matching the spots of the snakes. A tightly fitted jacket of
probably transparent material, with richly embroidered sleeves comes down to elbow.
A deep ’V’ in front leaves breasts bare; below breasts edges of jacket are braided and
laced across by black cords which are tied in big bow-like knot. A high tiara, wound
round spirally, is worn on the head. Arms are stretched forward, holding two snakes
which curl around them. More snakes circle around breasts, climb up the tiara and
hang down to the apron as well as around the waist. All snakes are of greenish
colour with black spots; the ones tied in a knot around waist are much bigger and
thicker. Her hair falls in fringe on forehead just below tiara, and behind reaches to her
shoulders: it is straight and black. Her eyebrows and eyes are shown in relief: eye
pupils and eyebrows picked out in brown/black. Her ears are slightly bigger than
normal. Her skin is bluish-white, and of a fine texture.
Dress is purplish or purplish brown, its decoration in black.
H. 0.342. Not measured or handled.
Evans, 1903, figs. 54 a, b and 55; AE/lp, 1903.
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211.

Faience female figurine. HM 65. Part of skirt, left arm and head restored. Flounced
skirt consisting of seven tiers, which are tight on hips but open wide as they climb
down to the full length. An apron is placed above this, falling rather deeply at front
and back. Around the waist a metallic-looking girdle consists of two borders placed
in parallel and connected with vertical cords. Jacket as on other figure, tightly fitting,
with a deep V neck leaving breasts bare, interlaced and tied just below breasts in a
bow-like knot. Short sleeves, to elbow height, with a border at edge. Arm, with wavy
bracelet, holds snake with head facing upwards. Decoration in black.

211 a.

Small faience animal. HM 57. Seated small animal: yellowish brown glaze with black
spots indicates hide-probably a leopard. Tail is missing.
H. 0.035. Not handled.

212.

Faience female figurine. HM 64. Only skirt pres.: as that with 210.
Not handled.

213.

Faience arm. HM 66. Lower left arm and hand closing round snake, which curls
along arm.

Recomposed from three fragments.

Top of arm flat with central

depression for pin to fit to body; around edge brown cord probably to indicate end of
sleeve. Bracelet (rather squarish in shape) around wrist. Core light cream, hard and
porous. Glaze all over in shiny, v. light green. Bracelet in brown; spots on snake also
in brown. Cracks on arm, near where K is joined to snake.
L. 0.063. W. 0.0089-0.015. D. upper part 0.017. D. hole 0.002. Depth hole 0.01.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903.

214.

Faience arm. HM 67. Lower ?left arm and hand slightly closed. Recomposed from
two fragments. Fingers (thumb si. chipped) rather unnaturally long. Wavy bracelet
around wrist. Top of arm flat with perforation. Core almost white. Glaze in very light
green all over. Bracelet in brown. Cracks and blemishes at places.
L. 0.059. D. upper part 0.0145. D. hole c. 0.004. Depth hole 0.01.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903.

215.

Faience arm. AM AE. 1938.697. Part of upper arm and lower arm, slightly bent. Rat
on top with depression (si. tom). Bracelet rather wavy with two si. curved ends, on
either side of arm. Core white, rather hard with rather big grains. Glazed all over
(except broken end) with light blue/greyish glaze; bracelet in brown glaze. Core not
extremely smooth, tiny dots protude under glaze. Tiny hole/bubbles on glaze.
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L. 0.0455. W. upper part 0.0132. W. lower part 0.0068-0.0084
Evans, AE/ip, 1903.

216.

Faience hand. H M 204. Outstretched hand, with thumb partly missing-most probably
right hand. A perforated conical object in the round is sitting on back of hand. A
bracelet falls onto hand and palm, curved as if of soft material. Core whitish.
in greenish/blue, shiny-all over (except broken parts);

Glaze

bracelet is brown shiny.

Fragments of core protrude at places.
L. 0.025. W. 0.012-0.079.

217.

Faience dress. HM 58. Miniature, flat underside. Skirt partly restored, recomposed
from nine fragments. Skirt made in one piece and upper bodice in another: joined at
waist, masked by double girdle (one part of which belongs to skirt and the other to
upper bodice). Upper bodice, with short sleeves, terminates in a brown/black border.
Core whitish. Glaze in greenish or yellow brown in places; decoration in purplish
brown.

Bands arranged vertically on upper bodice, creating V at neck.

Skirt is

decorated with horizontal bands: two are in brown, the other in whitish/green at hem
of skirt. On last is a border row of crocuses, all bending to one side. Just above this
a clump of crocuses and buds, sited under an arched canopy, rises from a raised
button-like platform. Double girdle in relief, purplish brown.
H. 0.23. Not measured or handled.
Evans, 1903, fig. 58; AE/lp, 1903.

218.

Faience dress. HM 59. Miniature dress as 217, slightly smaller. Recomposed from
six fragments; most of upper part restored. Decoration slightly different on skirt: three
horizontal purplish/black bands, a clump of crocus-like flowers (fewer than 211) under
an arched canopy. Perforation at bottom of skirt roughly in middle. Core whitish.
Glaze in greenish or light brown. All decoration in purplish brown/black.
H. 0.117. Not measured or handled.
Evans, 1903, fig. 58; AE/lp, 1903.

219.

Faience dress. HM 62. Miniature dress fragment, as 217. Recomposed from three
pieces. Lower half of double girdle and upper part of skirt pres., chipped on one side
and flaked on upper surface. Girdle made separately and stuck onto upper part of
skirt (one end si. higher than skirt top), when still soft, pressed slightly creating slight
depressions and a rather wavy edge. It is made of pale white quartz paste. Skirt
perforated through; a shallow depression also visible on upper part of skirt, probably
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for a pin. Decoration in thick brown paint: a double canopy with flowers, probably
crocuses or lilies, under it-only part of their upper ends survive. A brown wavy band
applied on girdle-reminiscent of snake. Core in cream with inclusions-grey grains of
sand. Over core pure white quartz paste applied, thicker on upper surface. Over that
green glassy glaze, only si. traces left on upper and lower surface. Tiny fragment not
joined but belonging to same skirt with a wavy band on it.
Tiny frag. L. 0.0136. W. 0.0122. Th. 0.0015-0.0056. Dimen. of skirl. L. 0.06230.0884. L. girdle 0.0604. H. skirt 0.012. H. girdle 0.015. D. hole 0.0015.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903.

220.

Faience girdle. HM 60. Double cords si. bent: accidental incision on smaller cord on
upper surface. On lower flat surface, depression filled by added piece of faience.
Core beige/brownish. Glaze on upper surface glossy, in golden brown/yellowish. SI.
traces of decoration in black-cannot be made out.
L. 0.0753-0.0981. W. 0.041-0.042. Th. 0.0117-0.015.
Evans, 1903, fig. 58; 1921, fig 364.c; AE/lp, 1903.

221.

Faience girdle. HM 61. As 220. Recomposed from four fragments. Core cream.
Glaze on both surfaces, matt and worn out in many places.

Traces of black

decoration cannot be made out.
L. 0.054-0.0101. W. 0.038-0.0396. Th. 0.012-0.0159.
Evans, 1903, fig. 58; AE/lp, 1903.

222.

Faience girdle. HM (no number). Fragment of girdle as 220. Only part of smaller,
rounded half present. Core in light brown; hard, does not disintegrate easily.Brown
matt ?glaze on upper surface and edges. Not very smooth on lower surface and
without glaze. Black narrow bands over brown glaze, one band on depression
between two halves; two horizontal bands along edge of smaller half.
L. 0.025-0.03. W. 0.024. Th.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903.
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ADDENDUM

Apart from these objects there are a group of unprovenanced fragments (HM 203,
206, 208), totalling fifty eight fragments from different objects.

Some fragments

probably came from a vase, others are parts of decorative plaques and inlays. Whilst
some of these may have come from the Temple Repositories in view of their general
resemblance to that material, yet because of the lack of firm evidence, it is safest to
omit them here. They will eventually appear in "Knossian Faience”, a forthcoming
study.

Clav sealings, noduli and roundels

223.

Clay noduli. HM 333. Six noduli, rectangular/oval tablet-like. Clay soft, gritted, often
with comparatively large inclusions, tiny pebbles (golden and grey), sometimes visible
on seal impression.
Seal: on one large surface, concave and circular seal impression, from discoid; in
most cases deeply impressed, leaving a double round incision (?rim of same). Design
represents four stylized cockle shells set at right angles to each other, with ambu at
centre of seal where there is a dot. On second large surface, flat impression from
prob. rectangular-shaped seal (undefined periphery); design represents sheep/goat
standing. There are si. variations.

Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (sketch 1.1.3); PM I, fig. 518a.i.
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333/1: recomposed from two fragments. Shell-impression stamped first, so concave;
sheep/goat impression convex.

Fingerprints on all edges, have si. spoiled shell

impression. Clay orange.
Dim. 0.023 x 0.0165. Th. 0.0072.

333/2:

as 333/1.

Recomposed from two fragments.

Shell impression concave;

Sheep/goat impr. convex. Strong fingerprints on all edges, shell impression spoiled
by them. Clay gritted, light orange.
Dim. 0.0204 x 0.0165. Th. 0.008.

333/3: as 333/1. Sheep/goat impression more convex than 1. Full of fingerprints on
all edges; shell impression spoiled by them.

Clay orange/brown, with tiny sand

inclusions.
Dim. 0 .0 1 9 x 0 .0 1 6 . Th. 0.006.

333/4: as 333/1. Recomposed from two fragments; lower part of sheep/goat missing.
Cracked clay orange/brownish, with tiny inclusions (sand).
Dim. 0.0214 x 0.013. Th. 0.0086.

333/5: As 333/1. Half nodulus pres. Clay orange/brownish, with inclusions (sand).
Dim. 0.016 x 0.019. Th. 0.0064.

333/6: As 333/1. Half nodulus pres; cracked. Clay orange/brown.
Dim. 0.015 x 0.015. Th. 0.0092.

224.

Clay noduli. HM 334. Two noduli, as 223.
334/1: half nodulus pres.; only back of sheep/goat; above its back a swastika. Clay
orange/brownish, gritted.
Dim. 0.018 x 0.0135. Th. 0.007.

334/2: as 334/1. About half nodulus pres.; upper part and head of sheep/goat. Horn
of sheep/goat continues under its neck; lower part of sheep/goat spoiled by
fingerprints. Clay orange/brownish.
Dim. 0.0176 x 0.0144. Th. 0.0067.

Evans, AE/NB 1903 (sketch 2, 3); 1903, fig. 59; PM I, fig. 372, 518b.i; PM IV, fig.
544a.
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225.

Clay noduli. HM 335. Four noduli as 223.
335/1: Half nodulus pres. The sheep/goat has a manger under its body; its head is
missing. Clay orange/brown, gritted (sand).
Dim. 0 .0 1 5 x 0 .0 1 5 8 . Th. 0.007.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (sketch 2 and 3); 1903, fig. 59; PM I, fig. 372 and fig. 518b.i; PM
IV, fig. 544a.

335/2: As 335/1 but almost whole.

Sheep/goat has a manger under its body; the

horn curves round under its neck. The shell impression spoiled by fingerprints. Clay
orange/brownish, with grit (sand).
Dim. 0.0206 x 0.0157. Th. 0.0083.

335/3: Less than half survives; lower part of sheep/goat is missing but looks like 226.
Clay orange/brown, gritty (sand).
Dim. 0.0123 x 0.0146. Th. 0.0087.

335/4: As 335/1. More than half pres. Sheep/goat looks like 333, with its lower part
missing. Clay orange, cracked.
Dim. 0.0178 x 0.016. Th. 0.0093.

226.

Clay nodulus. HM 336. More than half pres; 3-figure nodulus (dome-shaped). Soft
clay, friable, yellow and gritty; cracked and folded at places. Light fingerprints on
edges.
Seal: si. concave, prob. from oval ring bezel. Design of rectangular emblem on pillar
behind walking athlete depicted with fine tenuity of muscles; lower part of legs
missing.
Diam. of seal 0.017. Th. 0.0125.
Dim. nodulus 0.0175 x 0.017. Th. 0.0128.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (he refers to "Boxer 1", but does not sketch); 1903, fig. 35; PM I,
fig. 509; PM III, fig. 349.

227.

Clay sealing. HM 337. Recomposed from two fragments. Leather-package type.
Clay soft, orange/reddish; lots of holes on edges together with fingerprints.
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Underside: smooth with many rope-like thin strings/threads at right angles, with also
ends meeting in one point.
Seal: not very clear, prob. "Skylla (L 49) type" although bigger, as if flattened by
pressure. Most prob. one of the ”12 too imperfect" (or the ’Doubtful 12’) si. concave
from oval ?ring bezel.
Dim. 0.024 x 0.019. Th. 0.0086.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (Prob. one of the "Doubtful 12".)

228.

Clay sealing. HM 338.

Leather-package type. Clay soft, brownish and with three

holes at one edge, fingerprints on edges.

Underside has rectangular impression,

smooth and with very fine rope-like threads/strings that cut across surface creating a
triangle.
Seal: SI. concave, prob. from oval ?ring bezel. Design not very clear, but both man
and monster visible - the "Skylla" type.
Dim. of smooth underside. L. 0.018. W. 0.011.
Sealing L. 0.0205. W. 0.012. Th. 0.0095.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (not sketched but referred to "man and monster 5"); 1903, fig. 36;
PM I, fig. 520; PM IV, fig. 921.

229.

Clay sealing. HM 339.

Leather-package type. Clay soft, brownish with holes on

edges, also tiny impression of string on edge; fingerprints on all edges. Underside:
rectangular, smooth and with at least three twisted threads (rope-like); prob. ends
meet.
Seal: si. concave, prob. from oval ?ring bezel. Design not very clear but man clearly
visible - the "Skylla" type.
Dim. of smooth underside. L. 0.0197. W. 0.01.
Sealing L. 0.019. W. 0.013. Th. max 0.0108.
Cf. as no. 228.

230.

Clay nodule - ?sealing. HM 340. Recomposed from two frags. Most prob. leatherpackage.

Clay soft, friable and light creamy/orangish.

Underside: small, smooth

surface, with lots of threads running at right angles over most of it. On edge, holes
(some rather large) from strings. Seal: almost flat-faced, circular seal - prob. from
discoid; rather deeply cut and with distinct periphery.

Design is two triton shells,

arranged symmetrically. Small impression of prob. string or chain (rope-like) on upper
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surface, just next to the design, most prob. created by that by which the seal was
attached.
Diam. seal 0.0128.
Sealing dim. 0.0214 x 0.016. Th. 0.0068.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (sketch 42); 1903, fig. 34; PM I, fig. 518.h.

231.

Clay roundel. H M 342. Recomposed from two frags. "Pendent-shaped* two aim. flat
and smooth surfaces, rounded edge with pointed projections; on either side of
projection same seal impression. Clay rather hard, brick red with inclusions (some
large frags, of sand). One flat surf, polished and incised with design creating three
pear-shaped impressions joined at ?apices.

Rather deeply cut incision with clear

edges. On opposite flat surface, three tiny pin holes rather symmetically arranged in
a triangle. Faint fingerprints.
Seal: concave, prob. round from discoid - both seal impressions identical. Design of
three daisy-like flowers grouped together with ?papyrus tufts in between.
Diam. seal c. 0.011.
Dim. 0.026-0.028. Th. 0.012.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (sketch 1920); Hallager, 1987, 58 KN Wc 23, fig. 1, pi. 5.9.

232.

Clay roundel. HM 343. Recomposed from two frags; si. chipped on edge. Circular
in shape, with two almost fiat, and one concave surfaces, carrying eight impressions
from same seal, set vertically on edge at varying distances. Clay rather hard, brick
red and gritted (some large inclusions in white and green, one 5 mm in diameter).
Fingerprints on both upper and lower surfaces.
Seal: flattened cylinder (cushion). Designs represents a male figure wearing short
kilt and pointed cap. He carries a tower-shield and a spear. A lioness is by his side.
Dim. seal H. 0.0175. W. 0.011.
Dim. 0.044-0.048. Th. 0.0185.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (he does not sketch but refers to "armed God with

shield 8");

1903, fig. 38; PM I, fig. 363b, 500e; PM II. fig. 547; PM III, fig. 324a.

233.

Clay roundel.

HM 344.

Recomposed from five frags; part of it missing.

Prob.

originally oval in shape with two aim. flat and smooth surfaces. On one flat surface
it carries a Linear A sign si. marred, as well as an accidental oblique incision. On
edge nine horizontally placed impressions of same seal. Clay rather hard but friable,
brick red/brown and gritted, with some large inclusions (yellowish orange).
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Linear A sign is an ideogram: CAP*1.
Seal: si. concave and circular - prob. from lentoid (discoid). Design of recumbent
animal - wild goat with head turned back and sitting on double horizontal lines.
Diam. 0.045. Th. 0.016.
Diam. seal c. 0.013.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (sketches only Linear A sign (sketch 6) and the shape of roundel
as miniature - "Goat seated looking back" - broken - below 9 (originally 12)); PM I, fig.
456b.

234.

Clay roundel. HM 345. Partly preserved, prob. less than half missing. Circular in
shape with two surfaces, depressed deeply at centre. On one surface two Linear A
signs - with edges of incision intact, showing it was not touched when soft. Clay rather
soft, beige-yellowish with many inclusions, including large grit (sand) in yellow, and
white one (more than 3 mm. long), tiny frags, of sea-shells and another of carbonised
cereal or wood. Fingerprints on both surfaces.
On pres, edge, five seal impressions from three different seals: two set very close to
each other, the others at varying distances.
Dim. 0.02-0.031. Th. 0.011-0.015.

a)

Two impressions from round discoid/lentoid seal. Design is architectural - four

horizontal blocks and one vertically set against two blocks and in between the other
two; the rest covered with ?herringbone or tree design. Deeply cut impression.
Diam. seal 0.0138.

b)

Two impressions from same seal, flat ?rectangular or prismatic, pressed

vertically onto edge. Design of cross with vertical shaft longer than crossbar.
Seal L. 0.075. W. 0.01.

c)

One impression from ?lentoid seal. Design of recumbent bovine on horizontal

line, with head turned back - part of back of animal is not visible.
Diam. seal 0.0138.

Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (sketches 5 and 37). On sketch 37, he writes "? trees and wall
2. On edge of flat round seal with ?cross". Also sketch 23 "with couchant bull and
wall on edge of flat seal with 3-5 and on two of similar seals". Also sketch 45 "wall
twice couchant ox cross twice". Prob. 1903 fig. 61; PM I, figs. 374, 456c, 518c.
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235.

Clay roundel. HM 346. Circular in shape but with polygonal periphery. Two aim. flat
surfaces, depressed at places deeply; strong traces of fingerprints on both surfaces,
but more so on underside. Clay brick red, rather hard with no visible inclusions. On
edge five impressions from four different seals (one space si. bigger) but edge
perfectly regular all round.
Dim. 0.029 x 0.0256. Th. max. 0.011.

a)

Two impressions from flat rectangular prism.

Design of S horizontally

impressed, with a vertical line next to it.
Seal L. 0.017. W. 0.07.

b)

From flat, rectangular prism impressed horizontally. Design is vertical line, dot

and cross.
Seal L. 0.017. W. 0.07.

c)

Flat prob. from prism, impressed horizontally. Design is "boat or canopy".

Seal L. 0.0187. W . 0.098.

d)

Concave from seal of uncertain shape. Design unidentifiable.

Seal L. pres. 0.011. W. 0.007.

Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (Sketches 28, 23, 24, 25); Hallager, 1987, 59 KN Wc 41, fig. 2,
pi. 10.

236.

Clay nodulus.

HM 347.

Three-finger nodulus.

Soft clay, worn and friable.

Fingerprints visible on edges.
Seal: large, v. si. concave, oval - prob. ring? bezel,
with distinct periphery on one side. Design not clear: more than one "figure" involved.
Diam. seal 0.025 x 0.015.
Dim. 0.027 x 0.021. Th. 0.0175
Gill, 1965, 69.

237.

Clay sealing. HM 348. Leather-package type. Clay rather hard, brick red/brownish
with white inclusions.

String holes on edge even just below design(s), string

impressions also on edge - twisted rope-like there and on underside. Fingerprints on
edge - thumb and first finger, resulting in si. deformed design.
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Seal: concave, prob. from amygdaloid and circular. Design of three fish lying on their
sides.
Seal. 0 .0 1 5 x 0 .0 1 2 4 .
Sealing L. 0.023. W. 0.0155. Th. 0.014.
Dim. underside L. 0.0223. W . 0.01.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (sketch 14); Gill. 1965 70.

238.

Clay nodulus. H M 349. Three-finger nodulus. Soft clay, orange/brick with small and
larger inclusions. Fingerprints on edge.
Seal: prob. lentoid (circular), with border round the edge.
Diam. seal 0.019.
Dim: L. 0.0177. W. 0.018. Th. 0.0117.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903. Prob. one of the "Doubtful 12"; Gill, 1965, 70.

239.

Clay sealing.

HM 350. Leather-package type, part missing.

Hard clay, orange with

inclusions (white sand). Twisted strings/threads on one side of underside; big stringholes on edges right under impression. Faint fingerprints on edges.
Seal: From oval ring prob. bezel, as HM 337, 339,352. Design of "Skylla" type, the
man and boat distinguished; spoiled by fingermarks.
Seal: 0 .0 1 2 9 x 0 .0 1 3 6 .
Dim. L. 0.018. W . 0.0142. Th. 0.0024-0.0114.
Cf. as no. 228.

240.

Clay sealing.HM 351.

Leather-package type.

Hard clay, orange/brown.

Three

twisted threads and holes on edge.
Seal: "Skylla" type. As HM 333, 339, 350.
Sealing: L. 0.0207. W. 0.0167. Th. 0.0096.
Underside: L. 0.0193. W . 0.014.

241.

Clay sealing.

HM 352. Leather-package type. Hard clay, light brown (darker than

previous ones). Many twisted threads on underside; string holes on edge.
Seal: "Skylla" type, clearfy impressed with man, boat and monsters.
Seal: 0 .0 1 2 9 x 0 .0 1 3 6 .
Sealing: L. 0.019. W. 0.015. Th. 0.0072.
Underside: L. 0.016. W . 0.011.
Cf. as no. 228.
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242.

Clay seal impression. HM 353. Elongated fragment of irregular shape. Clay rather
soft, brown - underside shows many slender lines, ?impression of object sealed.
Seal: Prob. circular, on one small surface of nodule. Design of bird in profile with
outstretched wings.
Seal: Diam. 0.012.
Nodule: L. 0.021. W . 0.012. Th. 0.014.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 "Flying bird" (sketch 44).

243.

Clay roundel.

HM 354.

Disc-shaped (rounded), compressed more on two edges

making it square. Clay rather soft, reddish-brown. Fingerprints on edge.
Two seal impressions. First seal: part of ship from a seal of flat but uncertain shape.
Second seal: cross with elongated dots from a seal si. concave, prob. circular.
Diam. seal 1: 0.011.
Diam. seal 2: 0.0094.
Dim. 0.0128 x 0.0125.
Evans, AE/lp 1903, (sketch 33 "cabin"); Gill, 1965, 70.

244.

Clay seal impression. HM 355.

Pyramidal-shaped hanging type. Clay rather hard,

light brown with inclusions. Three triangular surfaces, compressed by fingers: at point
two large holes from cords. Base of pyramid and one triangular surface impressed
by different seals.
Seal on base:

SI. concave and circular, prob. from discoid. Design of "two agrimia

seated” with their heads turned upwards, one with only its head visible; one v. near
the other having long wavy horns. Fingerprints have spoiled design.
Seal on side: prob. from an oval seal. Only part of design visible: branch-like, the
rest spoiled.
Seal with agrimia: Dim. 0.011 x 0.015.
H. 0.029. W . max 0.02.
Evans, AE/lp 1903, (sketches 9 and 10 - "2 agrimia seated 2")

245.

Clay seal impression. HM 356/1. As before - (upper part of pyramid missing). Half
pres.; joined from two frags. Clay rather hard, light brown/dark orange.
Seal on base: partly pres, only part of one agrimi survives.
Seal on side: better pres, than before, tree-like design with leafy branches.
L. pres. 0.016. W . max 0.018. D. hole 0.003-0.0035.
Cf. as HM 355.
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246.

Clay seal impression.

HM 356/2.

As before.

Half pres, (upper part of pyramid

missing). Clay light brown/orange, lighter than HM 355.
Seal base: upper part of agrimia surv. v. faintly.
Seal on side: two of the branches pres.
L. pres. 0.015. W. max 0.0163.
Cf. as HM 355.

247.

Clay sealing.

HM 357.

Irregularly spaced and fragmentary leather-package type.

Clay hard, light brown with tiny inclusions and a yellowish-green larger piece of sand.
Holes of many threads on edges.
papyrus-like.

Impression of object sealed on underside -

Three seal impressions at three different spots on upper surface -

identical seal design "spiral pattern" half pres., probably from a discoid.
L. 0.019. W . 0.013. Th. 0.012.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (prob. sketch 39); Gill, 1965, 69.

248.

Clay seal impression. HM 358. Prob. half pres. Prob. leather-package type. Clay
rather soft, light chocolate brown with inclusions. V. fine thread holes and double
thread impressions on edge; fingerprints on edge.
Seal: from a concave seal, of unknown shape. Design of duck standing in profile.
L. 0.010. W . 0.014. Th. 0.0095.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (sketch 34 "Duck" 1); Gill, 1965, 69.

249.

Clay seal impression. HM 359 - (prob. from Temple Repos.). Fragment of unknown
shaped nodule. Clay hard, reddish brown. Fingerprints on edges, deforming shape
of nodule. Traces of wire-like cords underneath.
Seal: SI. concave, from oval ?ring bezel. Design shows on upper surface 2 flame-like
objects pointing in opposite directions, one sitting on rectangle.
L. 0.28. W. 0.01. Th. max 0.011.
Prob. one of the "Doubtful 12" in Evans, AE/lp, 1903. One positive argument is that
it is grouped together with TR sealing.

250.

Clay seal impressions. HM 374. Partly pres. (prob. half). Clay hard, dark brown with
inclusions (pieces of sand). Underside created by two fingers.
Seal: concave from seal of unknown shape. Lily design (?waz lily), two curved petals
with papyrus tufts in between,
L. 0.011. W . 0.014. Th. max. 0.008.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (sketch 27, "spiral pattern"); PM I, fig. 524.
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251.

Clay nodulus. HM 383. Nine noduli; dome-shaped; one closer to a triangular prism.
Clay soft, of varying colours with inclusions.
Seal: From big oval ring bezel. Representation of female figure wearing short skirt
and carrying a spear in her rather masculine hand. Lion with rich mane accompanies
her, with head turned up towards her.

(Sam e seal impression on HM 395 and AM

1199.U and z).
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (he does not sketch it, but refers to "Goddess and lion 11"; 1903,
fig. 37; PM I, figs. 363d, 500a; PM II, fig. 546; PM III, fig. 325.

383/1: Dome-shaped, 4 fingers (thumb, first, second and tip of third finger). Clay
yellow aim. unbaked.
Seal: half female figure and lion pres.
Dim. 0.019 x 0.0165.
L. 0.023. W . 0.02. Th. 0.0138.

383/2

As before. Dome-shaped, 3 fingers. Clay brown, cracked.
Seal: prob. held upside down when stamped. Whole female figure and lion.
Dim. 0.018 x 0.016.
L. 0.022. W . 0.019. Th. 0.014.

383/3

As before. Dome-shaped, 3 fingers. Clay orange-brownish.
Seal: lower body of figure not clear.
L. 0.0225. W. 0.0173. Th. 0.0128.

383/4

As before. Dome-shaped, 3 fingers. Clay orange, cracked.
Seal: V. faint impression part of edge spoiled by finger. Prob. held upside
down when stamped.
L. 0.0185. W. 0.0184. Th. 0.0125.

383/5

As before.

Aim. half missing.

Prob. dome-shaped.

Clay yellow, rather

unbaked, cracked at places.
Seal: lower half of figure and lion pres.
L. 0.014. W . 0.012. Th. 0.0137.

383/6

As before. Dome-shaped, 3 fingers. Clay yellow, cracked.
Seal: head and upper torso v. faint. Thumb has spoiled part of edge.
L. 0.022. W . 0.0218. Th. 0.0148.
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383/7

As before. Recomposed from two fragments. Triangular prism, 2 fingers
(thumb and first finger). Clay yellowish brown, very friable with small and
bigger inclusions, flaked off at places.
Seal: part of torso, skirt and arm of figure visible.
L. 0.0236. W. 0.016. Th. 0.014.

383/8

As before. Dome-shaped, 3 fingers. Clay brown, cracked in places.
Seal: prob. held upside down when the impression stamped.
L. 0.0225. W. 0.017. Th. 0.013.

383/9

As before. Dome-shaped, 3 fingers. Clay orange-brick red, si. broken on
underside and part of edge missing.
Seal: only skirt can be distinguished - all else v. faint, prob. held upside down
when it stamped the nodulus.
L. 0.0254. W. 0.02. Th. 0.018.

252.

Clay noduli. HM 384. Two noduli; dome-shaped. Clay orange or brownish, with
inclusions.
Seal: three leafless trees blown in the wind; grass on the ground, suggesting autumn
or winter. From large oval ring bezel (distinct edge of seal).

384/1

Dome-shaped, prob. 3 fingers.

Clay soft, yellowish brown and containing

sand pieces.
Seal: distinct periphery. Upper parts of trees missing.
Dim. 0.019 x 0.015.
L. 0.023. W. 0.0214. Th. 0.0166.

384/2

As before. Dome-shaped, 3 fingers; recomposed from two fragments. Clay
soft, orange and friable; faint fingerprints on edges.
Seal Dim. 0.024 x 0.016
L. 0.0278. W. 0.0184. Th. 0.0125.

Evans, AE/lp, 1903. (Sketch 15 and prob. 41 "uncertain 1"). 1903, figs. 30, 31; PM
I, fig. 518k and 519; PM IV, fig. 423.

253.

Clay sealing. HM 385. Irregularly shaped. Clay rather hard, dark-chocolate brown
with inclusions; fingerprints on edges. V. smooth wire-like impressions, ends meet on
underside. Sealed unknown object.
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Seal: SI. concave, circular from discoid or lentoid.

Design of tulip or crocus flower

in profile.
Diam. 0.015.
L. 0.021. W. 0.016. Th. max 0.0083.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (sketch 17 "flower 1"); PM I, fig. 5181.

254.

Clay ?nodulus. H M 386. Triangular prism. 2 fingers; partly missing. Clay rather soft,
reddish brown. ?Three seal impressions, one on upper surface, one on small edge
and a probable one on opposite edge.
Seal: si. concave and circular from discoid or lentoid. Design representing ?sheep’s
heads.
L. 0.018. Th. 0.012.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (sketch 35 "Sheep heads"); Gill, 1965, 70, pi. 51.24.

255.

Clay noduli. HM 387. Two noduli as 333, 334, 335.
387/1

Recomposed from four frags. The sheep/goat is whole, without manger or
swastika. Clay orange brown, with tiny inclusions. Fingerprints on edges.
L. 0.0224. W. 0 .0 1 2 -0 .0 1 8 . Th. 0.006.

387/2

As 387/1. Clay orangish brown.
L. 0.0214. W. 0.017. Th. 0.008.
Cf. as 333.

256.

Clay sealing. HM 388. Nine sealings: leather-package of triangular/pyramidal shape,
with two different designs on edges.
Seal one: concave from small circular ?discoid. Design represents a crab in a very
naturalistic way.
Seal two: concave from oval-circular ?discoid. Design of trefoil "pallium” on knotted
design.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (sketch 31 "Pall pattern (with crab) 12" and 32); 1903, fig. 28; PM
I, fig. 518g and j.

388/1

Clay soft, brown; thick string impressions on underside; large string holes on
edges. Faint fingerprints all over.
Seal Diam. crab 0.0106. Dim. pallium 0.014 x 0.012.
L. 0.019. W. 0.0166. Th. 0.0132.
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388/2

Recomposed from two frags. Clay brown; string impressions on underside;
rather large holes on edges; faint fingerprints all over.
L. 0.019. W. 0.0144. Th. 0.014.

388/3

About half pres.; the crab design not clear. Whole sealing compressed and
si. deformed. Clay brown with inclusions. One string impression consisting
of many threads. String holes on edges and immediately under design.
L. 0.015. W. 0.014. Th. 0.08.

388/4

A little more than half pres. Clay reddish brown with inclusions. Many strings
running across leather impression on underside; v. smooth leather impression
and si. folded. Rather large string-holes on edges.
L. 0.013. W. 0.016. Th. 0.012.

388/5

Recomposed from two frags. Clay brown and v. fragile. Many strings on
underside; large holes on edges.
L. 0.0185. W. 0.014. Th. 0.01.

388/6

Aim. whole.

Clay brown with inclusions.

Set of strings or thread holes

underneath; small and large holes on edges.
L. 0.0136. W. 0.014. Th. 0.09.

388/7

Less than half pres. Only the crab impression pres. Clay orange brown.
Few small holes of single threads on edges.
L. 0.011. W. 0.011. Th. 0.063.

388/8

About half pres. Clay brown. Many threads spread across on underside;
small and large thread holes on edges.
L. 0.013. W. 0.013. Th. 0.08.

388/9

More than half pres.

Clay brown, gritty (white sand).

Strings and single

threads on underside; holes on edges.
L. 0.015. W. 0.014. Th. 0.08.

257.

Clay nodulus. HM 389. Disc-shaped. Clay soft, orange. Slight fingerprints on edge.
Two seal impression on flat surfaces.
Seal one: si. concave and circular from ?discoid. Design of architectural nature.
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Seal two: flat from unknown shape. Design of grain stalk and prob. sun disc.
Dim. 0.015 x 0.014. Th. 0.0069.
Evans. AE/lp 1903. (sketch 40); Gill. 1965. 69.

258.

Clay noduli. HM 390. SI. dome-shaped but elongated with angular-rounded edges.
390/1

Created by thumb and two first fingers; more bulbous on one side. Clay soft.
orange brownish.
Seal: concave, from circular discoid or lentoid. Curvilinear design.
Seal Diam. 0.0144.
L. 0.019. W. 0.012. Th. max. 0.01.

390/2

Created by two fingers.

Elongated with rounded

edges andone

more

bulbous side. Clay soft, dark orange; fingerprints on edges.
Seal:

concave from oval amygdaloid.

Spiral design compressed and

deformed on sides.
Seal L. 0.015. W. 0.01.
L. 0.0205. W. max 0.012. Th. 0.0126.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (sketch 36 for 390/2); Gill, 1965 70.

259.

Clay sealing. H M 3 9 1. Recomposed from three fragments. Elongated shape; clay
orange brown with inclusions (sand and shell fragments). On underside impression
of ?skin or wood at two different levels, with a pair of holes (one on each level and
just next to the other). Fingerprints on edge.
Seal: si. concave from circular seal, prob. ring. Design of four birds around an eightrayed star.
Seal Diam. 0.011.
L. 0.023. W . 0.016. Th. 0.0076.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (sketch 21 ”4 birds and 8 rayed star 1”); 1903, fig. 33; PM I, fig.
518f.

260.

Clay sealing. HM 393. Leather-package type. Clay soft, light brown purple. Many
twisted threads running across aim. the whole breadth of the smooth leather
impression. Four thread holes on edge.
Seal: concave from circular discoid or lentoid. Design of two scorpions (one whole)
with tails joined.
Smooth surface under. L. 0.0215. W. 0.011.
L. 0.0226. W. 0.013. Th. 0.009.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (sketch 13 "2 Scorpions 1"); Gill, 1965, 70.
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orange.

Fingerprints all around. Underneath partly pres. ?leather impression, not

very smooth and with si. ripples. On one side long impression of ?rim or string.
Seal: concave, from circular seal, prob. lentoid. Design of one head of wolf or dog
and two more not so well distinguished.
Seal: 0 .0 1 5 x 0 .0 1 1 3 .
L. 0.0154. W. 0.012. Th. 0.01.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (sketch 12 "3 wolf’s heads (3/4 facing) 1"); 1903, fig. 32; PM I, fig.
518e.

262.

Clay nodulus. HM 395. As HM 383. Recomposed from two frags., part missing.
Triangular prism, prob. created from two fingers. Clay soft, yellowish brown with tiny
inclusions.
Seal: From oval ring bezel. Design: the female figure carrying a spear or staff; lower
half missing. Head clearer impressed here, wearing pointing cap. Also edge of seal
is more obvious.
L. pres. 0.022. W. 0.015. Th. 0.0137.
Cf. as no. 254.

263.

Clay nodulus.
underside.

HM 396.

Created by two fingers; elongated with pointed-rounded

SI. traces of fingerprints all around.

Clay

soft, yellowish-beige with

inclusions (some shiny whitish large pieces of sand). Cracked.
Seal: concave from large oval seal (not distinct periphery). Design is taurokathopsia
scene.
L. 0.021. W . 0.016. Th. 0.014.
Evans PM I, fig. 514; PM III, fig. 149; PM IV, fig. 451.

264.

Clay sealing.

HM 397.

Elongated aim. rectangular.

Clay rather hard, brown.

Underneath v. smooth, rounded wire impression (4 mm diam), ends meet and on
either side at a different level two small flat and smooth surfaces prob. created by
metal or pottery surface.
Prob. impression of vase and round smooth cord that bound it. Fingerprints at places.
Seal:

SI. concave from prob. circular ?lentoid.

Design of three goats or deer

arranged on periphery, part of which spoiled by fingerprints.
L. 0.021. W . 0.016. Th. 0.011.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (sketch 4 T w o agrimia 1 similar two"); Gill, 1965, pi. 6.
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265.

Clay nodulus. HM 398.

Three-sided pyramid with low rounded sides. Created by

three fingers; fingerprints at back. Clay rather soft, orange-brown with inclusions (tiny
and larger green and white pieces of sand).
Seal: not v. clear, concave from circular seal with distinct periphery - a kind of flat
border/rim all around; si. spoiled on edge by finger.
Seal Diam. 0.019.
L. 0.0223. W. 0.0184. Th. 0.0107.
Cf. as no. 241.

266.

Clay sealing. HM 399.

Fragmentary, irregular shape reminiscent of HM 388 -

pyramidal or prismatic. Prob. leather-package; elongated impression on broken edge
may be from string or reed. Clay rather soft and friable, cracked, dark brown with
inclusions (small and larger white, green and brown, some sand pieces).
Two seal impressions on pulled up edges.
Seal one: v. si. concave from circular or oval seal. Design of crouching bovine with
folded legs on horizontal line; head turned backwards - three quarters of body pres.
Diam. 0.012.
Seal two: very si. concave, probably from circular seal or ring. Design of architectural
nature ,deeply impressed with distinct and deeply cut periphery.

Diam. 0.012.

L. 0.012. W. 0.014. Th. 0.012.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (sketch 5 "Couchant ox on base" and sketch 11 "Wall x 2"); PM
I, fig. 411a, 518c; PM IV, fig. 531.

267.

Clay sealing. HM 404.

Elongated leather-package.

Clay rather soft, brown with

inclusions (small and larger sand pieces in orange white and grey). Underneath quite
large impression of leather, with two sets of strings or double threads, one set on
each narrow side running rather obliquely. Some v. fine holes on edges, some just
below the design.
Two seal impressions, one on upper surface and one on narrow side.
Seal on upper surface: flat from circular seal, with rather distinct periphery - prob.
metal ring.

Design of dolphin (no head visible) in a meshed background prob.

suggestive of fishing net.

Diam. 0.012.

Seal on side: flat from circular or oval seal - prob. metal ring. Design of horse or dog
head with eyes pulled forward. Border-rim v. distinct on one edge with parallel vertical
to design lines. Diam. 0.009.
Leather impression L. 0.022. W. 0.0088.
L. 0.023. W. 0.01. Th. 0.014.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (sketch 18 "Dolphin 1"); Gill, 1965, 70.
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268.

Clay sealing. HM 405. Elongated, partly pres., leather-package type. Clay soft, light
brown with many inclusions (some larger pieces of sand in white, orange, grey).
Underneath, rectangular but not v. smooth impression of leather with two sets (pairs)
of double threads cutting across. Fine holes are on edges at different levels, some
just under the design.
Seal: si. concave from large rectangular seal with rounded ends - prob. cushion.
Architectural design reminiscent of faience houses from E wing of Knossos Palace.
Leather impression L 0.022. W. 0.015.
Seal L. pres. 0.0134. W. 0.0174.
L. 0.0165. W. 0.0237. Th. 0.0126.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (sketch 38 "Decorative Door:); Gill, 1965, 70, pi. 5.L 8-12.

269.

Clay roundel. H M 413. Fragmentarily pres. Flat on both surfaces, upper si. concave.
Clay brick red, hard with inclusions

(large sand pieces in white and orange).

Fingerprints on upper surface, and faint fingerprints on underside and edges.
Three Linear A signs inscribed on upper surface, quite deep with cut edges ridged.
Three seal impressions on two sides (creating comers) of pres. edge. Two of them
one next to the other from same seal.
Seal one: flat from rectangular seal with rounded comers - prob. prism.

Design of

equal limbed cross with a dot or star-like design next to it, and a vertical line alongside
that. L. 0.0145. W. 0.089.
Seal two:

concave from circular, prob. discoid or lentoid.

Two seal impressions

represent two daisy-like flowers with papyrus tufts in between them, a prob. third daisy
forming triangle with other two. Diam. 0.0115.
Dim. 0.028 x 0.0195. Th. 0.013-0.015.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (sketch 19 "flowers 2 + 2"; sketch 20 "1 on side flowers"; sketch
46 "Flower twice cross 1"); PM I, fig. 456a; Hallager, 1987 57, KN Wc 3, pi. 5.

270.

Clay sealing. HM 1186. Fragmentarily pres., irregularly shaped. Clay soft, fragile,
reddish orange.

Underneath smooth curved surface - prob. impression of object

sealed, perhaps cylinder-like.
Seal: si. concave, prob. oval seal. Design of column or head of sword.
Seal L. pres. 0.0117. W. 0.009.
L. 0.02. W. 0.0116. Th. 0.0117.
Evans. AE/lp, 1903 (sketch 22).
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271.

Clay sealing.

HM 1215.

Fragmentarily pres., irregularly shaped, leather-package

type. Clay rather soft, orange. Underside with rectangular impression from leather
exhibiting many folds; twisted threads cut the leather impression across; many thread
holes on edges and impression of one thread on edge.
Seal on upper surface: prob. from circular seal ?discoid. Architectural design spoiled
by fingermarks all around its edge.
L. 0.019. W. 0.011. Th. 0.0095.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (sketch 30 "Decorative door”); PM I, fig. 411b.

272.

Clay sealing. HM 1240. Fragmentarily pres., irregularly shaped. Clay rather hard.
Dark chocolate brown, shiny. On lower side small smooth surface prob. created from
metal or pottery and two wire-like impressions - ends meet, of smooth rounded section
with pointed ends.
Seal: on upper surface repres. goat and kid. Fingermarks have pressed the clay and
have spoiled part of design.
L. 0 .0 2 0 x 0 .0 1 0 4
Evans, PM I, fig. 518d; PM IV, fig. 531.

273.

Clay seal impression. HM 124S. Fragmentarily pres, (tiny frag.), irregularly shaped.
Prob. hanging nodule like HM 355, 356. Clay exactly as HM 356/1: rather hard, light
brown-dark orange. Part of seal pres, with one branch clearly impressed.
L. max. 0.016. Th. 0.01.
Cf. as nos. 247, 248.

274.

Clay sealing. HM 1259. Recomposed from two frags. Leather-package type. Clay
rather hard, orange. Smooth impression of leather on lower surface cut by threads.
SI. traces of threads, holes on edge.
Seal on upper surface: si. concave from circular seal, prob. lentoid. Design represents
helmet, flower and antlers. Above antlers a canopy-like structure consisting of parallel
vertical lines.
L. leather impress. 0.0195. W. 0.0095.
L. 0.02. W. 0.015. Th. 0.009.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (sketch 16 "?flower 1"); 1903, fig. 29; PM I, fig. 522a.

275.

Clay roundel. HM 1260. Fragmentarily pres. Clay orange-reddish, aim. brick-red, with
many large pieces of sand. Fingerprints on both surfaces. Four impressions from
identical seal on edge.
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Seal: prob. originally oval, now elongated, deeply concave from cylinder. Design of
double wavy or rope-iike design has been compressed so much at edges that it has
been deformed.
Seal: L. 0.011. W. 0.028.
Roundel L. 0.042. W. 0.023. Th. max. 0.011.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (prob. sketch 28).

276.

Clay object. HM 1620. Fragmentarily pres., prob. from a leather package like HM
388. Clay as HM 388.
Seal: Design shows only part of what could be the crab’s legs....
L. 0.0146. W. 0.012. Th 0.0087

277.

Clay seal impression. HM 1272. Fragmentarily pres., irregularly shaped. Underside
not clear.

Clay rather soft, orange-reddish, shiny; with inclusions; fingerprints on

edges. Seal on upper surface.
Seal: prob. circular seal. Design of tiny lion in couchant position, with head twisted
slightly. From D. 0.014.
L. 0.016. W. 0.0105. Th. 0.006-0.007.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903 (sketch 43 "Lion app. seizing prey 1").

278.

Clay object. AM 1938.1439. Three noduli a, b, c.
a.

Rectangular/oval tablet-like.

missing.

Recomposed from three frags., one comer

Clay soft, brick red with inclusions (orange sand grains); fingerprints on

edge; compressed v. much on one side, which has made it v. thin there and squarish.
Seal a: sheep/goat without swastika or manger. The horn part missing, also part
under the neck. A tiny rayed object above back of sheep.
Seal b: Four sea shells arranged in cross formation - spoiled by finger prints; dot in
the middle; traces of ring rim on one side.
L. 0.023 W. 0.016 Th. max 0.007.
Dim. seal 0.031 x 0.0252; seal with shell motif not measured.
b.

A s a ). Recomposed from eight frags., partly flaked on edge. Clay soft, red;

fingerprints on edge.
Seal a: as a). The head of sheep/goat flaked.
Seal b: as a). V. distinct periphery from rim of seal - ghost of dot in middle.
L. 0.032. W. 0.028. Th. max 0.008.
Dim. seal 0.031 x 0.027. Diam. shell seal 0.026.
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c.

as

a),

i-ragmentary; ciay, son and dark orange-brown wrth yellowish

inclusions.
Seal a: sheep/goat mostly flaked off; hind part preserved; tiny rayed dot above back.
Seal b: sea shells with central dot and distinct periphery.
L. 0.03. W. 0.026. Th. 0.006.

279.

Clay object. A M A E1199.Z. Clay nodulus; three fingers. Clay soft, orange/brick-red
with white incrustations; fingerprints on all edges, cracked at places. Seal stamped
si. obliquely. Very faintly preserved is the lower part of the goddess, as on HM 383,
395.
L. 0.0315. W. 0.026. Th. max. 0.008.

280.

Clay object. AM AE 1199.u. As z, above. Recomposed from five frags. Clay soft,
and disintegrating, brown with inclusions; si. larger and darker than 1 1 9 9 . Z .
Seal: stamped, held upside down. Goddess, as 1199.z, the head is flaked off. Not
measured because of its fragility.

281.

Clay object. AM AE 1938.1440 a, b. ’Leather-package’.
a.

Recomposed from three frags. Clay chocolate-brown, hard; fingerprints on

edge. Underside smooth with traces of thread impressions; tiny holes on edge where
the smooth surface terminates.
Seal 1: pallium design - flaked off.
Seal 2: crab on a si. pulled up edge, only half preserved.
L. 0.031. W. 0.025. Th. max. 0.002.
Diam. seal 0.0252. Crab one not measured.
b.

As a). Part of it missing. Clay orange at broken section, but brown on outer

surface; fingerprints on edge. Slightly smooth surface on underside; two holes left
from strings on one edge, a double thread runs along part of another edge, and
elsewhere just next to crab are tiny thread holes and impressions from many threads
running almost throughout the piece.
Seals as a). Better preserved.
L. 0.03. W. 0.026. Th. 0.002.
Diam. seal with pallium 0.025. Crab one not measured.
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V IQ Y

282.

IQ U ly l

Linear ?A tablet. HM 1267.
Rectangular in shape, Recomposed from many frags. Inscribed on both sides.
Dim. 0.039 x 0.052 x 0.009
Evans, 1903, fig. 27; Godart and Olivier, 1970, 256.

Materials from animal and fish

283.

Antlers. HM No number. Three antlers of Roe Deer.
a)

The longest specimen: si. chipped at the top tine and with the prob. scar of

another such near its base. At its base traces of early horn growth, (half around
antler), suggesting that this is not the first antler of the animal.
L. max 0.136. D. base 0.029 x 0.033.

b)

As a). Broken at both ends, and without previous hom growth present.

L. 0.095. W. max 0.018 x 0.029.

c)

As a). But smaller and wider at its base as if part of skull or hom is attached

to it. No sign of earlier growth on it. Part of multibranched.
L. 0.091. W. base 0.0205 x 0.0417. W. antler. 0.013 x 0.015.
Evans, 1903, fig. 63 - above cross.

284.

Head of ?weasel. Not located.

285.

Fish vertebrae. HM No number. Seven fish vetebrae.
One is v. big and prob. belongs to a shark species - Heringshai (Lamma comubica
Cuv).
D. 0.0297. H. max. 0.0143. D. hole 0.004.
The other six are too small to be identified. Biggest measures D. 0.012. H. 0.005.,
and the smallest D. 0.0077. H. 0.004.
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286.

Bone Rowers. HM 52. Two pomegranate flowers and two buds.
a)

Flower, in relief on upper surface are portrayed the petals - no trace of a stem

although there is a v-shaped incision and si. chipping at the appropriate spot. Rat
underneath. Cracked along its axis rather obliquely. On the underside a capital T
has been incised.
L. 0.0426. W. 0.012-0.031. Th. 0.0034-0.0077.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903; PM I, fig. 354a.

b)

As a). But better preserved. On the underside an incised capital T plus 2

dots next to it, I:
L. 0.0421. W. 0.0114-0.0287. Th. 0.046-0.0072.
Cf. as a).

c)

Pomegranate bud; flat underneath; the closed petals are suggested on upper

surface by si. incisions. On underside an incised capital T with a dot, I.
L. 0.0261. W. 0.0062.

d)

As c).

L. 0.0248. W. 0.0059-0.0073.

287.

Arrow plume. HM 187. Recomposed from three frags, the "stem" and most part of
one flat surface restored.

Rat underneath with a depression near to its end-point.

Incised decoration on both flat surfaces and middle raised stem. Vertical lines and
bands on the stem, crooked Vs running along the flat surfaces with their points
touching the stem and their wide ends at the periphery. All decoration filled with red
paint. Not very careful work. A lot of accidental cuts, scratches from a pointed tool.
None of the incisions are straight.
L. 0.0796. W. stem 0.0091. W. max c. 0.022. Th. 0.0041. D. hole 0.0031.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903; Evans, 1903, fig. 40; PM I, fig. 399a.

288.

Arrow plume. HM 32. As HM 187. Better pres., only small piece near stem missing.
L. 0.0918. W. 0.0224. Th. 0.0041.
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Ivory

289.

Ivory plaque. H M 31. Shape recomposed from seven frags. Certainly part of a larger
synthesis. On upper surface decoration in low relief: two wavy bands at widest side,
the edge of which is also wavy. Two large holes may have been used for decorative
pegs; a much smaller hole probably for a peg proper. All rounded edges and upper
surface highly polished, often tiny scratches show direction of polisher. Inside edges
are not rounded nor finely polished suggesting that the object was attached to
something on that side. Rat lower surface with horizontal incisions and scratches to
assist glue.
L. 0.0673. W. max 0.0435. W. min. handle 0.0207. Th. 0.0035. Diam. large holes
0.0036. Diam. tiny hole 0.0015.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903; 1903, fig. 39; PM I, fig. 354b.

290.

Ivory plaque.

HM 53.

Curved plaque, part of it missing, edges si. chipped.

Recomposed from four frags. On upper surface a curved incision runs on a si. raised
surface of same shape, both following the curving of object. Finely polished. Flat
underside not finely polished; two depressions, one above the other, in roughly middle
of plaque.
L. 0.0188. W. 0.0215. Th. 0.019-0.0046.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903; PM I, fig. 354b.

291.

Ivory plaques. HM 188. Five plaques of different shapes.
1.

Long strip of ivory partly missing, rectangular originally, recomposed from

three fragments. Six circular depressions existed originally (two are now whole) with
raised centres with a further tiny depression in the middle, probably due to receive
decorative pegs. All edges and upper surface finely polished. Flat level surface with
abrasive marks, particularly near short sides where there are double incisions
(creating somewhat double edges).
L. 0.0695. W. 0.0133. Th. 0.004. Diam. circle 0.008.

2.

Rectangular (aim. square) plaque, flat on both surfaces.

On edge si. off

centre there is an aim. circular depression. Upper surface and edges finely polished;
lower surface full of scratches of the abrasive.
L. 0.0164. W. 0.015. Th. 0.0034. Diam. hole 0.0027.
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3.

Circular plaque, less than half missing; upper surface polished but not finely.

Lower surface carried rectangular depression for attachment: mortise. Chisel marks
are present.
Diam. 0.032. Th. 0.003.

4.

Grain-shaped plaque with stem missing. SI. convex upper surface and v.

finely polished. Rat underneath with strong traces of polisher; on edges also traces
of polisher. On underside two deep circular depressions to assist fixing the object
onto something.
L. 0.0378. W. max. 0.0096. W. min. 0.005. Th. 0.004. Diam. depr. 0.0028.

5.

Rectangular plaque with pointed end. Recomposed from two fragments. Both

surfaces flat. Upper surface finely polished, lower surface less finely polished as are
the edges. Abrasive marks on lower surface more evident.
L. 0.0615. W. 0.012. Th. 0.0031.

Cereal Corn

292.

Burnt corn. AM AE 1941.190 (71). Tiny grains of burnt com kept in pill-box. They
have not been weighed.

Wood

293.

Carbonized cypress wood. HM 208. Not located.

294.

"Carbonized remains". Not located.

294a.

Carbonized wood. AM AE 1938.541. Rectangular strip, carinated on upper surface,
flat below. Bluish in colour.
L. 0.035.
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295.

Clay tablet.

HM 1267.

Rectangular plaque, recomposed from at least seven

fragments and partly missing. Inscribed on both sides with Linear A.
A. KN1a.
Godart-Olivier, 1970, 256

KN1a-KN1b.

Diam. 0.039 x 0.052 x 0.009.
Evans, 1903, fig. 27a and b.

Stone

296.

Stone Cross. HM 7270 or 774. Recomposed from three fragments with one limb
partly restored. Equal limbs cross flat on upper and lower surfaces. Upper highly
polished; lower surface less polished and with a horizontal incision at edge of each
limb, at uneven distances.
Marble: fine grained, dark grey with lighter grey and white veins.
L. 0.227 x 0.227. Th. 0.0124.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903; 1903, fig. 62; PM I, figs. 376, 377.

297.

Stone hammer. Not located. Fragmentary, of limestone.
Evans, AE/lp, 1903; 1903, fig. 24.

298.

Stone hammer. AM AE. 1936-589. Half pres. Barrel-shaped with flat ends. Upper
surface finely polished, but edges extremely weathered and chipped. Smooth shafthole.
Breccia, brick-red, with small and bigger grey or black patches.
L. 0.0842. W. 0.0749. Th. 0.0315.
Evans, PM I, fig. 336.

299.

Stone offering table. HM 271. Serpentine, dark grey. Low, square with a circular
central bowl defined by a thin raised collar. The sides slope down to terminate to a
flat small base; a narrow incision around base.
H. 0.0589.

Square 0.0913 x 0.0957.

Square base 0.0342 x 0.0381.

Th. collar

0.0071.
Evans, 1903, fig. 20e; PM I, fig. 355 upper row, first from right; Warren, MSV, 63
P327.
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300.

Stone offering table. HM 272. Breccia, grey/black with red patches and white pieces;
part of collar and body near collar restored.

Low square receptacle with circular

central bowl defined by raised collar. Sides taper to a small rectangular flat base.
H. 0.0523. Square 0.0932 x 0.0969. Diam. bowl 0.0726. Th. collar 0.0328. Base
0.0289 x 0.0421.
Evans, 1903, fig. 20a; PM I, fig. 355 upper row first from left; Warren, MSV, 63 D175.

301.

Stone offering table. HM 273. ?Breccia, dark grey with pinkish patches. Low square
receptacle with circular central bowl defined by raised collar - roughly worked. The
sides slope down to a small rectangular-irregular flat base.
Around the square on the edge an incision defines the square upper surface; collar
weathered and with accidental cuts.
H. 0.0515. Square 0.0856 x 0.0853. Base 0.0224 x 0.025. Th. collar 0.0146.
Evans, 1903, fig. 20b; PM I, fig. 355 upper row second left.

302.

Stone offering table.

HM 274?

?Marble, white with orangish patches.

Low

rectangular receptacle with a circular central bowl defined by a raised collar. The
sides slope down to a small rectangular flat base.
H. 0.0574. Rectangle 0.103 x 0.0892. Base 0.066 x 0.049. Th. coll. 0.018.
Evans, 1903, fig. 20d; PM I, fig. 355. Upper row second right.

303.

Stone offering table.

HM no number.

SMS 66.

Mainly limestone, whitish/cream.

Roughly shaped with a circular sloping top, defined by tiny lip; lower surface flat and
circular.

Strong traces of tool shaping the table, cracked at places near base in

particular.
H. 0.0721-0.0497. Diam. top 0.115-0.12. Diam. base 0.0949.
Evans, 1903, fig. 20i; PM I, fig. 355 second row second right.

304.

Stone offering table. STR A TSM 1. Mesozoic dobmitic limestone. Roughly shaped
with aim. circular and nearly flat top; sides si. slope into a circular flat base. Small
parts missing. Strong traces of tool work.
H. 0.0479. Diam. top 0.0895. Diam. base 0.084.
Evans, 1903, fig. 20 prob.h; PM I, fig. 355 second row prob. second right.

305.

Four more stone offering tables (Evans, 1903, fig. 20c, f, g, h) have not been located.
They look to be of limestone and very roughly made.
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Rock Crystal

306.

Rock crystal disk. HM 103. Convex crystal disk recomposed from two fragments.
It was originally backed with silver foil.
Not studied because it looks v. fragile.
Diam. 0.0108.
Evans, 1903, fig. 24; PM I, fig. 337.

307.

Rock crystal petals. HM 104. Twenty one petal-shaped objects of varying size and
thickness. Their upper surface is grooved along its axis while the lower surface is flat.
They were originally backed by silver foil and "enveloped" by gold foil.
Two of them were studied and measured.

308.

1.

L. 0.0323. W. 0.0084-0.0129. Th. 0.002-0.0025.

2.

L. 0.0332. W. 0.0083-0.0131. Th. 0.0032-0.0036.

Rock crystal objects.

HM.

Forty crystal objects of different shape have been

recorded under same number. Some of them, if not all, may have come from the
Temple Repositories.

In notebook AE/Lp 1903 ’pieces of fluted crystal’ .. but not

traceable.

Gold Objects

309.

Gold leaf. HM 136. Thirty three fragments of gold leaf in varying shapes. They have
in fact taken the form of the objects that they covered. They are all very fragile and
creased.

No attempt was made to straighten them out because of their condition.

Not v. accurate measurements as result. They weigh in total 15.3 grms.
Their colour is more orange than yellow. Some are brownish - prob.from fire.
Evans, 1903, fig. 24; PM I, fig. 337.

1.

Aim. rectangular frag., the thickest of all. Vertical lines created bybeating foil

from its back to form a kind of semicircle. Colour yellow/golden.
Dim. 0.0573 x 0.0598. Th. ? 0.00025.
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2.

Elongated frag, with ribbed upper surface, again created from the back of the

foil; v. badly pres, and creased.
L. pres. 0.0949. W. 0.0179.

3.

As 2. L. 0.0768. W. 0.0189.

4.

As 2. L. 0.0065. W. 0.0155.

5.

As 2. L. 0.0315. W. 0.022.

Evans, 1903, fig. 24 near left top; PM I, fig. 337D.

6.

Elongated frag.

L. 0.0121. W. 0.0209-0.0328.

7.

As 6. L. 0.0735. W. 0.026-0.0423.

8.

Leaf-shaped, broken. L. 0.0018. W. 0.025-0.0476.

9.

Double leaf-shaped. L. 0.0154. W. pres. 0.046-0.0618.

10.

Leaf-shaped. L. 0.0102.

W. 0.045-0.047.

11.

Leaf-shaped. L. 0.0103.

W. 0.0405.

12.

Leaf-shaped. L. 0.0564.

W. 0.0455.

13.

Leaf-shaped. Partly missing.

14.

Leaf-shaped frag. L. 0.0596. W. 0.0432.

15.

Leaf-shaped (nearly whole). L. 0.01069. W. 0.0287-0.0439.

16.

Leaf-shaped. L. 0.0694. W. 0.0336.

17.

Leaf-shaped, much broken. L. 0.0858. W. 0.0426.

18.

Leaf-shaped, much smaller than the others. L. 0.072. W. 0.0308.

L. 0.0521. W. 0.0376.
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19.

Leaf-shaped (again small in size). L. 0.0617. W. 0.0278-0.034.

20.

Prob. originally leaf-shaped. L. 0.0632. W. 0.0346.

21.

Irregular in shape, prob. double leaf. L. 0.065. W. 0.054.

22.

Aim. rectangular. L. 0.0498. W. 0.0249-0.0391.

23.

Elongated frag., prob. orig. leaf-shaped. L. 0.0778. W. 0.0255-0.0408.

24.

Elongated frag., prob. originally leaf-shaped. L. 0.0798. W. 0.0298.

25.

Nearly rectangular. L. 0.0565. W. 0.0467.

26.

Elongated frag., v. much crumpled. L. 0.0671. W. 0.0335.

27.

Double-leaf shaped, with pointed ends where stems would be. L. 0.079. W.
0.051.

28.

Irregularly-shaped, prob. originally double-leaf. L. 0.0638. W. 0.0471.

29.

Aim. rectangular. L. 0.0435. W. 0.0444.

30.

Irregularly shaped, v. creased. L. 0.0401. W. 0.0368.

31.

Nearly rectangular but with rounded corners. L. 0.0486. W. 0.0301.

32.

Nearly rectangular, very creased. L. 0.0269. W. 0.0212.

33.

Nearly rectangular, v. thin and brownish. L. 0.0268. W. 0.0212.

34.

Clay lump, with gold leaf attached - not located.

35.

Tiny plastic bag full of soil and scraps of gold.
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310.

Gold leaf. AM no number.

Four frags, very thin and creased > as in HM.

One,

almost whole is leaf-shaped; others once that too.
Not measured, as too fragile.

Copper or Bronze

311.

Copper/Bronze objects. HM 1431. Three'* different objects badly pres.
1.

Long "bar” or "dump”, wider on one side and broken; two circular perforations

or rivet holes on the narrow side, one setnext to the other obliquely, for attachment.
L. 0.28. W. 0.0354-0.0284. Th. 0.0049.
Evans, AE/lp,1903; 1903, fig. 24; PM I, fig. 337.A, B, C.

2.

Tiny handle, curved in loop after manner of tweezers. Very much corroded.

L. 0.0405. Th. 0.0029.
Cf. as 1.

3.

Handle recomposed from two frags. It curves on top to create a broad loop

and has two long sides to be attached, prob. onto a box.
L. c. 0.127. Th. 0.0037.
Cf. as 1.

Clav Vases

311a.

Clay vase.

HM 5751.

Jug.

Prob. from Temple Repositories.

Rim. si. restored:

ovoid-elongated body, flat base. Round neck with pointed spout. Round handle from
rim to shoulder.
Clay orangish. Brown/black wash on external surface and inside on neck. Decoration
in white paint over the brown/black wash: one band around base; another just below
belly. Series of connected spirals (four) on body and shoulder. Double band around
base of neck. White paint, si. splashed.
H. 0.468. Diam. base 0.14. Diam. max. rim 0.075. Diam. handle 0.0386. Inside
Diam. rim 0.062.
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312.

Clay vase. HM 2591. Jug, si. restored on the mouth. Ovoid-elongated body, flat
concave/splaying base.

Round neck with wide flaring mouth and drooping rim.

Rounded handle set vertically from flaring rim (which is si. raised by the handle) to
shoulder. Raised ring-collar at the base of neck.
Clay orange with many small and larger inclusions. Brown wash, except the inside
vase and neck. Decoration in white paint over brown wash. A pair of horizontal and
of uneven width bands near the base and just below the belly.

A band of large

running spirals joined together, on the belly and shoulder. Two white bands around
the shoulder touching the neck. Trickles of white paint at many places; brown wash
splashed inside the neck of vase.
H. 0.49. Diam. base 0.132. W. handle 0.027. Diam. mouth 0.057. Diam. rim. 0.132.
Evans, 1903, fig. 26 prob. h; PM I, fig. 404 prob. f.

313.

Clay vase.

AM AE 1938.866.

Large, one-handled jug.

Recomposed from many

frags, si. restored rim. Ovoid-ek>ngated body, short neck with plastic ring or collar at
its base; flaring rim: rounded/strap handle from rim to shoulder.
Clay purplish/grey coarse with inclusions. Grey-black wash on all external surfaces
inside neck.
Decoration in white paint over grey-black wash: band around base; one more band
just above, of varying width with trickles. Three linked spirals on shoulders and belly;
band on shoulder round neck, one more band on ring of neck and one around base
of handle.
Brown, 1983, 62 (30b).

314.

Clay vase. AM AE 808.

Large one-handled jug. Recomposed from many frags.

Ovoid-elongated body, short neck with plastic rings around its base; flaring rounded
rim, si. raised with strong traces of tool.

Strap handle set vertically from rim to

shoulder; flat base.
Clay in red with many inclusions. Reddish brownish slip. Decoration in white. A
band around the base. Linked spirals run around the shoulder. Tfour spirals; just
below a pair of horizontal bands; band on the ring of the neck.
H. 0.52. Diam. base 0.143.
Brown, 1983, 62 (30b).

315.

Clay vase. HM 2602. Large oval-mouth amphora; globular, rather bulging body. Rat
base. Recomposed from many frags, and restored partly on neck, one handle and
at places on body. Short neck opening wide and compressed by handles - rather
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rounded set vertically from rim to shoulder. Two tiny handles set vertically just below
belly. Clay orangish with inclusions. Black wash on external surface and inside neck.
Decoration in white paint over the dark wash:

sprays of flowers and leaves

(reminiscent of water lilies) placed askew; four bunches of flowers cover the whole
body, entangling at places. Two bands just below the belly from which the flowers
spring, two more round the neck and one at the base of each handle. Curved bands
on the neck and vertical ones on handles.
H. 0.47. Diam. mouth 0.07-0.011. Diam. base 0.0138.
Marinatos, 1923 fig. 5b; Levi, Annuario, 1963, fig. 169.

316.

Clay vase.

HM 2592.

Oval-mouthed amphora.

Recomposed from many frags.

Partly neck and parts of body and handle restored. Ovoid-elongated body, flat base.
Round neck opening wide and compressed by handles -

round sectioned, set

vertically from rim to shoulder.
Clay orangish. Black wash on external surface and inside neck.
Decoration in white paint over black wash: band around base. Two circles cover the
body in front and one at back.

Circles defined by two bands.

Inside the circles

double leaf-shaped decoration, which is joined in the middle and curves in opposite
directions. The space between them filled with three horizontal bands. The space
between the two circles just below handles holds a crocus-like flower with three bands
springing from two horizontal bands. Band round base of handle and two more bands
along the axis of handle. Band around base of neck. Wavy band on neck.
H. 0.44. Diam. neck 0.08. Inside Diam. rim 0.065. Diam. handle 0.029. Diam. base
0.145. Th. rim 0.008.
Evans, PM I, 446.

317.

Clay vase. A M A E 8 5 5 . Pinched-mouth amphora. Part of rim and handle restored.
Conical-globular body; oval mouth compressed in the middle by two round, vertical
handles set from rim to shoulder.
Clay orangish, with a reddish/orange slip. Decoration in ?brown/black and white: a
narrow grey brown/black band around base, a broad one covering all shoulder and
neck; oblique brown band on handles. Brown blob on top of handle and line on rim.
Four vertical and broad black bands divide the rest of the vase into four sections; in
each is teardrop-shaped motif.
On the vertical brown/black bands sprays are painted in white. The same decorates
the band covering the shoulders, but the sprays, a pair between handles here spring
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from a pair of horizontal white bands. Traces of white band appear over the black
around base. White band around base of handle.
H. 0.46. D. base 0.1467.
Brown, 1983, 62 (30b).

318.

Clay vase. AM AE 852. Oval-shaped (pinch-mouthed) amphora. Restored greatly.
Recomposed from many fragments. Ovoid body - with rather rounded shoulders, oval
mouth compressed in middle by two strap handles set vertically from rim to shoulders.
Clay orangish. Chocolate brown slip on all external surface of inside rim. Decoration
in yellow/orange and white over the brown slip.
Vase divided into two broad sections (each side) by curving bands that arch from base
up to neck by handles; their interior edge is boldly scalloped. A narrow, vertical,
medial strip left undecorated just below each handle. In the arched spaces, palm-like
plant sprouts from base, with pointed leaves, of which the lowest curls round to
embrace a spiral/disc with solid yellow-orange paint. The stem terminates in a flower
with a round centre defined by two concentric circles, with four large pointed petals
(drawn in solid in yellow/orange paint) and with three more in their gaps (just outlined
with white paint).

Three oblique white bands on handles.

Two pairs of rounded

"blobs" hanging from rim in between handles.
Evans, PM I, PI. VII; Brown, 1983, 62 (30b).

318a.

Clay vase. HM 5194. Large jar. Globular/bulging body, surface flaked off at places,
short neck terminates in a rounded, flat and everted rim (chipped).

Linear A

inscription on rim. Two strap-like handles, partly restored, set vertically from neck to
shoulder. Flat base.
Clay in brown, coarse fabric with large inclusions. Dark red slip with traces of fire at
places.
H. 0.531-0.535. Diam. base 0.155. Diam. rim 0.163.
Evans, 1903, fig. 25b; PM I, fig. 404c.

319.

Clay vase.

HM 3866.

Oval-mouthed amphora, prob. from Temple Repositories.

Recomposed from many frags and restored in places. Conical-globular body, conical
neck depressed by two round, vertically set handles on shoulder. Flat base.
Clay orange and prob. orangish slip over it.
Decoration in white and brick-red. Four brick-red wide bands, set vertically from neck
to base, divide the vase to four sections. Another band around base of neck outside,
and partly inside; and at the base of handles; two more horizontal bands on handles.
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White-wavy and straight narrow bands on the vertically set red ones. All around the
neck a wavy, white band. The rest of the vase is covered with solid-painted teardrop
decoration of varying sizes.
H. 0.43. Diam. base 0.13. W. handle 0.026. Diam. rim

320.

Clay vase. HM 2594. Amphora. Globular body recomposed from many frags. Short
neck, oval-mouth and v. wide flat base; from this three small, conical/rectangular
sectioned, feet project. Round handles set vertically from rim to shoulder.
Clay red with inclusions; orangish slip.
Decoration in red and white paint on buff/orangish slip. Three wide bands horizontally
set divide the vase into three sections. The section between the band on the base
and the one just below the belly encloses vertical red lines like trickles. The next
section up has a border of spiral-like but solid painted circles. (Double parallel lines
terminate at the circles). The section on the shoulder is also filled with vertical and
parallel red lines (like trickles). A wide red band around the shoulder. The neck
inside and outside also covered with red paint. The handles probably covered with
bands.
White decoration put over the red: double white bands on band just below belly.
Band of running spirals on the next band up; the spirals joined with three wavy white
lines.

Two wavy white bands on the neck and in between the handles.

Five

horizontal white bands on the handles.
H. 0.345. Diam. base 0.22. Diam. rim 0.055-0.18.
Evans, 1903, fig. 26f; PM I, fig. 404.

321.

Clay vase. HM 5767. Cylindrical body opens wide at shoulder. Two round vertical
handles set horizontally on shoulder si. tilted upwards. Round mouth with rounded
rim. Clay yellow-orange, coarse. On shoulder blob of black paint. SI. flaked near
base.
H. 0.555. Diam. rim 0.132. Diam. base 0.12. Inside Diam. rim 0.089.

322.

Bird vase. HM 2595. Recomposed from many frags, and restored at the spout and
body.

Conical-globular body with spout turned up and backwards.

Strap handle

vertically set from mouth to shoulder.
Clay greenish, with not many inclusions; greenish slip.
Decoration in brown/black paint, reddish in places, over the greenish slip. A pair of
horizontal black bands around the base and a second pair on belly just below the
maximum diameter. On the shoulders a band of three birds in profile, symetrically
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arranged and in full-flight, with solid-painted disks around them - their body consists
of larger such disks. The wings (in profile) are stretched upwards to the neck; and are
indicated by a band, with the feathers formed by vertical lines springing from the band.
The eye is a dot inside a double circle and semicircle; the neck is indicated by lines
and bands and so are the head and feet. Around the neck are two parts of bigger
and smaller spirals joined together. A brown band lies around the base of the handle.
H. 0.56. Diam. base 0.12. Diam. mouth 0.059. W. handle 0.039. Th. handle 0.014.
Evans, 1903, fig. 26g; PM I, fig. 404 prob. h.

323.

Bird vase. HM SMS 1549. Prob. from T. Repositories. Recomposed from at least
thirty two frags and restored at places.
As 1). but not all decoration is preserved. An incised triangle on the strap handle.
H. 0.55. Diam. base 0.122. H. handle 0.0774. Th. lip. 0.0061.

324.

Bird Vase. HM no number. As 1). Prob. from T. Repositories. Only the pulled up
and backwards tilting neck is preserved and part of the shoulder. Around the neck
a line of spirals. Part of two birds visible. Inside the walls of the vase are extremely
worn. Incised half double-axe handle covering most of it.
Dim. 0.25 x 0.18. Dim. rim max. 0.0545. Th. rim 0.0084. W. handle 0.0335.

325.

Bird vase. HM 5650. As 1). Prob from T. Repositories. Recomposed from many
frags.

Part of body, rim missing.

Clay orange-buff; slip greenish. Faint dots are

visible.
On handle a tiny incised triangle in the middle of the handle. One bird is quite dark
brown, the others v. faint.
H. 0.57. Diam. base 0.13. Diam. rim 0.05. Th. rim 0.007. W. handle 0.0315.

326.

Bird vase. HM SMS 1547. As 1). Prob. from T. Repositories. Recomposed from
many frags., and restored partly on body. Decoration extra faint, brown circles and
traces of birds. Incised triangle on base of handle.
H. 0.575. Diam. rim 0.05. Diam. base 0.13. Th. rim 0.0071. W. handle 0.0295.

327.

Bird vase. AM AE 1829. Fragmentary bird vase as 1), but most of neck, much upper
body, all lower body and base missing. Neck restored. Joined from many frags.
Decoration in black. Band on lowest part of pres, belly. Three linked bids on shoulder
with outstretched wings. Filled in circles spread on the ground with reddish paint; one
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sunken area, coincides with circle partly. Linked spirals around neck. Band around
base of handle.
Just opposite depressed circle, part of body of bird also depressed.
Brown, 1983 62 (30b).

328.

Bird vase.

BM A 360.

As 1).

Half of it pres., recomposed from many frags.,

representing the upper body with the bird si. sunk.
Clay light brown, coarse with many inclusions, some as large as 0.006. Slip in pale
greenish only on outer surface; inside without slip and very rough and porous.
Decoration in dull brown to red colour.

Round neck a band of linked spiral coils.

Frieze of flying birds with discs in the field; four discs and parts of two birds pres. The
bodies of the birds formed by large discs, while the head the wings and tails are
drawn in outline.
H. pres. 0.145. Diam. rim 0.0404. Lip th. 0.007 - 0.010.

329.

Bird vase. AM AE 807. As 1). Partly restored body, neck and handle. Clay greenish,
with inclusions. Slip greenish.
Decorations in brown/black. Two bands badly painted with trickles in between around
base. Two more bands on belly. Three birds linked on shoulders, covering the space
all around with their outstretched wings and feet. Circles cover the rest of the ground.
Linked spiral around neck. The circles forming the bodies of the birds have traces of
reddish paint.
H. 0.041. Diam. base 0.131.
Brown, 1983, 62 (30b).

330.

Clay vase. AM AE 1828a, b. Fragments of ?bird vase.
a.

Handle, part of neck and shoulder. The strap handle has an incised triangle

on its upper part. Clay coarse and gritty. No slip inside. Decoration in brown paint:
a solid circle forming perhaps the body of the bird, outstretched wing.
H. c.O.10.
b.

Part of upper wall joined from three frags.

Decoration in brown paint:

Clay buff/ orange-greenish.

most of the body and tail of a bird, with two broad

encircling bands. Dim. 0.19 x 0.27.
It is not certain whether these frags, belong to the same vase.
Brown, 1983, 62 (30b).
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Sea shells

331

Sea shells. HM. A few thousand of different species. Still under study for separate
publication. Some carry paint.

Finds from the Final Phase rooms

LOBBY OF THE STONE SEAT
332-3. Two column bases: not located. Gypsum/limestone.
Diam. 72. Circular, with a ledge around the circumference. Evans, 1899-1900, 28,
54 n.1; PM I, fig. 318 and 441-2 n.3.

334-6. Three pithoi, bases: two unlocated, the other in situ.
This last: H 28; Diam. 64. Flat base expanding out into body; a cordon around body
survives.

337.

Clay Tablets: all of the elongated type. In the following, the initial number (eg. 339
jb 11 (XXXI)) is taken from Evans, Scripta Minoa II; and the transliteration and series
number (eg. Fh 339) from Chadwick et al., The Knossos Tablets (1971), 168-74.
339 jb 11 (XXXI)

Fh 339

o-pa-wo-ne-ja/to-qa OLE 24

340 jb 22 (XXXI)

Fh 340

ka-ro/a-pu-do-si ’te’ OLE 23

341 jb 25 (XXXI)

Fh 341

pe-da-i-ra/du-ni-ja

342 je 01 (XXXII)

Fh 342

a-ne-ra-to OLE 2 do-re-we OLE 2

343 c 11 (XXXII)

Fh 343

du-pu^so/zo-a OLE 15 e-pi-ko-wa OLE 1 S 1

344 ja 01 (XXXI)

Fh 344

ka-pa-ri-jo-ne OLE 1

345 ja 61 (XXXI)

Fh 345

du-ru-po OLE

346 ja 04 (XXXI)

Fh 346

as-ki-pa-ta OLE 2[

347 jd 01 (XXXI)

Fh 347

1. ma-ro-ne/ku-pi-ri-jo OLE 6 S 2 MU 5

S 2

OLE 4 S 2 V I

V I

2 . we-we-ro/o-no OLE 1 a-ri-to [.Jjo OLE
348 jd 03 (XXXI)

Fh 348

1. o-no i-su-ku-wo-do-to OLE 1

2 . qe-te-o Qte-o-.]] OLE 1
cut at both ends, ? teoi but i uncertain
349 jb 12 (XXXII)

Fh 349

]ru-ki-to/a-pu-do-si OLE 53

340

S 1

V 2

V3

350 ja 01 (XXXII)

Fh 350 po-ro-ko-wa OLE 2

351 ja 62 (XXXII)

Fh 351 *47-so-de OLE

352 ja 51 (XXXII)

Fh 352 de-u-jo-i OLE

353 jb 51 (XXXII)

Fh 353 ra-ma-na-de/de-ma-si ’OLE’

V 3
S 1
S 1

354 je 15 (XXXIII)
3 5 5 jb 1 9

Fh355

qa-ti-ja/zo-a OLE 30

356 ja 02 (XXXIII) Fh 356

o-mi-ri-jo-i OLE 1

357 jd 05 (XXXII)

1. *47-so-de OLE 2 S 1

Fh 357
2.

e-ra-de OLE 2 V 1

358 jb 18 (XXXIII) Fh 358

)to-ro-qa OLE 10

359 xh 24 (XXXIII) Fh 359

a.

zo-a[

b. ku-do-ni-ja/e-te-ja[
360 xj 31 (XXXII)

Fh 360 a. ki-ra-*56-so u[
b. ma-si-dwo/me-[ .. ?me-sa-to

361 jc 12 (XXXII)

Fh 361

a.

0LE21S2[

b. ku-pi-ri-jo/o-no zo-a OLE 2[
362 jd 12 (XXXIII) Fh 362

1. [jne-wo OLE 83 D [

2.

tu-[

]7 V 2 [ .. perhaps tu-ni-ja

363 je 21 (XXXIII)
364 jd 11 (XXXII)

Fh 364 a. ]-ke a-ku-tu-ru-wo
b.

] u-te-si OLE

for a. ] do-ke is possible
365 jd 07 (XXXII)

Fh 365

a. j wo-ja-de OLE

b.
366 jb 02

Fh 366

] da-so-de OLE

V I

V I

to-so/a-pu-do-[si

367 xd 22 (XXXIII) Fh 367

tu-so-ku-su-pa OLE 330 S [

+ 5460
368 xd 05

Fh 368

o-pi du-ru-po OLE S 1[

369 jb 03 (XXXII)

Fh 369 zo-a/a-ra-si-jo OLE[

370 xi 10 (XXXII)

Fh 370 a. ] ko-no-so[
b.

] mu-to/de-ka-sa[

possibly same tablet as Fh 5473
371 jb 05
+ 5448

Fh 371
S1

372 jb 04

]o-se-ko-do/ku-pi-ri-jo OLE 13

MU 10

Fh 372

ku-pi-ri-jo/o-no OLE [

+ 5474
373 xa 91 (XXXIII)

Fh 373

tu-ni-ja-de/te [
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+ 5489
374 xa 63

Fh 374

a-pu-do [ missing text from

375 jb 17

Fh 375

jne-wo OLE 10 [

376 jb 15

Fh 376

?to-]ro-qa OLE [ missing text from SMI I

377 jb 41

Fh 377

] S 1 OLE 152 V 2

378 ja 12

Fh 378

]ma-qa-to OLE [ missing text from SMI I

379 jb 21

Fh 379

a-]pu-do-si OLE 17 S 2 [ missing text from SMI I

380 jb 20

Fh 380, Do-te/zo-a OLE 33 S 1
2006, 5445, frg

381 ja 01 (XXXII)

Fh 381

SMI I

e-pi-ko-wa[

Jpo-ro-ko-wa/a[ missing text from SMII

382 ja 13

Fh 382 ko-ro-ja-ne OLE [ missing text from SMII

383 xa 98

Fh 383 ku-do [ missing text from SMII

384 xc 67

Fh 384

385 xa 43

Fh 385 do-ni-ja[ missing text from SMII

386 xa 87

Fh 386, ka-ke-we OLE S 1 V 1

]re-pi-ru-nu-we[ missing text from SMII

5462, 5495
387 xc 57

Fh 387 )te-o[ missing text from SMII

388 xa 90

Fh 388 tu-ri[ missing te x t.. probably tu-ri-so (Ventris)

389 xc 14

Fh 389 ]qa-nu-we[ missing text from SMII

390 jf 51

Fh 390

e-ri-nu[ missing text from SMII

391 jb 16

Fh 391

]ro-to-qa OLE 20 missing text from SMII

392 xa 152
393 xc 80

Fh 392

u-ru-pi-ja[ missing text from SMII

Fh 393 *47-so-de[

394a D 101 (XXXIV) C 394

1.
2 . qe-[
3. BOS™ 1 sa OVISm
4. pa-ja-o-ne/pa-de{

394b D 101 (XXXIII)

1.
2.
3.

408 xg 71

X 408

]no
]sa OVISm 1 saC A P m1[
]we pa OVISm 1 [

a-jpu-do-ke e-u-ro-wa-[

and Olivier (1967, 22) adds two more Oa 733

P 6 7 + PE 10 L 6[

K 872 1. Jke-ra-a
2.

*227VAS[

Jme-no ne-qa-sa-pi *227VAS 1

3a. J-te-fe ku-ru-so
3b. ne-Jqa-sa-pi we *218VAS 3
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Two clay sealings, found with the clay tablets, and believed by Evans to be associated
with the chest’s securing (Evans, 1899-1900, 28) are thought by Gill to have been
erroneously transferred to LSS from Magazine 4 (1965, 73): not located.

GREAT PITHOS ROOM
Of 8 pit hoi (collectively 338, including also 338a) recorded, only the one from which the room
takes its name survives, in situ:
338a.

Medallion Pithos. Well preserved: few medallions lost, crack at base, internal handle
missing; interior cemented. H. 175; Diam. base 70, rim 85. Very tall; rounded rim,
cordon at rim and c.30 cms. from base; between them, plastic decoration divides into
zones - four where medallions alternate with near-vertical rope-mouldings (1-3
strands). Vertical strap handles - four per row - every 3/4 medallions. Each zone is
marked off by sets of three bands with small plain medallions, embosed with circles.
Larger medallions are stuck on - raised solid centre with surrounding circle of thumbpressed clay rope. Pair of internal handles about 65 down; hole (2 cms. across) at
base: this is level with stone pavement outside. Vessel set down onto an earlier
pavement.

Date: ?MMIII/LMIa

Evans, 1899-1900, 28; PM IV.ii, 633-5, fig. 622; AE/NB 1900 28th April; DM/DB 1900
28th April.

339.

Stirrup-jar: not located. Date: LM. Evans, 1899-1900, 28; AE/NB 1900 30th April;
DM/DB 1900 28th April; Popham 1970, 45, 74.

340.

Stone lamp-stand: not located, of purple stone. Evans, 1899-1900, 28; AE/NB 1900
28th April; DM/DB 1900 28th April.

341.

Obsidian blades: not located. Evans, PM IV.ii, 635 n.2.

342.

Clay sealing fragment, part of the ’Goddess on the Mountain Peak’ set. The rest are
from the Tripartite Shrine area. Which is the one from the GPR is not evident now.

343.

Clay inscribed tablet, in two pieces. It has been assigned by Olivier, 1967,22, to the
GPR. According to Palmer, 1963,18 and 34, this is tablet ON 476b.
711 mh 01

Gg 711

]*209VAS + A 270[
]290

KE 200[

] ku-do-ni-jo [

343

344.

Lead lining/sheet: not located.

Evans, AE/NB 1900 30th April; DM/DB 1900 28th

April.

TEMPLE REPOSITORIES ROOM
Possibly 343 may belong here, as might some pithoi (not located).

EAST PILLAR CRYPT
345.

10 pithoi: not located. Evans, 1899-1900, 34

346.

Clay tablet. See Palmer, 1963,18 and 34 - this tablet is termed ON 476
432 tm 01

Uf 432 1.

IDA 1 f

2. ]-ro-[ ]-pu D A I

PA[

3. piig-ru-da-ro DA 1 PA 1
4. di-ra

DA 1 PA 2

5.
6 . e-te-do-mo ki-te [
7. da-ru-*56

DAI

8 . qa-ra-jo [

VAT ROOM
347.

Pithos, set in vat, base only: not located.

ROOM WITH THE NICHE
348.

Clay seal impression - Weingarten class Vl/B, O 4 (HM 108 - Ws 1701/za 31), ovoid
with tapered ends. Brown fabric, very smooth above with metallic sheen; well baked.
Part of end missing, accidental cut on side, fingerprints on end. 0.026 x 0.018; Th.
0.018. Design: horse/bull at gallop, over which cut 'balance’ - *185; other face has
ma-se-wi-ra2 (SMII 701 a,b = Ws 1701). Axial hole, with signs of multiple threads.
Evans, 1900, 66 and 69; AE/NB 1901 17bis; SMII 64; PM IV.ii 617; DM/DB 1900 May
8 ; Gill, 1965, 73; 1966, 2, 6, fig. 9; Olivier, 1967, 23. Weingarten, 1988, 23.

344

349.

Clay seal impression (HM 225 * Ws 8753), round fragment. Dark brown fabric, very
smooth above with sheen.

0.016 x 0.011; Th. 0.007.

Design: lions in file, well

executed - probably from lentoid; other face has incised letters with traces of two
strands. Evans, AE/NB 1901 17bis; Gill, 1965, 73, who names this one O 6, pace
Weingarten; 1966,10.

350.

Clay seal impression - Weingarten class VIII, O 5 (HM 118 - Ws 8494/1702/za 01),
round. Brown fabric, with high sheen. Part deformed by finger-pressure, prints visible
on edge and underside. Design: two animals (agrimi/horses), placed standing and
antithetically - probably from lentoid. Below ?rectangular impression, endorsed with
’balance' **185. Axial hole, divides in two along length. Evans, AE/NB 1900 6 6,69;
SMII 64; Gill, 1965, 73; 1966, 10. Weingarten, 1988, 23.

351.

Clay seal impression - nodulus: dome-shaped, O 7 (HM 156 - Ws 8713), slightly
tapered, Type 1 nodule. Brown fabric with small stone (orange) inclusions. Underside
pinched up into ridge, prints clear. 0.02 x 0.013; Th. 0.007.

Design: two animals

(?horses, or lions), reclining or standing, antithetically, heads reversed over shoulders
and hindquarters not seen. Linear endorsement cut over left animal, ?countermarked.
Evans, AE/NB 1901 17bis - ’1/2 blocked entrance N. of Pillar Room’; Gill, 1965, 73;
1966, 9. Weingarten, 1988, 23.

352.

Clay seal impression - nodulus: dome-shaped, O 8 (HM 224 - Ws 8752), as previous
in many respects. Brick-red fabric, with sheen. Fingermarks have marred design at
hindquarters of reclining beasts area. 0.02 x 0.013; Th. 0.007. References as above,
Gill does not call this O 8.

NB last two are not certainly from this room, but whence?

353.

Olivier (1967, 20ff.) has a list of seven sealings/nodules from this findsplace; they
include all of the above, and he adds C 5089
X/L 5090

JBOS’I
1. )pe-ko(
2 . ]te-pa[

354

Clay inscribed tablets; these are drawn from Olivier’s account (1967,20ff.), though he

seems to misplace them on his plan in the room to the west (NS Corridor); and from Evans,
Scripta Minoa II.
434 mr 01

K 4 3 4 1. Jsa *205VAS 1 *229VAS 1

345

2 . )de-wa-pi ko-no-ni-pi *217VAS 1
435 xm 01

X 435 1.
2 . a-mi-ni-si[

436 m 01 (XXXV) U 436

]10 *172 + KE [

437 oa 11 (XXXV) Pp/U 437 ]ko-so-ni-ja *246 6
438 ea 310

Da/Dq 438 ]

se-to-i-ja

] to-i-ja/ka-to-ro

OVISm 100

AREA OF THE TRIPARTITE SHRINE
355.

Clay Seal impression. (HM 166). THree fragments from the same seal. Seal: large
oval, si. concave. Design: shrine with double entablature - female figure standing on
?mountain, head up, one hand at waist, the other outstretched with staff or spear; she
wears a flounced skirt and is bare-breasted. A male figure is standing at the foot of
the mountain looking up at the female, touching his hand to forehead. Two lions flank
the mountain, resting their fore-paws on it.
166/1

Cf. as 141. Fragment, well baked clay, burnt black in places; fingerprints all
round. On underside probable traces of object sealed. Design: male (head
lost), the lion by him and the most part of the mountain.
Dim. 0.02x0.014x0.0066.

166/2

Fragment, Clay dark brown, with black patches. On underside two straight
parallel cuts, created by ?object sealed; fingerprints on edge. Design: most
of shrine and the female figure; periphery of seal very distinct.
Dim. 0.0126x0.0287x0.0106.

Diam. of seal 0.0218.

Cf. as 141.
166/3

Fragment. Clay reddish brown, fingerprints on edge. Underneath a straight
cut as if created by a solid straight object, ?metal box rim. Design: part of
male figure, lion in front of him, part of the mountain and the lower part of the
second beast.
Dim. 0.0226x0.0147x0.01.

356.

Clay seal impression. (HM 141). Two fragments stamped by the same seal as on HM
166.
141/1

Fragment. Clay light chocolate brown with black patches. Fingerprints on
edges. Underside a straight cut and next to it a fine-grained surface - of the
object sealed? Design: part of shrine and lion in front of it, small part of
mountain. The periphery of the seal is clear.
Dim. 0.017x0.026x0.0138

346

Evans, AE?NB 1901, 26; 1900-1901, 28-9.
141/2

Fragment.

Clay brown with darker patches.

Fingerprints on edges.

Underside an almost straight, long cut of rounded section and next to it a finetextured surface. Design: the upper part of the male figure and female one.
Dim. 0.0278x0.0115x0.0092
Cf. as 141/1.

357.

Clay seal impression. (HM 168). This seal impression fragment may belong to the
same group as HM 166 and 141. Although eight fragments are registered under the
same number, only 168/3 can be identified as stamped by the same seal as HM 168
and 141.
168/3

Fragment. Clay dark brown, purplish.

Design: extremely faint - only the

mountain and the two lions on either side can be made out.
Dim. 0.0127x0.0237x0.0087.
Cf. as HM 141.
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APPENDIX I
Analysis of Metalworking Residue from Knossos.

This piece from the Ashmolean Museum collections was kindly analysed by Dr. P.
Northover, of the Dept, of Metallurgy & Science of Materials, Oxford. Permission for the work
was given by Mrs. A. Brown, of the Museum. My thanks to both. The following is taken from
the report submitted by Dr. Northover.

A small lump was submitted for analysis. It is believed to be from the Vat Room
Deposit, Knossos. About 10mm across, the piece was ground flat on one side, hot mounted
in copper-filled acrylic resin, ground and polished. The sample was examined under the
optical microscope and

analysed

using the CAMEBAX automated

electron probe

microanalyser at the Dept, of Materials, Oxford. Two areas, each 50 microns square, were
analysed; the sample was then reground and polished and a further optical microscope
examination was made, but no new structure was observed.

The mean of the two analyses is:
16.39% Fe; 24.22% Cu; 3.94% As; tr Sb; tr Au; 0.15% S;
balance - O, Ca with a small quantity of Si.

The microstructure of the sample indicated complete corrosion of either metal or slag.
In either case the sample indicates the working of arsenical copper in a crucible-based
process. The probabilities tend to be in favour of the sample originally being metal rather than
slag, despite the high iron content. If the sample had been of slag it would be expected that
rather more structure would have survived despite generally poor preservation of slag in the
Knossos area. The iron and calcium would have been picked up from the groundwater but
the metal itself might have had a significant iron content, perhaps up to 1%. However, the
possibility of the sample being a crucible slag cannot be ruled out.

The technology reflected by the sample is typical for a number of Mediterranean areas
at the end of the 3rd millenium and into the 2nd millenium BC.
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APPENDIX II
Animal bones, retrieved from Test Pit at the SE corner
of the West Pillar Crypt, excavated by Evans,
stored at Knossos

Summary of a Report by Prof. Nobis, from the German.

From the 375 bones (mainly fragmentary), 142 could be safely identified while 92
vertebrae and ribs can only be judged to be from ’bovids’. The range of identified species
includes Bos primigenius, Bos taurus and the domesticated ox: a species that seems part way
between B. primigenius and B. taurus was recognized.

Sheep and goat, wild and

domesticated pig complete the list.
The majority of the bones, 87%, come from domesticated animals; 13% from wild
fauna.

The following Table gives some of the details of the material.

BONE

WILD
OX

Horn-cores

21?

Skull frags.

17?

Upper Teeth

1

SHEEP/GOAT

DOMESTIC

6
1

6

8

1

3
1

3

r
1

Atlas vert.

DOMESTI
PIG

1 sheep

Lower Teeth
Jaw

WILD

Axis vert.

1

1
1

1

Shoulder 1
blade
r

1

2

3
1

Humerus

2

1
1

2
4

1

2
2

1

1

1
r

Radius

1
r

Ulna
Carpals

1
1

2

1
2
365

1

Metac’pals I
r
Pelvis

2
1

I
r

1
1

1

Pelvic frags.
Femur

4

r

Tibia

1

I
r

Tarsals

2

Metat’sals 1
r
Talus

2
1

r

1
1

1

2

Centrotarsal I
r

1
1

Phalange I

3

1

Phalange II

1

3

TOTAL:

2
1

2

16

38

38

1
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APPENDIX III
Evans’ notebooks of 1903

AE/LS Pqs 1903

Porcelain Deposit
On removing pavement stratum ( thick)
of red earth below this pots broken and perfect
a little gold foil and a good deal of rubble.
The procelain deposit at bottom about 20 cm,
from floor. It is part of a treasury depot
as pieces of broken objects were found
together - not mere sweepings from a large mass
turned into the repository - it had however been dis
turbed many things broken. Gold and precious metals
no doubt abstructed - Then some pieces got into
upper levels and zone of Goddess and some other por
celain and bits belonging to this hoard found their
way into the other kasella.
The second kasella contained proportionally
a larger number of pots and of gold foil crystal.
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etc. was found nearer its upper level.
The Cist No 1 was formed of fine
thick slabs 15 cm x thick). The floor had a sinking
in the middle. No 2 rather of blocks than slab
floor flat with dowel holes also the sides perhaps
for wooden partitions.
Kasella 1

1 .9 4 x 1 .4 6
1.64 deep

Large side slab b

1.94 x 1.2 high

Kas. II. slabs 42 thick and high

About 40 more or less perfect vessels.
Bones of

weasel.

Cross 22.2 cm in diam. Fine veined dark grey and white
marble 1.2 cm thick. On back incised lines.
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Snake Goddess
Height 34.2 cm. 13.5 inch?
Fragment of right fore arm above elbow.

Restored

Left forearm and tail of snake.
Parts of apron and lower curve of snake
below girdle.
Skirt, but full patterns of this
is supplied by a similar
dress worn by a somewhat smaller figure.
Fragments of upper margin of tiara and
head of snake.

Tiara winding - originally purple-turned brownish with white border.
Snakes head was evidently curved forward above
like uraeus of Hathor etc (compare).
Necklace round neck.

Hair falls behind over shoulders. Matronly bosom.
A Mother Goddess, disproportionately large ears,
perhaps symbolic of far hearing, black eyes and brows
Short sleeved jacket with

spiral decoration (in relief).

Purplish black-whitish ground (? originally pale turquois)
Narrow dark brown border in relief - laced together below
Snake girdle
White spots in relief on pale purple
Three snakes heads of one visible in
girdle - one in right hand one on tiara.

The snake held in right hand runs down behind shoulders and con
tinues up again to left arm which held the tail.
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The snake with head in girdle runs up one side
of front of jacket and coils tail over right ear.
The snake with its head above the tiara takes
a similar route down the other side of the
jacket opening to the girdle.
Snakes greenish white ground with purplish
brown spots.
Snake votary
Head wanting. In right hand holds out snake
tail up (head wanting) skin white-jacket
orange brown - with dark purplish brown - raised cord
like border also around apron, 7 flounces. Tresses
of hair in front of shoulders and falling down back
the hips. Height to neck 20.
Bagge restores with other snakes and missing
arm and tiara on head.

Third figure (17 to girdle) above waist wanting
Dress (skirt and apron on Goddess but no snakes
Girdle

Hair falling down to hips behind

as preceeding - Part of skirt restored.
(?frilled rather than flounced)
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PI.1

West Wing of the Palace at Knossos: Trenches opened by Kalokairinos visible. After
Evans’ Ashmolean Photographic Archives.

397

PI.3

Lobby of Stone Seat (LSS) after 1900 excavations. Evans’ Ash.Ph.Arch.

399

PI.4

Part of West Wing. CPS area included after 1901 excavations. Ash.Ph.Arch.

400

PI.5

Vat Room (VR) Floor.

401

PI.6

VR Deposit Objects. Evans PM I, fig.120.

402

PI.7

VR Vases. Evans 1903, fig. 6 6 .

403
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PI.8

VR Vase. E v a n s l9 0 3 fig.65.
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PI.9

VR amphorae.

405

PI.10

VR objects. Brown 1983, fig.30b.

406

PI.11

VR Necked jar and its contents.

407

PI. 12

VR Necked jars.

408

PI.13

VR Four-handled jars.

409

PI. 14

VR Beaked jugs.

410

PI.15

VR Beaked jugs. (a)BM.Ph.Arch.)

411

PI.17

VR Miniature jugs

PI.19

VR a)tCups c) Handleless cup.

PI.20

VR Footed goblets

416

PI.21

VR a) Bowl, c ) Storage vessel frag.

417

PI.22

VR a) Lid. C) Lamp.

418

b

PI.23

VR a) Egg-shell ware cup. b) Egg-shell ware cup frags.

419

PH

PI.24

:•

VR Egg-shell ware cup frags.

420

PI.25

VR a) Pyxides, b) Pyxides frags. Ash.Ph.Arch.
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v

PI.26

VR a) Obsidian piece, b) O bsidian blades.

422
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PI.27

VR

, ) Obsidian blades, a b ) Obsidian core.

PI.28

VR §) O bsidian flakes. C) Yiali obsidian, d) Flint.

424

PI.29

VR Stone vase frags.

425

PI.30

VR a) Stone bowl, b) Stone bowl frag. Ash.Ph.Arch

426

PI.31

VR Lid

427

b

PI.32

VR Lid.
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PI.33

VR Small lid.
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|
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P I.3 4

VR a,b) Stone vase frags, c) Axe-head.

430

V

b

PI.35

VR a,b) Slate frag, c) Faceted tool.

431

PI.36

VR a) Rock crystal cylinder, b) Rock crystal frag, c) Aragonite frags.

432

PI.37

VR a) Rock crystal bead. b,c) Ivory plaques.

433

a
PI.38

VR Shell plaques.

434

M

PI.39

k

VR a,b)i Shell. Ash.Ph.Arch. c) Shell, d) Ostrich egg frag.
c ^ F a ie n c e

435
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PI.40

VR a b ) Gold frags, c) Copper slag. Ash.Ph.Arch. d,e) Copper Slag.

436

PI.41

VR a,b) Faience plaques, c) Segmented plaque.

437
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PI.42

VR a,b) Faience beads, c) Ash.Ph.Arch

438

k

PI.43

_

VR a) Faience long bead, b) Tiny blue frit beads, c) as b) - Ash.Ph.Arch.

439
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PI.44

VR a) Faience/stone balls.
Dep.A. b,c) Conical cups.

440

a
PI.45

Dep.A. a) Vase frag, b) Rim frag, and strap handle.

441
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PI.46

Dep.A. a) Pithos sherd, b) Neolithic sherds.
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PI.47

Dep.A. a,b) O bsidian cores.
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PI.48

Dep.A. a) Obsidian cores, b) Obsidian and lamp or table frag.
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PI.49

Dep.B. a) Neolithic frags, b) Serpentine pounder.

445

PI.50

Dep.C. Neolithic sherds.

446

PI.51

Dep.D. LM IIIA:2 kylix frags. Fresco froy
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ON L I N E A - A

Evans. PM I, figs. 335 a..b (above). 334

PI.53

TR Faience Lily.

449

-

PI-54

T’S

TR a-c) Faience lotus flower, buds. d-$ Saffron flowers.

450
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PI.55

TR a,b) Faience fruit, c-e) Faience pendant and drawing.

451

9£

PI.56

TR a-Q ) Faience rock frags, d) Faience rock frag. Ash.Ph.Arch.

452

PI.57

TR Faience marine panel. Evans 1903 fig.46.

453

v/
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PI.58

TR a,b) Faience sea-shells. c,d) Faience argonauts.

454

■

PI.59

TR Faience argonauts.

455

996992^

PI.60

TR Faience argonaut. Ash.Ph.Arch.

456

PI.61

TR a,b) Faience fish.cd) Faience head and fin of fish.

457

PI.62

TR Faience ribbed objects.

458

PI.63

TR Faience goat and kids plaque.

459

PI.64

TR Faience cow and calf plaques

460

PI.65

TR Faience plaque frags, portraying bovids.

PI.66

TR Faience plaque frags, portraying bovids and ovicaprids.

462

PI-67

TR a) Faience objects Ash.Ph.Arch. b) Various objects. Brown 1983 fig.30c.

463

PI.68

Faience geometric plaques.

464

PI.69

TR Faience: a,b) Plaques, c) Half-sphere. d)ring-circlet.

465

PI.70

TR Faience: a,b) "Bracket". c,d) Shields.

466

PI.71

TR a,b) Faience jug. c) Faience chalice.

467

PI.72

TR Faience chalice.

468

PI.73

TR Faience bowls.

469

d

PI.74

TR Faience baskets.

470

PI.75

TR Faience: a) Segmented beads, b) Cylindrical beads, c) Grain-shaped beads.

471

PI.76

TR Faience spherical beads.

472

PI.77

TR Faience rods, (a) "Marblized".)

473

PI.78

TR Faience female figures and various objects. Ash.Ph.Arch.

474

1.79

TR Faience Goddess.

PI.80

TR Faience Goddess.

476

PI.81

TR Faience: a) Head of Goddess, b) "Attendant1

477

PI.82

TR Faience "Attendant".

478

' PI.83

TR Faience: a) "Attendant", b) Third figure.

479

b

PI 84

TR Faience third figure.

480

PI.85

TR Faience arms of figures, (c) Ash.Ph.Arch.)

481

PI.86

TR Various objects. Ash.Ph.Arch.

482

PI-87

TR Faience dresses and girdles. Evans PM I fig.364.

483

PI.88

TR Faience dresses - drawings.

484

i

c

a

PI.89

TR Faience dresses.

485

a

PI.90

Faience dress

486

and girdles.

PI.91

TR a,b) Girdle frag, c ) V J e 'm 9 ^ rd tn 1 9 8 9

487

PI-92

TR Sealing, a) Evans PM I, fig.518f. b) Upper surface,
surface under microscope - courtesy of I. Pini.

488

c) Lower surface, d) Lower

V

PI.93

TR Sealings: HM HUo a) Upper surface, b) Lower surface.c)HM 1186 d) Lower surface.
gJ) jb
under microscope - courtesy of I. Pini.

489

PI.94

TR Sealings - leather package type. a,b,c) Lower surface of three sealings with thread
impressions cutting across, d) Reed or basketry impression.

490

PI.95

TR

"Hanging Pyramids" type.

491

PI.96

TR a) Triangular three-finger nodulus. b) Two finger nodulusc) Lower surface of b).
I

V

PI.97

TR a) Tablet-like nodulus, one surface showing sheep or goat, b) Lower surface, cardium
shells arranged around dot.
Evans PM I, fig. 518 a,b.

493

be

PI.98

TR a) Detail - very distinct periphery of seal probably from a ring. b,c) Roundel Type II.

494
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c m

PI.99

mm

TR a) Roundels - PM I, fig.456 a-c. b,c) Noduli Type III.

495

PI-100 TR a,b) Architectonic design on clay objects - PM I, figs.411 a,b. c) Agrimia - PM I,
fig.514, 518 c. d) The "Skyla" seal impression - Evans PM I, fig.520.

496

9

I

b ,

PI.101 TR a) Boxer - PM I, fig.509. b) Female figure - PM I, fig.363a. c) Male figure - PM I,
fig.363b. Roundel with Hc" impressed on edge.

497

d
P 1

102 t r a) Flower - PM I, fig.518 I. b) Pallium, c) Crab - PM I, fig.518 g, j. d) Trees in the
wind - PM I, fig.519.

498

PI. 103 TR a) Clay tablet - Godart & Olivier 1970, KN 1a,b.

c,d) Anthers.

499

&

PI.104 TR a) Fish vertebrae, b) Detail from Pl.78a - Ash.Ph.Arch.

500

PI. 105 TR a,b) Pomegranate flowers and buds.

501

PI. 106 TR a-c) Arrow plumes.

502

PI. 107 TR Ivory decorative objects and bone pomegranate flowers and buds - Ash.Ph.Arch.

503

PI. 108 TR Faience, ivory and bone decorative objects - Ash.Ph.Arch.

504

PI.109 TR a) Ivory plaques, b) Burnt corn - Ash.Ph.Arch.

505

b
PI.110 TR a) Marble cross, b) Various objects in gold, rock crystal and "bronze".
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I
PI.1 1 1 TR a,b) Stone offering tables.

507

PI.112 TR Stone objects - Evans 1903, fig.20.

508

a

PI-113 TR a) Stone object, b) Drawing of a).

509

PI.114 TR a) Gold leaf, b) Incised gold leaf.

510

PI.115 TR a,b) Gold ribbed strips.

511

PI.116 TR a,b) Gold leaf in shape of plant leaves.

512

PI.117 TR a-ic) Gold leaf in shape of plant leaves.

513

PI.118 TR a7c) Gold leaf In shape of plant leaves.

514

PI.119 TR a,b) Gold leaf in shape of double plant leaves.

515
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r

PI. 120 TR a) Soil containing tiny pieces of gold leaf.
b) Gold leaf adhering to soil, c) "Bronze* objects.

516

PI.121 TR Clay vases in TR - Evans 1903, fig.25.

517

PI.122 TR Clay jug.

518

PI.123 TR Clay jug - Ash.Ph.Arch.

519

PI.124 TR Clay jug - Ash.Ph.Arch.

520

PI. 125 TR a) Clay jug. b) Amphora.

521

a

PI.126 TR a,b) Clay amphorae.

522

PI. 127 TR Clay vases in Ashmolean - Brown 1983 fig.30b - Ash.Ph.Arch

523

PI.128 TR Clay amphora - Ash.Ph.Arch.

524

\

PI.129 TR a) Oval-mouthed amphora, b) Large amphora wnn Linear A inscription on rim.

525

PI. 130 TR a) Amphora, b) Bird vase - Ash.Ph.Arch.

526

PI. 131 TR Bird vase - Ash.Ph.Arch.

527

PI. 132 TR Bird vase - Ash.Ph.Arch.

528

a
PI. 133 TR a) Bird vase - BM .Ph.Arch. b) Bird vase frag. - Ash.P h.A rch.

529

PI.134 TR a) Bird vase - Ash.Ph.Arch. b) Bird vase frag

PI. 135 TR a,b) Bird vases.

531

PI. 136 TR Sea shells a) Venus verrucosa, b) Mactra stultorum.

532

PI.137 TR Sea shells a,b) Chamelea Gallina Striatula

533

PI.138 TR Sea shells a) Dosinia exoletus. b) Acanthocardium tuberculatum.

534
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PI. 139 TR Sea shells a,b) Acanthocardium tuberculatum.

PI.140 TR Sea shells a) Spondylus gaederopus. b) Naticarius hebraeus and millepunctatus.

536

PI. 141 TR Sea shells a) Worms housed within shell, b) Holes drilled by Naticarius.

537

m m m m m /t

PI. 142 a) The two facades bordering the Central Court, b) Earlier door jamb base and remains
of foundations.

538

PI. 143 a) Stairs leading into Lobby of the Stone Seat, b) Stone column bases found in LSS.

539

PI-144 N. wall of LSS - Ash.Ph.Arch.

540

PI.145 a,b) N. wall of the LSS.

541

PI. 146 a,b) Blocked doorway and detail.

542
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PI. 147 a) East part of S. wall of the LSS. b) Gypsum dado in E. wall of the LSS.

543

PI. 148 a) Floor of LSS. b) Floor slabs of W. part of bench.
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PI.149 a) Gypsum slabs associated with the clay tablets of the LSS. b) E. wall of GPR (Early E.
Facade).

545

PI.150 a) Base of Medallion Pithos GPR and cist sunk in floor,
b) Threshold of entrance into TR showing dowel holes.

546

%

PI.151 a) N. wall of TR
cement.

b) Traces of gypsum floor along N. wall of TR encased in modern

547

PI.152 Superficial cists sunk in gypsum floor in TR - Ash.Ph.Arch.

548

PI. 153 a) Neatly cut "step" along W. wall of TR b) Superficial cist in TR

549

3

PI.154 E. and W. Pillar Crypts and E.-W. corridor to S. - Ash.Ph.Arch.

550

PI. 155 a) Door jamb bases in N. wall of EPC. b) S. wall of WPC.

551

\
PI.156 a,b) S. wall of WPC.

552

PI. 157 a) Pillar in WPC. b) Bench in WPC (reconstructed).

553

PI.158 a) Vats along E. wall of VR b) Low bench in RN.

554

PI. 159 a) N. end of N.-S. corridor, b) W. wall of E.-W. narrow room.

555

7

\

PI.160 W. wall of NR.

556
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